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PREFACE.

Hardly does there exist another language in which the

spoken style differs so much from the written style as in the

Chinese language. And it would not be an exaggeration to say

that in reality there are two Chinese languages, the spoken and

the written.

It is quite natural that every foreigner coming to China who
wishes to study Chinese begins with the spoken language. Many
fundamental manuals existing on this subject make the student's

work very easy and interesting. But as soon as he has mastered

to some extent the spoken Chinese and tries to read the texts of

the written style he at once encounters difficulties very hard to

overcome. His knowledge of the spoken language is of little use

to him because he meets new expressions and unfamiliar forms

of sentence structure. It is true that explanations given by his

Chinese teacher assist him in getting the meaning of an expression

or particle in a given case. Seldom however is his teacher able

to explain to him how a particle is used or a sentence formed.

Furthermore for this analysis of the written style there is no

systematic work which may solve his perplexities and answer

his numerous questions. The result is that many people who

earnestly wish to study the written Chinese very soon lose their

enthusiasm and stop mid-way.

The aim of the present book is to help the students of the

Chinese written style in their difficult task by guiding their first

steps in its mastery. The book is composed of 40 lessons. The
texts which comprise various styles of literary writing are, in

the beginning, very simple. For every new character used, ex-

planations are given so that a person who does not know Chinese

at all can start studying this book. For those who know the

spoken Chinese it may be of no little value in the analysis of the

written constructions to have the spoken versions which accom-

pany the written tex.ts in the first ten lessons. The particles of

the written style are grouped in separate classes according to

their grammatical use.



The author is very far from the thought that this book wi

be able to satisfy completely the acute need of a systemati

manual on the Chinese written style. On the contrary, bein

quite aware of the hard task which he has assumed, he forese(

serious defects and oversights in his work and only consoles hin

self with the thought that he is on the right path, that the studj

ing of the written Chinese according to his method will not be

waste of time and that in the future some other sinologues wi

develop and complete his work in those points in which he h;

not had sufficient ability or time.

The works which have been consulted and made use of in tr

preparation of this manual and to which the author is great)

indebted are enumerated in the Bibliography.
It is recommended before beginning the study of this boc

that necessary corrections be made in accordance with the list <

the errata.

The material of these lessons has been used for lectures give

bv the author in the North China Union Language School durir

a period of 18 months to three successive groups of students,

gave him a good opportunity to verify by experiment the pra<

ticability of his method, to regroup the material and make nece

sary alterations. The author is especially grateful to the Norl

China Union Language School for this privilege granted to him
The author also takes this opportunity to express his hearl

thanks to Dr. C. K. Searles for his valuable help and-many usef

suggestions in the composition of this work.

J. BRANDT.



LESSON I.

In the first ten lessons all literary (Wen-li 7|V*35|) articles
*^^, - -

re accompanied by translations into the spoken language.
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Vocabulary.

The explanation of words is given only for the Wen
texts. With each new character there will be indicated tl

number of the phonetic character (according to Soothill's list <

phonetics), if the phonetic more or less coincides with tl

reading of the character.

In case there are several different meanings for a characte

the particular meaning used in the text is given in italics.

In combinations of two and more characters the charact

on which the tone is indicated is emphasized.

a

ifii

chi"1 fortunate; prosper-
ous; auspicious.

hsiung
1 unfortunate; un-

lucky; cruel.

yu
s to have; to exist; to

be.

ya
l
(165) a crow; a raven.

I chi* to flock together; to
*

collect; to compile.

t t'ing* (70) the audience
hall. A court-yard; a

room; a house.

rfl tree. To set up;
to erect.

tu draw out; to

stretch; to prolong; to

lead, to quote.

ching' (4.7) the neck: the

throat; an isthmus.

t'.rh--a conjunctive par-
ticle; an adversative

particle. And; yet; but;
Like. You; your.

'-' tin- cry of a bird or

animal; a sound. To
si IIL,'; to cry.

PK

I

A

erh? a child; a son; mal

ch'ih4 to hoot at.

chih 1 a particle havir
various uses; very ofte

it is used as a pronou
of the third perse
in the objective cas

also as a sign of tl

possessive case. To gi

.
to proceed ;

An e:

pletive.

/w4 a father.

y'ueh* to speak.

shih* tx) be. Right. Thi
that.

ho- ((199) an interrogate
particle. How? Whj
What?

hai* to injure; harm.

ch'ang* constant; usua

freijuent.
- to hear. To smel

Krad wen* to mak
known; to si

jen*- -a n.an.



I

-words; language. To

speak; to express.

ch'iao' (ch'io
4
)

the mag-
pie; the jay.

chin1 now; the present
time.

che* a particle ot many
uses imparting various

shades of meaning,
adjectival, participial
etc. to words to which
it is joined (vid. not d).

yeh* a final particle (vid.
note e ).

ku4
(702) a consequential

particle. Cause; reason;

therefore; a causal par-
ticle.

chih 1
(475) wisdom ;

knowledge.

shift2 (93) to know; to be

acquainted with.

Sfe chifc-shih knowledge
B* and experience.

yuan
3
(370) far off; dis-

tant; remote.

sheng
4 to conquer; to

excel. Read sheng
1 to

/

be adequate to; to be

worthy of.

y'i? in; at; on; for;

among; by. Than (vid.
note g ).

niao* a bird.

shang
4 'to wish. To

esteem. To add. Still.

4>ul not.

b neng* to be able; to be
"fc competent; ability.

v

yu
4

(114)
- - pleased ;

satisfied. To be ready;

beforehand.

chih 1 to know; to per-

ceive; to be aware of.

tan yu-chih
1 to foreknow;

^^U to foresee.

^n k'uang* moreover; still
^** more; how much more.

Tfff,Plp erh-k'uang
4 stiU more;

IIIJ J\* how much more.

hul an interrogative and

exclamatory particle. An
expletive.

Notes.

- - "Flocked together (upon a) tree (in a) court-

yard".

The use of the prepositions "upon" and "in" can

be easily deduced from the connection; while in the

spoken version of the story the prepositions are clearly
indicated :

% ft & -h



b.

c.

d.

This simple example demonstrates to what extent
the written style differs from the spoken language.
The latter created for hearing and having comparative-
ly poor phonetic reserve, must inevitably have recourse
to more complicated combinations. The written

style, which takes into account the eyesight of the
reader, can express any conception in a much shorter
and laconical way leaving, the reader to deduce the

meaning from the connection or by the aid of various
particles which play a very important part in the
written language.

Kcti rfitlll - - - - The characters 3 | tf{fj with the aid of

(whose literary meaning here is "and") form a

complement to the verb
fljlL, answering to the question:

"how?" "in what way?"
In what way did the crows caw? "Stretching their

necks," or "with stretched necks".

Similar examples.

pY to act contrary to right.

("]!=? Pe i* behind; contrary; rfjg H
3

right; 4*} hsin-

to act; to do)
to get without thinking (of it).

ssu 1 to think; 4B to? to get; to receive).

A - - - - to govern without severity.

yen* severe; A chih4 to govern).

- - - here -^ is a pronoun; "them".

- in this case
j4 gives a participial force to the

preceding verb: "singing", or, "thos"; who sing".

Similar examples.

"^-^^T^^TI'll)
" tnoso wh know

not speak; those who speak do not know.

;^j \j -$r~jg
- - - those who know it

(

-

(the virtue) are not equal to those who love it.

(]j9



/tr-t jit* like; as; yft'fnt pu-ju
1

* not equal, worse;

hao* to love; to like).

those who have virtue are certain to be able to speak;

those who can speak are not certain to have virtue.

(;&} te1 virtue; .rV pi* certainly; must.)

- -
..(those who sing) are the crows". In this

case the final particle Jjj
marks the end of the

sentence as it usually does.

* Similar examples.

J'h - - - - I do not know that he is benevolent

'*
2 ne ' * t;

>f~"* Jen
*

benevolent).

- - - I do not believe (it).

w0^
I; me - -f^" hsin 4 to believe).

lin

Sometimes ifi makes a pause in a sentence, and so

gives emphasis to the preceding words, like:

as tolearnin s- (
ne>?

)
salary

may be found therein.

hsueh? to learn; a^L lu* salary; ~fc tsai4
at;

in; rfj churig
1 middle; within; ji i* a final par-

ticle).

is to be

found therein.

keng
1 to plough; nei* hunger).

-- -here -*r is used to express the
^C<

possessive case: "man's knowledge and experience".



"much higher than (those of)

birds."

Similar examples.

- there is nothing greater than God.

(~f*f mo* not;-there is not; -t-* ta* big; great;

t'icn 1 heaven; God).

"?&}'--
- the water is higher than the bank.^

shui* -water;
'

high; \^ fl*~s!iore
-

bank).

3 more valuable than silver.
be

\-{*i*
kiit'i

'

-dear; honorable; X>n vin--- -silver).

TRANSLATION.

Lucky and Bad Omens

There were (some) crows (who) flocked together (in a)

court-yard (upon a) tree and cawed (lit. san^) stretching (their)]

necks. (A) boy hooted at them ( -^ ). (Mis) father asked (lit.

said), "What (is) the harm (in) this 'JjL)?" (The) boy aid. "(I

have often heard people say (that when a) magpie chatters, (\\\\

brings) good luck, (an.l when a) crow ci\vs, (it brings) bad luck

Today the crows have been cawing, therefore
(Jb^f)

1 ha\
HA

hooted at them.'' The father said, "Man's knowledge anc||j]

experience (are) much higher (yJfH^i) than (-f&) (tl

birds, yet (<'>) ue cannot 'foresee good luck and ill luck. Stil

more the birds art 1 not able to do it."
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Vocabulary.

ying* a shadow.

hsin 1 new ; recent.

yueh
4 the moon. A lunar

month.

ch'u 1 to begin ; at first ;

just .

shang
4

up; top; to go up,
summit; high; best.

Iising* to walk', to do; to

act; to carry out.

lang* (362) a veranda; a

corridor.

ss 4
like; similar; to seem.

i l ~one; the first.

throughout.
sui* (180) to follow; to

accompany; together.
c/i'z 2

he; she; it; they.
This; that.

hou'
1

behind; after; pos-

terity.

hsia4 down; beneath; in-

ferior. To come down.
To take off.

kan* to dare; to venture.



Jnti- to come back; to

return.

&w4
(55)

-to look at; to

regard; to care for.

M hui-ku4- to look back.

c/tt
2 haste; impatient; an-

xious. Urgent-

It ju
4 to go in; to put in.

fi*

ifc

kao 4 to tell; to announce.

To lay a plaint.

tzu s an elder sister.

tz'u* this.

ju
3

-you; yours.

shen } the

person.

body; the

li
4 to stand up;
to fix; to estal

mediately.

teng
1

(733)- a- I

lantern.

cWien"1 before.

jih* the sun; a day.

chieh 1
all; every.

equalizing particle
not b.)

wang* (646)
- to forget]

yeh
1 an interrogative
tide.

nai 3 thereupon; a

sequential particle. Nl;

so. However; but (\,

note c) .

it'll*- (763) to awake;
understand.

Notes.

fefrze

b.

of the

case : "the shadow of your bod} ".

here J5i is used as an equalizing part]

(vid. lesson IV) which indicates that a quality, a si

or an action relates to two or several objects to the

extent.

Similar examples.

------ all men know that.

- - - - old and young all are tli

3
old; /K .s7mo 3

few; little; young;
_2t

present; a'ive).
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f* ffj
" " " " a^ within the four

seas are brothers.

''fjnss/f
4

four; y
hai3 the sea; rfo net* inside:

within;
Cjl hsinngi an elder brother; fh ti* :i

younger brother;
Cjl pYa hsiung

l
-ti brothers).

E3 ~Tfj^fL
- - here 7A is used as a consequential par-

tide (vid. lesson XVII).

Similar examples.

will then do
(~p1*

k'o* - can; may).

- - everything then has gone right.

pai*, />o
2 hundred; all: ^f shih* -

affair; matter;
^^*"

s//t* comply; follow).

TRANSLATION.

Man's Shadow.

The new moon had just (7^11) risqn. A boy was passing

inder a veranda, (and) it seemed (to him) that somebody (lit.

DIU> man) was following him
(^ff*)-

The boy did not dare to
2 -"* "*

.look back. Hurriedly (%.} he entered (the house), (and) told
3 JJit>

(his) elder sister. (His) sister said, "It (is) the shadow of your

body- (When) you are standing before a lamp, (or) going under

the sun, there always (J^i)
is a shadow. How is it that you

torgct. it ( ~*/\'
The boy then

Cjtt)
understood.
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Vocabulary.

fo 1

many; much; mostly;
often.

a 1

//
5

not; nothing; with-
out.

t
2 to increase; to benefit;

<ulvantage; still more.

huo* some; someone; or;

perhaps
' to ask; to inquire.

To hold responsible.

/://
n -a child; a >o\\. \

:;llein.in. Von; Sir. .1

philosopher.

mo 4 ink: black; obscure.

-'

(chai-)t\\Q
pheasant.

tartar

^ ;o /; ?
)

a philosopher ( |th and

5th century B. (-.) >('

the Sun- stat<-, who
propounded a d-K-triuc

of "universal lo\i-.'' II

was vigorously oj j

by MfiH'ius. who ex-

hibited the unpractical
side of that doctrine.



ft
ii

i 9 to take; to cause; to

use. A particle of many
uses (vid. note a).

wei* to do; to make; to

cause. Read wei* be-

cause of; for; by; on be-
half of.

kuei* honorable; esteem-

ed; dear; expensive.

hsia 1

(639) a shrimp, a

prawn. Read ha? a

frog.

(mo
1

) (453) a frog.

mn ha* - ma a common
toad; a frog.

t/jt ych* night.' darkness.
MSi

S] yen* to dislike; to hate;^ '

to loathe.

bjfe hsiung* the male of birds.

Brave; martial.

go $ft chi 1

(88 1) the fowl;
69 1^E the chicken. The

cock.

hsiung-chi
1

-a cock

rtT
A,

Notes.

ii

t'ien1 the sky; heaven.

God.

t'ien-hsia* under the

sky; the empire; the
world. China.

chen* (355) to move; to

shake; to excite.

tung* (27) -to move; to

rouse.

chen*-tung to excite

to action; to come
into motion.

tsai* to be; to exist; to

be alive. At; in; on

(vid. note
d^-

tang
1

ought; . suitable;

proper. To act as. To

happen.

shift1 (46) time; season;

opportunity.

tang
l-shih proper time;

due time.

to cease; to come to an

end; finished; already.

erh-i 3 a final- particle

(vid. note e).

ftt^^ ------- - IM here indicates an instrument,
>J3fM *J*
"with," "by." In these cases IM sometime's follows the

object.

Similar examples.

PI
-^t

HP f - - to subdue men by force.

^~fl
^ force; strength; BH fit

1 to submit to; subdue).

^tCW^F A.
" to treat Pe P^e witn kindness.

(iff tow** kindness; grace; tai* to treat).
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!*IiAi iil^E - to recompense iniury with kind-
Jvratl**lL?

ness.

pao
4 to reward; && y<^n4

wrong; injuiy).

b /^'Ht'3& ^*fc is here an interrogative particle.* ^ ^

Similar Bxamples.

can it be (so) ?

----- is it not also difficult?

i4 also; jSfc
nan* hard; difficult).

c rfff A Jl ~5?
~ ~ ~ ~ ' '

Tfii
^ere *s an adversative particle

(vid. lesson VIII), "and yet", "but".

Similar exampfes

the state is big but weak.

kuo* nation; state; 33 jo
4

weak).

jjTl jhfln
fffrSSlI

- t^16 blade is short but sharp.

(jT\ jen
4 a blade; jfer? man* short; ^Bil

H* sharp;

keen).

R poor and yet not flattering;
.

rich and yet rtot proud.
'in* poor; 3ft ch'an* to Hatter; ^ fu*

wealthy;
jg

ch'iao 1

arrogant; proud).

J- /frlEaffSF /ft*
means here: "it is important";

"it is essential".

Similar examples

i for a general strategy

is (more) important than bravery.
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chiang
4 leader; general; ::Hf mou3 to scheme; pS

yung
3

brave) .

PFft^
" ' for troops proficienc-v is

(more) import a,nt;than numbers.

(_g2 ping
1 a soldier; :ij^ching

l
essence; spirit; skill).

>-^ Tn
fe T/r| JU besides playing the part of the final particle,

this expression imparts to the sentence a shade of ex-

clusiveness which can be expressed by: only, nothing

more, that is all.

TRANSLATION.

Uselessness of Many Words.

Someone asked (p^ - - - - V~\] Mo-tzu, "Is it from
V

|OJ [_|

(PI) quantity that words become M2j) precious?"

Mo-tzu said, "Frogs croak day and night, yet ( 7?rt) men

loathe them ("Jf). (But when) the cock crows (only) once,

every tiling (lit. under the sky) comes into motion. It is

important to speak at the proper time, and that is all
( Hfti^t )

What is the good of talking much?"



LESSON II.

1.

_h
PJg ._h

T ^ IT
-f* ^**fc /ilt

' 1 > rtIt' >>il I

IZ^o WW lili

ffi

A
_h

ffi

*

tt

tr

n

si A I'J A -

Vocabulary

ijj
sAan1 a hill; a tnountain.

|

AM' the tiger. !

ch'u* to rear; to feed. -

Cattle.

i

Jh A

A
iS* m

2-0

M
'A hPL L*

(690) to hunt.

II lieh*-jena. hunter.

wow3
(509) to plot; to

scheme.



It

pu
z

(597) to seize; to

catch; to arrest.

she* (399) to set up; to

establish. If; supposing.

ching* (415) a hole; a

pitfall; a snare.

ssu* (/sV) (701) to wait

upon; to spy; to way-lay,

ta* great; big; tall. Very;
much.

shu 1 a book; to write;

written characters.

o. wall.

frA hsingi-jena. passer-by.

chih3 to stop; to cease.

pu*3i pace.

^ chih-pu
4 to stop; to be

careful.

hsiang
1 a village; coun-

try; one's native place.

hsiang
1
-jen a. villager.

I

A
cha-

E=|R

tzu* (112) a written

racter; a woid.

kuo* (581) to pass; to go

by; past. To commit a

fault.

(701)- -to make a

mistake.
tread on; to kick.

wit

ffl

it

chut* (288) to fall down;
to slide; to sink.

shang
1

(238) to wound;
to injure.

tstt- - the foot; the ieg.

Enough; sufficient.

hu l
(29) to expell the

breath; to call out to.

ch'iu"
1- to beg; to entreat;

to aim at.

yuan"
1

(187) to lay hold

of; to cling to; to pull

out; to assist; to rescue.

chi* to finish; since;

when; A particle of com-

pleted action (vid. lesson

XV).
ch'u 1 to go out; to drag

out; to produce.

chihs
(323) a finger; to

point at.

I^r fan 4 to sigh.

ŵit* I; me.

kou3
-if. To be of little

importance.

ch'i 3 - an exclamatory
particle (vid. note d).

chih* to go at; to reach.

The end. Utmost; best.

tsai 1 an exclamatory par-

ticle (vid. note e).

H
to way -lay him."

Similar examples.

- - - - in order to

Notes.

here indicates the purpose: "in order

bring tranquillity to

law-abiding people.



i6

(^f-jan
1

peace; to tranquillize; t Hang9
good; vir-

U+ *^-

tuous; Fa win1 the people).

ni
3j|f A* ~2Jr>

........ m order to clear off indebtedness.

(ifec/i'tng
1 clear; /rch'ien4 debt; ** k'uan* item;

4R xv 3S\

sum).

b ~ZT?a^-^ ........ compare lesson I, i, note d,
I nW j*-^3

_ ft, tjffi: pi ....... compare lesson I, 2, note c.
' J J *^ I I

d ^.^|Ll,dtu.
..... ^> is an exclamatory particle implying

a negative of the proposition conveyed.

Similar examples.

x -^n
........ ^ow ^ ^ou not ^now^ (y u

know).

how can it be so? (it cannot).

do I not think of you? (I do).

*
you; ^ssw1 to think).

how can there be such a principle?

the bird selects the

tree. How can the tree select the bird?

(9g/S* to select; -Jr-mw4 wood, tree).
J X|>

is an exclamatory particle. Sometimes ;* isW
used in the middle of a sentence after individual words

giving a strong emphasis to them.

Examples.

^ Rl1 tfe
........ is it not a pity!

1

pity; -ptMkk'o-hsii pitiable).



^ it not excellent !

good; excellent.)

a great question indeed!

capital!capital!

j'ao 4 admirable; excellent).

TRANSLATION.

Illiterateness.

There was a tiger in the mountains who devoured men

and cattle. Hunters planned to catch him, (and) laid a pit-fall

in order to waylay him (~/^)- Upon a wall (near by) they wrote

in big characters
(-J^Jji)

as follows
(pl)>

"Here (lit. below) a

pit-fall for a tiger is laid (lit. is). (Let) passers-by be careful".

A villager who was an illiterate man (^?T3&^-^)
"l^SBX J XEJ

was passing under that wall. By mistake he trod on the pit-

fail (~/O, fell into it
(
and) hurt his leg. (He) shouted loudly

for help. When
(top)

he was dragged out, somebody ( II
) point-

ed to the inscription on the wall (and) told him (~/O (about it).

The villager then (7&) said with a sigh, "If I had been able to

read (lit. if I knew characters), how could this have happened

(to me)!"



iS

?K

7k

?

: &
IS] % IB]

M 7k tlf-

as m

*
T-

ttm^
7R

T
ira

wi

-V
Z.

*

-4 lao z
aged; old.

JH ^'o 8
(239) thirst.

Vocabulary.

r 4 to wish; to desire.

~H^ shen* extreme; very; a

superlative particle (vid.
lesson V).

Q chien 4 to see; to appre-
-^ hend.

-A> shui* water.

,,,-.HE
pot; a vase; a cup.

ytn
s to drink; to swallow.

sficn 1
(4^7) deep; pro

found; very; extremely.
ch'ien 3

(332) s/w.
*

superficial; vulgar.

chick- to exhaust; ut-

most.

-f-t li* strength; force; power.



At* -ft chieh-H 4 to exhaust
*W/v one's full strength.

Afa shen 1
(824)

- to stretch; to

extend

n& hui 4 a beak; a mouth.
H9C

jg ISM? a servant; a soldier.

To finish; to die. Final-

ly.

4J3 let to get; to acquire; to

attain

/jYrt yang
3

(308) to look up;
face upwards; to raise.

-JJH"
shou*the head; chief;

first; leader.

-tit ;'o
4 -- as; as if; if. Like.

fg ssu i to think; to con-
'^ sider.

j^n Aw 1 careless; indifferent.

rfs* Suddenly; instantly.

1& /
l

tofly.

ch'u to go away; to de-

. part.

fei
l -chuto fly away.

hsieri* (5) Jo cam' t Mg
mouth. Rank; official

title.

-t

shift1 stone; rock; miner-
al.

t'oii* fo throw at or into;

to hand over.

chung
1 the middle; within.

Read chung*to hit

the center; to succeed.

wang* (71) to go; past;

gone; formerly.

fan
3

(215) -to return; on
the contrary.

wang-fan
3 to go and

come back.

shih* ten.

y'u
1

(31) remainder; sur-

plus; balance

tz 'u4 - second; next in

order. A time; a turn.

chi"1 (83) to accumulate;
to pile up.

sheng
1 to ascend; to rise.

sui* then; thereupon; a

consequential particle

(vid. lesson XVII).
chieh* to loosen; to undo.
To explain To get rid

of; to get free from.

Notes.

here is a superlative particle which

indicates the highest degree of a quality, st^te, or action.

Similar examples.

very much like,

quite right.

" very unsuitable -
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(4;tt hsiang
1 mutual; together; *? ft -fit; proper).

m^Jtf^ there is nothing viler.

(nig chicn* mean; vile;
j||

mo* not; there is not).

^vWri* -y - - here -V is a pronoun: "it" (water).
TV\ B/V < *-

p3 - - here .-feb is an assimilative particle,

like," "as if" (vid. lesson XI).

Similar examples.

just like the sea.

(fjff >'"
n

with; to give; 3fc? Jtai 3
sea).H^ i^f

- the disease is not mortal.

ing
4

-disease; -d wei 4 - -not; tt ssu 3 to die).

- - - empty as if there was nothing.

hsa' empty; unreal; fl& wti*- -matter; thing).

i^'iere ' s aconse(
l
ucn tial particle, -"then",

thereupon" (vid. lesson XVII).

Similar examples.

- and <o it came to this.

- - - he (hereupon prepared to start.

J|L tung-shen
l tQ start).

he then thought no more of return-

ing home.

(iX.J
kuei 1 to return; /^ nien {

to think; ^ /, S2-2_to

stop).
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TRANSLATION

The Crow

A crow (was) very thirsty. She saw in front of a house a
ot containing some water (lit. water pot) (and) wished to drink

^). (But) the pot was deep, (and) the water (in it) was

hallow. The crow tried to stretch her beak as much as she
ould, but still could not get the water. (Then) she raised her
ead as if

(^)
she were thinking. Suddenly she flew away (and)

ame back
(g|) carrying a stone in her beak (which) she

ropped into the pot. (Thus) she went and came back more than
en times. (When) the stones were piled up, the water had risen

and) then (%) the crow quenched (her) thirst.
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A ^ A fa
^ m ftl tr Si fll

To& IN
MoW ft ^ & #J
r*7 S $f S iSL ^
fN ImoW ^ 6*J

fe ft A * M- B
|T;

^

ts &: k
-fft A^I ^f> r
IJi ny n>u. J

i'i

A
n

Vocabulary.

pit
3 to divine; to fore-

tell.

piP-che a fortune-

teller; a diviner.

tsn*to sit doicn; to rest;

t" remain.

' ur -

- 2. Ho
o^ C

[> R[ g?
I f^l 3 ^

Jg ^
A

A

I Jo

nn

? to pass through; to

penetrate; thorough-

fare. To apprehend.
i'u- (^)i) />otw/
roads meet; a thorough-
fare.

:/ v/<
3

-ti> talk: words; Ian-
HIl

guage.



hsiu 1 to rest; to cease.

Prosperity.

chin* fault; crime. Cala-

mity.

pen
1 to rush; to run;

urgent.
cJiia 1 the family; home;

house. People. A class;

a school.

so 3 -a place. A particle
of many uses (vid. lesson

XXIX).
chieh* to rob; to

plunder.

c///V
4 to prepare; to ar-

range. All every. Im-

plements', utensils.

chin* exhausted; finished.

The utmost; all; wholly;

entirely; a superlative

parfide (vid lesson V).

sang
1 to mourn. Read

sang* to lose; to de-

stroy.

ts'ang
1 * granary. Read

/s'tfHtf
3 '

lurried; hasty.

huang
1

(74)- --to be afraid;

nervous.

23

ts'ang
s
-huang- -flurried;

excited.

shih 1 to lose; to miss; to

fail.

ts'o' to arrange; to place;
to raise; to publish.

i shih-ts'o* to lose one's

head; to lose pre-
sence of mind.

t'iao- to mix; to har-

monize; to stir up; to

excite; to tease.

chiin 1

-sovereign; prince;

ruler; a perfect man; a

gentleman. Sir, you.
chao* an omen; a pro-

gnostic. A million.

ku' -here an adversative

particle, yet; neverthe-

less; but (vid. lesson

VIII}.

hsingi -'to examine; to

perceive. Read shcns?
a province. To spare.

tui* to be opposite; to

correspond with; to

make a pair. To reply.

Notes.

here -^ jndicates the possessive

case: "the cross-way of foui roads".

./ti, I . .. ,_ /fS means here "for".

Similar examples

, F3S;?ywPv to die for one's country.
r $y 35Cwp

(gg/5Mo
a -state; country; $ chih* to give; wing*

life).
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AAQ to act on behalf of others.
Jsaff

r/v-^H-f'
- - a plan for the present juncture.

(/&*. chin 1 -now; the present; 54. chi* scheme).
"1 nl

c joined wilh or

iorms a passive construction: "our house has been!

robbed bysomeboby".

Similar examples

known by others.

destroyed by fire.

huo 3
-fire;

JHjyi
hui 3 to burn; to. destroy),

robbed by brigands.

(;M* pd 4
by; a sign of passive; $fe tao 4

brigand; i|-

ch'iang
3 to rob),

d jtff Ii*&"!
------- "the household effects are all gone".

Similar examples.

worn out with service.

ts'ui* to be worn out /JU shih* to hold office).

^te his patrimony is all squandered.
jiit

(K|
ch'an 3

patrimony; ttf* saw 4- -scatter; disperse),

e. XH i& '^^ here -^ gives a participial force to^

^rtt
.... here

77r|
is an adversative particle.

Compare lesson I, 3. note c.

W&M^Z^ "cre

ceding object r\/i
|^
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Similar examples

^T IS I/* ^ffJ^l 'I''!*^ ~5?
' ordinary paper is made

of bamboo.

( B3 yung* -to use; l chili* paper; frfr chip bam-
/IJ ^3\ [J

boo; the first -^ is a sign of the participle; the second

indicates the preceding object ifC).

- about ancient and

modern threat events (they) have heard nothing.
* ancient; 4r* *<** big; great; -jjjjfshih* affair);

......
(in rega d to) the aged

give them rest; (in regard to) friends show them
sincerit.

(HR p'cng
2 friend; -fc- yu

3
friend; fc^ hsin*- -believe;

faith; rfc aw 1

-quiet; peace).

' WhY ? How i s that?

TRANSLATION

Fortune-telling

A diviner was sitting at the cross-ways of four roads
and was telling fortunes (lit. good luck, bad luck) for (>fSS) the

passers-by. Suddenly his son ran up in haste and cried (lit. said),

'Our house has b^en ribbed by soin^bo:lv, (a-ul) the household
effects are all (^fe) gone!"

.71 1C

The fortune-teller was quite taken aback (by the news).
There was (someone) who wished to tease him (lit. teasing him
-V) and said, "Kverv dav vou tell fortunes tor others (

and yet (Kfi) you could not perceive an ill omen in (your own)

house. How is that
(/fj|f-ffj )

'

The fortune-teller could not reply.
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LESSON III.

1.

m -h m
s

ft

"4

(ej A ffll

fn
-ta.

Vocabulary.

3 five.

I
ti'~ moral excellence; vir-

'* tile.

fields; arable land.

(391) abundance; in-

fc
t'icH- iiii* tlm iKime of

a niini>ttT to dul.

of tin- I.u .state.

,(./* (617) to speak; to

say. To be called.

!n s
-vulgar; simple. The

name of a feudal state.

at 1 to grieve; to mourn.
Here: the name of a
duke of the Lu state.

-public; just; equit-
able. /)7/Av. A gentle-
man. Sir; Mr.
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/w
1 a man; a husband.
Read /' an initial

particle; a final particle.
.4 demonstrative pronoun.

t'ou* (j$i)the head; the

top; the chief; the best.

tai* (334) to wear on the
head. To sustain.

kuan 1 a conical cap. The
comb or crest of bird.

wen 1

elegant. The writ-

ten language; literary;
civil.

g ch'eng
l to prop up;

to stretch out.

ch'ti^ (641) a bird's spur;
distant.

wu8
military; war-like.

oppose;
*

(59o) to

enemy.

to contest.

yung* (594) courage;
brave.

shitf to eat; to drink;

food.

hsiang
1 mutual; recipro-

cal.

hsiang-hu
1 to call; to

convoke.
t
4

duty; loyal; faithful;

heroic.

ssu 1 to control; to man-

age.

ch'eri* (355) dawn; morn-

ing,

hsin 4 to belie-ve; truth;

confidence.

shih* real; genuine; true;

truly.
kou 4

(601) to meet with;
to see.

Notes.

being J
oined to a noun

an emphasis to it, and therefore in such cases is ex-

plained as a demonstrative pronoun.

Similar examples.

pfnTiLSi^^- ' my children, why do you
I -J .xv- J ,/ N- H *

not study (that) Book of Poetry?

(/K hsiao* small; 131 hsueh^ to learn; to study;
:

J^
%l f tt

shih 1

poetry; the Book of Poetry).

that man seldom speaks;

when he does, he is sure to hit the point.

(jMiPi* to be certain; surely; |-H chung* to hit the

center).



- - - if I am not to mourn

for that man, for whom then should I mourn?

(Jt fei
1 not; -*? here is an expletive;

>0j
wei 4

for; Jfglj t'ung
4 to mourn; ^ffr shui* who? rfr*

erh"1

uJpy Hie i"J

here: "then").

tK M^SJ-^ - - - - In these three cases -=3 is used to
b ' XRf^CTCiL'H ^H

2 Ril J*"* IfEl jX" form gerunds:

2
:
ffifr ^j ;^ i. "Wearing the comb upon his head."

2. "Stretching out spurs on his feet.''

3. "Daring to fight."

Similar examples.

:mtf3j'^ lS^-Jt* I/'ltC'ffj ploughing and sowing are

the business of farmers.

(jt keng* to plough; j^ chung
1 to sow;

|gj nung*

agriculture; t}U -4^. nung^-fu farmer; "^^ shih*

affair).

~M* ^flr^fii
4 ,-rfl

- this is the first difficult point

in the matter.

(JH
nan* difficult; AMt pan* transact).

to benefit the state by

(PI) satisfying the people.

Jsy/4
4 to benefit; CI tsu* enough; to satisfy; F^fi

if .'*.* i'-2y

* a country; a state; FS miri* the people).

7?r|
helre is a consequential

particle, "and then", "and therefore'
1

.



Similar examples.

----- if the ruler (

_fc
)

treats

the aged folk as he ought to treat them, the people then

will become filial.

(the first J is used as a verb: "to treat as old; j

hsing
1 here: to become; ^%& hsiao 4

filial).

F ff[i"^~K^^!/^ as ^*s cnaracter is

upright, therefore the whole empire turns to him
|

' ^7T*
C^w5

r4

~'"?nt correct).

AV ~5? h here -*? forms an adjective from
~f /c-xx /<_.

c pi|:;

l

J=L|MA lFi^*'^' nere
Jil gives

force to ito
nb

TRANSLATION.

Five Virtues

(One day) Tien-jao said to duke Ai of Lu, "Have you
not noticed the cock, sir? Upon his head he wears the comb (lit.

wearing the comb upon the head), (that is) civic virtue. On his

feet are stretched spurs, (that is) chivalry. (When) an enemy is

in front (of him), (he) (then-7?rt) dares to fight, (that is) valor.

(When) he finds (lit. sets) some food, he call* (his hens), (that is)

loyalty. He observes without delay the morning, (that is) trust-

worthiness. (Among) present men those who possess (lit. to

prepare) these five virtues are very few indeed (lit. not many to

be seen).
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Vocabulary.

cJmng* (784) younger;
second.

fflf-i
name

M

ijl t'ien-chitng
4 the

of a philosopher.

ch'i- even; level; equal.
Name of an ancient feu-
dal state (1122-224 B.C.)

chu 1 to dwell; to occupy.

shih'- an officer; a soldier;

a scholar; a gentleman.

> chu l -shih a retired

scholar.

icang
3 a king; a prince; a

ruler.

yang* (151) -to nourish; to

rear; to support.

how* th.ck; substantial;

generous. To caie.

lu 4
(525) prosperity; sal-

ary; official pay.

tse- to reprove. Duty; to

be respon-ible. To lay
a charge on.

sltih* an affair; a matter.

To serve.

an 1
still; quiet; peace:

at case. To place; to lay
down. An interrogative

particle.

ch'u 1 to bend; crouch.

/ 3
--grain; cereals.

& ch'ii-ku* a proper^ name.

p'ao- (225) the bottle-

gourd.

chien 1
hard; solid; firm;

obstinate.

y
2

if; as; like.

&. ch'iao*a.n opening; a^
cavity. Intelligence.

fijg
vtian* (194) to wish; to^ desire.

l^U
hsicn ( to present; to

^^ offer up.

RT k'o z can; may; possible.

fff VL ^''""* possible; may.

Read sheng*

ch'cng- (347) to hold; to

.contain,

flourishing.

tse- then; and so; in that
case. A pattern; a rule.

A consequential particle.

p'ou
1 to split; to cut in

two.

(233) matter; sub-

stance; thing.

to use; to employ;
useful. With; by.

yang
9 here: to rely upon;

to depend.

r1 also; and; even; indeed.

kuo* (333) a nation; a

state; a country.

tai 4
(718) to endanger.

&
Only; merely; nearly.

lei 4 a class; a kind; a

sort.

JH

fli
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Notes.

is often joined to the individual wordfl

in a sentence, even to proper names, in order
to]

emphasize them.

Similar examples.

tfPn^^ilrP^i
- - - - there was Yen-hui, he loved

toj

learn.

(j^ajljj yen-hui
9

a. proper name).

- the heart is the source of life.

(*{*
hsin 1

heart; j^ sheng
l

\ite; -*r chih l here is a

sign of the possessive case; -fc pen
3

root; origin).

-K^;^ ' ' ' the king is a boat; the

people are the water.

(fit, chou 1 a boat).

,/^-
........ the beginning was not like the

present.

shih* a beginning).

B3dh - - - - in antiquity the emperor himself

ploughed.

(- ku* ancient; tiT t'ien* heaven; txTjjl tien-tzu*

emperor; 5}jj\
ch'in 1

personal).

VI that lovely girl!

pi
9

that; /tit shu1
(ch'u

1
)

a pretty woman).
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I/I JfF^if^
- - - - here PI means: "by" "with": "support-

ed (him) with a liberal salary".

Compare lesson I, 3. note a.

I?
- - - - here

JKZ
is an adversative

"but did not charge (him) with
(
PI

) any affair".

Compare lesson I, 3, note c.

~5RJ -V - - - - here 7?Ft is a co

(vid. lesson XII):

"came to see (him) and said (to him)"

Similar examples.

^HIs Tfrf^Hr^C Hk
" * " " to ra 'se tue v ir tuous and to teach

the incapable.

(JoBl cA//
3 to raise; ^|^ shan 4

good; virtuous.
Hft|>

chiao* to teach; ^?b neng- here, an adjective:

"capable").
' ' from now on aftcr '

wards one may know that he is not filial.

(^M ts'ung* from; ^fcfe hoii 4
after; Jl fci

1 not;
14: ^ 5^P

y

hsiao* filial).

^'ere ' s an assimilative particle, 'as",

"as if", "like" (vid. lesson XI).

Similar examples.

^ ^ove ^e Pe P^e as ne
'

s children.

ai 4 to love).

S^ ---- to 'k uP n death as returning home.
jiM

shih*to look).

^^^ " " " " one day without seein

(h<>r) is like tlirecMnonths.

t
3 a final particle).
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f [Ft* rfr4nt?M?
- - - -

77j|
here is an adversative particle: "thick

but has no cavity"

'I/^'ffj the combination

ol rjrl and -^ forms here a verbal noun from the verb

|S
: "the value

( dlf -rlj*
- >) f gourds consists

in their aptitude to contain (things)''.

From this structure must be distinguished a similar

one where
FjTjL joined with

j4
forms an adjective

"That which "; "those who ----":

I am anxious only about

this question (lit. that about which I am anxious is only .

this question).

(rEr I/;
4 anxious; <M wci- only; "Ef crh^ a final

particle).

^ ---- Books are the onl >"

LZi

I love (lit. that which I love are only books).

' can d0 ' ! CCTtilinl

will do.

who arc called

great ministers serve their prince in accordance with
virtue.

ch'en- minister; ~tf shih* to serve. -M tao*
-^* y^i

righteousness; virtue; a way).
- Compare the present lesson, I, note a .

IM
J75rtjfe

--- - Compare lesson II, i, note u.

^ --- ' nerc
Jiff

w ' tn tne verk JB forms an

adjective clause :

"There is nothing needful to me in it", "I have no
need of it".
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Similar G>:anp!o3.

fife

' ' " loush '
"" is a MSC> he -

too, n.is that which he cannot do.

Wf s///
2

though; Jftt klicHg
4

sage; holy).
-3>

" " " " tncre sure ly is something of which

you are not aware.

N "F a " tbat hehas -

-/ L- -*

jlX /? ]iff yf\^lT!

k /^jri-jO] A
TTfffj"

- - - - "V u live nou' at otll<;r people's

expense".

Compare lesson I, I, note b.

TRANSLATION.

7'isn-chung.

There was in the Ch'i state a retired scholar T'ien-chunc: (by

name). The ruler of Ch'l paid (lit. supported) (him) a liberal

alary, but
(77rf)

did not entrust (him) with
(jM) (any) \\ork,

and on account of that (~^) T'ien-chung felt himself quite at his

ease.

Ch'u-ku came to see (him) and
(r7f)

said to him (-^), "I

liave a bottle-gourd which i> hard ;.s
(/in)

a stone, and thick

but
(jTrf)

lias no cavity. (I) wish to present it to you".

T'ien chung sai.d, "One values the bottle-gourd for its use as

a receptacle (lit. because it can contain things). Now (that

gourd of yours) is thick but has no cavity; therefore
(rf|I)

it can

not be made to (PI) hold things. I have no need of it
( -^)".

Ch'u-ku replied, "Living now at other people's expense you
are also

(/fc)
of no use to their state

(
li HM). and (there-lore)

closely resemble the hard bottle-gourd (lit. nearly of the hard

bottle-gourd class).
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Grammatical section.

PARTICLES OF THE WENLI STYLE.

Even in the perusal of the first three lessons of the present

course the reader could hardly have failed to notice the variety,

of so called "empty words" (f4jf?5l; let us call them "parti-

cles") and the important part they play in the structure of th(

written style.

The Chinese themselves pay no little attention to these

particles, and there are many manuals on this subject in use in

Chinese schools.

In the present course the particles are distributed in separate

categories in accordance with their particular grammatical u-e.

1. Partichs of qualification (lit. of weight)

These particles indicate the degree of quality, state, or

action, and are divided into the following four categories :

a.
"fjn^fe cbia'-teng Tha intensifying partichs.

1' -^P^K p'ingMeng The equalizing particles.

c. ^*"^S kaoMeng Tha superlative particles.

(1. /fl^fe tiMeng The limiting particles.

. inC chia'-tang The intensifying partichs.

Intensifying particles indicate the increase of the degiee o

q-iality, state, or action.

These particle? are :

v*



Examples of using the intensifying particles
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ft
ri.

I.

B

A
2.

&
12.

IO.

Vocabulary.
chia l to add; to affix. ,{& chien* to divide. An arti-

cle; an item; a subject.

virtuous.
teng* to wait. A class;

a rank.

yi't (619) more; further
To be superior. To ex-
ceed.

chiu* for a long time; a

long while.

su'1 (501) quickly; in a

hurry.
miao* excellent; admir-

able.

keng'more; further. Read

keiig
1 -to change; to

alter.

yao*--to want; to need;

important.

shan* good;
Clever.

yip an evil; a fault.

More; still more.

t
4

different; strange.

kuai* strange; super-
natural. To blame.

chin 9 to bind tight. Ur-

gent; important.

? chin-yao* important.
^i

kuan 1
(60) to gaze at; to

look; to inspect.

TRANSLATION.

Still longer. 7.

Still more; further. 8.

The sooner, the better. 9.

The more he has, the more 10.

dissatisfied he is. ii.

Still more important. 12.

There is still one more point.

Still more.
The more the better.

More strange.
Still more extraordinary.
Still more important.
Still more unworthy to be
looked at.
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Vocabulary.

m

hafi the sea.

yu* the fish.

tU ching^ (82) quiet.

kno 1 an outer wall; an

edge; a rim.

rjtf -3J* ching-kiio-chijn
1 a

proper name.

hsiang* here: a minister
of state.

feng
1 a fief or principality

held under the feudal

system. To appoint to

territory or oftice.

hsieh 1
(hsf!eh

l)B kind oi

marsh grass. Name of
an ancient small feudal
state.

to takp; to lead;
a leader; a general. A
particle of approaching
action. A sign of the

object.

ch'eng'
1

(}47) a wall of a

city; to build a city watt.

k'o 1

(712) -a guest; a

visitor; a stranger.
Here: a friend, an
adviser . (to ancient

rulers).

chicn* (505) to admonish;
to warn.

wang"
1
(647) a net; a web.

kou 1
(225 A) a hook. To

connect; to influence.

ch'ien* to pull; to haul.

hsing* lucky; fortunate,

lou* (790) the mole-
cricket.

*' (339) ants -

chih* to restrain: to

govern. Laws; regula-
tions.

yen
1 a final particle.
Read yen

1 an interro-

gative particle, how?
who? where?

yu"
2

(782) still; yet; even.

As; as though; like;

similar.

chih* to govern; to man-

age. To cure; to treat.

ch'iang^ strong; violent.

Read ch'iang
3 to com-

pel; to force.

yu
l

further; also; again;
then.

yu
l said; grieved; anxious.

tan* morning; dawn; day.

wangi-to go away: to

perish; to die. Read WU*

not; without.

sui* although; even if;

chu* (7) to beat down; to

build.

shihs to use; to send; to

cause. If.

kao 1
high; tall; lofty.

eminent.
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Notes.

a. here means: to be.

b 7^S*.bii^ fl^r'
'iere }S a Par^ c ' e f approaching

action (v.id. lessan XIV).

Similar exampbs.

it is going to rain.

I will go there

I will ask him.

- - - he does not perceive the approach

of old age.

c Tfrt EEr "y' Tfrf
^lere ^s a con

i
un tive particle.

Compare lesson ///, 2 note d-

d. Hlll^ll^^llTP^*
" " 7^ nere is a f'nal particle (vid. lesson

XXI).

e. "3"y';^7$ "/^
h ere ' s a s ' n ^ *^e P ssc^sive

._^E r^ t*
case.

& "y^^p7|^-ffl
- -

^frflii
liere is an assimilative particle,

"like", "as".

Similar examples.

t "&? - - to regard others' interests

as one's own.

ih 4* to regard; jpl
c/ri3 self; personal).



" " he lvSarcled mc as his Bather.

vu2
I; we).

t0 g be
-
vond is as wrong (Ht. is like) as

not to attain.

jg
^i/o' to pass; to go beyond, *tt CA/2 to reach to).

^ llere is a final particle.

h -

" ' n ' ier ian tne

Compare lesson I, r, note g.

"
sti11

i

1

) it would not be of an

use.

Here -^ is used as an expletive lending rhythmic force

to the sentence (vid lesson XXVII).

Examples of using -^ as an expletive.

" " " " a son serves n ^s father.

- when a bird is oin to

die; its song is sad.

^T ai 1 to mourn; to grieve).

f=t-
- I cannot believe it.

if//
2

I; |ffi ssw 1
this).

- how (/m~><frtf) should a minis-

ter serve his prince?
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4j -^7^ - - in cither case (equally) he will die.

(4t chi'jn
1

equal; all)

_. -y" Ml - - once is enough (lit. much).

' wn > i 5 it impossible?

7*/
here is a consc(

i
uential p article -

Compare lesson I, 2, note c.

TRANSLATION.

The Ssa-monster.

Chins; Kuo-chun was (/$) a minister of the Ch'i state. He
>fr

was appointed to the fief of H>ii.'h. There he intended
(4}f)

to

build walls and
(7fc|)

to live in tnat place (~^). (One of his)

advisers said, admonishing him. "Have you not heard about the

sea-monster (lit. sea huge fish), sir? A net cannot stop it, and it

is impossible to haul it with a hook. (But if) unfortunately

it is out of the water (lit loses wat^r), mole-crickets

and ants would then (Qil) -(easily) master (it). Your (3J--V)
M'J A=\ ><-~

presence (~tc} in Ch'i is similar
(?|j|)

to the abode
(Yp)

of the

sea-monster in \\ater. If ou govern Ch'i in the proper

way (^Kj), Ch'i will become strong, and what sorrow cmild you

have? (But) if (ife) one day Ch'i perishes, (then) even if you

should build (lit. cause) the walls of H?ueh higher than (-&

A.) the sky, still
(%5fc)

it would not be of any use to you."

"Good" said Ching Kuo-chun, and
("7^)

he did not builtl

the walls in HsQeh.
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Vocabulary.

g chcng* to wrangle; to con-

test.

4^. II hsing-jen? -a traveller.

f3& lin* to rent; to lease,

gjji
/M3

(207) a donkey.

-t fang
1

square. A place; a^
region. A recipe. Still;

then; just.

.||L
shtt 1 the heat of summer;

hot.

>T*J
wt 4 to seek; to hunt for.

|&fr yin* (435) shade; shelter;^ to protect.

jg^ mo {

not; there is not;^
nothing.

,/Jfc. fit? to fall prostrate; to
v^ lie in ambush. To suf-

fer. A summer decade.

Rg /w
3
(544) the belly.

CHft pi* (158) to avoid; to flee
**- from.

&J^ ;wn
5 to be right; thus; so.

* However; but.

JKK chin 9
(106) only; hardly;

scarcely.

fo Pi* (561) to conceal; to
"** shade.

Jb, /
;
-/w the donkey-boy.

j>'/7

8 to give to. To be
with. And; with. By
ReadjyjJ

1 an interroga-
tive particle.

ch'ien2
(332) copper coin;

money.

shu 3
(788) to belong to;

connected with; sub-

ordinate to.

a'o 3
I; me; my.

jang* (369)- to. yield; to

give way.

ching
1

(228) to be fright-
ened; to cause alarm.

j^Vj
i
1 to run away; to go to

%-- excess. Ease.

all; altogether;

collectively.

ft chui l to follow; to pursue.

huo* (/m
4
) (58) to catch;

to seize.

ao l

(5 19) -vexed; angry;
to regiet.

P^ ao-sang
1 vexed; low-

spirited.

kuci l to return; to go
back. To restore. To
belong to.

//s/7
1

empty; vacant; va-

gue; abstract.
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Notes.

" " Compare lesson ni> 2> notc d>

' ConiPare lesson l
>
2 > notec.

c.
ff| HJi "/' ~T

' "

~/^ 'ierc i s a si Sn f the possessive case.

d PI ceft rt Compare lesson II, i, note a.

c. IM ^dlt^y iSJIii
Compare lesson I, 3. note a.

Compare lesson III, 2.

Compare lesson I, i, notch.

Compare lesson I, r, noted.

TRANSLATION.

Quarrel about a Shadow

A traveller hired a donkey and went on a long journey. The

day just happened to be (very) hot. (The traveller and the

donkey-boy) looked for shade, (but) could not find (it). Then

( "77:.) (they) crept un<?er the donkey's belly in order to (H|) get

shelter from the sun. But the donkey's belly could shelter only
one man, and (therefore) the donkey-boy and the traveller (began

to) quarrel about it (~/O- The donkey-boy said, "I have

hired out my donkey to you, but did not hire his shadow".

The traveller said, "I have hired your donkey with (!M)

money, and therefore
(pjj|)

his shadow also belongs to me".

(They both) quarreled (lit. spoke) without yielding to each

other, and came to blows under the donkey. The donkey took

fright and ran away. The traveller and the donkey boy rushed

after him but could not catch him, and returned in low spirits.

For this reason (~Mr) it is said: "He who quarrels about

nothing (lit. empty things) may lose something substantial."
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Grammatical section.

B. TJi^K p'ing-tang
3

Equalizing partichs.
I ^j*

The equalizing particles indicate that a quality/ state, or

action relate to two or several objects in the same degree.

These particles are :

^ chieV,
jj

eta 1
,

>g|
chip, tt tun*, ^ ping*,

As/2
.

Examples of using the aquaiizing particles.

n& 17- WT
H/> -of -fr
J3x m ^k -

6.

16. 3k

18. "tjj 14.

.

8. fe

^
ER i

m

ft

4.

IQ.

T

JS, ^ ^ 1:

-ffc

15 ii. tffc 2. 5.

^ ;S ^1 A
9.

1^ Sfc W ifi
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Vocabulary.

flb nei4 within; inside; inner;

native.

-*? chih 1 here: a sign of the
x -

possessive case.

C3 hsiung
1 an elder brother.

rif*
ti

4 a younger brother.

HjJ ^ hsiung
1 -ti brothers

ts'tin4 an inch; a little;

small .

t'u* earth;territory; land
dust.

/K shao z
few; little; seldom-

' Read shao 4
young.

tzu* from. Self; oneself.

Naturally.

A?* 3
ancient; old.

ko 4
each; all; various.

S| shang
1 to deliberate. To

H* trade; a merchant.

^j chTeti
1

(232) even; level;
^

equal. All; every.

/id- growing grain.

tsao 1

(820) To meet witl>

A turn; a time. Sign of

passive.

yen
1

(810) to soak; to

overflow.

mo 4
(536) sunk; gone;

dead.

yen 'm 4 to flood; to

drown.

sheng
l \o bear; to pro-

duce. Living; life. Raw;
fresh; unfamiliar.

** an idea; an opinion;

meaning; wish.

g-i
4

business;trade.

ih l here: a sign of the

adjective.

lai' to come. In the
future.

mai3 to buy.

mai4 to sell.

|
mai 3

-mai^ tra.de; com-^ merce.

fai 4
prosperous; eminent;

liberal.

hsi 1 the west; foreign.

m

'western
1=1^ or European nations.

C///7
1

(625) all; every;

altogether.

li* (279) a law; a rule; a
custom.

min" people; subjects;
citizens.

chiao 4
(191) to teach.

Doctrines Sects. To
cause. Chinese converts

to Christianity

min-chiao 4 -the ordi-

nary people and con-

verts.
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ra

5lc

hsiang-an
l to be mu-

tually on friendly
terms; the "entente
cordiale.

f miao 1
sprouts; shoots.

UL* . ho - miao* sprouting
rice-crops.

chou 4
day -light; daytime.

ch'ang* long. Read chang
s

eld; senior; to grow;
to increase.

teng
z a class; a sort,'

equal; equally. A sign
of the plural.

ping
4 -two together; unit-

ed; all; equally. Also;

really.

chung
4

heavy; important;
severe. Read ch'ung*
a fold; to repeat.

an 4
(555) a table. A case

at law.

fi* chiao-an4 a religious^ case.

t'ung* together ; with ;

alike.

t'ung-shih* at the
same time.

ch'i* (311) to rise up. To
raise; to start.

ch'ieh* (j26) to cut. Ur-

gent; pressing. Very;

i-ch'ieh4 the entire

lot; altogether.

a soldier, a wea-

pon; military.

vtf?

ch'i4 a vessel. Imple-
ments. Capacity.

ping
1 ch'i weapons.

kai* to level: to adjust.'
All.

wei 1

(764) to oppose; to

disobey.

chin 4 to forbid; to pro-
hibit.

4ft

wei-chin 4 to offend

against a prohibi-
tion ; contraband

goods.

chunz to authorise; to

grant; to permit.

fan
4

(215) to buy; to

trade; to deal in.

y'tin* (838) to turn round.
To transport.

|f fan-yu'i
4 to convey

5- for sale; to trade.

wan4 ten thousand;

many; all.

pang
1

a. state; a country.

hsien* all; entirely.

ning- peace; tranquil-

ity How? Why?
It is better.

yu4 young; tender.

hsi* all; fully; minutely.

t'ing
1 to hear; to listen.

chen4 -
I; we (the emperor).
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TRANSLATION.

1. All within the four seas .are brothers.

2. Every inch of ground is the emperor's.

3. Old and young, all are there.

4. From of old, death has been the lot of all men.

5. All the merchants will profit.

6. Fields and grain, all were drowned.

7. All the men of commerce (merchants) do not dare to come
to the city to trade.

8. No western nations have this law.

9. The common people and the converts were all on friendly

terms.

10. The sprouts of grain are covered by the flood (lit. all are

in water).

11. Day and night are of equal length.

12. Not of the same kind.

13. Equally heavy.

14. Both head and feet.

15. Missionary cases occurred in all the provinces at the same

time.

16. Weapons of war of every kind
( -tJ|)

are contraband,

and trade in them is not allowed.

17. All nations are at peace.

18. Old and young, all assembled together.

19. Listen all to our words !
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Vocabulary.

va 1- -to press down. To

deposit; to mortgage
To sign. To detain in

custody.

chu 1
(499) pearl; a bead.

The pupil of the eye.

name of a pearl.

rV
4 a frontier; a limit: a

country.

'isi-yu' western regions.

ku z -a trader; a merchant.

Read chia3 the price.

ku*-jen-a. trader.

feng* to receive respect-

fully with both hands.

To have the honor.

'to sell.

shang-wen* a proper
name.

so" rope; cord; to bind.

To demand.

chia* price; value.

liu* (leu
4
)

six.

cA'o 2
(426) to pledge

with wine; to entertain;
to repay.

3L pu-wei-kuo* -not
* excessive; not to.)

much.

t
8- a final particle.

i-tso 4 the whole com-

pany

ch'uari1 (839) to transmit.

To summon. To spread,
as a disease.

c/z't
9

extraordinary; mar
vellous; rare.

/>ao
3

precious; r, jewel.

/so4 to act; to do; to be;

to become.

hari* -to hold in the mouth;
to contain.

f/j'fc'w^-(347) sincere; veri-

ly; indeed.

chih9
only: merely; yet;

but.



sfg.
chi 4

(421) to help:

E?2
jTl wefi-ynng 'Utility.

Irfr
'cc-' zl ~~ small; minute;

**
slight.

J ;m 3 rice.
TV

gf s 4
grain; millet.

mi-su* rice.

fl
(346) famine;

hunger.

-three.

sickness. Haste; ur-

gency.

c/z't 1 seven.

/>z
3

(/>o
2
)

a hundred ;

many ; all.

a surname.

po^-hsing the hundred
surnames. the peo-

pie.

luan* (535) confusion; re-

bellion.

;
merit.~rfl kun^ (8) work;

knng
l

-yung use; uti-

chiao* (531) /o compare ;

to test.

#*' (537)

Notes.

_=* .... here -=f forms an ad-
.^g ^Q

jective clause dependent from "@ II :

(There was) a trader "who brought a pearl and endea-

voured to sell (it) to Shang-wen".

here =* gives s participial force to =
nlvC-

Compare lesson I, i, note c.

- - - here the combination of PI with /*
ZA j*&

means: "to consider", "to think":

"(They) one after another (fis) recognized (lit, con-

sidered) that it was a wonderful (pearl)".
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Similar examples.

^f\ VI ^Jjf*
" " not to re&arc* as shameful.

( jti\
ch'ih* shame).

^ - - - - not to regard as right; not to agree.
f6X

Jan<
* so right; but).

PI H)l ^tl''^ ti^
* " " " * cons^er affairs of the state as

important.

*
heavy; important).

- - - - the Master said, "I

thought you had died."

(_ij>nu
z

is in place of ^L.;V you).

From this structure must be distinguished a similar one

where pi is a sign of the objective case; and

means: "to make":

- - - - to make this as a rule.

PT 1711 /FJtl F4 ^^1fH - - - to make four months as limit.
J^liyilnl/lJ^Afl

(/H4 ko' a piece; one; this; Jftt
ch'i* limit; date).

- - here the combination

forms an adjective clause:

"That which I call gem."

(
-*? is an expletive; compare lesson IV, r, note i).

P
J YJi pfl

jfc/fc -^
- - -here pi means: "in accordance

with;" according to":

"(If) compare them (~/O in accordance with (their)

utility ----".
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Similar examples.

/frfr F3 PI lljt
- - - - to employ the people in accordance with

the seasons (at the proper seasons).

- - - - I did not dare not to answer

according to the truth.

(ttj ch'en - minister; I, a minister of himself;
pii
cheng* right ; JJfcJ, /m 4 to reply).

J-J

' Compare lesson I, i. note g .

TRANSLATION.

A Ya-hu Pearl.

A tiader from western regions brought (/g'afe) a pearlR '^P*

(which) he endeavoured
(^B?)

to sell to Shang-wen asking (for it)

600,000 (ounces of silver). A connoisseur (3Hi-=|) said, "It is

the so-called Ya-hu great pearl. To pay 600,000 (for it) would

not be too much."

The whole company ( ..Afo)
looked at the pearl passing it

round
f/fi|f

)
and one after another recognized (lit. considered)

(that it) was a wonderful (pearl).

"What is the use of this gem?'' asked Shang-wen. The other

man said, "By keeping it in the mouth one can have no thirst."

Shang-wen said, "If one man kept it (-^) in the month, (so

that) a hundred thousand men would not thirst, it would have

been a gem indeed. (But) if one pearl (can) help only one man
its utility then (pJ) is insignificant. What I call a gem is rice.

One day without it makes one hungry; three days without it

makes one ill; seven days without it makes one die. If there is

rice, the people are quiet; if there is no rice, the country (lit.

under the sky) revolts. If we compare (jfcfc)
them

( ~/0 in

accordance with (Pi) (their) utility, is it not better than (H!A)

the pearl ?"
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Vocabulary

A
o If

fla

ft

di

pad* (205) hail.

ch'iu 1 autumn. A time.

(279) burning; ar-

dent; fiery. Virtuous;
chaste.

shu-jo* heat; very hot.

/' not; not yet.

| t'ni 4 to retire; to retreat;
~"

to abate.

^ yin
1 the female principle

** in nature. Shadow; dark;

cloudy.

|j
mai* a sandstorm; misty-

vin-ntai
'

darkness.

J pu* cotton or linen cloth.

To spread out;to publish.

'U' 11
* on aH sides.UU/frl

jjgl
Jeng*- the wind.. Rumor.

'

Reputation. Custom ;
*

habit.

quickly; suddenly.
.eo

k'un^ empty; vacuous.

&d



P'eng-p'ang
1- -the noise

of stones crashing.

kua1 noise of talking;
clamor.

erh s the ear.

kua-erhs to stun; "to

deafen.

ft

15TJSI

If^ hsueh3 snow; ice.

Jt fei
1

not; wrong.
7T"

y$ ming^a name. Fame.

ho-tzu 4 where from?

ch'i* steam.

ch'engi to finish ; to com-

plete, Perfect; full. To
become.

v* rain.

lien* a. spot; a dot; a

point; a particle; a little.

To light.

ch'u* -a place; a. position.
Read cA'w 8 to dwell.

To decide.

leng
s
(438) .cold.

L
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pV ch'ui 1 to blow. To praise;^ to brag.

chieh* (729) to knot; to

tie; to form.

ts'o*a mistake; to err; to

be wrong. Confused; in

disorder.

tsd* mixed; confused.

& ts'o-tsa* in disorder.
flt

chiang* to descend; to

fall down.

hsiao* small; mean.

* beans.

3 an egg.

hni? to break; to injure;
to destroy.

lift (207) a hut; a hovel.

she4 a cottage; a shed. To
reside.

lu-shc* a hut; a hovel.

wang-wang3
frequen t -

iy.

fei-ch'ang*'Chih
unusual.

tsai 1
calamity; evil.

Notes.

Compare lesson I. i note c .

Compare lesson IV. i, note b.

Compare lesson u
- 3- nole i>



' Compare lesson III, 2, note a.

i/tl'p?
- ....... Compare lesson III, 2. note e.

C mPare ^sson III, T, note <j.

TRANSLATION

Hail.

An autumn dav was very sultry, and the heat did not

abate. Suddenly (the sky) darkened on all >ides. and a strong

wind blew. Small pieces of ice, jostmg each other in the air,

poured down upon the earth with noise. The rattle (of hail)

agni the roof tiles and raves bells was deafening (jftjT) A

boy was startled (by it) and asked (his father), "The day
was just (~fj) (

so
) hot, how (then) (can we) have snow?''

His father said, "(It is) not snow; it is called hail'
1

.

"Where does hail come from?" asked the boy.

The father said, "When water vapors, about
( U?) to be

transformed into raindrops, arc suddenly exposed (Sjft
---

My
Ejfjlfr')

t() a 1 (1 wm( l in tlie hig' 1 '-ones
(jr^fj^) (of the

atmosphere), they instantly congeal into pieces of ice (which)
fall down in disorder. The smaller ones are as big as pe;;s. the

large ones are of the si/e of a hen's egg. (Hail) injures crops,

hurts men and cattle, '

destroys huts and hovels, and very often

causes emorinons (lit. unusual) calamities."
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3.

Grammatical section

C. >V '-"fe kao'-teng Superlative particles.

The superlative particles indicate the highest degree of a

quality, state, or action.

These particles are:

& **"*
j|

.'fjj| ctiinng
z

, 7rti

"

t eh*, f> chin*.

Examples of using the superlative particles.

8, pt i.35- 32. \m 24. 3^ 18. . 15.

ft (^ 51.^ S S
IK -^ :"

36. <t&

ft

37- ^
' > 5y *^ i J * ' I r* I '">*}
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m

ch'in* to love; to be
attached. Relatives;

parents. Personal.

*B hsiang-ch'in
1 related.

yL

i3 fit; proper; reasonable

iang-i
y suitable.

fei* (252) to spend; to

waste.

(543) ice ' Pure - To

oppress. To insult.

t to disgrace; to insult.

Vocabulary.

f
As** (21 1]

ling-ju* to

to insult.
disgrace;

tsui* very; extremely.

yu
l

(412) excellent; abun-
dant.

li
3

(735) ceremony; eti-

quette; politeness. Pre-

sents; offerings.

hsien1 the sun rising.

Id1 a net; gauze; a thin

kind of silk. To spread;
to arrange.

| hsien-lo* Siam.

nan1 the south.

P'
l

(537) <luite >'
verY-

chid* (chZetf) (692) to

feel; to perceive.

chi* (241) the extreme

limit; very; utmost.

ing* bright; light; clear;

intelligent.

clear; bright.

Ifft

ming-hsi
1

clear; per-

spicuous.

tsu3 to hinder; to impede.

RR K9

n ai 4
(794) to hinder;

^* to obstruct.

tsu-ai* an obstacle; to

impede.

i-wei* to consider; to

think.

piao"
1

external; to mani-

fest.

ch'ingi (82) feelings; pas-
sions. Circumstances.

ISM ?unS - Ming* ~ sym-
pathy.

Js6 lo* pleasure; joy. Read
^^

yeh* music.

^z 1
(418) to grieve; to

be sad.

ktt-an* a frontier gate; a

pass. To shut. To con-

nect; to concern.

chin-yao* urgent; im-

portant.

cWiun.g* distant. Very,

extremely.

3 hsiang-t'ung* alike.

*
4

different. strange;
rare. Foreign.

shu 1
(499) to kill. Dif-

ferent. Very, extremely.

lien9 (275) to pity.

an army; military.

*|p]
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lu* -a rule; a law; to re-

gulate.

ch'i"1 (102) very; the

utmost

yeri* majestic; severe.

ming
4 the will of Goc

fate; destiny. An order-

Life.

3 kuan l -hsi to involve ',

to concern.

hsi* (887) to connect; to

involve; to be.

wu4 - do not; not.

tf tz'u-teng
z

such; of this
^* kind.

o4 wicked; vicious. Read
wu % to hate; to dislike.

Read wu } how? where?
an interrogative par-
ticle.

f2j hsi1 to practise; a custom

||J hsi" to breathe. To stop;
to rest. Interest on

money.
chin3

(607) utmost; ex-

treme; totally; entirely;
a superlative particle.

hsien 1
before ; former;

past.

%; pu
z
(597) to patch; to re-

pair; to fill up; to help.

'foil JTl pu yung
4 a candidate.

lung
1 the east.

chueh? \.o break off; to

interrupt. Decidedly.

Very; extremely,

se* color ; looks; beauty.
Lust.

hsieh* startled ; frighten-
ed.

TRANSLATION.

1. The very best.

2. Closely related to.

3. Extremely unsuitable.

4. These expenses are very large.

5. Already (pi ) very much disgraced.

6. The most courteous treatment.

7. The extreme west.

8. Siamisinthe most extreme south-west.

9. For a long time.

10. Very anxious.

ir. To be very much distressed.

12. Extremely clear.

13. A veiy great obstacle.
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14- To consider (TM^) as perfectly right (El.).

15. To completely sympathise with.

16. Too great joy will bring about( M^) sadness.

17. This may be called perfect virtue.

18. To be the lather of the emperor is the greatest honor.

19. This is most important.

20. Of the highest importance.

21. By no means alike.

22. Very different from former days.

23. It is quite inexplicable.

24. Not at all so.

25. Truly lamentable.

26. The military discipline is very strict.

27. The murder of a man is a question of the gravest importance.

28 Cannot on any account.

29. Do not by any means.

30. Very important.

31. Very urgent.

32. These kinds (&) f ev il practices have not yet entirely

ceased.

33. First (on the list) of the candidates.

34. On the extreme east.

35. Very good !

36. Very beautiful.

37. Greatly surprised.
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7 ffi III
= A

to surround*

of a dynasty.

Vocabulary

Name j

yu4
(876)

Subtle.
dark; secret.

Bn Uto ~rt chou-yu-wang"
1 the

' *
"

' -*- name of a ruler

of the Chou dynasty.

jsfr /mo* (333) doubt; suspi-
<u^ cion. To charm. To

fascinate.

yjj& pao
1

(758) long robes
%** conferred by the em-

peror.

ssu* an elder sister.

pao-ssu* a

name.
proper

pi
4

necessary ; must; cer-

tainly; surely.

ch'eng* to mount on; to

ride.

ch'ih? to run fast; to

chase.

chu 1
(696) to drive away;

to urge on.

ch'ih - ch'u 1 to ride

fast.

* to shoot with bow and
arrow.

shih4 to go to; to reach.
To happen. To suit; Just
now.

shih-i4 to please ; to

humor.

hsing
4

nature; temper.

hsi3
joy ; gladness ; to

like.

hsiao4
(463) to laugh; to

smile.

titan1
(614) a beginning;

an extremity ; way ',

means.

&L wan-tuan 1
by all pos-

sible means.

ch'ang* (584) to taste; to

try. Past; formerly; a

particle of completed ac-

tion.

feng
1

(148) a conical

brick structure in which
to light a beacon fire.

sui4
(288) flame ; fire.

feng
- sui4 beacons;

beacon fires.

chu1
(192) all

; every. At;
on ; to ; about. An
interrogative particle.
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hoit?3. marquis; noble.

iSf'f^ chu-hou* princes of

P '^ feudal states.

fe^l yo
l

(yiieh
1
)

to bind; an^ agreement; to make an

agreement; to agree with.

JM?
k'ou 4 to rob; robbers.

|H ch z
(691) to raise; to ap-

point; to undertake; to

perform.

5f //si
3

all; altogether; fully;
'^*

minutely.

yiich* to please; to be

pleased.

65
X

Awo8
fire; flarne; to burn.

jung* weapons of war.

Wild tribes of the west.

kung
1

(8) to attack; to

assault.

cheng
l to levy; to collect

( duties ) ; to recruit

(troops).

ping
1 a soldier; military.

f
sha 1

(399) to,slay; to kill.

li* (320) a black horse.
" Name of a mountain.

1 hfa lu* (lo
8
)

to seize; -to

take captive; a pri-
soner.

Notes.

- - - - here -fA means : "by", "with"
&*

Similar examples.

- - - he was killed by his father.

7j|pT
-*^ jA "II - - - - killed him with a sword.

ssn 3 here: to kill).

A-3>cTJ!ii &-- tllose who

govern men should be supported (&) by men, it is

*^t

the universal principle of the world.

(>>A chih* to govern; >S. t'ung
1

through; general; all;

in ?ci

^fe i* -righteous; principle).

means : "with".
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Similar examples.

to enjoy with the
]

to make treaties with states.

. m ^Sj Compare lesson II, i, note

^ yfJfefrPI ~^ j||'
- ------ Compare lesson I, i, note f

* db(r"^?r^| dWf here is an adversative particle,

"yet", "still".

Similar examples.

nHfen-M-P3 - - -to know perfectly well and yet to

put questions.

to be quite aware (of what one is

doing) and yet to commit the crime.

4 a crime; to transgress).

here is a particle of completed

action (vid. lesson XV).

Similar examples.

3 I have heard.

- - - when the

Master was eating by the side of a mourner he never ate

to the full.

sang
1 to mourn; /j ts'e* side; tj pao* full; replete).

K. Compare lesson IV, 3.
'

t/C^ ^u5 xlv

lesson T - 3 ' note c -
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Compare lesson T, 2, note c -

Compare lesson IV, 3.

/ rl ------ Compare lesson III, 2, note d.

TRANSLATION

Prince Yu of the Chou dynasty.

Prince Yu of the Chou dynasty was fascinated by (his

favorite) Pao-ssu. He used to ride ( 11j 1
) with her (-^) al-

\vays in the same chariot. In order to please her he often made

excursions (Uilhl-) and went hunting (with her).

Pao-ssu by nature did not like to laugh. The prince tried

by many ways to make her laugh, yet (.Jjtff)
she did not laugh.

Earlier he had put up beacons, having agreed (^t[Hj) with

the feudal princes that in case of invasion of enemies (lit'

robbers) he would light (lit. raise) the beacon fires (~/O, an^ the

feudal princes should all come to the rescue. Wishing to give

pleasure to Pao-ssu, prince Yu sent an order (>$) to light the

beacon fires The feudal princes (all) arrived, but
(nfrf)

there

were no enemies, and Pao-ssu laughed outright.

Alter that the western wild tribas attacked prince Yu, and

he lighted the beacon fires to call together the troops. (But)
the feudal princes did not give it credence, and not one of them

came (to the rescue). Thereupon
(yjjfc)

the barbarians slew the

prince at the foot of the mountain Li and having taken Pao-ssu

(with them) went back.
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m
a
T

T

tS

^

ft 5

Vocabulary.

ch''un l

-spring.

lien* 'to connect; to con-

tinue.

mien* -solt;

continuous.
spreading;

=1 lien-mien
1

* ~-without in-

terruption.

chieh 1
(455) moist; damp.

A complete circuit.

hs'iin* a period of ten

days. A period of 10

years.

chieh-hsun*' >a period
of ten days.

mother.

is'nng* to follow. To
agree; to obey. From;
by; through; since.

kuang
1

light; brightness.

Glory; honour.

hs'iin 1
-vapor; fog; smoke.

cheng
1

(522) -twigs of

hemp. To steam.

hs'un-cheng
1 to eva*

porate; to heat.

1 steam.

ft

m

m

t' to change; to trans-

form; to melt.

ch'u* (627) to collect; to

assemble.

y'un? (875) clouds.

yu* (575) to meet; to

'happen.
fa 1

he; she; it. Other;
another:

ch'u* (738) a kitchen.

chu 1

(81) to pour. To fix

the mind on.

/ 8
(530) a coldron; a

boiler; a kettle.

hsu 1 to expect. Neces-

sary; must. A moment.
1 a moment; a little

while.

hsli-yu
3 a little while.

fei* (252) to bubble up;
to boil.

t'eng* (468) to mount; to

ascend.

chieh 1 to lift up. To
make known.

*& kai* to cover. To
Efc buildTo seal. A lid.

Because. An initial

particle
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shih* (514) to see; to re-

gard.

m'wg
2 to congeal; to stif-

fen; to condense.

ch'iu* (524) a precious

gem. A ball.

ft
1
(590) to drop; to drip;
a drop.

^ (5 r 3) a drop; to drip,

ti-li* to drip; to drop.

: huang* (3qo) wild, mad.
t

htiang^-jan to sudden-

ly understand.

3
(527) abstract right;

principle. To manage.

Notes.

a -l-ilj
U "y' 7}^

' Compare lessen III, I, note d-

- - Compare lesson II, 3, note c .

Compare lesson III, 2, note a.
" ^ulllJ^v^r

i't
' '

:

Compare lesson ni> Ii note -
I

- Compare lesson III, 2, note e.

*AHr>SM^^*

vS^flff F Compare lesson I, i, note b.

Compare lesson I, 2, note c.

" Compare lcsson IL 3> note a -

TRANSLATION

Rain.

It rained in spring for ten days without interruption. A

boy asked his mother, "Where does r;tin come from?"

mother said. "Water upon the earth under influence of the
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sun-shine changes into vapor and rises (in the air). (There) the

vapor thickens and forms clouds. When exposed to the cold it

produces rain."

Another day the boy went with his mother down to the

kitchen. The mother poured some water into (1 )
a kettle.

Soon the water boiled, and the vapor rose. The mother told her

son, "This water became hot, and therefore changed into vapor."

She raised the lid of the kettle and looked at it (-J). Inside

the lid the water condensed (into small drops) like small globes

which dripped down. The mother again said to her son, "This

vapor is chilled, and therefore changed into water."

The boy exclaimed (lit. said) suddenly, "Now then I know

all about rain (lit. the principle of the rainfailing)!"

3.

r

Grammatical section.

D.
/fif^& tiMeng Limiting particles.

The limiting particles imply to a quality, a state or an action

a character of exclusiveness, and correspond very nearly to the

expressions: "only", solely", "exclusively" etc.

These particles are:

chin 3
,
/ tan*,

,j*g
ti

4
, &fe wet*, Q chih3

, $. t'u*.
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IP.

Examples of using the limiting particles.

H
ft ft

fit if l 7. 5 . 3.

ft
:v 4 . 7 1 ft

4.

-.
.. fcW

itfc rfn ^'

A ffi ffi

Q

is. a a ffl ft 5 in * ft

15. 13. H. 9- ft 3S fc <

Vocabulary.

! to come up; to reach

to.

mien3 to avoid, to escape',

to spare.

chi* -to give; to provide.

tan4
(793) only; merely.

Yet; still.

sat 4
(s^

4
) (loo) 'to close;

to block; to cork.

=| sai-tse- -to evade re-

*^ sponsibility.

t'o (373) to entrust with;
to engage; to request.

=> t'o-ven* to make ex-
^ cuses.

ti- (24q) order; sequence;
a class; a grade. Only;

yet.

ft/, hao 3
good; right; well;

very. Read hao 4 to like;

to love.

sfc fou* not; on the contrary.

erh s -a final particle.

wei* only; but. To think;
to care for.

/'* sharp; clever. Profit;

advantage. Interest on

money.

JTf
chi3

self; personal.

Q pi tzit-chi
8 self.

/>'<?' (804) to fear; to

dread.



huo* goods; merchandise.

consume.

ch'ang* (238) an area; a

place.

73

a hsiao-ch'ahg* a mar-
ket.

jeng* still', yet; again.

,
. ~ 4cli /'

3 a follower; a servant.
As*ao* (i24)-to melt. To 1 Empty

.

in yain On]y ^

cheng* (127) government;
administration.

TRANSLATION

1. A year has barely elapsed.

2. I have only luckily escaped.

3. Barely enough to support oneself.

4. I only wish it to be so.

5. Seeking (^B?) only to evade responsibility.

6. Only to make excuses.

7. It is not only thus.

8. All like him, only I do not.

9. Only do not know.

10. It must only be thus.

u. How is it only one person ?

12. You alone are responsible (JHLRfl)
/t,lpJ

13. To care solely for profit.

14. To care only for oneself.

15. Death is the only alternative (lit. only to die and that
is all).

16. Only this and nothing more.

17. Only I fear that these goods will still have no market.

18. Mere weeping is of no awail.

19. Kindness alone is not a sufficient (qualification) for govern-
ment (lit. for (|M) making government).
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A: 3:

-^ ^

* To 1

Vocabulary.

a

t$&
-*

ching* (747)
- bright; be-

autiful. Scenery. Here:

a proper name.

ch'i-cfting-kung
1

duke- Ching of the

Ch'i State.

vu-hsueh* to snow.

c/M 4
(421) rain ceasing

and sky clearing.

pei''
a coverlet. To put

on; to wear. A sign of

passive.
hu"1 the fox.

pai* (po*-) white; bright;

pure.

hu-po"*
-- fox breast

(this part of the fox

skin is white).
ch'i-u 1

(524)--fur garments.

fang* a hall, an ancestral

hall.

(555) bright; quiet.

, yen-tzu
3 a proper

name.
chien 1 a space between;

during; in. A while.

itt yu-chien
l a little

"* while.

hari* cold; poor.

tui-yuch* to reply.

pei
3 the north.

k'u* (702) bitten. Afflict-

ed; in bad circumstances.

chitn 1

(838) the skin

chapped as from cold.

c/m* (292) sores from
cold.

chun-chu 12 to be frost-

bitten; to starve

from cold.

knng
1 a palace. A dwell-

ing. A temple.

ying
1 infant. Here: name

of Yen-tzu.

ku* ancient; old.

(643) virtuous;

good; worthy.

pao* (225) full of food;
satiated.

wen 1
(606) warm; gentle.

* 4 indulgence; ease; idle.

lao"1 to toil; to labour.

iao* a road; a path; a

way. The true path; the

truth. A district; a
circuit.
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few; little; rare.

Alone. A term of humi-

lity applied by princes
to themselves.

kua-jcri
1 1 of little

worth, I, the sove-

reign.

ling* to order; to bid; to

cause. Good; honour-
able.

fa
1 to send forth; to issue.

To rise; to manifest.

Notes.

m
particle.

Compare lesson I, 3. note c .

~ nere is a

here is an adversative

s^n f adjective.

Compare lesson III, i, note cl.

"/' nore * s a s 'Sn ^ tae possessive case.
<-

Compare lesson I. I, note f.

*
--- " " " ^om Pare 'Psson I. - note c.

TRANSLATION

Duke Ching of Ch'i.

In the time of duke Ching of Ch'i it snowed once for three

days without interruption. The duke, clothed ilfe) in a iox fin

was sitting in (his) palace. Yeii-tzu came to see him.
After (Yen-tzu) stood by him for a while, the duke said, "What
a strange thing (IJSC^sb-). It snowed for three davs, and yet

(j/rf)
it is not cold." Yen-tzu replied," The nortli wind is

violent; the people are in grief and arc starving from cold. You
are sitting ( Efij inside the palace and therefore J) do not feel

cold. I have heard that the ancient virtuous princes being
filled still (rTrt) knew about the people's hunger, being warm

still knew about people's cold, being at case still knew about

pe.-jple's hardships. And you know nothing about it. (It is-

evident that) you have lost the ruler's virtue".

"dood." said the duke. "be it so (lit. I obey)", and
(lien (

"

T/J he ordered warm garments and rice to be distributed

to
'$f|M

the hungry and frost-bitten people.
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T
ft ft

Vocabulary

matter ; substance;
stuff.

(192) to boil ; to

ccok; to heat.

>jjjj
pien*to change; to alter;

to transform.

til
A'8 the limbs; the body.

a
chien-ning* hard.

ting
4- -to fix; to set'tle; to

arrange.

tin*-chih~ solid state

o'f matter; solid ^b-
stance.

Ihfi (871) -to

move about,

class.

N liiP-tung to flow;
* stream; liquid.

f liu^-chih fluid state:
'

of matter; fluid sub-

stance.

1C

ffil

flow ; to

A kind; a

to

1C.

ch'i* breath; air. Temper.

?*f ch'i* - chih -

gaseous
^ state of maitor ;

gaseous substance.

ui'/
2 - here: "and"

1ft ft

)-oil; fat.

n

j*L

Jli.^

shaoi (124)
- -

slightly;
somewhat.

chi-- to come to. Now;
immedfately. Even; if:

then. A consequential
particle.

ning - chieh- - - to con-
dense.

jan
3

(459) to burn
; to

heat.

fen" to burn.

yao*chih to sum up;
in a word.

2~
ali; ev ery; generally

s/z/A* an age; one's life.

shih-chien 1
upon the

earth.

wt-skengi-ckih-ieit
inanimate ob-

jects.

/<' (192) to make mani-
fest; to display; /o

conspicuous.

s



Notes.

a I/ 1 *}f ^Ot ^ " ~ ' Compare lesson I, 3, note a.

b "Hf;ii~/^
'

'""3? nere 1S an intensifying particle.
JK^.^tf^ JK*.

Compare lesson III, 3.

c &n/)i?Tr&fc
...... &H here is a consequential particle,

F|J A*C'PP Fl*

"then", "therefore" (vid. lesson XVII).

Similar examples.

gflSlfe
- - - if not this then that.

living men cannot for a single day be without using

things and therefore cannot for a single day be without

funds.

ts'ai* wealth; funds).

after committing a

fault, to be willing to acknowledge one's fault; this

(then) is a good man.

(/fc tso* to make; to do: Aft /s'o4 mistake; -^ Ken*

to wish; 5#/ j?n* to recognize).

d - ^^TJTlJl/^^tW^^
" " " " Compare lesson III, i, note c.

- -
Cfef here is a conjunctive particle.HU.

(vid. lesson XII).

Similar examples.

- - - two and one make three.

- - - - there are two paths, kindness

and unkindness.
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/
Bf**iif'$ft. A "y^ JlFf^fc-ffj

" " " rid' 65 an<3 honor are what

men desire.

(*&* fit
4 wealth; -^ chih 1 here is an expletive).

TRANSLATION

Substances of Matter.

If we take (lit. there is) a piece of ice and heat it upon (lit,

by 1*1) the fire, it will change into water. (If we) heat it (~*f)

more ("Hf ), it will change into vapor. They are the three states
J*Z,

of one thing (lit. one thing and three changes). The composition

of ice (ylJVB' ' s har<J> therefore
(-J$f)

it is a solid substance.

The composition of water is liquid, therefore it is a liquid (tlukl)

substance. The vapor rises in the air; sometimes it is visible to

us, sometimes not. It is a gaseous substance. And (with) oil it

is exactly the same. Being slightly (^(H
1?) cooled it condenses

and becomes (>fS) a solid substance. (If we) heat it upon the

fire ; it burns and changes into a gaseous substance. To sum

up (fttf ~/O, under the influence of cold (^SiX-^) "asi-ous sub-

stances change into fluids, and fluids change into solids.

Under the influence of heat solids change into fluids,

and fluids change into gaseous substances. All inani-

mate objects upon the earth '((UP 11!) f"r the- most part
IH. |HJ

(^>) have those three changes, but water and oil arc par-

ticularly conspicuous (in that respect) (lit. water and oil

those which are particularly curious).
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3.

Grammatical section

THE COMPARATIVE PARTICLES.

The following are the particles which are used in com-

parative constructions.

A. Single particles:

H* P**' jfefc
chiao*.

-fc^
y'u*. 3^ A

The single particles are used when two or many objects are

compared and when one object is represented as more preferable

to another or many others. The meaning of these particles cor-

responds to the English "than".

B. Compound particles:

ttt pu-k'o*, jto^ jS-cAV........ ;p*p pu-ju* (or
I V >^^% ^~\ I *r%9*

The compound particles are used when two actions or states

are compared and when one of them is represented as more pre-

ferable.

The combinations:

^ Pul > or

pu-k'o
s mean:

"it is better ....... than"

The combinations:

(or

a meant

"as compared with ...... it is better (or "there is nothing

equal" etc.)
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When it is only stated that an object, state or action is

more preferable without comparing it with any other, the

particles: ^f^~h\] PU-JU*, ~j3 pu-jo
4

,

*
ning*, are used.

These particles correspond to the English expressions: "better",

"it is better".

Examples of using the comparative particles

20. n. 3- i-

fll Jan. ,^> jnatf

ft ;EC
'

Z A
A7T? "=

-T .

M ft

10.

ft IE

n
5 Jt

ii: *

A
19 -^ WL ^4- ft

"
8. |?f

^ 4M A ^* ?lr RJet: xv -^r *Vo M
iZJ Zil
I U i'Jo T "-

/& ~jf* tt?
Jp' x^\ Jntf

iP %
^ ^ ^
18. A

2.

^Jit W
M n* UJ

it

6. Z.



Vocabulary.

. fan
1 a time; a turn;

'
Aborigines; savages.

fan
1 -

jen a foreigner

(
an old term; now

wai*-kuo-jen:

to make;, to create;

to build.

ch'uari1 .a boat; a ship.

H' 3 (317) to compare; a

comparative, particle.
Read pi

1
.to follow; to

meet; to arrive. When;
as soon.

chung-kuo"
1 the Mid-

1^ die Kingdom; China.

ku* (702) strong; firm*

Assuredly. Constant. Ob-
stinate

-M- ts'ai-(22) stuff; materials.

ts'ai--mu timber.

nei-ti 4 the interior.

han* (107) the large
branch of the riverYang-
tzu

(JkH.^H^)
which joins

it at Hankow.

huan* -evil; calamity; to

suffer.

c'hiang
1

-a river.

theYang-tzu.

Here:

n

to advance; to

enter.

k'ou s the mouth; a mouth;
a port; a pass.

an4 a shore; beach; river-

bank.

pien
1 a side; an edge; a

margin; a bank; a border.

fang
2

(2()i) a house; a

room.

z* fang^-wu houses; buil-

dings.

yiri
2

silver; wealth.

kung* (8) to present
tribute. To levy a tax.

Revenue.

tzu-kung* a

name.
proper

>frbff?
* "'

i
2 to stop. Near.

chung-nfl the com-
mon name of Con-
fucius.

chou 1 an islet. A depart-
ment or political divi-

sion; a sub-prefecture. A
region.

Jisien* to hang; to be

suspended. District (a

political division).

li
4 a government servant;
an official.

shu l -lia. clerk.
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*

ch'ai 1 to send on official

business. Read ch'a }

to err; difference; .un-

like.

"* to serve; to employ as

servant.

L ch'ai-i* official ser-

vants; runners.

Aw* here: than; a com-

parative particle.

erhs
you. A final particle.

fl ning* peace; rest

3P" How? Why? A com-

parative particle, "it

is better"

/* to carry on the back.

To turn the back on;

to be ungrateful,

cheng* lawful; upright;

straight. Genuine.

hsieh* deflected; corrupt;

vicious. Ma ical.

chien* (344) to diminish;
to lessen.

/te nieri* a year.

to

shou* old age; longevity;
the length of life.

shou* to receive;

accept; to suffer.

P'in* (395) Poor.

fa* 4 excessive; extreme;
too.

7|x p'ing* even; level; peace-
ful.

-JU
>T? t 'ai-p'ing* great peace

-fc.
ch'uan* the dog.

li* (547) to separate; to

depart.

H li-luan*-ihe civil war;
"* disorder.

ch'iung* exhausted; poor,

p'o* to break; to destroy.

t'
1 clothes.

fu* wealth; wealthy.

ch'ieh*Si concubine.

ch'ih* (726) slow; late; to

delay.

tao* (219) to arrive; to

reach.

hut 8 to repent; to regret.

chung* (541) the end;

final; extreme.

PU-JU*
- it is better.

shen* (843) to be careful;

to be cautious.

shih* to begin; the begin-

ning.

t1 he; she; it. This; that.

3 nien-lao8 old.

wu-yung* useless; of no

use.

tu* poison; poisonous.

fu
1 clothes. To submit

to; to serve. To subdue.

To swallow.

ch'ueW a want; a de-

ficiency; a vacancy.

wu4 not; do not.
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TRANSLATION

T. The ships built by foreigners are more solid than the Chinese

ships (lit. China).

2. The timber from the foreign hills is more substantial than

(the timber) from the interior.

3. The trouble caused by the Han is still greater (-K
u
1Hl) than

(jfofc)
(that caused by) the Yang-tzu (-*? is an ex-

pletive).

4. At this time the vessels that enter the port are higher than
the houses on the banks.

( -*? is a sign of the participle).

5. I dislike death indeed, but there is that which I dislike

more than death.

6. More valuable than silver.

7. Tzu-kung is superior to Chung-ni.

8. Of the things in the world which hurt the people at the

present time, tnere is nothing worse than the clerks and
official servants of the sub-prefectures and districts.

9. I am a day older than you are.

10. Different from what I heard.

11. I would rather die than go.

12. Better to be the victim of ingratitude than to be ungrateful.

13. Better to be straightforward and wanting in ability (^Z^

D) than unprincipled and clever (/fe* $)
./- Ft PJ*

14. I would rather have my life shortened ten years than suffer

poverty in my old age.

15. Better be a dog in times of general peace than a man in the

midst of civil wars.

16. Better mend the torn clothes of a pauper than be the con-

cubine of a rich man.

17. Better not come at all than come late.

18. Repentance at the end is not so good as caution in the

beginning.

19. Being old and useless, she had better poison herself.

20. It is better to keep the post vacant and not employ any one.
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Vocabulary.

$fi& cfrari2 (830) to bind up;
j

to bandage.

Hi; chili1 (539) the limbs.

Ig^ fei* ruined; useless; a
f^*-

cripple state.

*ij ping* (445) illness. Vice;
defect.

JjVj
min3

(635 A) to mourn;
to grieve; to sympathize
with.

life ch'iang
1 -a spear; to

"^ wound; to hurt,

<*g. chitng
4

-a crowd; all.

/-*
r-*

ch'ili 4 to scold; to blame.

/a
3 the law; rules; means;
plan.

hsing
1 a pattern. Punish-

ment; to punish.

jeri* (429) humanity; be-

nevolence; virtue.

ai4 to love; to like.

nio 4
(niich

4
) to be cruel;

cruelty; to oppress.

shih 1 to give; to bestow;
to apply.



chung-shen
1 the whole

life.

niuz
perverse; accustomed

to.

s 2 common; vulgar. A
custom.

shih-su"* the manners
of the times.

wei* (764) to escort; to

guard.

wei-sheng
} to take care

of one's life; hygiene.

It yun*-tung to move"
about; to exercise; to

use one's power.

chien1
difficult; hard.

^>^fe hsing-pu
4 to walk.

rjT chih-chia 1 to manage a
**

family; house-keep-
ing.

ch'in 2
(106) diligent; to

toil.

gent; very active.

^
(826) to dread; t<

dislike.

ts'ao1
(697) to grasp; tc

manage; to drill.

ts'ao-tso* 'to do manua
work; to be active.

nan2
difficult; hard.

JJJ jen
z

(222) to endure; t<

'** bear.

ch'u* to take; to take c

wife.

ch'i 1 a wife.

shen-t'i* the body.

; to weaken.

ts'eng* >past;done; a par
ticle of completed action

But; still; an adversativt

particle.
hs-ti* (611) to sympathis<

with; to pity.

yu
1

(575) simple; rude

stupid.KM

Notes.

HOT - . - - here rti forms an adjective

clause dependent from ^^S"/' K
'

"Crippled and sick men are those whom all
(JIj.

-*?) sympathize with" (the first -^ is a sign of the
^ ^
adjective; the second -^ is an expletive).

Similar examples.

what men desire.



' ' ' ' here gives a

force to j

"Therefore (if) there are (men) hurting men's limbs".

c. .4ll !*,/ ^ .........
Pjf

forms here an adjective clause

dependent from

"There is not that to which (they, parents) do not

reach," they will proceed (in their love) to any
extreme.

Similar examples.

*S,9f^ffi-tlflMWH
- '

(he is) """'po'""-

omniscient (lit. there is not that which he cannot; there

is not that which he knows not).

^w^Mffi^n - - those wh c vet

wealth will do anything.

(s&> fan1 to covet; FJJ. tfs'at
2

wealth).

&ZMW&tt - - - -

Ja
is here a sign of tlic

objective case:

"They inflict ("fife) the cruelty (^) of foot binding

upon (their) daughters".

Similar examples^

r
Jv

J/Jf Hyf
---- ---- to divide the money among"

the men.

PI /-*/;? jj^
........ to cherish charity in one's

heart.

/s'* to keep; to maintain).

here mcans: "
for"'

"
t0 "-
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Similar examples.

1^P^I A.^T'f^
--- " conven 'ent f r tne merchant

(/iff pien* convenient; tt: II shang*-jen a merchan

-
Is-

........ easy to land -

t 4 'easy; ^y. aw4 shore; L. ^ shang-an'--
r\ JL rt

land).

f- ^''^^^^ 3/^ ~/^
- - - - -^ here is an expletive:

"

"This is a great evil".

Compare lesson IV, I, note i.

7^7
^s ^iere an adversative particle,

"and yet", "but". -V is an expletive.

"yet", "still".

|i|

- tab* here means: "but", "and yet".

-jjr.M Compare lesson V, 3.

TRANSLATION

Evil of Foot-binding.

Man has four limbs. Those who are deficient in this respe<

are cripples. If the limbs (~^) are hurt, (the man) gets sic]

Crippled and sick men inspire general compassion. Then



fore (dbfr) those who hurt the limbs of men must be blamed by

everybody (^jS^j/v f^ ~/^) anc^ punished by the law for (lit.

loathing Jj**)
their cruelty.

3GfiS

Parents love their children without limit, yet ("7) they

inflict upon (their) daughters the cruelty of foot-binding, and

make them sick and crippled for life (:6$CjtU). Do they not
/P^^T

love their daughters ? It is because they
'

stick to the old

custom.
v

(According to) the principles of hygiene, motion is a most

important thing. (But) if the feet are bound up, walking is

difficult. In house-keeping the activity (of the house-wife)

is the most precious (quality). (But a woman whose) feet are

bound up dislikes to be active.

This is a great evil, and it is not difficult to see (lit. to

know) it. And yet (7) parents (lit. those who have daughters)

permit (lit. bear) it to be done (to their daughters), and the men

who marry insist upon it

Even though the health (lit. body) (of the wife) gets weak

from day to day, and the house affairs go from bad to worse,

still (the husband) has not a bit of compassion.

This can be called an extreme stupidity.
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A
Vocabulary.

c/t'
3

sharp; painful.

Clear; distinct. Name of
a feudal state (740-300
B. C.)

chuang
1

(163) serious;

grave; correct.

chuang-shan* a proper
name.

tz'u* words; expression.
To resign; to take leave.

ch'i*to throw aside; to

abandon,

wai* outside. Provincial;

foreign. Extra; above.

chia* (716) to yoke. A
chariot. To ride in.

Used as a polite or res-

pectful term of address.

pi
3 here: "when".

P'u
3

(156)

subject.

lien* (888)
dote on.

cWe1
(chii

1
)

cart.

a servant; a

to long for; to

a carriage; a

nien 4 to think; to remem-
ber. To read aloud.

Twenty.

jan-tse* that being
the case; then.

ssw1
private; personal;

selfish. Secret. Clandes-
tine.

-?- chun^-tzu a superior
man; a perfect man
(opposed to A^ \

a mean man).

Notes.

Compare lesson IV, i, note b.-

here is an expletive.

The combination

or only F|li IM means: "that by

which", "that in which". "That with which 1 support

mother is the salary (I get) from the State''
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Similar examples

jlt5cHil.$fKinii-tiL
....... "lis is that

which heaven and earth are great.

that

wherein the sage is similar to mankind is (his) nature.

shengt-jen a sage; a holy man; J
chnng*

all; the many; |^| t'ung
1

together; alike
)M

venture to ask in

what it differs.

tmffiymi* m'mww&K ........ if he

knows how to cultivate his nature, he then will know

how to govern men.

UpC hsiu l to mend; to cultivate; /fiCj=k hsiu-shen 1

l!^ !!;> '-'T

to cultivate personal virtus).

From this combination must be distinguished a

similar one which belongs to the group of the par-

ticles of consequence (vid. lesson XVII) and means:

"therefore", "thence" :

..... he who is

endowed with great abilities is therefore able to achieve

great deeds.

ts'ai"1 talent; ability).
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It is' necessary to mention also one more com-

bination dTf |M which is much less used and where JM

means: "to do; to follow"; "a reason" :

I. ffl0fJH-K##r ift

..... obscrve that wl>ich

he does and mark his motives.

(if* yu^ cause; origin; way).

[}i| iff* f*Ffj/1
" " " asked nmi what was the

matter.

d - &3^M^63y .....M here is an adversative

particle.

Compare lesson I, 3, note c .

Tt here is a particle of consequence.
^7

Compare lesson I, 2, note c.

......
Pi ^ierc means: "because", "on

account.''

Similar examples.

S^^WW^A-^aASIW ...... the

superior man does not promote a man (simply) on

account ot (his) words, nor does he put aside (good)

words because of the man.

(fM chu 3 to raise: Igg fei* to cast aside).
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TRANSLATION

Death for the Father-land.

(When) Duke Po of the Ch'u State raised a rebellion,

Chuang-shan bade farewell to his mother intending (life) to go

(to the place of the rebellion) and to die because of it
( ~V)-

His mother said, "How can you leave your mother and

die!"

"I have heard," replied (her son), "that the servants of the

State (
/^Prt-^') enjoy (lit. within) their salary, and give away/y pi-d^

(lit. outside) (in exchange) their life (lit. body). (The money)

with which I support you (lit. mother) is the salary (I get) from

the State. It is impossible to use its salary, and not to die for

its cause".

And he ordered the chariot (to be ready) and went away.

When (they) arrived, he sighed three times in his chariot.

His servant asked, "Does master long for anybody ?"

"I remembered my mother", he replied.

"Why then not turn back?" said the servant.

"To remember my mother is a private (matter)," he replied,

"and to die for the father-land is a public (affair). The superior

man will never on account of a private (matter) ruin a public

(affair)."

Finally he fought with duke Po and fell (lit. died).
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3.

Grammatical section

ijiili JTf
'
/! chuan-che-tzu4 The adversative particles.

^ly&'fFr
c^uan 'c^le^ t turn round; to change).

The adversative particles connect individual words or

sentences one of which is contrasted with, or set against, another.

This kind ol structure is very similar to so called adversative

coordinate conjunctions, and the adversative particles very much

correspond to the expressions: but, still, yet, however etc.

These particles are:

ts'eng*

Examples of using the adversative particles.

m
'

14 13

15

JH

fe fc!

*

rr 10

9

A

J!|

?. ?L 5. 4

13

t"

ffii

M
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19.

T
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i8.
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Vocabulary.

17-

7T\ jen
4 a blade; a knife. To

sj
kill.

s^oy/; deficient.

JH

mieh* to destroy b)' fire;

to exterminate. To ex-

tinguish fire.

[i!jf
chi* foot-prints; traces.^ To follow up.

tsou* to walk; to go; to

travel.

ch'uan 1 a mountain

stream; to flow.

ying* to fill; to be full;

abundant.

(271) to murmur

against; resentment;

grievance.

{Eg; chiao 1
(583) proud; arro-

*wl
gant; boastful.

tit f1

easy; to change.

J. hsueh* to learn; to study.

jt\ k'ung* a hole. Great. The
* " surname of Confuciu?.

jpl jj^. k'ung*-tzu K'ung the
*" J Master, Confucius. Kt

ching
1

(427) tfo _^S5/ the

past; already: a particle
of completed action.

The "Canon" of Con-

fucianism.

mu 4* the eye; to regard.
An index.

k'ting* (8) to fear.

chen 1
real;

nuine.
true; ge-

yu* (184) a park. To
inclose.

li* a village. A measure

of length, about i kilo-

meter.

nieh 4 punishment for sin;

misfortune-

wei 1
(764) to oppose; to

disobey; to escape.

huo* to live; a livelihood; I

active.

fan
4 to transgress; to I

commit a crime.

tao* (682) to tread on; to

trample on.
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'HI
ch>e *

(che
"'

} (
8 73)-a rut;

"* the track of a wheel; a

precedent.

chuan* victuals; dainties;
to feed.

^ hsiao 4 filial piety.

itl >'"
2 cause; motive; origin.

From; by; because To
follow. Here: a proper
name.

-$ ch'tu"* here: a proper
*^ name.

'feJt ?frf
however; but.

^ k'en z io be willing; to

assent.

tse* a marsh; moist. To
fertilize; to show kindness.

'111!

hui4
kind; gracious; fa-

vour.

ku* here: but; still; yet

ch'ing
1 a high official; a

noble. Sir', you.

tz'u* (500) a thorn. To
prick; to stab.

tz'u*-k'o an assassin.

shuo l-k'o one with the

gift of talk.

shuo 1 to speak; to talk.

kii
3 a drum; to drum; to

beat; to excite.

y'iteh* (>
T 4

)
music.

ku-yueh* instrumental
music.

TRANSLATION

T. The knife is short but sharp.

2, He wishes to hide his foot-steps, and yet he walks in the

snow

3., Myriad streams run into the sea, and yet it does not over-

flow.

4. The Master said, "To bf- poor and yet not murmur is

difficult. To be rich and yet not be proud is ea^y".

5. However 1 am not willing to forget it.

6. But what I wish is to learn (to be like) Confucius.

7 At first I did not believe but now I know it.

Things which have passed before the eyes, one still fears

that they are not true.
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9- My park contains (only) forty square "li", and people still

look on it as large. How is this?
(5jj

K kua-jeri* -I,

my, a sovereign of himself).

10 When Heaven sends down calamities, it it still possible to

escape them. When we occasion the calamities our-

selves, it is not possible any longer to live

11. To be quite aware (of what one is doing) and yet to com-

mit crime.

12. Still to walk in the old ways (of wickedness).

13. When (the young) have wine and food, they set
(K|) (them)

before their elders (.Zjb^f;).
But is this (.a,) to be

considered
( IM'PS') filial piety ?

14. I thought you (.III) would ask about some extraordinary

individuals. But you only ask about Yu and Ch'iu

in both cases is expletive.)

15. Though a matter be small, yet if one does not do it, it will

not be accomplished.

16. Although I did not see it with my eyes, I heard it with my
ears.

17. Though he says he does not wish to spend money, yet he

must have other reasons.

18. If above there be a big source of benevolence, then favor

certainly will flow down. But first it will reach those

who are above, and then those who are below.

19. Sir, you are not a killer of men, but only a good talker !

20. Our king likes ( ) music. But
(^) why does he reduce

us to this extremity (of distress) ?
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LESSON IX.
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a = a
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Vocabulary.

u-lei* classes of

things; categories.

chih* (842) to plant; the

plants.

chih--wu the plants.

tttng*-wu movable be-

ings.

sen 1 luxuriant vegeta-
tion; dark.

liri* a forest.

;?tc>fcfc.
sen-lin- thick forest.

X tu? solitary; single; Qnly.

ling"
1
(543) a /g/f mound;

a tomb.

3 a valley; a ravine.

ch'ien 1
(779) to move; to

remove.

5 pien-ch'ien
1 removal;

transformation.

yin
1 to sink in water; to

soak.

yin-mo
4 to be drowned;

to be flooded.

ya
l to press down; to

crush; to repress.

ch'eng-wei* to change* into.

sha 1
(122) sand; gravel.

m'2
(725) mud; mire. To

plaster.

hsiang-chien
1 intermit -

^J
ted; alternated.

cJuich7 to dig out; to ex-

cavate.

-black; dark.

crisp; brittle.



SMI* (14) fragments; to

break.

nai 4 to bear; to endure.

ch'ai'1 firewood; fuel.

* hsin 1
(86) fuel.

chi 1
(346) the moving

power. A machine.

Chance; opportunity.

ch'i-chi 1 a steam-

engine.

lai* to rely upon; to

trust to.

ch'an* -to produce. An
estate; a patrimony.

kung
z

(823) the ore of

metals; a mine.

kung*-hsiieh mining;
the mining science.

hsing
1 to rise; to raise;

to develop; to prosper.

k'ai 1 to open; to explain;
to begin.

ts'ai9 (488) to pick; to

gather; to choose.
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k'ai-ts'ai 9 to work (as

t 'icn-jari* natural .

JfvT

mei 3
admirable; beauti-

ful; to praise.

tai
4 to wait for; to await;
to treat.

yuan* (194) a spring of

water; a source*

M wei-kuo* foreign coun-
=* tries.

lung
3

(315) a mound of

earth; a tumulus.

tuan 4 to cut off; to

severe; to decide; cer-

tainly.

|C lung^-tuan a mound of
^'

vantage from which
in ancient times a
certain dealer iried to

get the better of his

tellow-tfaders in the
market place. hence

to monopolize.

t'ung* (594) pain; sore;
lamentable.

I* k'o-t'ung* lamentable,

Notes.

Compare lesson I, i
, note .

Compare lesson III, I, note d.

l*i i^ here 's a particle of completed
/pci-

action (vid. lesson XV).
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Similar examples.

WijffJnT
........ they have not yet begun work

kung
1

work).

K$>M yTl? - - y ..... events that one has been
/PiCjtJEl *^/ji*'

through.

d ify? |{Dftl A .......
pBf *~-ere is a Particle <>f cause (vid.

T^ 'J*^ t$^/V , 1^4

lesson XVI), "as," "since".

Similar examples.

U^itfcR-d&^cM
........ as there is this

wind, there will certainly be heavy rain.

3gWH--^^^ ........ since yo"

do not wish, 1 do not insist.

Con pare lesfon II, 2, note d.

1 B9-//? i^"^ ........ Compare lesson I, i, note d.

7U{ VlTJ^Ei

g. -Int^rCiM^^'llie
...... Note the two negatives by which a

strong affirmation is expressed.

Similar examples.

........ a man of virtue (lit. having

virtue).



]H -*?
tf\

- - the king loves his people (lit.

has a loving the people heart).

here is a

initial particle (vid. lesson XX).

Similar examples.

filial piety is the law (JB&) of Heaven, the principle of

earth and the course of men.

3cS^~F-ta ..... thethw

years' mourning is universally observed throughout the

empire.

(>rg t'ung
1 --to go through; to circulate)

" Compare lesson l> 3> note c -

Compare lesson v< 3 -

TRANSLATION.

Coal.

Plants appeared upon the earth earlier than movable beings.

Hence (-Jbfc) in remotest antiquity there were only thick forests

everywhere. In the course of time (<fc&) after (;gip transforma-
/

l^c iMi

tions of the surface of the earth (02Ji). (those forests) were

V



io6

submerged and buried witbin the earth
(Jill-tl)>

an( l there,

under the continuous pressure (lit. as they had been accumulat-

ed and pressed for a long time) they changed into coal, iying

between layers (^FJP^) ol sand, mud and earth. At the present

time men dig out the coal and use it reaping enormous

_!,) profits from it.

The colour of coal is black with a lustre. It is brittle,

easily splits and possesses the quality (>W^) of durable com-

bustion out of comparison with fire-wood. On account of

that (J$f)
all use of machinery (lit. all who use machinery) is

dependent on coal.

In our country there are many coal fields (i^r*H'y^

4-ih). But our mining is not yet developed, and therefore coal

is still worked but little.

Magnificent natural resources we do not exploit ourselves,

but wait till others do it for us, and thus we allow Oftlj) the

source of immense profit to be monopolized by foreigners.

It is deplorable indeed!
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-^ ft

flfo A
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-^- ^

A
Vocabulary.

swwg
4 name of a feudal

State. Name of a

dynasty.
H yeh

z wilderness; prairie;
**

rustic; wild; savage.

HK, II yeh
z
-jena. savage; a

*J yv
peasant.

i 4 a gem; y<wfe. Pre-

cious. Your.

ssu-ch'eng* name of an

ancient office, "the

protector of the town".

han 3
(32) a net; a snare.

Few; rare.

tzu-hans a proper
name.

4 to declare. To ex-

hibit; to show.

qrT
R y'u*-jen a jeweller.

xx. fan 1 to covet; to desire.

better

chin 1 metal; gold; money;
silver.

pai-chin
1 a hundred

-*12- ounces of silver.

t'uari1 round; to roll

round.

s/m 3 millet.

t'uan-shu* a millet

cake.

. fto
2
(510) same as ^tri /zo3w ^
harmony; peace.

rr .shih* a family; a clan.

ho-shih* name of a

famous jeweller of the

Ch'u State.

pi* (158) a piece of jade;
a jewel.

pi
s

(767) rustic: low;

mean.



iao-ie* virtue.

m* to fill; to stop. Very;
intensly

ching
1
(82) essence; spirit..

Skillful. Fine; delicate.

log

mi-ching
l-~refined; cul-

tivated.

ts'u 1
(623) coarse; rough;

vulgar.

mi-ts'u 1 coarse: primi-
tive.

Notes.

<*' 5^ A Ft- I*) 7K ~T? A ^ere
J^i

^ s a Pronoun

ing the object found by the peasant.

Similar examples.

I do not dare to tell others

about that.

' ' - - thc dukc inform -

ed Tsang-sun about this, and Tsang-sun considered (it)

difficult.

{1&$tj& tsang-sun
1 ^ proper name. The second

means: "to consider").

" " " " " C mPare lesson V, r, note d.

, 3.

?
....... Compare the present lesson, i,

note g.

f^lfS'rtL
..... here the combinati n

$t
forms an adjective clause: "that which . . .

"
(here

is a verb).

Compare lesson III, 2. note g.

:

"totake "-
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g l/lTT'/K'r?
" " " " ^ere

I/I
indicates the two preced-

ing objects: ~,^f /^. and

' see note

' Jil^KA'
j ^U--^f Compare lesson III, 2, note a-

u ~tP fjTfi/iJSl^l? - - - - Compare lesson III, 2, note \.

^OT-4X7wfTR

TRANSLATION

An Unusual Gem.

A peasant of the Sung State when ploughing found a piece

of jade. He offered it to protector of the town Tzu-han But

Tzu-han refused to accept it. The peasant said, "I showed it to

a jeweller and he acknowledged it a gem. Therefore

dared to offer it (to you)".

"You take jade for a gem," replied Tzu-han, -"but I ~take

integrity (^fc'ilf)
for a gem. If you give (tfa) (this jade) to

me, we both would lose our gems. Better if each (of us) keeps
his gem (for himself)."

Therefore the elders of the Sung State (used) to say, "Tzu-

han knows what thing the gem is: only his gem is different (lit.

that what he values is different). If we take a hundred ounces

of silver and a millet cake and offer (lit. show) to a child, he

certainly will take the cake. If we offer a Ho-shih jade and a

hundred ounces of silver to an uncultured man, he will surely

take silver. If we. offer a Ho-shih jade and the virtue to a sage,

he certainly will prefer the virtue. Those whose tastes (lit.

knowledge) are coarse ask for primitive things, and those whose

tastes are refined ask for refined things."
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3.

Grammatical section.

yjX chin-chih-tzu The prohibitive particles.
>-LL J*

%& tU chin* -chih to forbid)
7f% Lu

The structures formed with the aid of the prohibitive par-

sicles are similar to the imperative mood from negative verbs.

These particles are:

pit
1

, fn\ wit*, wn*. hsiit 1
,

Examples of using the prohibitive particles.

F #n tn
,ijio

If

A
4 .

o, B

16.

A
w ^ -it

ir.

i5 :

- A
ift

-ii^

fin

fa A J|L 4nt 5:
' lii. X V _>/^ rf A-JLr

i^ t*'it i~~t IF

17. s&j & ^L i*t

7- A 3. M

A
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Vocabulary.

&o9
(712) to come to; to

reach. To correct. A
rule; a pattern.

ts'ao 8
(795 A) plants;

grass Mean; careless.

nan 1 man; male.
*

K3 E3 nan-erh"1 a boy; a man.

kai 3 to change; to correct;

shih* (46) to rely upon;
to trust to.

ch'i
1

(102) to cheat. To
* insult.

'o befriend.

Ion* to drop; to leak. To
let out. To escape.

Ijfl Iou-wang
5 to escape.

IBJ

i"
1 --to hand down; to leave

behind.

lwu*-hui to repent.

su"* (501) quickly; in a

hurry.

en 1
(771) favour; grace;

mercy.

wang* (646) to gaze at;

to expect; to hope.

pao* to recompense; to

requite. To report; to

inform.

listen"1 leisure;

vacant.
quiet;

fan* to talk; to chat.

Inn* (439) to discourse;

to discuss; to reason.

shut* who? any one.

long; perpetual;

for ever.

shao-nicn* young; a

youth.

shih 1 a multitude; an

army. A teacher; a

model; to imitate.

ao* (264) proud; haughty.

man* (849) spreading;
diffused. Reckless.

^ ao-man* to treat with
*- scorn.

hsiu 1 here used impera-

tively: "do not".

'z
3 the forehead. A theme;
a thesis. To raise.

t'i"
1 ch'i to raise the

question; to mention.

huo-ming* the life; to

be alive.

I.

TRANSLATION

Prize not far-fetched commodities (lit. far-off things) and

people from remote parts will come (and submit).



2. Unnamed grass comes forth every year. Do not believe

that a man will be poor for ever
(

3. Do not speak of other people's shortcomings.

4. Do not do to others that which you would not wish for

yourself.

5. When you have faults do not fear to correct them.

6. Do not trust in your wealth and ill-treat the poor.

7. Have no friends not equal to yourself.

8. Do not let
( AJ a single man (__^$) escape.

9. Do not disobey this proclamation.

10. Do not leave cause for regret.

11. The Master said," Do not be desirous to have things done

quickly, do not look at small advantages.

12. I beg your Majesty not to have small valour.

13. When you do a kindness, do not look for repayment.

14. When talking at your leisure, do not discuss other men's

wrong-doings

15. Laugh not at others' old age; who can remain a youth for

ever?

16. Do not treat scornfully (your) teacher and (your) friends.

17. Without money do not enter a crowd.

i3. Do not bring the matter up.

19. If yo'u won't agree, do not expect to save your life.
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Vocabulary.

(428) the brain.

||L
chih l-chueh perception

hsiieh* blood.

c/z'r* a vessel; a dish; an

apparatus. Capacity;
ability.

|H
nao-t'i 3 the brain sub-^ stance.

ch'ung
1 'to fill; to satisfy;

to fulfil.

sat 1
(se

1

) to stop up; to

block.

fe ch'ung-sai
1 to fill.

/w2
(207) .the skull; the

forehead.

/'OM-/W* the head.

shu* a number; some.

H$L

wu-shu'' innumerable.

jjjrfj
sheii

1
*

(824) spirits; gods.
The soul; the mind.
Force; expression.

[Rf shen^-ching nerves.

cA'ttaw 3
all; the whole;

complete; perfect.

Hen* lightning; electri-

city.
hsien* a thread; a wire.

- -

telegraph
wires.

fen* to divide; to dis-

tribute.

distribute.

hu* mutual; together.

t'ung
1 to go through;

to circulate. General;
wholly; complete.
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hsiao 1
(124) to melt; to

consume; to disperse.

3 hsiao. l -hsi . rumours;
news.

wu-jen* we.

tung-tso* to move; a

move.

ch'uan-ling^ to issue

orders.

1 to move; to direct*

to shake.

chihs-huito direct.

US po-t'i
s the whole body;^ the mechanism of the

body.

tsung
3

(380) to unite: to

sum up. To control.

chit* position; circum-

stances A board; an

office.

^\ tsung-clni* a head of
* fice.

'en-chu"1 a branch-office.

sk t'ung-ch'u
3

pain; sore.
J^r

k'o 1
(o

1

) (699) sickness;

pain.

yang
s
(151) to itch.

*| k'o-yang
z

itching.

ch'u* (788) to butt; to

strike against.

m..

Notes.

here PI

b.

chi 1
(396) the flesh.

fu
z the skin; the flesh.

Iff chi-fu
s -the flesh; the

^ skin.

hsiu 4 to smell. Read
cA'ow4

strong smelling;

stinking.

wei* (495) test; flavor.

chieh 1

(85) -to .receive; to

take.

pi* the nose.

kan z to touch; to in-

fluence; to excite.

|L kan*-chueh -sensation.G
hao* to waste; to destroy.
A rat.

hsiao-hao* to spend; to

waste.

shui'[ to sleep.

mien2
(358) to close the

eyes; to sleep.

i shut-mien* to sleep.

fung
1

-a boy under 15

years of age, A girl.

hsiao -shih1 an hour.
T
tu*a. measure; a limit.

To cross over.

means: "to think."

is a sign of the adjective.



- -Compare lesson IV, i, note f.

is an expletive).

Compare lesson II, i, note a.

tI-
indicatc

the preceding object r^r^,.
ili** .^L

Compare lesson IX, 2, notes a and g,

--- here \)1 means: "to take"; >@

"to make."

Compare lesson V, I note d.

TRANSLATION
The Brain.

The ancients thought that man's perceptions originate
in the heart. (But) in reality (^ff)

the heart is (only) an appara-

tus for distributing the blood, and the source of perceptions is in

the brain.

The brain substance fills the upper part of the head, and
contains innumerable nerves which penetrate throughout the

whole body as
($jfr) telegraph wires pass throughout the whole

country for
(PJ) the (mutual) transmission of news. (II) we have

to make a move, then an order is given from the brain to the

nerves for the direction of the mechanism of the body, the same
as the head-office sends telegrams to the branch-offices. (Or)
when our skin has a sensation (|8&) of pain or itching or when

r w *

our ears, eyes, mouth or nose receive (J3) a sound, color, taste

or smell, our nerves transmit those sensations to the brain, the
same as the branch-oifices telegraph to the head-office.

During the day's work we exhaust our brain's energy;
therefore we must sleep at night in order to

( |M) restore it. The

child's brain is not completely formed, and (therefore) the period
of sleep needs to be long. For the adults

^^.-M."/' K )
tne

night rest can be limited to eight hours.
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Vocabulary.

A 7 JR til

(512) name of a

feudal State (403-241
B.C.)

ju
3

milk; to suckle.

ju-mu* a wet nurse.

cA'm2 -name of a feudal
State (897-221 E. C.)

kung-tzu
3 a son of a

prince; a heir-apparent.

shang
3 to bestow; to re-

ward. .

m 4 to hide; to abscond.

-a crme;
Punishment.

sin.

/s 2 a tribe; a clan; a

family.

JLUL

Pi

ho 1 an interrogative par-
ticle. why not? would
it not be better to....?

ying
1

(202) proper; sui-

table. Ought; must.
Read ying* to answer',
to correspond; to fulfil.

wu* to be necessary;
must. Business; duty;
function.

wei4 to fear; to be dread-
ed.

chu1
(499) to punish; to

put to death.

fefei-i- to neglect the
=*

duty.

cha* (150) to deceive;

artful; false.
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Tisfc hsing-cha*to commit a
-a **

treachery.

t'ao"2 (383) to flee; to

escape.

^S tse2 a marsh; a pool.

rf4> she v to shoot.

i* (98) the wings of a

bird; to shelter; to as-

sist.

*-/>*' to cover; to pro-
tect.

3|
c/w l here: "to hit"; "to

strike"

Jr^.
shih 1 a dart; an arrow.

-^> To take an oath.

a

b

Notes.

TL here is a consequential particle.

Compare lesson I, 2, note c.

iT ~/f ife- is an interrogative particle,

"why not?" (vid. lesson XXIII).

Similar examples.

had you (J^) not better

t|4 - - - someone said, "The rob-

tell him this for me?

bers are coming. Why not leave ?"

'o 4 robber; ;

g3 c/n^ 1 an interrogative particle.)

look?

object.

Compare lesson IX, 2, notes a and g.

c mbination

why not go and have a

^iere
\J]

indicates the preceding

is a causal particle "because", "on account of"

(vid. lesson XVI).
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- -- In both cases

s a

tide (vid. lesson XII).

f.

liyja^fllljllsppff*
----

Jft
here is a consequential

particle.

Compare lesson II, 2, note d.

g J/J JtpfltfjjJ
........

y\ nerc means: "with", "by"

Compare lesson I, 3, note a .

TRANSLATION

The Nurse from the Wei State

The Ch'in State attacked the Wei State and destroyed

it(-^j. The heir-apparent of the prince of Wei disappeared,

and in spite of all efforts (lit. big searches) could not be found.

Then (7&) the following (CJ) order was issued throughout the

Wei State :

"He who will find the heir-apparent will be rewarded with

one thousand ounces of silver. He who hides him will be

punished with all his clan (lit. punishment reaches the clan)."

The nurse of the young prince had fled (together) with him.

Someone told her, "There is a big reward for finding the prince.

You must know the place (of his refuge). Why not tell it ?"

"I do not know it," replied the nurse, "should I know it,

even if I had to die (Tx; Oil
)

1 could not tell it (PI). One
^uM'J^u y^

who nurses another person's child takes care of his life (M^

~/O. an-d by no means must let him die. How could I for
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cupidity and for dread of death (lit. because I see the interest

and am afraid of death) neglect my duty and commit treachery!

I cannot remain alive and let
(fiji)

the prince die alone (3GB)
"

And then (%&} she, holding the prince in her arms (lit.

together with the prince), jumped into a pool. The soldiers of

Ch'in saw them, and began to shoot at them with arrows. The

nurse protected the prince with her body. A dozen arrows hit

her, but in this way (jrfiMshe
did not allow them to hit the prince.

3.

Grammatical section.

tuan-ting-tzu
4 The particles of definite judgment.

The particles of definite judgment imply to the expressed

judgments or conclusions a definite character, and are very

similar to the expressions: of course, naturally, certainly, surely,

doubtless etc. for positive sentences, and- to: on no account, by nt

means, not in the least, not a bit etc. for negative sentences.

These particles are:

||C
tuan*, tZ? ting*, \h chueh-, jV pi*,

*jj
shih*.

422 chueh", -fa pins:*, *s hao*. ft tsune*.
#ci jJ

wan4
, RP kit

4
,
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Examples of using the particles of definite judgment.

26.

28.

29.

24.

21. 13-

> St

25. 22. 19.

23. 20.

Vocabulary.

10.

ffc
ii.

16. 14.
jj$

$? &3 3L5

Q fc
y 4i*\

7-

i.

*

2.

r ^-*

, ffl

vf*"n
3 - to sanction; to

agree; to assent. True;
sincere; honest.

hsiang-yiin* to assent;'

cWeng"
1 to receive; to

hold; to acknowledge.

jen* (222) to know; to

recognise; to confess.

yj ch'eng-jen* to confess;
* to acknowledge.

ch'eng* (:i5o) to punish.
to repress.

pan
4 to transact; to do;

to manage.

ch'eng-pan
4 to punish

chuek*to cut off; to

decide. Decidedly;certain-

ly.

k'uan 1 broad; wide. For-

giving; lenient.
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li

m

(328) to lend on in-

terest. To pardon.

Hp k'uan-iai4 to forgive;^ to pardon.

/ 3
(816) happiness; luck.

pien* convenient', cheap.

Ordinary; plain. Then;
in that case.

*'* (339) to deliberate

upon; to discuss.

^ i-ting* to come to
*-

understanding; to de-

cide.

tan* (741) the gall; the

courage.

wang (646) erroneous;

wild; reckless.

kuan 1 an official. Public;

civic.

ch'ing
1

(82) pure; clean;

honest.

keng-kai
3 to change;

to alter.

{3- hao*-ch'u a good point;^ an advantage.

ho* to shut; to join; to

agree; to suit.

yang* (151) the ocean;
vast. Foreign.

chin* to forbid; to pro-
hibit.

Aao2
long soft hair.

Trifling; minute.

i2 suspicion; doubt.

-* doubt.
3w ^

hsiao* (531) to imitate;
similar. To be effica-

cious.

hung
1 - hsiao merit;

'

efficacy,

chieh 4 to borrow. To lend.

chai* to be in debt; a loan.

cA'ag
2
(588) to pay back;

to indemnify.

/man2 to return. To
repay.

iH" ch'ang^-huan to repay;

chung
3

(87) a seed. A
kind; a sort.

pan-fa* the way of

managing an affair

ts'e4 a book. A plan; a

scheme; a policy.

t'tri
1
(52) to push; to

shirk. To extend; to

include.

SSV t'iti
l -tz'u^-to refuse; to**

decline.

TRANSLATION

1. I certainly cannot bear to do this.

2. It is really impossible to accede to your request.
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3- To deny emphatically.

4. It v/as certainly on account M2) of this
/y

5. Ccr-tainly must be punished.

6. I am determined not to go.

7. On no account will leniency be shown.

8. The thing must have happened.

9. He who escapes (lit. does not die) from a great calamity,
must have In the future a good fortune

10. The superior man must be watchful over himself when
he is alone

11. Truly both just (/f\.) and expedient.
JPfc

12. Though the affair has been discussed and settled, it really
is difficult to carry out.

13. It really shows
(Jl||) great audacity and disorderly be-

haviour.

14. If the officials be pure, the people naturally will be

tranquil.

15. The doing of evil is never without its reward. Sooner or
later the time will surely come.

16. I shall certainly not change (it).

17. No advantage whatever.

There is really no disagreement.

It is really not so.

Foreign coin must on no account be prohibited.

There is not the slightest doubt.

I have not transgressed in the least.

Never showing any improvement.

If you make a loan, y6u certainly must repay.

This way of action is by no means a good scheme.

Refuse on no account.

There is absolutely no such principle.

Indeed, it is what I desire.

It most decidedly ought to be.
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LESSON XI.

A n m * A

tt BT* * HI
HI]

A-^ItS W X- tt '1fir

c ft ft tl in

ft Be ffi J(oA ffl

I"!

A

A K

I 5.0 ?)J ir'H A-ft
l' I

Vocabulary.

forts; unity

'&T ch'iri1 birds.
f*J

RTjIi
S/JOM'' wild animals; be-

I|A asts.

;&" tsu"1 here: finalh'; at the

end.

JJ3 chieh* (433) a boundary;
a limit. The world.

shih*-chieht\\c \vorld

1 a host; a master; a

ruler.

u 3 here: all.

to combine; to con-

nect: to join.

licn-ho-li* united

efforts; unity.
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chih* (ch'ih*}
burn.

fan* charcoal.

(93) to

san*to scatter; to dis-

perse. To dismiss.

hsingia. star; a spark.

f- hsing-tien* a spark.

ts'u* to tread on; to kick.

stampi ts'u-mieh* to
* out.

ts'ui- (14)- thick; to col-

lect

7w2
(207) a stove; a fire-

place.

shih* power; authority;
influence; Aspect; con-

dition.

ven^to flame; to blaze;
hot.

yen-yen* glowing hot;
fierce, as a fire.

hsiang* towards; facing.

rh* (564) near, close; to

approach .

shu* to bind together; a

bundle.

chu* (192) chopsticks.

cH'ou 1 to pull up; to take

out.

chih 1
(539) a branch; a

prop. Numerative of

flowers, pens, arrows.

che* to snap in two; to

break. To decide, as

cases. To fold as paper.

ral tens of hundreds;
a great quantity.

6 Hh> yung*-fu a strong man.

pa* to pull out.

J||
chien* (440) a two-edged^ sword.

k'an 3 to cut; to chop.

fr wei-pi
4 perhaps not..

chit* (290) hurried; sud-

denly; at one stroke.

El 1L min^-jen the people.

hao^a. mark; a sign; a

designation. Read hao*

to call out; to appeal.

ch'eng
1 to style; to de-

signate; to state. To
praise. To weigh.

8? hao-ch'eng
1 to be call-

ed; to be styled.

(371) a ring; to

surround.

viu* (524) a genr a ball;

a globe.

huan-ch'iu* throughout
the world.

hsiung-shih* to regard

fearlessly.

chou 1
(426) an islet; a

continent.

yu*to oppose; to resist;

to stop.

ku* here: yet; still.

lii* manytimes ; repeat-

edly.
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m

d

chan* (826) terrified. To

fight.

pai'' (856) to suffer de-

feat. To ruin; to de-

stroy.
ko l to cut.

p'etf to make good; to

indemnify.
k'uan 3 an item; a kind;
an article of a treaty.
An amount of money,
p'ei-k'uan* an inde-

mnity.
chi* (218) a lofty "peak.

Dangerous.

Notes.

chichi* a critical situa-

tion.

pu-chung-ji
4 before

?he day out.

'w2 here: vainly; use-

lessly.

w1 an exclamation of

regret.

iu* alack! alas!

chu* (61) to fear; to be
afraid.

mien* (384) to make an
effort.

here is an adversative

particle, "still" "yet."

Compare lesson III, 2, note a.

........ the combination

V]
~ ' ^T ' s a causa ^ particle, "because", "on

account of."

Compare lesson X, 2, note d.

here pi indicates the preceding object -h

Compare lesson IX, 2, notes a and g.

is an expletive -

the combination

is an assimilative particle, "like" "as" (vid. the gram-

matical section of the present lesson).
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is an expletive.

is an assimilative particle.

"see the note c

TRANSLATION.

Unity.

Man by nature is unable to fly like the birds, or travel like

the wild animals nevertheless
(rfrf)

he is after all (^5C) master of

the world. This is because man is able to bring together the

powers of mankind as an united force (lit. and to make a force of

it), but the birds and animals are not able to do this. In the

whole world there is no greater force than united force. It is

like burning charcoal which if scattered is merely a spark that

a boy can stamp out, but if gathered together in a stove is glow-

ing hot, so that one is unable to draw near to it. Or it is like a

bundle of chopsticks. If one is taken out, it is a small thing and

easy to break. But if several tens of hundreds are put together

in a bunch, even though a strong man draws his two-edged sword

and strikes it, he cannot strike it apart with one stroke.

The people of our country are called "the 400 millions"

which number no other country in the world can reach. If they

high and low
( L. ~T^) were able to combine their strength, they

would be able to face fearlessly the five continents, and no one

could oppose them. And yet (fifS)
as often (

Jijj-)
as we have

fought, just so often have we lost. Our territory is cut up, and

an indemnity (is imposed on us). The country is in a desperate

state, as though (rfe) she would not see the end of the day. It

TJ
is because we have 400 million men only in vain being unable to

unite their collective (lit. 400 million men's) strength. Alas, is it

not dreadful ? Alas, is it not imperative to make an effort ?
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lit
I* -9 ^-

m m
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A.
o f-if^o *-* o
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B 1

a i

*
ih

Vocabulary.

A.

J kung-shih
s an envoy; a

foreign minister.

chih* (883) to cause; to

go to. To send.

chiao 1 to unite; to join;

friendship ; acquaint-
j

ance.

c wai-chiao1
diplomatic

relations.

t sting -cJiang
3 a mini-

ster.

wai-chiao-tsung-

chang
3 the

minister of foreign
affairs.



a letter.

ching* (427) -to approach;
to direct.

ch'i 8 to explain; to open;
to begin; to inform.

ching-ch'i*-che this

is to begin, I beg
to inform you, a phrase
with which letters,

notices etc. open.

tzu ]

this; here; now.

5| pen-kuo* one's native"
country; my country.

wetf-shih a literary
man.

mou s
-a. certain person or

thing. So-and-so; such-
and-such.

mou-hsing* 'named so-

and-so.

ni3
(i

s
) (479) to propose;

to decide.

fu* (119) 'to go to.

(543)
tomb.

high mound;

ming-ling* the Ming
Tombs (near Peking).

tai* >a girdle; a belt. A
zone; a neighbourhood.
To lead; to bring.

i-tai* -in the neighbour-
* hood ot; all along.

<
4-/g a place; a

locality.

thepart of

country; a region.

yu* (266) to wander
about; to travel.

It 4 'to calculate. To

through; successive.

yu*-li to travel.

withsui-tai* to take
* one (of persons).

ken 1 the heel; to follow

at heel.
N

ken-i' a servant.

-~1T> yip to proceed. In; on;
^

at; to; from. Used with

yii-ming* a proper
name.

. ->? i-ming*-one (of per-

sons).

chin-chih* . only;
more than.

no

Ijn ri -*? H ssu-jih-chih-chiu*
- fc^V _a period of 4

days.

/V -special: prominent;
alone.

ch'ing* (82) .to beg; to

request.

j|!_^ kuei-tsung-chang*
-*s^ the Honourable

Minister, Your Excel-

lency.

shan* (152) to write out.

ch'ih* (363) to order; to

command.

hu* (58) to protect; to

guard; to aid.
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chao 4
(715) to shine on.

To look at. According
to. A pass; a permit.

& hu-chao 4 a passport.

chih* (348) paper; a docu-

ment. Numerative of
documents.

hsun* quick; swift.

gn hsun-chi* quickly;"
without delay.

4
- -to throw; to send

(to an inferior).

ho4
(700) to wear; to

sustain; to be grateful.

wei-ho 4
(or

shall be grateful.

jfe
tz'u-ta

1 this is for your
** information, I write

this to inform you.

shun 4 -obedient; conven-

ient; to accord with; to

agree to.

sung* to praise; to extol.

c/z't
2
(102) -happiness.

shun - sung
-
jih-^ ch'i* I a\ ail

myself of the opport-

unity to express my
best.wishes.

B.

FP|

Hif itt

tFifTFi
*

yiri* a cause; a reason;

because.

V kuan* (751) a resi-

le dence; an office.

pen-kuan
s my office,

our legation.

ling
9
(438) the throat; the

collar. To receive.

ien-fu 4 to go to.

provinceshan l-hsi the

of Shansi.

pen-y'neh* the current

moon.

mou-jih
4 on a certain

day.

(865) now; at pre-
sent.

ching
1 a capital.

ch'eng
1
* to offer to a

superior.

chiao 9 to hand over.

ch'eng-chiao* to hand

up to a superior.

chu '(290) to receive as

communications from a.

subordinate. Evidence;

proof. According to.

mien 4 the face; the front,

state3J micn-ch'eng
1 to

P* personally.

S^^g
chu-mien-ch'eng

1

^i* according to what
he stated personally.

meng* to cover; to teach.

To receive from a su-

perior.
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ti-fang-kuari* the

local authorities.

n, t'o
3

secure; safe; settled.

^1; t'o-wei4
satisfactorily.

'to consider; to cal-

culate. Material; stuff.

chao-liao4 to care of; to

look after.

mingi to carve; to en-

grave.

to be veryming-kan
s

grateful.

teng-ch'ing* a form of

words used in official

despatches to mark the

close of a quotation
from a communication
of an inferior (often is

followed by

ch'ien-lai* "such hav-

ing come forward"), not
to be rendered.

chu - tz'u*
"
having

received this", a form
which follows directly
after the close of a

quotation from a com-
munication of an in-

ferior, not to be ren-

dered.

yuan
2

origin; source. A
high level; a plateau.

HiS yttan '

kKtt chao * _ the ori-

ginally received pass-

port.

sung
4 to accompany; to

send; to give.

L. sung-shang
4 to present

-** to a superior.

hsi 1
few; rare. To hope.

ch'a- 'to examine into;
to investigate.

ch'a-chao 4 to take note;
for your information
a polite formal phrase
requesting attention to

the despatch. Elliptical
for - ch

'

a -

k'ao - chao - tui* look
into and compare.

ho2 -the kernel. To ex-

amine into; to weigh

hsiao 1
(124) to melt; to

cancel.

} ho-hsiao 1 to duly can-

cel.

k'o-yeh
3 'this will do,

a final phrase in letters

following wishes ex-

pressed, not to be
rendered.

^ chuan 1

particular;special.

pu-ta
4 to inform.

pressly to inform you.

chih* (126) happiness.
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Notes.

B.

*a.Jt ^F
is a sign of the

objective case.

Similar examples.

' moreover lie told

him this matter point by point.

'u-ti* order, sequence)

he immediatci>

released the men who had been seized.

(ftX. no? to take; Jofe pd 4
sign of passive; -\

Kf^^
^F* uJ\. T 'fi J~ ^^

li-hsing* immediately; -ffit fang
4 -to release).

TRANSLATION

A. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to ths Minister of Foreign
Affairs.

I beg to inform (Your Excellency) that at present there is

one of my countrymen by the name of .... a literary man, who
wishes to travel to the Ming Tombs, accompanied by (his) Chinese

servant, Yii- ming, by name. His going and return will occupy

only four days. I especially request Your Excellency to give

instructions that a passport be made out for him. I shall be

grateful to have it sent as soon as possible.

I avail myself of this opportunity to express to you my best

wishes.
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H. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign

Affairs.

I beg to inform (Your Excellency) that a member of our

Legation formerly asked for a passport to be issued to him for

the purpose of travel in Shansi. On the . , . , day of the

current month he returned to Peking and handed back his pass-

port. According to his own verbal report, he received (most)

satisfactory attention from the local authorities in every place

lie passed through (dBS^M) f r which he is deeply grateful. I

beg to return the passport originally received and
(|Mj) hope

that Your Excellency will take note thereof and cancel the same:.

I avail myself, etc.

3.

Grammatical section

THE ASSIMILATIVE PARTICLES.

The assimilative particles indicate the resemblance of one

object to another, and are similar to the expressions: like, as, as

if, as though, just as, etc.

These particles are:

&-"'' m "'. us
"*' mi yei"j""'

ytn-jan', 4 rfc ytn-jv* rtt MI jo
- -

jail'.



Examples of using the assimilative particles
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chin* to go to.

*ft jyw2 to follow '.Cause;^ connection.

JF3 /2fl
4

drought. Dry land.

ch'i* wife.

til s^ew 1 to report To ex-

tend; to increase.

ill tH -hnJh shen-shenl-jn-veh*M Hi _easy; self-pos-

sessed.

vflo
1

fresh-looking;young.'

Pleased.

BT:

Vocabulary.

ffi

'i* the

(32) the liver.

sheng
4 to conquer.

chieh 1
(318) a flight of

steps. To go up by a
stair. A degree.

'h- here: like; as if.

tao-te- virtue.

yen
1
*

(630) stern; respect-
ful.

yen- jut like; resem-

bling.

kung
1

-yeh m cr i t .

yen-jan* like.

3<v?
"

had* a porcupine. Heroic.

a hero.

hacfl-chieh a hero.

yen-jo
4 like.

s
4 to lodge for night.
Stale; old.

TRANSLATION

1. It being thus.

2. To regard a difficult (matter) as an easy (one).

3. Thinking that no one is as pretty as herself.

4. Like an innocent person (4Hfc3fl) &oin8 to the place of

death
0&f*4*lj^

5. To do what you do and to seek for
(jjfi?)

what you desire

is like (%5&) climbing (lit. following) a tree to seek for

fish ( ii here means: to do).
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6. The people's longing for him was like (their) longing for

rain (in a time of) great drought.

7. To look upon virtue as (something to which one) cannot

attain.

S. To look upon dearth as going home.

9. One day without seeing (her) is like three months.

10. Like a fish that finds the water, like a bird that finds

a grove.

11. The faults of the superior man are like the eclipse (^ft*-) of
.

the sun and moon. He has his faults (M-fft ), arid all

men see them.

12. The affection of husband and wife is deep as the sea.

13. When the Master was not occupied with business (lit. the

Master's dwelling at ease
^jjjp El), he looked comfortable
m/l-1

and happy.

14. As if he saw his very lungs and liver.

15. Hoi}' men and sages love other men as themselves.

16. He regarded me as a father.

17. To regard others' interests as one's own.

18. Humanity conquers inhumanity like water conquers fire.

19. Breath is like wind, blood is like water.

_>o. The Master said "To go beyond is as wrong (lit. is like)

as not to come up."
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21. Our Master (rfeLjjZ.) cannot be attained in the same

way as the heaven cannot be reached by the
vsteps

of a stair.

22. The people turn to benevolence as water flows downwards.

23. The music of the present day is like the music ot

, antiquity.

24. Like the insensibility (4n4T|) f wo d or stone.
^>v/i-l

25. The ancients in their form were like beasts, but in their

hearts they had the virtue of the great sages.

26. King Wang looked on the people as on a wounded (man),

and he looked towards the right path as if
( rftt) he

could not see it.

27. His virtue is like that of holy men and sages.

28. His merits are like those of heroes.

29. As though he had already known it long before.

30. The way of virtue is like a great road. Is it difficult to

know it? (Hh- ' s an initial particle)
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LESSON XII.

1.

I Flo 'PJ^ -f-j& e nr

Jl

i II Jf

4-
ffi

Vocabulary.

ch'iung* a red veined

stone. Beautiful.

gr kao-ch'iung* a proper* name.

tsung
1 ancestral; clan;

family. Kind; class. To
follow; to honour.

chen-tsung
} name of an

xj~
emperor of the Sung
dynasty.

ch'i4 a covenant; a

bond; a deed.

L tan 1

cinnabar; red.

ch'i-tan 1 Kitans, or

Khitans Tartars, who
ruled northern China

(907-1115 A. D.) under
the name of the

:

hi, Liao dy-
nasty.

[ijy
chih-htii-shih 3 an^ ancient military of-

fice, the commander in

chief.

ti 4 God. A deified be-

ing. The emperor.

tu4-
(200) a ferry; to ferry-

across; to'cross.
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ho* (699) a river.

tsai8 a servant. The chief
minister of a State. To
rule. To slaughter ani-

mals.

ch'en* a subject; a vassal;
a statesman.

tsai-ch'en2 the prime-
minister.

feng* a surname. Read

P'ing* to rely on.

cheng* (522) to lift up; to

save.

t& feng-cheng* a proper*
name.

P'ang* side; beside; near.

Opt
J

to gape; to

scold.

nu4
(553) anger; rage.

f wen*-chang- an essay.

ta 4-ch'ena. high of-

ficial; a minister.

ch'i- (452) to sit astride:

to ride.

lu-ch'i* mounted

gands.

r? ch'ih 4 to dismiss; to ex-

pel; to scold.

-ch'ih 4 numerous.

b.

"fit! iff* ju-tz'u
z

so; thus; such.

sP fu *
(33o) to spread: to

^^
levy; to pay; to compose.

iJ4p shih 1
(46) poetry; verses.

te-ng
1 to mount; to as-

cend.

chang
1

(353) to extend;
to stretch. To pro-

claim; to publish. To

display. To boast.

huang* yellow.

lung* the dragon.

ch'i* (102) a flag; a

banner.

sui4 a year.

fi: wan-sui 4 a greeting and
a title for the emperor.

ch'i4-shih energy; vi-

gor.

pei* double; to double.

o--bei4 hundred-fold.

means: "

n
bri-

Notes.

" ' here

.

here 1S an adversatlve
Jl I

ticle, "and yet", "still".

here means: "
in rder to

"

Compare lesson II, i, note a-
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d ~Jtf/t&i jf^iii ~Jtj
here is a consequential particle.

"then".

*&$&&'&)-${=& -*? jj^ here is a consequential
A2i,^I ~r^.J J /& <-~ +3^

particle, "therefore ".

TRANSLATION

Kao Ch'iung.

In the time of the Sung emperor, Chen-tsung, the Kitans

attacked (lit. entered to rob) (China). The commander in chief,

Kao-ch'iung, urged the emperor to cross the river in order

to oppose the enemies (lit. robbers). The emperor would not

assent. Kao-ch'iung (began) to argue with him (-/O (very)

hotly. The prime -minister Feng-cheng, who was standing beside

(him), shouted at him:

"Kao-ch'iung, how dare you disregard all etiquette!"

"You have secured the office of minister M^-l-p1^) bywyvtii
(IM) (your) essays", replied Kao-ch'iung angrily, "now, when

there are so many enemies (lit. mounted brigands), you blame

me for lack of etiquette. Why (then) do you not compose some

(lit. a piece --^ft
verses iR order to rout them?-'

Feng-cheng was struck speechless (with that reply). The

emperor followed Kao-ch'iung's advice (lit. words), proceeded to

the northern side of the river, ascended the wall, and (ordered)

the yellow imperial (lit. dragon) banners to be displayed. Officers

and soldiers (jMr_L) who were under the wall saw the emperor

and greeted him enthusiastically (-^H^^T'j^)- Their courage

increased a hundred fold; they attacked the Kitans and drove

them away. '
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Vocabulary.

A.

!$. shu9
a. public office. To^ write.

jyf
shan* mountain passes

shan*-hsi west of the

passes, the province of

Shensi, so written in

English in order not to
be confused with i

J
t 3g

the province of

Shansi.

tjjr tang* here: then; there-^ upon; at that time.
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yip here: by; from.

hart* to contain. A letter.

g*. han-ch'ing* to request

by letter.

tung-shen* to start; to

set out.

t a class; a category.
A board; a ministry.

wai-chiao-pti
4 the

**'*
ministry of foreign

affairs.

chieh1 here: to receive.

tien* here: a telegram.

k'ai 1 here: stating; it is

stated.

ch'ih-ling
4 to order; to

command.

H hui-buo* to return to"
one's country.

kai 1 to include; to con-

nect. Ought, right. To
owe. The said.

yuan
12 an official.

teng
- yin ch'ien-

Zat 3
(or only $f

teng-yin
1

)
a form

of words used in official

despatches to mark the

close of a quotation
from the communica-
tion of a superior (or,

by courtesy, of an

equal and followed by
chun-lz'u3 or

feng-tz'u
z "ha-

ving received this",

not to be rendered.

chun'to authorise; to

grant. To receive from
a superior or an equal

tzn4 here: of course, na-

turally.

chung-chih* to stop
mid -way; to drop.

chu* (Si) to annotate; to

explain, to endorse.

cJnt-hsiao 1 to write off;

to cancel.

le* to split; to write.

B.

jih-ch'ieri* formerly;
on a previous occasion.

ni-ling* to fix; to de-

cide.

fung-shang
} commerci-

al intercourse ; trade;

especially trade witli

foreign nations.

chang
1 here: regulations.

ch'i 1
(hsi

3
) (298) to reach

to; until.

ch'i-chin1 until now;
up to the present date.

meng"
1 here: to be honor-

ed.



/* (545) to overturn; to

upset. To reply.

%$ chien-fu< to reply to.

^f i-ting* to decide; to

ratify

p'an* to gaze at; to long
for; to hope.

p'an-nien* to long for;

to be anxious.

ch'i-ch'ieh* very; the
utmost.

>r chin* (209) near; close.

jfff
rt chin-jih* recently.

jsf ju-ho*
what? Why'

How then now?

145

form; figure;

shape; the body.

crcum-
stances; conditions of a

case.

-without delay;
'*

quickly.

tz'u* to bestow upon an
inferior.

|i tz'u-fu* to favour with^ a reply.

i-pien
4 -in order to.

chuan* (839) to turn
round.

gt chuan-fu* to transmit
=* communications in re-

Notes.

A.

tion

sentence.

J
(
a foreiSn minister).

_ ^ - -The meaning of the combina-
^F

depends on the place it occupies in the

When ft*-fjf is placed at the end of a sentence this

combination forms a kind of adjective clause where

means: "to have", "to belong".
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rfl ES^2 JiFfyfer
"" ^is house is mine (lit. that

JtLiAr/HfrTa Wf3
which I have; that which belongs to me).

Being put before a noun (in singular or in plural)

IjJf yfef simply gives an emphasis to it, ana is equiva-

lent to the definite article "the" or sometimes to "all

the".

tiTf/lf iEB.&CjTf 4&
' t' ie *'ve articles of the pre

sent treaty.

W^^JS^ll^ ---- the re ulations are siven
r s I I J '

"I -*^ -' J *-^^'

hereafter.

(^&.$tl changi-ch'eng regulations; "gil lieh* to enu-
jfL'iHi y \

merate). (vid. lesson XXIX, gram, section).

^ gg .......... the numeral_. i*- here individualises

the noun JH ctiu* as a special thing amongst many of

its class.

Similar examples.

^-JffiM~"$*
...... aS t0 ^M ) th sub)

J
ect

(y of

foreign trade.

-^.ttj_ /-% ........ the relation between sovereign

and subject.

Inn'2 human relationships).

B.

ew here is a particle of completed ac-

tion (vid. lesson XV).



Similar examples.

- l do not

know whether he has, or has not, told this matter to

his own family and relations.

ch'in-tsu
1
*

relations).

v
' he has not clcared ff

his debts.

(A* ch'ien* to owe; i chieh* to settle; ^^ch'ing
1

yv w iFT

clear).

here is a sign of

the objective case. Compare lesson XI, 2, B, note a.

" is often used with

the meaning of passing on a communication, demand,

etc. to another person.

TRANSLATION

A. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign

Affairs.

As an official of our Legation was intending to go into

Shensi for travel, I sent a letter asking (lit. it was asked

by (ih) rne' by letter) Your Excellency to have a passport

prepared (for him). (But) before he started (lit. he has not yet
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started), a telegram was received from our Foreign Office

ordering him to return home at once. Naturally the matter
(_. .

JE|)
of the trip of the said official into Shensi must be dropped.

Now. I beg to return the originally received passport which I

hope Your Excellency will note
(--jffcvB?:})

and duly cancel.

I avail myself, etc.

B. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign

Affairs.

At an earlier date I sent you by letter
( jjSjf-S^)

the n^wly

fixed trade regulations. (Although) up to this time several days

(have elapsed), I have not yet been honored with your reply and

do not know whether any decision has been made (concerning

the said regulations). Being very anxious about this matter I

beg to especially (j^t) request Your Excellency to let me

know (Bfi^^) at your earliest convenience what are the condi-

tions of your decision, in order that I may transmit your com-

munication
( IM /f^i&li3i$) to our Foreign Office for their
yj\ l#s.TriF'tJt

information
(^fcffl^)-

y*"*^ Jfc

I avail myself, etc.
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3.

It

$0

M
/ Eo Is

A
3:

A
1M MH

PL*
oA g

Mo ^ ^
o A

KB b OS

Vocabulary.

Pfl 2 a door; a gate.

ts'e* (858) the side; side-

ways.

yen
1 to drag out; to

protract; to invite.

kou3 a dog.

f|f P^n* (860) to set in order;
'-** to entertain.

pin^-che the person
entertaining the guests;
the master of the cere-
monies.

tzu 1 name of a river in

Shantung.

If lin* to approach; near;
on the point of.



'>?< lin-tzu 1 name of the
fT.

han4
(32) sweat.

''P
locality where the 1

capital of the Ch'i State,

*&, rp. Ying-ch'iu was

situated. Now that

place is called

%h

^"2
(749) tne 8ate of a

village; a village of 25

families.

met* the sleeve of a robe.

wei* a curtain.

chien 1 the shoulder.

chung
3
(2j) the heel.

ill-.ViPjg-
pi

- chien - chieh -

LX*3i chung
3 shoulder

to shoulder, heel to

heel, to be close to

each other.

hsiao 1 to be like,

pu-hsiao
l unlike; de-

generate; worthless (a

term used by a son of

himself when writing to

his father).

b.

Notes.

- - iiC here is a conjunctive particle.

here ~4 with the preceding verb

f forms an adjective clause :

d -

"(If I were) one who was sent as envoy to a dog

country."

" Compare lesson l ' T> note b -

" " This peculiar structure can be

translated :

"The envoys sent by Ch'i all have princes who are

worthy of them.

A similar structure is :



everybody acts con-

formably to his abilities
(
B

)
.

TRANSLATION.

Yen-ying goes as Envoy to the Ch'u State

Yen-tzu was sent as envoy to the Ch'u State. He was (very)

short. The people of Ch'u had erected a small door beside the

big gate, and asked Yen-tzu (to pass through it). But Yen-tzu

refused to do it (lit. did not enter).

"If I were sent as envoy to a dog country", he said; "I

would have entered through (#) the dog-gate. But I (fr^) am
TAC pi

sent to the Ch'u State, and it is not proper C^*E|*) for me to

pass through that gate."

(Thereupon) the master of the ceremonies changed Cgf) ^his

mind), and let him enter through the big gate. When (Yen-tzu)

saw the p.'-'ce of Ch'u the latter asked him, "Has Ch'i no men?"

"(Our) Ch'i", replied Yen-tzu, "in the locality of Lin-tzu

has three hundred villages. If our people were to open their

sleeves, a (big) curtain could be made of them. If they were to

wipe off their sweat, it would be like rain (lit. form rain). They
are living very close to each other. How should one say, that

Ch'i has no men !"

"Why then did they send you ?" asked the prince.

"My sovereign (lit. Ch'i)", replied Yen-tzu, "when sending

his envoys considers the worth of the princes. Virtuous men he

sends to virtuous princes, and worthless ones to worthless princes.

I am a very bad fellow, therefore I had
(^cjf )

to be sent to the

Ch'u State."
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4.

Grammatical section

THE CONJUNCTIVE PARTICLES

The conjunctive particles serve as conjunctions between in-

dividual words or sentences, and correspond very much to the

expressions: "and", "with".

These particles are:

erh*, rf

TTj mi IB

n * a

Examples of using the conjunctive particles.

fE -ifc ftl $r &

JE.

-ffi

B
\

15

4!\ -o MS;

10. t:

A

Ifc

.

1.
9 =i
s -i

5.

/I .7. .

M.
fM-

, &
J. 13.

W ^
Ac^> ~^* r~t^ ^ 13

ffi Rf A
A fll ffi



Vocabulary.

ch'en* time. The celestial

bodies.

Pei-ch'eri
1 -- the Pole

Star.

kung
z to bow; to

salute.

tsc^ to pick out; to

choose.

kuci 3
spirits; spiritual be-

ings.

kuei-sheri2 spiritual be-

ings.

kung
1 a bow.

shih 1 an arrow. To take
an oath.

pi
3 a writing brush; a

pen.

2? dK5 san-tzu-ching
1 the

^-^ Three Character
Classic, arranged in

rhyming sentences of

three words each, com-
posed by ^1^/6

Jf3*

Wang-po-hoti of the

Sung dynasty

153

ch'ien-tzu-wen? the
Thousand Character

Essay, containing ex-

actly one thousand dif-

ferent characters, com-
posed by

t-

D
-"

Chou-hsing-ssu (6th cen-

tury A. D.)

yu-izu
s a child; child-

ren.

tung
1 winter.

ts'afl 'ability; talents.

tin* stingy; niggardly.

ch'ih3 to feel shame.

ch'ieh* and; moreover; a

conjunctive particle. An
aggravative particle. A
particle of approaching
action.

TRANSLATION

The Pole Star keeps its place, and all the stars bow to it.

The Master said, "When I walk along with two others (lit

three men walking. But it is implied that the speaker

is one of them), they may serve me as my teachers. I

will select their good qualities (~Q*^^;^') and follow

them, their bad qualities and avoid them (lit. change

them; correct them in myself, avoid them).
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3. The Master said, "To give one's self earnestly (3fife) to duties

due to men
(gi -jrjjjfc)-

to respect spiritual beings and

to keep aloof from them may be called wisdom.

4. With a bow in hand and some arrows fastened at the waist.

5. Riches and honor are what men desir

6 Poverty and meanness are what men dislike.

7. More than tongue and pen can express.

8. There are two paths-, that of benevolence, and that of its

opposite.

9. The Three-Character Classic and the Thousand-Character

Essay are what children study.

10. It was only you and I who attained this.

11. During the winter of last year and the spring of this.

12. The south wind blows in spring and in autumn.

13. Gentle and docile.

14. The Master said, "Though a man have abilities as admirable

as those of the duke of Chou, yet if he be proud and

niggardly, those other things (J^/gk) are not worth

being looked at (the final particles
ijj JZI

give an em-

phasis to the preceding sentence).

15. When a country is well-governed, poverty and a mean con-

dition are things to be ashamed of. When a country is

ill-governed, riches and honor are things to be asham-

ed of.
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LESSON XIII.

1.

A =f ft H

//T7

eg

-t

^ lit

pof te ^T A
IP Jil * S Jl

Vocabulary.

8E.

^ ch'ang -

Great Wall.

hsiung
1

(651) the breast

nn*a. slave; a servan-t.

hsiung-nu* a name
given to the Tartar
tribes under the

Ch'in and

dynasties.

4HE name of a feudal
State. Read yin* the
swallow. To feast.

chao' name of a feudal
State. To visit.

fang* (261) an embank-
ment. To protect; to

guard.

pao
s to guarantee;

protect.

to
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Mchiang
1
(812) a boundary,

a frontier.

&H _L chiang-t'u
s a boundary,

be con-H lien-shu* -to

"* nected.

huang"
2

great; august.
The sovereign.

ch'in-shih-kuang*
the first emperor

of the united China
under the Ch'in dy-
nasty.

t'ung
8 to gather into one;

all; the whole.

i-t'ung* to unite.

hsia* summer.

4 one of the

ancient names of China.

ch'ien 3 to send.

chiang
l-chiin a com-

mander in chief.

i 'ieri* peaceful .

meng-t'ieri
1 a proper

name.

/a* to cut down; to

smite; to attack.

hsiu 1 to put in order; to

repair.

chiu* (680) old.

9H shan-hai-kuan 1 a
^* town near which
the Great Wall touches
the sea-coast.

rtl.

chia1

(716) excellent; to

admire.

yu* a gully; a ravine.

SB chia-y
u-kuanl the^ pass at the extreme

west of the Great Wall.

ch'ien 1 a thousand.

ctiu* (641) great; large.

~fH* A shih-jen* tlie people of

^*^^ the world; mankind.

JgSTa" sheng-chin
l the pro-

Jns& vince and the city of

Mukden.

Mongolia.

straight

upright.

to control.

honest;

chiW-li the province of

Chihli.

s 4
respectful; majestic.

-H* kan 1 sweet; agreeable.

-H- afte kan-su* the province of
Win Kansu.

4g yuan 11 a wall.

p| ch eng* yuan a wall.
i

chuan 1
(839) a brick.

ch'ih* a foot.

hsing*-shih aspect;

position.



hsiin
4-

(542) steep; lofty.

|rte hsiung-hsun* imposing;^
grand.

luan* (888) mountain
peaks.

feng
1

(148) the peak of a
hill.

jj& feng-luan* mountain
&-*

peaks.

yt 4

piercing; acute.
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& jui-ch'u< a sharp point-^ ed place.

lou* (790) a two-storeyed
house; a tower.

IUk t'tao* to gaze at.

shou* to observe; to

guard; to watch.

l^t|E shou-wang-ch'u* a
EiX- watch-tower.

Notes.

completed

action (vid. lesson XV).

Similar examples.
V

- - the cock has already crowed.

----- 1 have cooked and eaten it.

4f* I'U %- S<

P'eng
1 to fry; to cook).

i^^P'K ~Pt
^ ere ^s a consequential par-

ticle, "then", "thereupon".

. "

Tfff
^ere ^ s a conjunctive particle,

"and".

The character

is often added to one or several proper names. If added

to one name it is to be translated "and others". If it

follows two or more names, it simply expresses the

plurality of the names mentioned indicating at the same

time the end of the enumeration of the proper names:



tne districts Ta-hsing and
/|>/|>

Wan-p'ing.

Hip7V tTT^g
...... - Wang-wen-cheng and others.

When
^fif

is added to general names the following rules

are to be observed:

Being added to one name ffig serves generally as a

sign of the plural.

II ff ....... the said foreigners.

we, ministers of state.

When added to two names fi* is a sign of the plural

only when it is clear that besides the two categories

mentioned there are no others in view."

officers.

C
....... You (^f) literati

( L.) .and

common people.

In other similar cases, when there is no indication

that the question is only about the two names mentioned,

/ means: "and others", "etc."

astronomy (^^.geo-
graphy (4-3JJJB)

and other sciences.

^m^1 '

fvf Vft'^&'ftt'
- - - - silk, leather and other goods.

(^| ch'oiP silk cloth; 401. tuan 4 satin; silk cloth; rfe

P'i* skin; leather; ** ko* skins).

J^
meansherc ' <out v ' from ''

"of" (of material of which something is made).
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Similar examples.

from wood.

western nations make

money of gold and silver.

TRANSLATION

The Great Wall.

In ancient times our country was much troubled in the north

by the Tartar hordes. The States of Yen and Chao had built

Walls in order to protect themselves against them ( /^). But each

State (only) protected its own frontiers, and (their walls) had

not been united. When emperor Ch'in-shih-huang conquered the

six kingdoms and united China, he despatched his general Meng-

t'ien at the head of an army of 300,000 men against the Hsiung-

nu. He completely routed them, rebuilt the old walls and united

them into one.

The Wall begins (jjjj)
on the east at Shan-hai-kuan and ends

(lit. reaches Zj) on the west at Chia-yii-kuan, being more than

5000 "li" in length. This wall is one of the famous

-*?
)

constructions of the world, and is called the Great Wall

(lit. the wall ten thousand "li" long).

Outside of the wall are Sheng-ching and Mongolia. Inside

the wall are the provinces of Chihli, Shansi, Shensi and Kan-

su. The wall is built of (JM) bricks and stone. It is 40 feet

high and more than 20 feet thick, and has a very imposing as-

pect. At all sharp pointed peaks there are high towers, from

which one can get a distant view. These were just (6n) watch-

towers used by the ancients.
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Jfc ffl

B.
nw

lit P& ml

13

B
ft BM

B'J 5-
B ft,

5 >fc

Vocabulary.

A.

mien-fan* to discuss

verbally.

chick* the joints of

plants Sections. Af-

fairs; subjects.

ko-chick1 all affairs;
various subjects.

g[ cAiw-v<?o
4

important.

?3 yen-y'u
s words; con-

10 versation.

hui4 to meet together; to

unite. A guild; a society.
To understand.



il'
wu-hui* to misunder-
stand.

-^ t|ar
wu-hui-chih-ch'u*

*-,!$%& a misunder-

standing.

hu-t an* to talk to-

gether.

ling* separate; apart; an-

other.

lueh* (lio*) 'to define. A
course. A summary; a

synopsis. A little.

[&
chieh-liieh* a memoran-

* dum.

yueh* to look at; to

peruse; to- inspect.

to examine.

ch'uan* contradictory;
perverse.

ch'uan-wu*Si mistake.

B.

U:

ching-fu*-che I beg
to inform you in re-

ply.

yesterday; lately.

-Ast 3 to thoroughly
acquaint oneself with.

chu-chien* very evi-

dent.

jen-chen
1 conscien-

tiously; in good earnest;

energetically; to be

earnest in doing.

mo-ming
1

sible.

nexpres-

ch'in1
(79) reverent; re-

spectful. Imperial.

p'ei
4 to respect.

'in-P'6** to respect.

mo - ming - ch'in

p'ei
4 -there are

no words to express my
respect.

chien* (440) to examine;
to search.

chien-ch'atto examine.

so-A'at' 1 the contents

(of a document).

ch'i-chien 1 in it; there-

in.

4|Rit hsiang-ying
1 "it be-

iH/WR comes my duty"; "it is

incumbent upon me."

fu* (19) to adhere to; to

add; to enclose.

H fu-huan* to return en-.^ closed.
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Notes.

A.

* s very frequently used in

the documentary and business style as a sign of the

plural.

Similar examples.

jffi Sl^ P the ports of foreign trade.

- - - - the articles of the Treaty.

- - - - the remaining criminals.

b. ijtl|j| Q Tf^fe&'HM-
' ' ~ ~

jlffc
is nere a S1 gn of the ob-

jective case.

B.

a - ^feli^t^2M Compare lesson x> 3 -

TRANSLATION

A. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs.

The various subjects we discussed together recently ("mt ), all

concerned (/H t&] matters of great importance. I feared lest
!-* vv\

there might be some misunderstanding in our conversation, and

(therefore) have composed a memorandum of the subjects

about which we talked. I beg to send it herewith to Your

Excellency and to ask you to examine it and to see if there be

any mistakes therein.

Hoping that you will favor me with your reply,

I avail myself, etc.



B. A Letter from the Minister of Foreign Affairs to a Foreign

Minister.

I received yesterday your letter, with a memorandum

enclosed, with which I have fully acquainted myself. From this

it can be seen how zealously Your Excellency performs your

business. I cannot find words to express my respect to you.

I have examined the memorandum. It contains (|lt||) the
}y\vn

questions we discussed several days ago, and I find no mistakes

therein.

I beg to return the memorandum herewith and avail myself

of this opportunity, etc.

3.

rr: ^

H, *n

V* *jo -jf- ft

jt ," W

=re M
M Ut !fc ^ ^

o * 10

11 H

5k
A

t m
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Vocabulary.

wu4 to bawl ; to brag.
Name of an ancient

feudal State

ju* a child.

-Jtw,

A

a pro-

per name.

ching
1 a bramble; a thorn.

Name of the State of
Ch'u.

tso3 the left hand.

yu* the right hand.

tso-yu*- left and right ;

in the presence of; at-

tendants.

she-jen*- a retainer; a

courtier.

huai'1 (368) to embrace;
to carry in bosom; to

cherish.

wari* a ball ;
a pellet; a

pill.

tan* (826) a crossbow.

(370)- -an enclosure;
a garden.

hou-yuan* a back gar-
den.

(713) dew.

chan 1

(720) to moisten;
to imbue.

: ho-k'u* why? what for?

ch'ari2 (826) the cicada or
broad locust.

(525) a mantis.

lang* (362) a mantis.

||? t'ang*-lang--a. praying
mantis.

wei* to relegate; to send.

ch'ii1 crooked ; false.

Songs.

wei-ch '/<
l

crooked; tor-

tuous.

rfh Rj wei-shen-ch'u fu*
1 rw to bend body

and lay in ambush.

ch'iao* small birds in

general.

JjeZhuang-ch'iao* rthe oriole.

cAo2 to peck up.

pa* to stop; to finish.

Notes.

verD

forms an adjective clause : "If there be somebody who

will dare to admonish me".



b

Compare lesson III, 2, note a./

d. fff|xfC4Hl ffn
^ere 's an adversative particle, "still"

"yet".

Compare lesson III, 2, note a.

$fff3kjj\lf!/

" ' Compare lesson Iv ' 3>

TRANSLATION

Shao-ju-tzu of the Wu State dissuades attacking Ch'u

The prince of the Wu State wished to attack the Ch'u State

and said to those who were round him, "If anybody dares to

admonish me, that man shall die".

Among the courtiers there was one named Shao-ju-tzu. He
wished to admonish the prince, but did not dare. There-

fore
(H|l)

he took a crossbow and some pellets and went to takee

a walk in the back garden, where he got his dress all moistened

with dew. He did thus three days.

The prince asked him, "Why do you come with your dress so

moistened?"

"There is a tree in the garden", he replied, "with a cicada

upon it. The cicada is sitting (Eji) very high up. It chirps mourn-
/r=i

fully and drinks dew not knowing that there is a mantis behind

it. The mantis lies in ambush wishing to catch the cicada,

and not knowing that an oriole is beside it. The oriole stretches

out its neck trying to peck the mantis not knowing that a

crossbow and pellets are below. Those three earnestly (38C) wish

to take advantage of what is before them and do not realize the

evil that is behind."

"Good", said the prince, and stopped his troops.
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4.

Grammatical section.

THE INTENSIFYING-CONJUNCTIVE PARTICLES

The intensifying-conjunctive particles, like the conjunctive

particles, serve to join individual words and sentences. And yet

there is a considerable difference between these two groups. The

intensifying-conjunctive particles are used when only one subject

is discussed, and when the words that follow after an intensifying^

conjunctive particle introduce a new quality of the subject or a

new development of the matter in question. These particles can

be translated by the expressions: "and also", "moreover", etc.

These particles are:

M erl1 *'
fl

c/''^;*
3

'fffj fl
crh -ch

'

ieh*>

;)
Pin^> ^ y***

Examples of using the intensifying-conjunctive particles

jft

it
m IT
m &

fl.

B
^ *

a
rfii

m

m 6.

X 7.

Eft

12.

- j r*

H'l

&
.U:

m
4-

rp
m

2.

ffif

Vvi

:-



Vocabulary.

min8 clever.

li4 elegant; beautiful.

tuan 1 here: doctrines-

ig i-tuan 1 heterodox doc-

trines.

tao* a robber; a bandit.

tsei* a robber; a thief; a
rebel.

erh-ch'iehs and also;
moreover.

5 ch'ing^-hsing the as-

pect of the matter;
circumstances; condi-
tions.

yang-wu* foreign af-

fairs.

shu"1 ripe; cooked; ma-
ture.

shifl-hsi experienced . E-
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pen-ta*-ch'en I (a

high official of him-

self).

chao*-hui an official

communication between

foreign and Chinese of-

ficials of the same rank.
To send a communica-
tion.

ling-shih-kuan
1 the

consul.

p'ai
4 to depute; to send.

A branch; a clan; a

party.

wei*-y'uan a deputy.

p
1

chia-lin* your arrival;

your visit.

wei1
perilous; dangerous.

hsien z
(440) dangerous.

^ wei-hsiens
danger; dan-

^
gerous.

TRANSLATION

1. Old and childless.

2. The road is long and unknown.

}. That girl is clever and beautiful.

4. To learn (a thing) and constantly practise it.
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5. This idea is excellent and also profound.

6. Heterodox doctrines are like robbers and brigands or fire

and water. Moreover in the case of fire and water, or

. robbers and brigands, the injury only affects (lit.

reaches to) the body; but in the case of the injury done

by heterodox doctrines, the injury affects men's hearts.

7. Not only is it of no benefit, but also it is harmful.

8- Moreover the said officer is very well acquainted with con-

ditions of foreign affairs.

9. I thereupon (f&*) wrote officially to the said consul, and
EH

at the same time sent a deputy to inform him (of the

matter) personally

10. At the same time I ordered the said Tao-t'ai to proceed to

each place in his jurisdiction (Ar faff) and to make

personal investigation (^2 for *i*-t% tao-t'ai, an of-V

3JE *I1 in
ficial ranking during the Manchu dynasty).

11. I have already been -favored with your letter and also

honored with your visit.

12. This road is shorter and not danererous.



LESSON XIV.
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Vocabulary.

hsiian 1 to proclaim. Here:

a proper name.

ch'iin-ch'en1 a body
of officials.

rj cAflo 1
( 715 ) luminous;

glorious. To manifest.

s3 hsi 1

why? what? A ser-
^^ vant.

D7^^ flftl
chao'hsi-hsu* a pro-

J:^ I""-
per name.

JSL A'o 3 fruit. Really; truly.



kuo-ch'eng* in reality;
in fact.

>Vf* chiang-i
1 a proper

name

r^cg, t'ien-ti* God.

4
(660) rebellion; to

"oppose.

m3
scaly. A cuirass;

an armour.

-chias
soldicrs;troops.

Notes.

- -^ here is an expletive.-Wl

b Fi2"Ji>15f Etrl
i
]7rf

xE^ ~y* 77ft here means: "in order to."
'

//U<3^ t TafA I'U J^. >* IllJ

"A tiger was seeking for beasts in order to eat them

- - - - the character
~jgf implies a plurality to the

noun 6|lv "various beasts; beasts".

Similar examples.

the various officials.rt -

i|s<
- goods of ever}' description.^

j^ ..... - - various productions.
^t\

.--. ti ..... /ffr here means: "to
d.

j <-

think". ''If you (jil) think I (am) not trustworthy

'^ft'"
-.t^ngh -V H ^fli -^ here is an expletive.

e. l- Utt V^ td Jf\f -X"
I CV\ 1^ r-^/U -lArf ^

f
rt -^ .ulj

~rr
r-p, H3 - - here -^ is a sign of the possessive

case.

^gN'Mfl
- - - - here -V is an expletive.



TRANSLATION

Prince Ksuan of the Ch'u State asks his Ministers.

(One day) prince Hsuan of Ch'u said to his ministers, "I

have heard that the northerners (lit. the northern regions) are

afraid of Chao-hsi-hsii . What is the reason for it ?"

The ministers could not reply. (Then) Chiang-i said," (Once

upon a time) a tiger went out in quest of prey and caught a fox.

'You will not dare to eat me", said the fox," (because) God has

made (/ftf) me lord (_E ) of all the beasts. Now if you eat me,
\*L L5?f"
!.-** *-"*

you will disobey the order of God. If you do not believe me, I

will walk on ahead of you. and you will follow me, and then you
shall see whether the beasts dare do other than run away as soon

as they see me."

The tiger agreed (!*!'&,&)?>) and went with the fox (~V).
y^/f^^^ t

All the beasts, when they saw them, ran away (in terror). But

the tiger did not know that the beasts were afraid of him, and

thought ( IM') that it was the fox they feared.

Your Majesty's kingdom (occupies an area) of five thousand

square "li", and there are one million soldiers exclusively sub-

ordinated (-ft? ||j3) to Chao-hsi-hsii. Therefore (although) the
^f'f'&t]

northerners are afraid of Chao-hsi-hsii, in reality they are afraid

of Your .Majesty's troops, just the same as the beasts were afraid

of the tiger."
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Vocabulary.

A.

(2) to arrange; to

settle; to fix.

shui* duty on marchan-
dise.

ch'eng* (69) 'a measure-
A rule; a pattern. A
period; a journey, -

chang
l
-ch'eng regula-

tions.
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=?

E?^9 shui-wu-chang
1 -

F^ ch'eng customs

regulations.

t'iao* a branch. A clause;

a section; an item.

ch'ao 1
(122) to take; to

seize ; to copy out,

ho-pan* to examine
and act accordingly.

tzu 1

(442) to consult

about ; to communicate

bv letter.

| tzufu
1 to reply to ;

a
*

reply.

yp in ; on ; at; to ;
from.

Used with

shang-ch'ing* commer-
cial interests.

i_a second time ;

again; further.

chen 1
(104) to pour out.

To deliberate.

i

173

to pour out. To
consult; to consider.

cltcn 1 cho to consult; to

deliberate.

i-kuei 1 so as ; in order

to.

t'o s
-tang satisfactory;

well arranged.

kuei-shu* your office.

cho-pan* to deliberate

and decide upon.

t
1

(807) to cause.

that; t order /o.

So

ch'ui* to hang down. To
leave; to remain.

for a long
time; for ever.

[ shih-wei-chih-yao
4

this is very im-

portant.

B.

=El

wu* midday; the south.

wu-hou* afternoon.

i
4

(641) an exclama-

tory particle; an inter-

jection of suprise.

hu-chih1 unexpected-

tsao* early in the morn

iug; early; soon.

ow' an idol. Sudden;
accidental.

shuang* lively ;> cheerful;

in good health. To miss;

to fail.

chueh-pu shuang*to
feel oneself indispos-

ed; out of sorts.



k'o* to be able to.

wu* (763) -to see; to meet.

hui-wu* to have a per-
sonal interview.

p'ai* (35o) to appoint; to

depute; to send.

jung- to contain; to bear;
to endure. To wait for.

ssw 4 to wait for; as soon

as; when.

? ung-ssu' as soon as ;

when

ch'Zari* (7^) cured; con-
valescent.

Hang* sincere ; faithful ;

to believe, To excuse.

^i\ yum^-liang to excuse.

shih-hsing
4 'thus it

will be good for me,"
a conventional phrase
used in letters at the
end of a request, etc.

Notes.

A.

3U3 - ... -}N here is a conjunctive par-
=L'155 l

ticle (vid. lesson XII)

b IM ftff 3T^F? T^t
1 PI means here: "because", "as".

'y^f/l H J >tyi -p- <>%

c. -i&s-jitS
' Compare lesson V, 3.

B.

Compare lesson XIII, 2, A, note a.

>. rfrtTnCSPIifl Ylrd ^ Compare lesson

TRANSLATION.

A. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs.

I received your letter several days ago with the eight clauses

of the newly fixed customs regulations. I thm(*^)sent a copy
CQ

of these regulations to my Foreign Office for fheir approval.
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I have now received a reply (to the effect that) as there are

in the newly fixed regulations three clauses that are slightly

(/N) inconvenient for commerce, I am asked to reconsider

them carefully (.^feg^) (with you) so that (they may be made)

quite satisfactory.

I propose (therefore) to go to your ministry on the 2oth of

this month to personally consult with you and decide (this mat-

ter) in order that (these regulations) may remain for ever (which

is a very important thing).

I avail myself, -etc.

B. A Letter from a Foreign Minister to the Minister of Foreign

Affairs.

It was formerly arranged by letter that I should go to your

ministry this afternoon to discuss several matters with you in

person. Unexpectedly this morning I find myself indisposed and

will not be able to hold the interview. Moreover
(TRf)

it is not

convenient to send anyone else for this discussion. As soon as I

have somewhat recovered from my illness, I will fix another date

(so that) we may discuss everything ( ffi})- (F r this reason)

I beg to send you this special letter for your information, hoping

that Your Excellency will excuse me.

I avail myself, etc.
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Vocabulary.

M

sw 1 to gather grass. To
revive. Plentiful.

tai* instead; on behalf of.

A dynasty

P su-tai* a proper name.

pang* (145) an oyster.

pao* (pu
3
) (qq) to dry in

the sun.

yu* (118) a small turquois
kingfisher.

jou* flesh; meat.

ch'ien?to nip; to gag.

ytf (
256) to fish.

ch'in* to seize; to arrest.

chih 1 a branch. To prop
up. To pay.

hsiang-chih
1 to oppose

each other; to fight.

i* (561) to fall down
dead; to be exhausted.

yu^-fu a fisherman.

shii1
(744) ripe, cooked;

mature.

. chi* to plan; to calculate.

_t shti-chi* to think over
' p l

carefully.
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Notes.

a. i& H^dSE ..... " B liere *s a Particle * approaching
Alii Ij, l^'v^> -ti

action (vid. the present lesson, 4).

Compare lesson III, 2, note a.

c -

" " liere ^s a Part ' c ^e ^ completed

action (vid. lesson XV, 4).

d - &I)-;;fer^F'frt
"

felfl
nere ^s a conse(luent ia l particle,

"and then".

e -
Compare lessonJV, 3.

f jJ ^t-jfr*^^
......

pj indicates here a result, a conse-

quence, "so that"; "and thus".

"y' here is an exP] etive.

"36J&tt-iil'
t i tive - the

second -J/ is a pronoun, "it".

TRANSLATION.

The Intention of the Chao State to attack the State of Yen.

The Chao State was going (
tt

)
to attack the Yen State.

Su-tai on behalf (-1$) of Yen said to prince Hui, "To-day, when

coming (here), I (P) crossed the river I, and saw an oyster
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which had just (~t+) come out to warm itself in the sun. A king-

fisher pecked at it (lit. its flesh). The oyster closed up its

shell (XW) and jammed its beak.

The kingfisher said, "To-day it will not rain; to-morrow it

will not rain, and there will be a dead oyster".

The oyster said in reply, "To-day you will not get off, to-

morrow you will not get off, and there will be a dead kingfisher."

Neither would let go of the other, and a fisherman took (that

opportunity) and seized them both together.

Now Chao intends
( tf )

to attack Yen. After a long fight

both peoples will be exhausted (lit. Yen and Chao will fight a

long time, so that
( IM )

all (-Jr^^&t 1 ^"ill be exhausted), and

(then) I am afraid the strong State of Ch'in may prove to be the

fisherman. I wish therefore that Your Majesty would think it

over carefully".

"Good", said the prince, and stopped (his preparations to

attack Yen).

4.

Grammatical section.

THE PARTICLES OF APPROACHING ACTION

There are some particles which indicate that an action or

state has not yet happened, but is only approaching.

These particles are :

rt& chiang
1

, O ch'ieh 3
,

gjj
clii-, $& cJii

1
, TjA

/<?/.
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Examples of using the particles of approaching action.

IT. IP m * <* ft & ft i.

m 9-

ffi JL H'l 5 % 4.

Z.

t ft

T J. a
$e
a.

-Hi

a .

P ts. 6

v ^v.

A
Vocabulary.

t
1 here: sad; grievous.

hsiang
2

(151) happiness;
a good omen.

auspc-
ous; a good omen.

jyao
1
(463) supernatural;

magical; strange.

yao-nieh* a portent; a

omen.

fu-tzu
z a sage; a pro-

phet. Added as a title

of respect to the names
of great teachers; the

Master.

to* a bell with a clapper.

mu-to* a bell with
wooden clapper.

chien-sh'a1 to be killed.

shih-k'o 4 time.

k'ai-ch'uan* to weigh
anchor.

>ii* here: to be better;
convalescent.

n chi* to be near; almost;

nearly.

wang* here: i5th day of

the moon (when the
moon is full), because
on that day the moon
faces the sun.

tai4 hore: nearly.
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TRANSLATION.

1. When a bird is about to die, its notes are mournful. When
a man is about to die, his words are good.

2. When a country is about to flourish, there are sure to be

happy omens; and when it is about to perish, there are

sure to be unlucky omens.

3. Heaven is going to use (your) Master as a bell with a

wooden tongue.

Note. The
TJC^jS

was a meta^ bell with a wooden ton-

gue, shaken in making announcements, or to call the people

together. Like that bell. Heaven would employ Confucius to

proclaim the truth and right.

4. How do you know, Master, that he is going to be killed?

5. At the time of sailing.

6. At present I am still not well. When I am better, I

will ( Ft) go and see (him).
JtL

7. To-day I am able to see (him). (But) if I do not correct

(VSf'l (his errors), the true principles f*f) will not be
IRL ;*el

fully evident (
H ). I am going to correct him.
JLi

8. The boat is going to sail.

9. It is going to rain.

10. The moon is nearly full.

11. The time has nearly come.

12. The night is nearly half gone.



LESSON XV.

1.

A
m
^
A

A

HIP, Tfj

ttt ifc BB
fli

Ife Jtfc ^fif
- *- Ef

^E m fe,^
h ffe Htt A

U

Vocabulary.

i8r

to depend on. Mere-

ly. Here: a fanciful

name of a studio.

chai 1 a study; a library;
a shop.

fdfc chih* (65) to remember;
to record; annals.
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ffi

%

rft

tmiiao-chai-chih-H-ijih wa 4
(444) to line; to pad.

41V5 "Strange stories
"

A robe,

from the Liao studio, "a

famous collection of

tales by ^ ___
._L> chn l -shih here: laity.
i JL

Tp

nip

the old

priest.

sung-ling of the XVII

century, so called from

the name of the author's

study.

/r2

(611) tire Chinese pear

//wo 1 here: to sell.

shih a market. To trade;

to buy.

(261) fragrant.

t'cn-knei* verv dear.

tao''
!-shih a Taoist pri-

est.

chin 1
a. cloth; a kerchief.

A cap.

1 p'o-chin
1 a ragged old

^
cap.

hsu* coarse silk or cotton.

hsii-i 1 coarse clothes.

kai*to beg for alms,

tu* to cry out.

ma* (255) to curse; to

abuse.

3 ch'ih-ma* to curse; to
"* revile.

fc'o
1

(507) a numerative
of small round things.

sun* to injure; injury;
loss.

|tf|
ch'tian* to exhort; to

*' admonish.

gL
chih* (842) to get rid of;

to put away. To arrange.

lieh* inferior; bad.

mei"1 numerative of coins;

rings, fruits, etc.

chih" to hold; to grasp;
to manage. Obstinate.

ssw 4 a shop; a market

place. Dissolute; reck-

less. Four.

yung
1

(595) to engage for

hire.

*. vitng-pao
3

shopmen.

tieh*-to chatter; to make
noise.

tich-kita 4 to talk with-
out ceasing.

k'an^ to bear; to sustain.

fir -to give to; to hand
over.

pai* to worship; to pay
one s respects to

Jisidr' to thank. To de-

cline.



pai-hsieh
4 to thank

_
?w3 a

/tw' stingy.

hsi 1

(799) to pity; spare.

ih lin-hsi 1

stingy; spar-^
ing of.

chia 1
beautiful; nice.

kung
1

(95) to present to;

to supply.

kung k'o* to present to

a guest.

hs'ii
1 to require; to need.

4A.HL, yu-shih* thereupon ;

/K7E then.

chil3 -to grasp with both

hands; a handful.

tan 4 to bite; to chew; to

eat.

Ifc

ch'an 1
(386) a chisel; a

spade; a pick.

Van 5 a pit; a hole; to dig
a hole.

na'' (444) to enter; to

insert.

/w
4 here' to cover over.

fang
1 hot water; soup.

wo* (wu*) -to water; to

irrigate.

kitan* (60) to pour down.

yjSj(i
wo-kuan* to water.

I? hao-shih 4 to be fond of

P* fun; to love mischief.

lu* a road; a path; a

journey.

tien'- a shop; an inn.

shen* to pour out water.

H fei-shen* boiling water.

Notes.

here is an adversative

particle. Compare lesson, I, 3, note c.

b - fill PI tlk ^ " ' " ^n constructions where the infliction of

punishment, injuries, etc. is referred to, the combination

-hrj
IM is often used, the meaning of

-Jjrt
being: "to

inflict" and m being a sign of the objective case:
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"The peasant became angry and reviled him" (lit

inflicted revilement).

Similar examples.

" to inflict a heavy fine<

i/ 2
tofirie).

" " t0 intimidate b
5
7 bambooing (lit. to

inflict intimidation).

(\\& ho* (hs'ia*)to intimidate;
3t|| hsing*to punish).

c iltiHK f? rff "^T *^ *iere ' s a consequential par-
*^-*^ f--^-4 *^-^C( * I

*
*i>^^ *%^^.

ticle.

d - ^M^.W^ S ft"
"

K&
here is a causal particle -

Compare lesson IX, i, note*d.

e. R ^^ H here is a conjunctive particle (vid. lesson

XII.)

f, ffnll^pJ -I* ffit
^ere is a conjunctive particle.

TRANSLATION.

Planting a Pear-tree.

A peasant was selling pears in the market-place. They were

very sweet and fragrant, (but) the price was very high. A
Taoist priest in a ragged cap and coarse garments was begging
before the cart. The peasant shouted at him (to get e.way),

but
(rfff)

he would not go. The peasant became angry and

reviled him. The priest said, "On your cart you have several

hundred pears, and I onlv ask for one. It would be no great
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loss to you (Si-i-.). Why then are you angry?" The onlookers

urged the peasant to get rid of au inferior pear and let him go.

But the peasant was obstinate and refused. The shopmen in the

market-place seeing that the commotion was growing unbearable

thereupon (&fc)
contributed ( Uj )

a few cash, bought
("ft?)

a

pear and gave it to the priest. The priest bowed his thanks and

said to the crowd, "We monks do not understand stinginess.

I have here a very line pear, let me present it to you." Some-

body remarked, "Since (tot) you have it, why do you not eat it

yourself? "I particularly wanted the seeds to plant them,"

he replied. Thereupon (4A_E|J he seized the pear in both
/J^\ At,

hands, took a large bite and
( pJ )

finished it. He took the seeds
JdL

in his hand, unfastened the pick from his shoulder, dug a hole

several inches deep and put the seeds (-^) in, covering them over

with (IM) earth. He (then) demanded of the market people

some hot water with which to water (the seeds). Willing helpers

fetched some boiled water from a neighbouring roadside inn.

(to be continued]
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Vocabulary.

U

lit'
1

(42) clry land. Here:
a proper name.

chu {

(81) -to halt; to reside

temporarily.

the foreign

ministers stationed at

Peking.
chao*-Juti the term

agreed upon in the

Treaty of 1842 for com-
munications between

foreign and native of-

ficials of equal rank.
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yuan2
first; original; prin-

cipal. Bginning; head

Large; great. A dollar.

"the matter of

communication". The
usual beginning of of-

ficial despatches, need
not to be translated.

an-ch'cC- it appears
-Ea* from the records that...

ch'ien-ch'ing
1 the for-

mer Ch'ing (Manchu)
dynasty.

hsii* the clue; to connect.

kuang-hs'ii
4 -the title of

reign of the emperoi
who reigned from 1874
to 1908.

'to continue; to add.

hsU-hsiu^to revise.

chin-k'ou*- to enter a

port; imports.

shni-tse* the Tariff.

shang-chin k'ou-shui-tse?

the Import Tariff.

shih-hsing* to carry
out; to put into force;
to carry into effect.

chiek'
1

to reach; to arrive;
a limit.

* a flower. Superior;
eminent. England.

shang
l

-yueh a com-
mercial treaty.

ting-ming* to settle

clearly.

hsiang
4 a sort; a kind.

hsiu-kai9 to amend; to

revise.

ch'i* (102) a period; a

limit of time; a date

agreed upon.

man 3
(563) full; whole.

fc yii-shih-nien-
* ch'i-man 3

after the end of the term
of ten years.

^ hsien hsing
2 - before-

hand.

chih-chao4 to give
notice.

teng -yu
s '

'these words
' '

;

"such and such senten-

ces." Like other similar

expressions (Ajfr I
f-| teng-

yu- or tens

cluing
1 "such circum-

stanced"; teng-

shih* "such matters";

Ajfr^"t teng-yin
1 "such

arguments," etc.) to be
met with in official

documents, merely in-

. dicating the close of the

report, evidence, etc.

cited.

r//'
2 "I may remark' .

A formal term intioduc-

ing one's own statement.

hsin 1
acrid; bitter. The

eighth of the

t'ien-kan 1

heavenly
stems.
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ch'ou* the second of the

twelve horary characters

or Wfc' ti-chih l

branches of earth.

hsin-ch'ou* - a design a-

tion in accordance with

the Chinese cyclical

system of the year 1901.

3
(510) harmony;

peace.

yiieh the International

Protocol of 1901.

tseng
1

(832) to add; to

increase.

? ch'ieh-shik1 wholly;

thoroughly; effective.

ch'ou 1 -to take out; to

levy; to exact.

chih* price; value. To
meet; to happen.

chih-po-ch'ou-wu*
-worth loo. take

5, to charge an "ad
valorem" duty of 5 per
cent.

ku l
(702) to estimate; to

reckon.

suan* to estimate; to

calculate.

W.

|T ku l-suan to calculate.

chi1
(102) the foundation.

hsieh* to unload; to get
rid of.

Q hsieh-ho* to discharge^
cargo.

M/l|s
ch'ienl-suan-chid'

'^ chih the mean
value.

chi-shih? seasonable; in

due time.

fifi (19) to tally; to agree.

ch'ien 1
(440) a label; to

sign.

ch'ien-ya
1 -to affix a

signature.

zheng-ming* to state:

to announce.

hs.ii-chih-chaO'

hui*-che this

formula concludes of-

ficial despatches ex-

changed between for-

eign and Chinese of-

ficials, but need not to

be translated.

These words have
been customary from
old times as a limiting
formula to prevent the
addition of other words.

TRANSLATION.

A Note from Mr. L u- Tseng- hsiang, Minister of Foreign Affairs, to

the Foreign Ministers at Peking from the 14th day, 8th

month, 1st year (of the Republic) (August 14, 1912}

The Revised Import Tariff of the twenty-eighth year of

Kuang-Hsii (1902) has, up to the present C3*,AO' already



reached the ten years (limit). It is agreed (isTHB) ' n the Com-

mercial Treaty (1902) between China and Great Britain (jg") that
<r

if a revision of the said (rH*T?t) Tariff be wanted, a notification

(to this effect) must be made (4g"
- - - -

-^/f^^HlH^) within

six months after the end of (the first) ten years. Again, the rate

of this Tariff was raised, in accordance with the International

Protocol of 1901, to an effective 5% "ad valorem" whose basis

of valuation was taken from (PI) the mean value of the mer*

chandise at the moment of its debarkation
( {|jtf|'[l3p)

*n tne

three years of 1897, 1898 and 1899. Now ten years have elapsed

and in view of the fluctuations
(j&vtl/)

in values of the various

kinds of merchandise, it should be revised in due time so as to

make it conformable (&) to the original agreement ( FS^t) of
IT /'js/pj

an effective 5% "ad valorem".

Declaring now to the Ministers of the signatory Powers

to the aforesaid Tariff at Peking the intention of China to

revise it, I hope Your Excellency will take notice (of this

declaration) and favor me with a reply.

3.

Grammatical section

THE PARTICLES OF COMPLETED ACTION.

The particles of completed action indicate that an action has

already happened and relates to the past,
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These particles are:

jilt
*
3

, tat chi {

, ^fe ching*, -fi& ts'eng'
2

, & ching
1
,

ts'eng-ching
1

, p} j&g i-ching
l

, '^^f^ yeh-i
s

, ^&j?K& yeh-ching'
1

,

Note. The particles ^jSi
and f^ indicate that an action

has just happened.

Examples of using the particles of completed action.

27.

26. 22. 10.

^g
*&%

.^jk

'0 f

o a
fa 19 13.

II.

A
,Ko /^

29. ^ 25.

20.

Jfi

ffl

IP

4. B
UN ? IE ifll

ffi A r5 .

a

2.

5-

3.

B

9

Ki



ti-fang-kuan
l local

officials.

to finish; to com-

plete; to settle.

full

Vocabulary.

>K; U-i ch'at-ch'u .to discover.

|T|4-rfj
t'ien-ti* lands.

g-shtri* the

duty

hun1 dusk; dark.

pien* here: then.

hsi* - here: to stop;
rest.

to

.J& yiP I; me.

p'eng
1

(742) to boil; to

cook.

|

cA'flo 2 the Court. A dy-

nasty. Read chao 1 the

dawn; the morning.

' Ife
ch'in ~tsu*

clan; blood

ft

relatives.

ch'ien* to owe;
wanting.

to be

chieh-ch'ing
1 to settle

up; to clear off, as in-

debtedness.

1 'ju-kuan
l to confiscate.

tsai-an 4 is on record.

ffi

-to issue a

proclamation.

k'ai-chin 4 to remove
the prohibition.

Hr chao-shu* according to
** the amount.

shu* to bind together; a

bundle.

hsiu 1 dried meat. Salarv.

shu l -hsiu the pay of a

teacher, originallv

strips of dried meat tied

in a bundle.

hui 4 to teach; to ad-
monish.

ch'in 3
(675) to sleep; to

rest.

ts'ai* just now; then.

When; as soon as.

TRANSLATION
Has already been settled

OHift^/J^ by the local officials.

An order has already been sent to the said (5^) consul.
U^

Already paid the full duty.

,The matters which have not been investigated must first be

investigated; and those which have been, must be in-

vestigated again.
When it is dusk, ttten rest.

I had cooked and eaten it.

The cock has already crowed, and the Court is already in

full swing.
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8. When one has died, one cannot live again.

9. He did not say a single word.

10. He went himself.

11. I do not know whether he has, or has not, mentioned this

matter to his own family (~fc'*x} and relatives.
^Y^^f^

12. He has not cleared off his debts.

13. He knew that someone had already been there (:BE here is

AVtf

an expletive).

14. The rules
(.^|a3;t|)

are already in existence.

15. You do not know how difficult anything is until you have
tried it (lit. have been through).

16. Events that one has been through.

17. As soon as (any such malpractices) are discovered, the land
then (&h) will be confiscated.

1 8. I have already mentioned it.

19. A despatch (to this effect) is already on record.

20. Has already been reported.

21. He has already issued a proclamation removing the pro-
hibition.

22 They have already told it to him.

23. Orders have already been given to the District Magistrate
(UiS) to issue money in accordance with the amount.W

24. The Master said, "From (df ) (the man) bringing (~J a

bundle of dried flesh and upwards (1*1 L.) I have never

refused instructions (to any one).

25. When the Master was eating by the side of a mourner
he never ate his ful1 -

26. The Master said, "I have been the whole day without

eating, and the whole night without sleeping, because

(PI) I was thinking. It was of no use. The better

Plan (^ is to Iearn>

27. He had just come to this place.

28. Just ten years old.

29. When it struck the ground, he quickly hit at it.
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LESSON XVI.

1.

fr ffi

7f>

T

1 A M
4* oft il.

I'] * M U
_

R4-

Vocabulary.

ch'in* (675) to flood; to

soak.

Ft wan-mu4 all the eyes,
of the lookers-on.

ts'iian? (tsan
1

*) (40) to

collect; to bring together.

jfiRts'uan-shih*
to concen-

I/C trate regards.

kou1 crooked.

(796) a sprout; a
a bud.

kou-meng* sprouts of

plants.
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fffi

j^g

Jdb

Zfir

T

chien* gradually.

o2
(338) suddenly.

yeh
4 - a leaf; a card.

/w
2
(465) to spread out.

sul distant; wide apart;
to separate.

'jtj/w-sw
1 to spread out.

H

shu 4
suddenly.

shih* .here: to form fruit.

shih* (722) great; ripe.

/w
2
(544) a fragrant smell.

-* jang-fif- fragrant.

lei"
1 to bind; to ]oin.

ju&
lei-lei* to hang in pro-

*^ fusion.

chai1 to pick, as fruit.

ch'ing* a moment.

&V to carve; to engrave.
Read k'o 4 a quarter of

an hour; a moment.

ch'ing-k'o
4 in a mo-

ment.

fa
1 to cut down.

ting
1 a nail. An adult

male. Read cheng
1 the

sound of blows on trees,

etc.

A Hang* good. Very.

ho* here: to carry; to

bear.

chien^-t'ou shoulders.

ts'ung-jung* leisurely.

hsii- -slow; dignified.

hsu-pu
4 with slow

steps.

tso-fa
s to perform a

trick.

ylt f3
chu-mu* to fix the eyes

rtfgr yeh
4

patrimony. . Calling;^^
occupation; trade. Al-

ready.

^iK
shih* here: just; just*** now.

piao* (372)
- to distribute.

A> piao-san
4 to distribute;

-* to scatter.

hsi4
fine; thin. Minutely;

carefully.

pa
4
(312) the handle of a

barrow.

tsan4 -to pierce; to cut.

zeal; energy;fen* (417)
ardour.

hen 4 to hate.

en-hen 4

angry.

chi* to follow up; to
search out.

"3
(575) a corner.

ts'an 4
bright; smiling.

is'an* -jan laughingly;
smilingly.
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TRANSLATION

Planting a Pear-tree (continued)

The priest took it and soaked the place which he had dug.

Every eye (lit. ten thousand eyes) watched attentively. A hook-

ed sprout appeared; quickly became a tree, branches and leaves

spread out. Suddenly it flowered, suddenly fruited. The fruit

grew large and had a fragrant smell. It hung in profusion

on the entire tree. The priest then picked the fruit from the

tree and handed it round to the onlookers. In a moment all the

pears were gone. Then he took his pick and hacked for a

longtime at the tree. When it was cut down, he shouldered it

together with its leaves and quietly walked away. From

the beginning, while the priest was performing this trick,

the peasant was in the crowd straining his neck and

staring in wonder. His business was entirely forgotten. As soon

as the priest had gone, he then () looked at his cart, all his

pears were gone. He then
(~fj)

knew that the things that had

just (-*jSJi)
been distributed were all his things. Further ( "J\7) ,'

looking more closely at the cart, (he discovered) that one of the

handles was missing having been newly broken off. He was

greatly enraged. Quickly he set out in pursuit of the priest, and

just as he turned a corner of the wall, (he came upon) the handle

which had been cast away under the wall. Then (/) he knew

that the cut pear-tree was this thing. The priest was no where

to be seen. .All in the market-place laughed.
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sun 1 a grandson,
a proper name.

ksien-hsing"
2

present;

being in force at present-

yang-huo* foreign

goods.

ch'ii-nien* last year.

ch'ien-tzu' to sign; to

affix a signature.

tsai-an 4 "is on record".
A formula closing the
statement of what has
been done before in con-
nection with the subject
treated in the despatch.

min-kuo* the republic.

fu
z

(19) .a palace; a trea-

sury. A prefecture.

cheng-fu3 the govern -

ment.

yu~Pang
i

friendly coun-
tries.

ch'ik3 ^to grasp; to sup-
port.

ao ~ch'ih* to maintain.

shih* form; fashion; mo-
del.

cheng-shih* formal; of-

ficial.

wan2 to finish; to com-
plete.

Vocabulary.

A.

Here: complete;

Fl

perfect.

kuanl-hsi here: rela-

tions.

f?fl^t chung-wai-shang
1 -

"** wu foreign trade
with China.

chen 1
. the utmost; the

highest.

gfe jih-chen
1 from day to^

day.

fa-ta* to

increase.
develop; to

chi'en-hsiang* afore-

said.

i-ch'i* in order to.

(5O7) taxes; revenue.

shui-k'o* customs'
duties.

h'ing
y commer-

interests.

(8o7)-=-to aid; to bene-
fit.

5; pei -i* advantage; bene-
Hir /.. .

in order to.

r||:j& shang-pan* to settle.

kan-p
hope.

^to earnestly



B.

mei s here: American,

jui* here: the name of

the American Minister

Mr. Paul Reinsch.

fu
4 to return; again; tq

reply.

chao-fu* to reply to a

communication.

*" wei-chao-fu-shih
"in the matter

of a reply to your des-

patch", the usual be

ginning of communica-
tions given in reply.

hui-wu4 a personal in-

terview.

pien* to discuss; to

argue.

po- to contradict; to fir.d

fault with.

pien-po" to contradict;
to argue against.

kuo-chia 1
- a state; a

government.

If-

tay to answer.

| ta-fu* to reply.

ni-ting* to decide.

'i
1 here: in order to.

pan-fa
z the way of

transacting; a measure.

chetig
1
(127) to attack.

To levy taxes.

shon 1 to receive; to col-

lect.

cheng-shou
1 to collect,

as duties.

-^- piao-slrih* -to manifest;
J to show.

t'ung-ch'ing" assent;

approval.

hsii-chih-chao-

fu*-che . a
conventional formula
used at the end of

communications given
in reply.

TRANSLATION.

A. A Note from Mr. Sun-Pao-Ch'i, Minister of Foreign Affairs, to

the Foreign Ministers at Peking from the 14th day, 10th

month, 2nd year of the Republic (October 14, 1913).

As the present Import Tariff had already exceeded its ten

year limit, on August I4th last year this Ministry addressed a

note to the Ministers of the signatory Powers to the said Tariff at

Peking, signifying China's desire to revise it. As the Govern-

ment of the Chinese Republic is now maintaining its formal and
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perfect relations with the friendly Powers, foreign trade with

China is bound to flourish. Therefore
(H||)

the aforesaid Tariff

naturally (
t

)
should be thoroughly revised to the advantage

of both (our) revenue collection and (foreign) commercial in-

terests. I have the honor (lit. it is my duty) therefore to

communicate (it) to Your Excellency for your information (jte

Bg) and to request you to favor me with a reply, so that negOt.ia-
rfkV*

tions over the question may be conducted at the earliest possible

moment.

B. A Note from Mr. Paul Reinsch, U. S. Minister at Peking, to

Mr. Sun Pao-ch'i, Minister of Foreign Affairs, from

December 20th, 1913.

In our recent conversation Your Excellency stated, with refer-

ence to the revision of the Import Tariff, that although no

nations had manifested any disinclination in connection (J&L

-fc v)
with the communications of August 14, 1912 and October

14, 1913 from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, several nations

had as yet made no reply.

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that the pro-

posal of the Government of the Republic of China to revise the

existing Tariff in order that (/to) an effective
(-fi]3jj)

five per

cent duty may be collected meets with the approval of the

American Government.
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3.

Grammatical section.

THE CAUSAL PARTICLES.

The particles indicating cause or reason are:

yin
1

, JJ
i3

,

J
-}fr i - - - ku4

, ^ kai*. fl chi4
,

wei*.

When
B^l

is put at the beginning of a sentence, Jffi
or

r J 1 1 1 J

in the principal clause usually complete the structure (ex-

amples 7, 8).

Examples of using the causal particles.

i.

i3 . IRI A e.

m &>
IS m
-E M it!!

16. 15. ^ rfij

12.

10 a. M I

? ?L 0F

o '/
2.

Ifi

3-
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21.

-*-. *

A
A B'J 18

Fr
A .9

# H
A Jr9

m

h* iwa

Vocabulary.

IP3o

yuan-yip cause; reason.

yen-leng
z

very cold.

r* kung
1 work; job; service.

f^. |* hsing-kung
l to proceed

with the work
shih-ku' matter; cir-

cumstances.
ch'ai 1 to break up.

&o2 to change; to remove.

ch'ai-ko- to dismiss
from the office.

fc chiao* (531) craft; cunn-

ing.
nuan 3 warm.

-JU-4-v ta4
-fu a great officer.

chih-tien* atom; par-
ticle.

mi4
close; thick; dense.

mien* cotton.
^5

/ma 1
(327) flowers. Cot-

ton .

--hna cotton.

ch'ing
1

light. Easy.

sw 1

distant; loose. Coarse.

Hang* a bridge. Here:
name of ancient small
feudal State.

[ hui4 here: a proper name.

| mi* (949) rice-gruel; con-
c

gee.

|
Ian 4

(506) bright. Rotten;
^ broken.

f,Mfj\mi-lan<
reduced to a

iAlro pu]p > as by pressure.

su-shih* coarse food;
coarse rice.

ts'ai4
culinary vegetables.

keng
1

soup.

che*to fold. A State

paper.

che*-tzti a. memorial to

the Throne.

ch'ao 1 to seize: to con-
fiscate. To copy out.

\\fa-ch'ao
l to publish.

lit
4 to be anxious.

j chi-mi4 secret.
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. chung-ck'ing* matters
of importance.

io 1 to carry off. To settle.

tins-tar to decide.

BJ. ts'ai* property; wealth.

TRANSLATION.

1. Why can one not deal with it according to the old (plan)?

2. For what reason?

3. To neglect private affairs because of public business.

4. To infer (lit. to know) that from this.

5. On account of the severity of the weather, it was difficult

to proceed with the work.

6. To be dismissed from the office on account of certain

matters.

7. As he is artful, they avoid (na) him.

8. As it is warm, there is no ice.

9. Confucius said. "As I follow in the rear of the great officers,

I did not dare not to give information."

io. The Master said, "The superior man does not promote

(Ifi) a man (simply) on account of his words; nor does

he put aside (Bel) (good) words because of the man."

n. (Among) the members of the body there are some honor-

able, some ignoble; there are some small, some great.

(One must) not injure the great for the small, nor injure

the honorable for the ignoble.

12. Gold or iron even in small quantities (ffiffc>IO is heavy,
BJr -^J*

because (!M) their particles are compact. Cotton even

in big quantities is light, because its particles are loose.

13." Tho king Hui of Liing for the matter of territory

destroyed his

14. By reason of their being afraid, they did not dare to ad

vance.
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15. Although there were only coarse rice and soup of vegetables,

he always ate his full, because (ffi) he did not dare to
iiit

do otherwise.

16. The reason (Jjff) tor the memorials not being published is

because (the government) is anxious lest secret matters

of importance should become known to foreigners.

[7. Since (f$.) you (rjEfr) are not willing, I do not insist.
tVL 'TJ

18. Since we have got thus far. it only remains
( PJ J3pl) to go on.
sS^\fP-f3>

19. Since there is no distinct proof, it is very dilficult to decide.

20. Birds die for tiie sake of food, men perish for the sake of

wealth.

21. Because he was not in accord with his parents, he like a

a poor man had no place to which to turn.
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SC.B

LESSON XVII.

1.

M A
1f

a

ft

B

=f-

I

*w ^^

E

*H R
Vocabulary.

jyw
3 here: a proper name.

x.v ^w^ 1 here: Mr. ; gentle-s/m 4 an art; a trick. \? m
b

an

^ao-s^w< magical arts. $5 chiehyhsia*) (455) heroic;
"> bold.

'

supernatural; magi-
cal.
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to be of a
heroic temperament.

ch'uan2
(406) the fist.

ft ch'iian-yung* exercises

requiring strength- and

courage.

hs'uan 4 to turn round.

3
(259) to dance. To

brandish.

P& hs'uan -feng-wu
3 the* whirlwind feat,-

brandishing a weight in

some way over the head.

ch'ung* (516) lofty. To
reverence.

chen 1
(cheng

1
) (857) lucky;

auspicious.

ch'ung-chen
1 -the title

of reign of the emperor

of the Ming dynasty.

tien*'- a hall; a palace.

=? shih* (329) to try; to test.

lien-shih* the palace
examination, for admis
sion of selected doctors

to the Han-lin

iT/C
^-^^-

College.

fu i .the capital.

i4 sickness; to get sick.

hui 4 here: just.

hsieh? to be startled.

l kua 4 to divine; a dia-

gram.
ch'i-kua* to cast a

horoscope.

o4
(ow

4
) (243) to start; to

be frightened. (

in alarm.(. O

1p
ch'a4 to be astonished.

15A. fii*** 1
''
myseif.

-f-//?S shih-chin 1 ten ounces
1 ** of silver.

Jang
3

(369) to pray to

avert; to exorcise.

ch'ing* (404) to empty;
exhausted.

t'o- a sack; a bag.

a here: to implore.

shu-hu1
quickly; sud-

A|A
tuan-tso 4 to seat in

-*^ formal manner; to seat

and wait.

/ 8 a guest; to travel.

lu-she 4 an inn.

ching* (413) quiet; still.

ch'an1
(720) to spy; to

peep.

ho* (45) to close.

F3 hu* door; family.

M* t'iao 1 to raise; to stir up.

t'iao-teng
1 to trim the

lantern.
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i* to lean; to rely on.

wei-tso* to seat and
wait (for a danger).

a water-clock.

i-lou 4 a period of two
hours; the first night-
watch.

hsiang-chin* near to
.Tin. tne en<3; nearly gone.

Notes.

a -fi ta^ifefe
*

^n> here ^& means the copper-vessels of the
' sJ RLj\T -iil _5il

clepsydra or water-clock in which the regulated leak-

age of water was arranged from a large jar into two

coppervessels, one for the night-time another for the

daytime.

TRANSLATION.

Magical Arts.

Mr. Yu
(JlllypJ

in his youth (/J>)
was of heroic tempera-

ment and delighted in feats of strength. He was so strong that

he could raise two copper kettles (of the clepsydra) above his

head while he performed the whirlwind feat. During the reign

of Ch'ung-Chen he was in the capital for the palace examina-

tions. His servant became ill and was unable to rise, and Yji

was very anxious about him. In the market-place there

was a clever diviner who could forecast life and death, and

Yi\ intended (JlSl) to ask him about his servant (~*?\
Titr *LJ

When (top)
he came (to his place), before he had uttered a word,

the diviner spoke, saying, "Were you not going to ask about your
servant's illness, sir?" Yii was startled and acknowltdeed that he

was. The diviner then said, "His illness is not serious, but you,

sir, are in danger." Whereupon Cltt) Yii wished to have his

fortune told. The diviner cast his horoscope and in alarm said,

"Sir, in three days you must die!" Yu stood for a long

time(t At ) stunned and frightened, and the diviner quietly

said, "I have a little skill in magic. If you will give me ten

ounces of silver (L.,/^.),
I will break the evil spell." Yii re-

flected that life and death were predetermined, how then could
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any magic change the cqurse of events (lit. to dispel). So he
refused (~jf? \R) and started to go away.

"You find it hard", said the diviner, "to part with this small
sum. beware you do not repent later".

Yii's friends tfrC) were all alarmed for him and urged

him to empty his purse to beg the diviner's help. But YQ would
not listen. The third day came quickly, and Y was sitting in

the inn waiting quietly and keeping close watch. Nothing
happened to him (4nt2;) the whole day, and at night-fall he

closed the door, trimmed the lamp, and leaning on his sword sat

and waited. The first watch was nearly gone, but still there was
no sign of danger (lit. no way of death).

(to be continued)
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3*1

Vocabulary.
A.

ho* here: Holland (Ne-

therlinds).

wei* here: a proper name.

^ y'un-yun"
5 "etc".

ta-yueh
l

probably.

tien* here: a telegram.

hs'iin"1 (230) to inquire
about.

hsun-wen* to

inquire.

ask; to

Tp piao
s-shih to show; to

-* manifest.

fan
3 'to turn back. Con-

trary. To rebel.

fan-tui* to oppose.

ken 1

(359) -a root; a base.

& kenl-chu to base upon.

t'iao^-yueh a treaty.

Hang* here: to believe; to

think.

y'uri
1 to say; to speak.

B.

/f(j>

Liu"1 to slay; to destroy.
Here: a proper name.

4
(338) here; Russia.

tsun 1
(783) to follow; to

obey.

^ tsun-shih 1 in accord-
J ance with your instruc-

tions.

Kill~ ch'en* to

state.
arrange. To

ch'ieh-ch'en* to tho-

roughly explain.

ch'ueh* (ch'io*} olid; sub-

stantial. Positive.

tsan* to assist.

tsan-ch'eng"
1 to ap-

pei
4 to prepare; to pro*
vide against.

pci-wen* to prepare a

despatch.

wen4 to inform; to make
known.

tsu 3 here: the signature
of the Chinese Minister
at the Hague Mr. Wei-

ch'neh-ta 4 to reply de-

finitely.

ssu* (701) subsequently;
afterwards.

ku* the thighs. A divis-

ion. A share. .

tung-fang-ku
s the

Department of East-
ern Affairs.

Eg chu-ch'eng
1

according
" to what he states.

k'u4 a storehouse; a trea-

sury. Here: the name
of the Russian Minister

at Peking Mr. Kroupen-
sky.
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chiu* (302) to examine
into. After all; finally.

rtr yeni to grind.

yen-chiu
1 to investig-

ate thoroughly.

ching* (94) a mirror.

Here: the signature of

the Chinese Minister in

Russia Mr. Liu-Ching-

ien ($l\&

pao-tao* to report.

hu*-pu the Ministry of

Finance (the present
name HJ-jPfrAI? ts'ai-

cheng-pu*) .

shang
l
-pu the Ministry

of Commerce.

hu-shang-erh-pu*
-the Ministry

of Finance and the Min-

istry of Commerce.

TRANSLATION

A. A Telegram from Mr. Wei Ch'en-tsu, the Chinese Minister at the

Hague, to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 23rd day,

10th month, 2nd year of the Republic.

Interviewed the Foreign Minister of Netherlands (
:5&7>&L
/|MI j T*

AT?) yesterday. When touching (ilrfj'14) upon the matter of re-

vising the Tariff, he inquired whether the other Powers were

showing opposition (to the project). I replied (JJIJ^*) that as

this demand was made in complete accordance
(i;Rij||)

w^tn

treaty stipulations and further (j) (the revision) would involve

no loss whatsoever to foreign merchants, I thought (^jr?) thev
Ffji

would not object to it, etc. (.rurl). It is probable (JU

it) that if the other Powers approve (of the project), Holland

(3;rt) will also give her consent. Another note (thereanent) has

just (fjjjj)
been prepared and despatched. For your special in-

J^\
formation

Wei-Ch'en-tsu
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B. A Telegram from Mr. Liu Ching-jen, the Chinese Minister

in Russia, to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from 29th

day, 10th month, 2nd year of the Republic.

Your telegram of the 2ist instant was noted (3|). Reeard-
MSi

ing the matter of Tariff revision I have just interviewed the

Russian Foreign Minister and in accordance with your instruc-

tions ('^-^p) thoroughly explained it (to him). He (Art) hav-
Xzt 'J* I/

ing just returned from a trip (jgrt&jif)
could not reply definitely.

Subsequently I consulted ("3g) the Chief of the Department
|FJ

of Eastern Affairs, and he said
(i)f|;SjJ)

that the Russian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs had received the Chinese Govern-

ment's declaration of last year, but ONfc) the matter had not yet
1ft

been reported upon by Minister Kroupensky. As this affair is

related to commerce, it must be considered by the Ministry of

Finance and the Ministry of Commerce, and then (-fc?) a reply

can be given.

Liu-Ching-jen
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3.

Grammatical section

THE CONSEQUENTIAL PARTICLES.

The particles indicating consequence or result are:

n chi 1
,
v- sufi, ~TL naP, fil* shih*, -t? fang

1
, tig s/w4

,

ssu 1
, H|l tse*, JK*

erh
1

*, ~M+ ku*, IM i 3
, ffff pien*,

\ -J MIJ t^^ J^^* l-^^^

shih-i s
, PJ^fr i-chih* iHJ3L yu-shih*,

sui-chi 1
, -j^J^L yu-shih* J^ \)] so-iz

ffft shihz
, J^ fu

1
,

afc II 46

Note. The last three particles are very seldom used

sequential particles.

Examples of using the consequential particles.

I- -^-* /*^V y*^J AtJ J / v >l^> |-1 | Q yi\J F^l

51 |? 9- ^ A

^ is. M ii i& it w
12. Jl* 7 . |p 4n|

> 5- 3-

BJ f$
a jgi ^oJR n ? A

1 ?
4

"

^ ^ ^ ^

20. ^5r 4
16.

as con-

A

2.

A
tl

o 5t"
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Mi] ^ Sir

42.

" ^ ^^ ^ '

>~s>

5i ift .

40.

ffi

us
ffi

/<_.*o

26.

T

s

3Sf si

& Ift & 32 30

Bb 38

HI]

43- 36.

41-

39.

.

A t: J ^4 .

|5z| rft 77^ 6W
,1. -fflo mi 27. ^
33- *' ll

m
s,

6 r.
^ m 35

J6 1 36 A
37; ^ ^fl S '^S M

o 34- 2.o xV *IL 25- 2 3-

7 O

Vocabulary.
'*' black; black-haired.

early dawn;
day-break.

tung-shen*~to start.

j|rf
chien 1

(620) scissors;
-** to cut with scissors.

&| ching
{

(94) a mirror.

y'u
1 >an interrogative par-
ticle.
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HJL chueh* a secret: a mys-&
tery.

-Mr fang* (261) to let go; to
'** loosen.

"ff^f tf^fang-hsin
1 to cease to

'I*' ^ be anxious about.

to*jj shu* all; numerous. So
*"* that.

[p? fei
s

(418) not; without.

Brigands.

tao-fei
s robbers; bri-

- w

gands.

wu-ts'ung
l no way; no

possibility.

chin-pu
4 to make pro-

gress; to approach. ,

ssu1

this; such. Then.

ts'o 4 here: to put aside.

wangz
(71) crooked.

chu1 here: all.

heng* constant; perman-
ent.

to1 here: to be successful.

fen
4
(417) zeal; energy.

& fa-fen* to be roused to* effort.

5^
shih-ku4 for that rea-^
son; therefore.

*H-PI

chung-ni*ihz common
name of Confucious.

liuari* pillars or stone ta-

blets at graves. Here:
a proper name.

wen* here: a proper name.

h-i3 therefore.

shih*-tuan occasion of

trouble.

hsiang-yu
s to come into

contact.

a treaty.

sui-chi* ^thereupon.

p'u
1

(156) to strike; to

rush against.

&R p'u-mieh* to extin-
**

guish, as fire.

/w 2
(439) awheel; a turn.

po
4
(804) an ocean-going

junk.

lun-po' steamer.

yu-shih
4 at that; there-

upon.

ckiao-t'ung
1 communi-

cation.

nou 4 to hoe; to weed.
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TRANSLATION

1. The whole body of men then proceeded to consult together.

2. Living men cannot for a single day avoid using things, and

therefore cannot for a single day be without funds.

3. After committing a fault to be willing to acknowledge one's

fault, this then is a good man.

4. At dawn he (then) got up.

5. The next day he (then) took his departure.

6- May the rain come down on our public field, and then upon
our private fields.

7. On reaching the ground (the dwarf then) became as tall as

an ordinary person.

8. Thereupon he thought no more of returning home.

9. He thereupon prepared to start.
i

io- Thereupon he took a kettle of wine from the table.

n. The old priest then cut out a circular piece of paper like a

mirror.

12. Confucius said, "Ch'iu, is it not you then
(~Jtj),

who is at

fault here"1 "

13. The priest laughingly assented and thereupon taught (him)

a formula.

14. As soon as the priest had gone, he (then JtZ*) looked at his
/Si-J

cart.

15. Then he knew that the cut pear-tree was the thing.

16. Make good calculations and do not change ( Ait 1^) (them),
V;W'I5>

then you will be able to gain profits.

17. Not to stop until death (lit. when death comes, then stop).

18. Upon which he began to feel at ease in his mind.
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19. We must devise a good plan, so that we can live in peace.

20. Brigands will not be able to make their way in, and so law-

abiding people will be able to dwell in peace.

21. Let Your Majesty cease to lay the blame on the year, and

then
(Jjtp)

from all the empire the people will come to

you.

22. The Master said, "Is virtue a thing remote? I wish to be

virtuous, and then
(Jjlf}

virtue is at hand".

23. There is a way
(

to get the empire, get the people, and

then the empire is secured.

24. Advance the upright and set aside the crooked, then

(Ftjl)
the people will submit.

25. If you have faults, then do not fear to abandon them.

26. Take uprightness to be (your) profit, and then your wealth

will be always sufficient-

27. When the sun comes up, then (Hrt) to work; when the sun

goes down, then to rest.

28. I have seen men die from treading on water and fire (lit.

treading on water and fire and then dying), but I have

never seen a man die from treading the course of virtue.

29. The scholar when poor does not lose his righteousness;

when prosperous (s;f|)
does not leave the proper path;

therefore (-tf\t) the people are not disappointed in their

expectations.

30. He is a man, who in his eager pursuit (of knowledge) for-

gets his food; who so rejoices (at its attainment) that

( ni) he forgets his sorrows.

31. The states of Yen and Chao would fight for a long time,

with the result that
(JM) all - would be ex-

hausted.
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32. When it is dusk, then
Ofjpf)

rest.

33. As to this matter, ask people, then you will know.

34. Sincerity is the end and beginning of things; without sincer-

ity there would be nothing. On this account (.B,/E
-bif) the superior man regards sincerity as the most ex-

cellent thing.

35. There were none of the disciples of Chung-ni who spoke

about the affairs of Huan and Wen, and therefore (M.
/E

IM
) they have not been transmitted to these later ages.

36. So as to give rise to troubles.

37. When two states come into contact, foreign treaties result

therefrom.

38. Thereupon the fire was extinguished.

39. From the time steamers made their appearance, the oceans

(then) became passable;

40. He who is endowed with great abilities, is therefore

(fip|) able to achieve great deeds.

41. They (princes) rob their people of their time, so that

they connot plough and cultivate their fields.

42. If Your Majesty will go and attack him, who then
(=fe)

will

oppose (r) you (^)?

43. You must have patience, and then (dfe) you will be suc-

cessful.
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#
'

M

v^ --*

^ A
* Soft m 91 A

ft H -.01' S H In B A,
Vocabulary.

chen s a pillow. To lie

down; to sleep.

ch'iiang
1 a window.

ch'i* (hsi
1

) a fissure; a

s 4
(14) to rush out of a

den.

sii-su* a rustling sound.

-fe- /eo
l a spear.
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+a

KI

cho 1 to grasp; to seize.

p'iao
1
(777) to whirl.

chit* (290) suddenly.

Asn3 to search; to seek.

fu* (544) to come back;

again .

/MM'1

(844) 'to hide away;
to conceal oneself.

chi"2 here: hastely.

Ji ying-shou
3 under the"

blow.

tao 3
(220) to fall down.

chit? (788) candle. To
illumine.

yao
1
(776)- -the waist.

tuan 4 'here: to cut off; to

sever.

wo* to lie down.

y'u"
1
(619) to pass; to ex-

ceed.

ih? after a while.

ch'uan 1 to bore through.

(2) wicked; fierce.

kuai-neng* hideously

ugly.

ts'ai2 as soon as; just

now; then.

juan
3 to wriggle, as a

worm.

/

^j]
chien chien* stroke

^^ after stroke.

juan
3

soft; weak.

shen 3 to examine into; to

investigate.

shen-shih* to make a

close inspection.

ow 3 an image; an idol.

p'ien* a slip; a slice; a

leaf.

EL yu-shih* thereupon.

i"
1 to remove; to shift; to

change.

/ -*? chiu 3-chih a long while.

/u z
2 an ox; a bull; a cow.

ch'uan3 to pant; to

breath.

t'ui 1 to push.

ling* (698) the lattice of

a window.

^ ch'uang-ling- a window
11 frame.

pi* (158) a wall.

''' (355) to shake; to

agitate.

zo2
(658) to shake; to

move.

chen-vao2 to shake.

'

(867) to fall.
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\t\% fu ~yal to Press down;
-^ to crush.

ho 4 the sound of tearing
the skin off an animal.

ho-jan
2 with a crash.

t'o 1 to take off; to' re-

move.

kung
1
(chittng

1
)

a bar; a

bolt.

chu* great; huge

hun 1 dusk; dull; dim.

yen
3 lhe eye.

shan s to flash.

shuo* bright.

i shan-shuo* flashing
like lightning.

It
3

(l\l
z}a shoe. To tread.

TRANSLATION

Magical Arts (continued}.

He was planning to lie down, when suddenly he heard a

rustling sound in a crack of a window. Quickly he looked, and

a small person bearing a spear upon his shoulder
(T^r-jJ*)

enter-

ed. The moment he touched the ground (T&-fjtj)>
he became as

tall as a man. Yfi seized his sword, jumped up and at

once
(4jjt>]

struck at him, but missed his mark
(-TJ^ftl)

and (his

sword) only whirled in the air. (The person) then (*&} sudden-

ly shrank down
( L) and sought again for the window crack

intending to escape. Yu hastily struck him, and he went down

under his blows
(|i||T^). Turning the light on it (he saw) that
/ftui J

it was a paper man cut in two at the waist.

Yi\ did not dare to lie down but sat and waited. Some time

passed, when something came boring through the window,

hideously ugly like a demon. The moment (jfcfe) it reached the

ground, he quickly struck it and cut it in two. Both

pieces (-) wriggled like a worm. Fearing that it might get up
hn

again, he struck several successive blows. Stroke after stroke,

all blows told (Jj3 |-T-| ) , and their sound was hard. On close

inspection (he found) it was a clay idol cut in slices.
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After this he moved his seat under the window, with his

eyes fixed upon the crack. After some time, he heard outside

the window (a sound) like (-hn) the breathing of an ox. Some-

thing (/fe*/fefe) pushed against the window frame, and the walls

of the building trembled as if
(^ffclfefc) they were going to

fall. Yii was afraid of being crushed (under them) and thought
it was better to go outside and fight the thing ("^}- With a

crash he tore off the bolt and jumped out. There he saw a huge
demon as high as the eaves of the roof. In the dim light of the

moon he saw that its face was as black as coal, and its eyes were

flashing with a yellow light. There were no clothes on the upper

part of its body nor shoes on its feet. It was holding a bow in

its hand, and some arrows were fastened at its waist.

(to be continued]

2.

Js& w .Uf ti

ft
It .

.

*p

it
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ffi

iU !*

jft

if # fil
^BE$ -3*5? /T-*
>Ktt A *

k m
- 2

^1
-ft
/J

Vocabulary.

A.

AM' an interrogative par-
ticle. Here; a proper
name.

Ja
8 here: France; French.

k'ang
1

peace; repose.
Here: the name of the

French Minister in Pe-

king, Mr. Conty

hsiang-tang
] suitable.

ch'ou-pao
4 to repay; to

compensate.

sun-shih 1
loss; injury.

p'ei-ch'ang
1 to compen-

sate; to indemnify.

kung
l

-p'ing]ust; equit-
able.

~5* liao* to finish; to complete.

liao-chieh1 to settle.

^; chieh-i* to continue
fl**

negotiations.

an* (555) to pnss down.

According to,

chieh* to avail oneself of .

chieh-tz'u* using this

opportunity.
Or! pieh^to separate;, to dis-
R^

tinguish. Other.

55 J.B? yao^-ch'iu a demand.

- - hi ch'u ..... wai*
'* besides .....

; in

addition to - - - -

^' 2 to deduct; to get
rid of.

po-fu
4 to refute; to

.reject.

fu-tai
4 to attach

t'iao*-chien conditions.
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HHjUl k'ai-i4 to begin negoti-
iTrJpiiX ations.

ko-wai4 extra; extraor-

dinary; special.

** (624 A) related; inti-

mate.

fr chiao-i* friendship.
EL

yuan
4
(389) -a hall; a col-

lege.

i 4
-yuan the parliament.

iti ch'i3
(729) to punish. To

interrogate.

ir-kHH ch'i-wen* to question;
nfl I * to raise question.

.}jli she4 to concern; to im-

plicate.

;i^iH ch'ien-she* to connect
- rs">J'

together; to associate.

te 1 here: the signature of

Mr. Hu-Wei-te.

TRANSLATION

A Telegram from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to Mr. Hu-

Wei-te (Q&f;2tj), the Chinese Minister at Paris.
Sfli

29th day, 1st month,

3rd year of the Republic.

With reference to the question of Tariff revision, the French

Minister Mr. Conty has replied that his Goverment has instruct-

ed him to the effect that if a suitable compensation can be

obtained, a modification (flfi^i ttk) of the Tariff may be granted
i~~* *J _-^v

(~nT"fp)
anc^ ^ia *" ^ur^ ner negotiation must be delayed until the

compensation for losses and damages caused by the Revolution

shall have been fairly settled, etc.
(|&i3Et).

The revision of

the Tariff is a thing incumbent (upon the High Contracting Par-

ties) according to treaty stipulations, and until now seven coun-

tries have replied in the affirmative. France should not take

this as an excuse for making other demands. Besides refuting

(this statement) you are requested to declare to the French

Government that it should give its assent, in accordance with

treaty stipulations, as soon as possible and without any condi-

tions attached thereto. Kindly reply.

Wai-chiao-pu.
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B. A Telegram from Mr. Hu-wei-ie, the Chinese Minister at Paris,

., to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

8th day, 2nd month,

3rd year of the Republic.

Your telegram of the 2Qth' regarding the Tariff question was

noted. In my interview with the French Minister of Foreign

Affairs (Al jfetf ) I earnestly requested him to consent to the ne-

gotiations in accordance with treaty stipulations as soon as pos-

sible, stating (Jfc. IM) that if France should begin negotiations

with China ahead of all the other Powers, she would show her

special (iC>&L) friendship towards China, and she should not

(lit. how could she) take this as an excuse for extra de-

mands. He (/3j) states, he will wholeheartedly (j~vy) assist

in the matter, but fears that, with the question of compensa-

tions unsettled (-^ti&l:). the Parliament may raise questions. I

x^vJro
have refuted (his statement) by saying (fig* PI) that this (ques-

*5PC<>%

tion) is another case and should not be associated
(;sfe;:ufi) (with^RV^

the Tariff case), and he promised to answer a little later

Hu-Wei-te.
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3.

Grammatieal section.

THE CONDITIONAL PARTICLES.

The conditional particles are used in constructions cor

responding to the subordinative conditional sentences.

These particles are:

^ ;
4
'

#P iu*'

fift
l

'

angZ> 3$
kou3 '

Ffj]
erh*'

Hi
shihz '

3/L she3 , -//rrfrli ju-shih
s

, H/Vft she-huo*, H/L/fiJj she-shih* ,

3(Ml#t BX-^C B3tl*i
hsianS-shih*> chia-ling*. hsiang-shih*,

All these particles mean: "if", "supposing that".

Examples of using the conditional particles.

M 7 .

M in ffi

14. tb 10. . ^ 6.

if SB ^ ^ ^ Jfc

ft '.fi

4. A
in if

M

fliJ
- ^+ -J*
Z. Z. 9

. fit T
. it B

in

f fli] ^
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- -

:

J

$ft l&J I

o IrJ o >r*-o

u m

26. 24.

a
>%<>

II] Rf 3. fft,

A A

Bfc

fe c

^

*>

fb X 23. 22. 21. 17

f(I Jfr M
Vocabulary.

(561) violent death.

i-ming
4 to die.

en-hs'u* to have sym-
pathy with.

ch'i-cha*to cheat; to

swindle.

ISJ /a
2 to fine; to punish.

M'J

S-L sheng-chi* means of
**

'

living.

t'o1 to entrust; to request.

&& tai-wei* on behalf of
*** another.
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kuan-lis to manage.

Hang
3 two. A tael or

ounce of silver.

pan-shui
4 half duty,

i.e. cost trade duty; also

transit duties.

|ff
shih' .to be fond of.

3 \E&tyin-ling* to stretch out
v I I^R the neck, in expecta-

tion.

fang
3

if; in the event of.

na* to grasp; to seize.

yao
1 eminent. Name of

the legendary Emperor

(B. C. 2357-2255).

*gf kung
l

a. palace; a dwell-

ing.

pi
1 to urge; to compel;
to oppress.

ts'uan' to rebel. To usurp
the throne.

shih4
family; a clan. A

person

shu* who! which? what?

TJ pien
} a whip.

C

iHiI
ts

'

e*
(858)~~to fathom: to

t*J fcfitnatf

ft til
id rn

1 a surplus; profit.
To win.

ying li4 profit.

tai4
(328) to lend on in-

terest. To pardon.

chia3
false; unreal. To

pretend. To borrow. If.

tzu-ch'ian z - to exert

oneself; to rt.z*.*. oneself

strong.

chi-jo
4

decrepit; weak.

fa-l'it' -laws.

liberty; free-

dom.

I-SM- customs; us-

ages.

she4 -an altar; a village.
A society.

she4-hui society.

chin-ptt'' -progress.

Achi-chiti*
for a long

time.

fiO fa-ming* to bring to^
light; to invent.

wan-wu4
-all things; na-

ture.

sheng-ts'tm* in life'

alive.estimate.

TRANSLATION
i. If (there should be) any one who dies on account of his

wounds, a gratuity of one hundred taels will be given

out of compassion (for his family).
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2. If he fraudulently states them to be less than they really

are, an inquiry being made and there being a conclusive

proof, the goods will all be confiscated.

3. If you recognize the value of life, then you ought to make
plans to get a livelihood.

4. If the said country be altogether without a consul, it is

permitted to her to request the consul of another

country to act on her behalf.

5. If he goes beyond the limit without reporting, he will be

fined fifty taels for each day.

6. If these goods pay a further half duty, they may then

be conveyed into the interior.

7. If there were one (prince) who did not find pleasure in

killing men, all the people in the empire would look

towards him eagerly (lit. with outstretched necks).

8. If he is not willing.

9. If they dare to disobey intentionally (JWfi*) I certainly

shall proceed to arrest and punish them.

If I have any error, people are sure to know it.

If the will be set upon charity.

If it can be so.

If he had taken up his residence in the palace of Yao, and

had applied pressure to the son of Yao, it would have

been an act of usurpation.

If Kuan knew the rules of propriety, who does not know

them ?

The Master said,
' ;

If the search for riches were sure to be

successful, though I should become a groom with whip

in hand (to get them), I still would try it."

The Master said, "If (a man) have abilities as admirable as

those of the duke of Chou, yet if he be proud and

niggardly, those other things are not worth being look-

ed at."
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iy. If Heaven sent down a pearl rain.

18. If something unexpected should happen.

19. If you were in my place (j-ilj FjBO what would you do ?

20. If among the things which man likes there were nothing
which he liked more than life, why should he not use

every means ( K| ) by which he could preserve it

21. If there be no profit and the capital be exhausted, then it

is necessary to make a loan to help out.

22. If thirty years ago (we) had energetically aimed to be

strong, China would not have become so weak.

23. How is liberty possible, if the laws be not strictly observed?

24. How can society make (any) progress, if the customs be not

improved.

25. If the use of fire had not been discovered for a long time,

there would have been no way (%}) for mankind's
**v hJ

industries to spring up.

26. If there were in nature no struggle for existence

. life would not be possible.

27. If (men) do what is not good, the blame cannot^be imputed
to their natural powers (lit. ability).
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Vocabulary.

wan 1 to curve; to bend.

wan-shih* to discharge
an arrow.

PO* -to get rid of; to send

away.

to* to fall down; to slide.

I
vr*. *
^Rc^1

%k~y

m.

m

nil

') to skip; to

leap.

ft yao-pi
4

-to avoid by
leaping.

kuan4 -to string; to

pierce.

h chan-chan 4 to tremble
^

(here of an arrow that

stuck into the wall).

P'ei-tao
1 a sword.

p'i
1

(158) to split open.

Jon* (nao
t
} a long yellow -

haired monkey.

jou?-chin to duck; to

dodge.

kus the thighs; the haun-
ches.

hsiao 1
(124) to cut; to

pare.

hua? (huai
z
) the ankle.

k'eng
1 to strike. The

sound of a ringing blow.

hous the roar of animals.

to 4
(216 A) to chop; to

mince.

ig lei* thunder.

fu-shen
l to conceal one-

self; to throw oneself
down.

lo 4
(lao*} to fall down. To

settle down.

ch'un* (678) a skirt; a
coat.

hsieh"1 the ribs; the sides.

meng* (605) fierce; vio-

lent; cruel.

che 1 to cut; to chop off.

fu* (119) to fall prostrate.

chiang
1
(812) stiff; rigid.

ying
4 hard; strong.

To 4 a watchman rattle.

chi* (515) a border; a

juncture.

k'o 1 to carve; to cut.

hua 4 >to draw; to paint.

cheng
1

(413) a fabulous
creature with five tails

and a horn.

cheng-neng* horrid;
hideous.

ping
8 to grasp; to hold.

ping-chu-tai-tan
4

to hold a can-

dle in one's hand until

dawn.
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IB

4 here: to cause; to

bring about.

sheri1 here: to express; to

manifest.

pien* (566) everywhere;
all-round.

i 4 to go to; to reach.

yao* (658) distant; re-

mote.

p'ieWto glance at.

(403) to screen; to

shade.

i-hsing
1 to vanish.

i-hsing-shu* the

power of rendering
oneself invisible.

ch'uan* the dog.

chieh*to take precau-
tions. To warn; to

avoid.

chieh-pei* to prepare;
to procure

w2
(wo

2
) (453) a pat-

tern; a model.

2
(705) paste. Mud-

dled; blurred,

mu^-hu blurred; indis-

tinct.

shao* (s/mo
2
) (231) to

burn; luminous.

chih*to hold; to seize.

authori-

ties.

TRANSLATION.

Magical Arts (continued]

Yii was startled, and the demon discharged an arrow. Yii

warded off the arrow with his sword, and it dropped. Yu was

going to strike the demon, who discharged another arrow. Yii

quickly jumped aside to avoid it, and the arrow struck the wall

where it stuck quivering (jjy|?/>) The demon became

furious, pulled out his sword and whirled it like the wind intend-

ing to give him a tremendous blow. Yfi ducked, and the sword

struck the stone ledge cutting it in two. Yfi sprang between the

demon's legs and began hacking at his ankles. There was the

sound of ringing blows. The demon, still more furious, roared

like thunder and turned rooind to chop again at Yii. The latter

again crouched and passed between the demon's legs. The blade

fell and cut off a piece of Yfi's skirt. Yii reached its side and
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hacked fiercely with the same ringing sound, and the demon fell

down and became rigid. Yi> hit at it wildly, and it sounded
\

hard like a- watchman's rattle. Turning the light on (he found)

it was a wooden idol as tall as a man, with a bow and arrows

attached to the- waist, and carved and painted in a hideous

fashion. Wherever the sword had struck, there was blood. Yu

held the candle in his hand till dawn, and then (~tf) he realized

that the demons were all (J&2) sent by the diviner, intending to
3

bring about his .death and so manifest his own magic art. The

next day YU to'd the story to all his friends
(3j/4T|)

and 'went

with them to the diviner's house. The latter saw him coming

from a distance and made himself invisible. Some one said this

was a trick of rendering oneself invisible, and the charm could

be dispelled (ijjfc)
with dog's blood. Yfi accordingly (-ht\

*3vV. .x^rJ

==2} procured some dog's blood and went back (to the diviner's
1=1

house). Again the diviner disappeared as before, but Yu scat-

tered the blood on the place where he had been standing. The

diviner's head and face appeared blurred with blood, his eyes
/

glaring like a demon's. Thereupon ("7&) they seized him and

turned him over to the civil authorities who put him to death.
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Vocabulary.

'ii
4 laws; statutes.

shih*-yung to apply.

t'iao*-li rules; regula-
tions.

_ ti-il the first.

chang
1 here: the chapter.

kang
1
(592) a law; a bond;

a tie.

tsung-kang
1

provisions.
general

t 1 (367) according to; in

accordance with.

kuei 1 law; rule; custom;
usage.

kuei-ting* to define; to

fix; stipulations.

/>e* (321) the back; be-

hind. To violate.

kung-kung* public;
common.

decorum; order-
liness.

*4 series; precedence; a

preface.

chih4
hs'ii ord er.

-su common cus-

toms; usages.

jeng* again. Still; yet.

erh4 two; the second.

Atang- shih-jen? party
rnnrprnprl.concerned.

kuo-chi* nationality.

ch'ii-te* to acquire.

Sgyil kuo-chi-fa* the laws
&* of nationality.

chu (81)
-- to stop; to

abode; to dwell.

chu-so* a dwelling

place; domicile (Dotnici-

liuni).

chit-so* place of resi-

dence (Habitatio).

ti*-fang a place; a lo-

/*' - fang- fa-lu*
the law of loca-

lity.

law

TRANSLATION.

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS.

Chapter I

General provisions.

Article 1. When according to (/fife) these rules a foreign

is to be applied, its application is nevertheless forbid-
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den (/jL^^gm J-)
if it contravenes

(^r^)
the public

order or good morals of China.

Article 2. When
(|fic) according to these rules, the na-

tional law of the party ('i5*|t R
)

is to be applied, his nation-
fQ~^-f^/\.

al law (-fc |l||#fc).
if he (llfc'^5 hj has had more tnan one

nationality, is determined (^ ) according to his nationality last
<**L

acquired (-^^^JTy^M.)- ^ according to the laws of nation-
JnX. iQf, "*VV IJ

ality, he should be recognised as a Chinese subject, the Chinese

law shall be applied.

If the party has no nationality, the law of his domicile (/:fc

shall be applied, and if his domicile is unknown ( z~
<T*

, the law of his place of residence ( Eg Efjf {-ih
%VH) shall be

/i-j // 1 J-1L< (X
applied.

If, in the country of the party, the laws of different localit-

ies are different
(~/?C|j|)

the law of the locality to which he

belongs
(rjjljp fjjj"f* )

shall be applied.

3.

Grammatical section.

THE PURPOSIVE PARTICLES.

The particles that indicate purpose are :

*
3

' ^ we^> T?rf^ Mij
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Examples of using the purposive particles.

jrt / ;&>+. /4- fr ni gM
10. ^ 'toff E ^P Ja IS) !

H' * .A e. ja ja

JT Jfc R 7. -=? PO

I*. ja

a. 4.

13

9. S ^ JK H H A =ff

i A ^ ft -a
- T ?

^f it ^ 2

ffl M ^ r t H
^1 ^ y\> 3-

Vocabulary.

(381) to conceal.

Retired. Obscure; secret.

ssu* here: a shop.

hstin4 to teach; to ad-

monish.

tzu-ti* young people;

juniors.

fei-wefi wrong doing.

will; resolution;
aim.

ch'iu-sheng
1 to seek to

|v wei* here: name of an
* ancient feudal State.

vTL yen* (719) to follow; to

continue.

fit? a road; a path.

chih* to impede; to

obstruct.

Hb tsu 3~chih to impede; to
1* hinder.

shih-chu* the loser.

/t'
4
(577) to encourage; to

incite.

|t
ku-li* to encourage.
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TRANSLATION.

Living in retirement to study their aims, and practising

righteousness to carry out their principles (^H"),
I have

heard these words, but I have not seen such men.

Artisan? dwell in their shops in order to accomplish their

work. The superior man learns in order to carry

out (3&f) his principles.

3. To instruct the young in order to prevent wro'ng doing.

4. The master said, "The determined scholar (-rlf ~l-) and the

man of perfect virtue (/ II
)
will not seek to live at

the expense (lit. in order to) of injuring their virtue.

They will even sacrifice their lifes (ds/Lj|L) in order to
7&&1

preserve their virtue complete.

5. To die
(3>{f<fs)

for one's country.

6. The Master said, ''In ancient times men learned for them-

selves (for their own improvement). Now-a-days men
learn for other men (for the approbation of others)

7. Tzu-lu said (to Confucius), "The ruler of Wei has been

waiting for you (Z2l) in order to administer the govern-

ment.

8. How shall I know the men of virtue
(||p)

and talent
(-^t-)

so

that I may raise them to office?

9. In order to avoid obstruction on the way.

10. I send this object herewith in order that it may be returned
to the loser.

11. In order to get at the truth.

12. In order that matters may be properly arranged.

13. In order to act accordingly.

14. For the sake of encouragement,
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Vocabulary.

fill

1
1 lao-shan 1 the name of
u a mountain

i* a city; a village.

hang
1 a row; a line; a

series.

hang-oWi
1 the yth son.

5j?
ku-chia l an old family.

|v

mu< to love; to long for.

tao* here: Taoism.

hsien 1 or
/t][

k hsien-jen*

genii; "immortals" of

Taoism, those who by
a process of physical
and mental refinement
have succeeded either

in deferring death or in

becoming altogether ex

empt from dissolution.

chi* (218) a box; a
satchel.

ting
3

(2) the top.

yu
3

(30) the canopy of

heaven. To shelter.

kuan-yu
3 a Taoist tem-

ple.

yu1 dai k;Jon0/y;secluded

/>'' (597) a kind of rush

from which mats are

made.

t'uan* a sphere; a mass;
a lump.

gj p'u''-t'uan rush mats
** for kneeling on in tem-

ples.

su* white; plain.

fa' the hair.

H shen-kuan 1 manner and^
aspect.

mai* to surpass; to

excel.

|f shuaug-mai* vigorous;
-*

energetic.

k'ou* (694) to salute by
prostration and knock-

ing the head; to kotow.

ytian-miao* abstruse;

mystic.

chiao1
(583) delicate;

petted.

to* (179) lazy; idle.

tso-k'us to live austere-

ly; to endure hardships.

PCI I meri*-jen a disciple.

po
1

thin; indifferent. To
reach.

mu^ (453) -evening; sun-

set.

|f po-mu* near evening.
3^

pi* to finish. All; to-

gether.

chi 1 to examine; to in-

vestigate. Read ch'i*

to prostrate oneself.

ch'i-shou* to knock the

ground with the head.

liu* to keep; to leave.

ling* (543) ice ; Pure - To
insult. To advance.
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^ ling-ch'en^ early in the^
morning.

shou* (410) to give; to

transmit.

fu
3

(530) an axe; a

hatchet.

ts'ai3 (488) to pick; to

gather.

ch'iao* (56) fuel.

M> shou-chiao* to receive
-* instruction; to obey in-

struction.

chin3
(106) cautious; re-

spectful.

chien3 the cocoon of the
silk worm. Corn; cal-

losity.

5 hands and
feet badly chapped or

blistered.

k'an1 to bear; to sustain;
to be capable.

chih* (65) will; resolu-

tion; aim.

t? kuei-chih* to have in-
-^ tention to return home.

hsP evening.

end1 here: to drink wine.

chien3
(620) to. cut with

scissors.

ching* (94) -a mirror.

nieri1 paste; sticky; to

paste.

o-ch'ing
2 in a moment.

i
1

bright; shining; to

shine.

chien* (608) a mirror; to

glance at; to see.

hao 2
long soft hair;

trifling; minute.

mang* (646) the awn of

grain; a sharp point.

t hao-mang* a hair.

3
(371) a ring; ;o

surround.

pen-tsou* to hurry off;

to travel quickly.

(124) night; dark.

lai* to give; to bestow.

/'w2 a servant; a disciple,

to bid; to

order.

tsui* (14) drunk.

mi'1 to seek.

a basin.

'
(3) a CUP-

ang-y'u"
1 a bowl; a cup.

chiieh* (chiao*) (851) to

drain a goblet.

ching* 'to wrangle; to

emulate.

(783) a wine -jar; a

goblet.



t
4

(314) to bale -out; to

pour.

t'-c/m 4 to pour out.

/J^yti/
shao-chien* to lessen;

-^ *^ to diminish

c/j'i 2 wonderful; to ad-

mire .

TRANSLATION.

The Taoist Priest of Lao-shan Mountain.

In (our) village lived a man named Wang, the seventh son

of an old family. From youth he had been interested in Taoism,

and hearing that on Lao-shan mountain there were many im-

moitals, he shouldered his pack and set out to make the journey

(thither). He ascended a peak where there was a secluded

monastery. (There he found) sitting on a mat, a monk with long

white hair reaching to his neck, a man of very vigorous aspect.

Wang bowed low and said, "The principles (of Taoism) are very

mystic. I would beg you to teach them to me." The priest

replied, "I fear you are too delicate and indolent and would not

be able to endure the hardships". Wang assured him that he

could. The disciples of the monk were very many in number.

Near evening they all assembled together. Wang kotowed to

them all, and was allowed to remain in the monastery.

Early the next morning the priest called Wang, gave him an

axe, and bade him go with the others to gather fuel. Wang

obeyed the instructions respectfully. A month passed. His

hands and feet were badly calloused, and further hardship bo-

came unbearable to him, so he secretly decided to return homo.

One evening, on his return to the monastery, he saw t\vo

people drinking with his master. The sun had already sot

but no lamp or candles were lighted. The priest had cut u
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piece of paper like a mirror
(/![] &jf)

and pasted it on the wall.

In a moment the moonlight shone on the wall so brightly that

one could see ever.y hair. The disciples were around them,

bustling about and waiting upon them. One of the guests said,

'The surpassing joy (l&fejfifc) of this lovely night must be (~z*
AtTT^TC 1*

"rff^fC)
shared by all." Then (7) he took a kettle of wine

from the table and presented it to the disciples bidding them

drink their fill. Wang thought to himself, "How can a kettle of

wine be' enough (Ser&^M for seven or eight people?" There-
HfO^n

upon (.^) they all sought cups and bowls and raced to drain

their goblets for fear the wine-pot should be emptied. But

again and again (h>H;f )
wine was poured out, and to his sur-

I
'

< \-j^*

prise (P^JL-*r) it never seemed to grow less.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

juridical acts; le*

gal acts.

ch'in-fsufa
s the

.family law.

chi* (882) to connect; to

continue.

chi-ch'eng* succession.

chi-ch'eng-fa? the

law of succession.

k^j pu-tung-ch'an
3 inv

JJ3L movables.

hsien* a limit; a boun-

dary.

ku-yu* original.

fa-jeri* the juridical

person.

hsii
z to promise; to agree

to.

jen-hsu*-^-to recognize.

ch'eng-li*to establish;
to complete.

kuanl
-y'u regarding;

concerning.

neng^-li capacity (legal

qualifications).

chin* here: regarding;
concerning.

hsing-wei* conduct; ac-
* tions.

TRANSLATION.

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS, (continued)

Article 3. The national law of a foreign juridical person

whose existence (lit. establishing Jr&"lV"^') is recongnized by

Chinese law is t.'fSM the law of his domicile.

Article 4. When
([V5:), according to these rules, the na-

tional law of the party is to be applied, and according to his

national law Chinese law should be applied, then the Chinese

law shall be used.

Chapter II.

Laws relating to persons.

Article 5. The capacity of a person is governed by his

national law.
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A foreigner who has no capacity according to his national

law, but
(
rfrj)

has it according to the law of China, is con-

sidered
(4j)

to have capacity in regard to his juridical acts in

China, excepting (yft'/p r[J*Kf1 )
in such cases as concern family

law and the law of succession and those affecting immovables

situate abroad.

A foreigner who has capacity, but, en acquiring ("Hr*
**vv

4JJ )
Chinese nationality, according to Chinese law is considered

to have no capacity, still
(/fflljretains

his original capacity.

3.

Grammatical section.

THE INITIAL PARTICLES (rfcpi^ ch'i-yU-tzu
4
)~*

In the Wenli style the beginning of a new sentence or of a

demonstration of some thesis often opens with so called "initial"

particles which have no individual meaning, indicating only the

beginning of a new clause and sometimes imparting to a sentence

a character of generality.

These particles are:

rf\ fu
l

, XW chin*, ~3P$ kai\ /*+=fc- chin-fit
1

,
P rK ch'ieh-fu

l
.
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Examples of using the initial particles.

8. 7 ^ Rf $f A

*! Jl

n T m m
5 .

7K

RT

J:

-ft

& A,

.a. j.
ift

4 not.

A
Vocabulary.

Aft
ch'i* (631) to put away

weapons: to stop.

tsang* to bury.

^ fei-ch'ang
1 unusual.

fi

n-mu* a shepl-erd of

the people; a ruler.

2 to se ^ze; to

sang
3
(533) the forehead.

chi 1 to rouse; to stimu-

late. To dam.

chon 1 a boat.mu4 to tend cattle; to

pasture. A shepherd.

TRANSLATION.

i. The man of perfect virtue, wishing to be established him-

self, seeks (also) to establish others; wishing to be

enlarged himself, fie seeks (also) to enlarge others.
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2. When the prince is merciful, the country has no enemies.

3. War is like fire, if not stopped, it will spread itself.

4. As to Yu and Ch'iu, they may be called ordinary ministers

5. In the most ancient times there were some who did not

inter their parents.

6. For an extraordinary deed an extraordinary man is needed.

7. Among the shepherds of men throughout the empire there

is not one who does not find pleasure in killing men.

8* By striking water and causing it to leap up, you may make
it go over your forehead, and, by damming and lead-

ing it, you may force it up a hill; but are such move-

ments according to the nature of water ?

9. If the water is not deep, it cannot carry a large boat.

10. The policy of a strong state is based on military force.

11. It is the law of nature (lit. heaven) that the strongest win,

and the weakest lose.
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Vocabulary,

nai-erhs
just that way;

thus. But.

l? chi* still; solitary.

& (338) fair; beautiful.

ch'ang* or $c?-frjk ch'ang-e*

the wife of Hou-I, a

legendary chieftain, who
is said to have stolen

from her husband the

drug of immortality and
to have fled with it to

the moon, where she was

changed into a toad.

HJ
chih*to throw; to fling

away.
fe II meiz

-jen a beauty.

#fc hsien small; fine: de-
* licate.

c hsiu 4
beautiful; refined.

hsiang
4 here: the nape of

the neck.

p'ien
1
(566) to flutter.

li p'ien-b'ien
1

fluttering ;
IA1
/j

moving to and fro.

ni"2 (i*) colored clouds;
rainbow.

shang
1 the clothes.

ni-shang-wu* the
!/C -<P y*P colored garment

dance.

ko l

(699) to sing.

kiianz* broad; wide.

TT

kuang-hari
2 wide and

*"

cold, - the palace of the

moon.

yueh* -to pass over; to

exceed.

li ch'ing-yueh* clear and
'

shrill.

lieh* burning; fiery; ring-

ing.

hsiao 1 a long flute

kuan* (751) a reed; a

tube; a flute.

p'an'
2

(569) a plate; a

dish. To coil up.

p'an
9'hsuan to turn

round.

y'ueh-teng
1 to jump on*

u* 'to eye in as-
** tonishment.

chi 1 a small table.

ch'i* here: an imperative
particle.

chien 4
(332) -to entertain

a departing friend.

^a. palace; a dwell-

ing.

yueh-kung* the palace
oi the moon.

hsfi a mat. An entertain-

ment.

i-hsfiio change the

place of entertainment.

hsii 1 the beard and
moustaches.

wt't'
2 -the eyebrows.
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ying
s here: to refle-'t.

pi-chien* to see plainly.

t i-shih? after a while.
il

an4 dark; gloomy.

^ jan* (459) to light a fire.

i\

miao s dark; to disappear.

yao* (hsiao*)
* sacrificial

meats; delicacies.

;* yao-ho* food arranged^ for offering to the gods;
delicacies.

ts'un* to keep; to pre-

serve; to be in existence.

yuan* (760) round.

(761) to neglect; to

delay.

ch'iao su l to gather

no { to respond; to pro-
mise.

ch'ieh 4 to steal. Furtive-

ly. A term of self-

depreciation used in

petitions, etc,

Asm 1

joy; delight; to re-

joice.

3jf hsin-mu*to be pleased
* with.

jen
z

(222) to endure; to
bear.

ti*-tzu a disciple.'

"jg shou-yeh* to receive in*^ structions.

tsung* to be lenient; to

yield to; to tolerate.
Read tsung

3
although;

even if.

ch'ang-sheng-shu*
the secret of immor-

tality.

^ ch'uan-hsfi to instruct
^ in.

wei* to quiet; to sooth.

an* skilled in; acquaint-
ed with.

TRANSLATION
The Taoist Priest of Lao-shan Mountain (continued).

Suddenly one of the guests said, "We sit here enjoying the

moonlight. But we drink alone. Why not call up Ch'ang-E ?"

Whereupon l~Jtj}
he threw a chopstick into the moon, and they

saw a beautiful girl coming forth from the light, at

first
(5Sr|)

not more than a foot high; but on touching the

ground she became as tall as a man. She had a slender waist

and a beautiful neck and fluttered gracefully in the "Colored
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Garment" dance. When the dance was finished
(pj),

she sang,

"Fairies! Fairies! Do you return? Do you intend to send me

(back) to mv (lonely) palace of tjie moon?" Her voice was clear

sonorous and ringing like a flute. At the end of the song (Ptfr

_B|L)
she turned round, jumped up on the table and before the

astonished eyes of all, became again a chopstick. The three

friends laughed loudly.

Another guest said, "This evening we are very happy, but

we have drunk enough. Let us take a parting drink in the

palace of the moon!" So the three moved their feast, and

gradually (\|i)
walked into the moon, where all saw them

sitting and drinking, their beards and eyebrows plainly seen as

though reflected in a mirror. After a while the moon darkened.

The disciples brought lighted candles, and found the priest

sitting alone. The guests had disappeared. Viands were still

upon the table. The moon on 'the wall was merely a paper,

round like a mirror. "Has everybody had enough to drink?"

asked the priest. "Quite enough" replied the disciples. "In

that case", (said the priest), "you had better retire early so as

not to be late for the fuel gathering (to-morrow rrorning)''. And
so they retired. Wang was very much pleased, and all his long-

ing for home was forgotten.

Another month passed, and the hardships became unbear-

able. Moreover (r?r) the priest had not taught him any

magical skill, and he could stand it no longer (Therefore) he

took his leave saying, "I have come many miles to receive your
instructions. Though I cannot obtain the secret of immortality,
still if I should receive instruction in some minor art, it also

would satisfy my cravings for knowledge. In these two or three

months just passed, there has been nothing but going out early
to gather fuel and reluming in the evening. At home I have

not been accustomed to these hardships."

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

chin-chik-ch'an s to

interdict.

yin
1 reason ;

'j> cause.

fe chun 3 to adjust. Exact;
true.

K| ?{^.^A ^. chun-chin - chih-

quasi-interdiction.

71 Pa
1

eight.

ts'ai 2 -ch'an property.

]egal Cations.

hsuan-kao* to proclaim:
to declare.
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TRANSLATION

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continued).

Article 6. A foreigner who has his domicile or residence in

China and, according to both
(Ivy?)

his national law and the law
I
HJ

of China, has reasons
( [3 RFI) to be interdicted may be declared

as interdicted.

Article 7. The provision (JS -t*^) of the last preceding

article is applicable to quasi-interdiction.

Article 8. When a foreigner who has his domicile or resid-

ence in China is not known to be alive or dead
(>tt>5f>yfCHH)'

a

declaration of death
(^5pr*-* "y^*j|f -^) mav ^e ma-de according

to Chinese law only (if.ff )
in respect to (at-) his property in

'llfcV t&u
China and legal relations based on Chinese law.

3.

Grammatical section,

THE FINAL PARTICLES
(Wr*^.*^? hsieh-yu-tzu*)

The Wenli-style abounds with so called final particles.

These particles usually have no individual meaning, and are used

only to show the end of a clause, a pause or a respite in a sentence.

These particles are:

if* yeh*. *ife is . -Tjjl yen?, pi* erhs
.

;?a> erh*.

-\jL
J ^ x$ J ^-

Compound:
jjt plj yeh-i*. pl.^

*-* 3 . ^^ *-/"
1

'

i-fu
l

, 3jf* erh-i*,^^ yZn-erh*, Tfrtp
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Of these particles ih and jj are most frequently used,

and the way of their use is so much alike that it is very difficult

to establish a definite rule when one of the two is to be used or

when the other. The explanations given on this subject by the

Chinese teachers are very vague and unconvincing (examples i,

2, 3, 4, 8, 9, ID)

ih is often used in the middle of sentences, at the end of

correlated clauses and also after individual words or expressions

giving emphasis to them (ex. 5, 6, 7, 8, 32, 38).

:p is very similar to jT-t and jfe ,
but comparatively less

fo>/ HL -s^
used. Like Jth , it is found often at the end of correlated clauses

(ex. 4, u, 12, 14, 25, 26).

.Tgl is also used in combination with the interrogative par-
A*>y

tides to complete interrogative clauses (see less. XXIII, gram
matical section, ex. 7).

Ff and fJ>, besides playing the part of final particles, at
_f'l

j !MM

the same time mean: "simply", "only" (ex. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20).

-f\ as a final particle has an exclamatory lorcc giving a

strong emphasis to the preceding sentence, (ex. 21, 22).

:_| gives a strong emphasis to the previous assertion (ex. 23).
UJ

tfj rij and
J_3 j* greatly emphasize the preceding sen-

tence, "yes," "indeed" (ex. 24, 25, 26, 27).

has an exclamatory force (ex. 28, 29, 30).

p! rH gives emphasis to the preceding assertion (ex. 31).

and -^l ;

&Ef, like T3* and fa>, mean: "simply".
jCC HW *r M3

"only" (ex. 32, 33, 34).
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impart to the sentence a shade of

exclusiveness: "only", "nothing more", "that is all" (ex. 35, 36,

37, 38).

jh pi 2& gives a strong emphasis to the preceding state-

ment (ex. 39, 40, 41).

Bj^rii.
has a force of an exclamation of grief: "all over!"

>^C3/v
alas!" (see i.Tj ^3^., less. XXII, grammatical section, ex. n,

12).

Examples of using the final particles,

ij ||_T X- ^ A^STo i3C J ^
_^-^- -J J/>>_ til . > VKTW 21 5 13 ffi ^ S^ 4l&

Av>fo ?i!!i

?1 Tfij

r.

5 A

^ Tti

a t -ffi, -fll

e. 4 . 2.

A itu i 4 .

f -t: *
"BT

. 21

8.

a
A 7 .
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Pi iTB 36. to^C 28. fill B PWO^OBo ? rK FFl W -7 A>VJ o ."5 J "V TO .ylli -4

-ffi 39- M
a M a

m ^ 37-

41.

a

JH If -ft --tt

P
"

21 tt St 3c B B "

"-F

o 27. 25. 2,

PR ^ /H\ <^o'nr x^ JL
^^ ^ A5^ >5|> TTrf H 1-* Tfrf ~k
tn P*F >tc 3Tj HIJ >Li IJU /v

is ^nl A^ JK ^ ^F fe S SS

C

40 a

"
c

H'l

o SI-

M
O /H 38-

*
29

W (3

a MA
Sn

35- PW ^
M * "(I ^ 34

-fll S
. fc ^f WAB S

23.

A ft fi A

21.

a

42. H6 1]i M IB ft 3. B ffl Rf ?fe

'Hf -sfc: rrt rtft q"MJ HP I i K -M-
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Vocabulary.

hsieh 1 to rest; to stop.

r1-

huo-tsui* to commit a

crime.

tao* to pray.

tzu -
hsing* introspec-

tion.

wu* not; without.

jung* honor; glory-

Flourshing.

-hn -^ xjpT ju-chih-ho*
how?

tang* an association; a

party; a faction.

mo-shih* to die.

ch'a? to examine into.

hsi* to play, especially
of theatrical perfor-
mances. To jest; to

sport.

shih-sul
contemporary

and common.

'-^| wei-shih*-che the
market dealer.

^y] yu-ssu
l the civil au-

thorities.

shun* name of a legend-

ary monarch of China

(2255 to 2205 B.C.)

[a tsung-miao* the ances-
* tral temple of an Im-

perial family.

Ping* the audience- cham-
ber; the Court.

ch'ao l

-t'ing the Court.

p'ien-p'ietf-yen to

speak minutely on

every point.

wei* only.

hsiang* the elephant.
Here name of a brother
of the Emperor Shun.

ch'uang* a bed; a couch.

en'in* the Chinese
to play the lute.

y'u* thickly wooded. An-
xious; irritated.

t'ao* a kiJk for making
pottery. Mournful

thought.

fej y'u-t'ao* anxiously.

shuai*to lead. To follow;
to obey.

chi* to sacrifice to the

gods.

ching* reverent; respect-
ful.

3&$&4fc wo-chi-tso*I
'PC77V I p

have
become ill.

fa-fen* to be roused to
effort.

4 to restrain. Either; or.

However.

*
tired; weary.

feng* the male phoenix.

VuP a map; a diagram.
To plan; to scheme.
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TRANSLATION.

1. To see what is right and not to do (it) is want of courage.

2. He who offends against Heaven has none to whom he can

pray.

3. Riches and honors are what men desire.

4. When we see men of worth we should think of equalling
them. When we see men of a contrary character

(T|) we should turn inwards and examine our-

selves.

5. And now there is not (such another).

6. With one like Tz'u, I can begin to talk about the odes.

7. While he (Confucius) lived, he was glorious. When he

died, he was bitterly lamented. How is it possible to

attain unto him ?

8. The Master said, "The faults of men are characteristic of

the class to which they belong. By observing a man's

faults, it may be known that he is virtuous.

^ere *s a consequential particle).

9. If a man in the morning hear the right way, he may die in

the evening (without regret).

10. (If the son) for three years does not deviate from the way
of his father, he may be called filial.

11. The superior man dislikes (the thought) of his name not

being mentioned after his death.

12. When the multitude hates a man, it is necessary to examine

into the case. When the multitude likes a man, it is

necessary to examine into the case.

13. To have faults and not to reform them, this, indeed, should

be pronounced as having faults.

14. The faults of the superior man are like the eclipses of the

sun and moon. He has faults, and all men see them.
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1.5. What I said was only in sport.

16. I only (ifi')
like the common music of the present day.LEL

17. Of old time, the market dealers exchanged the articles which

they had for others which they had not. and simply had

certain officers to keep order aiming them
(M

18. Yao and Shun were just the same as other men.

19. When he (Confucius) was in the (prince's) ancestral temple,

or in the Court, he spoke minutely on every point, but

cautiously.

20. Hsiang went into Shun's palace, and there was Shun on his

couch playing his lute. Hsiang said, "(I am come)

simply because I was thinking anxiously about you".

21. It is only you and I who have attained unto this.

22. Your words would certainly lead f^) all men on to reckon

benevolence and righteousness to be calamities.

(ifiR here is a verb: to reckon to be calamity; to curse).
/|i|nj

J

23. What your Majesty greatly desires may be known.

24. (Of such a person) it may be said that he indeed loves to

learn.

25. If he reaches the age of forty or fifty, and has not made

himself heard of, then (flfi) indeed he will not be worth
?yl

being regarded with respect (E^)-

26 When a man at forty is the object of dislike (55) he will

always continue what he is

will end in this).

27. The scholar, seeing threatening danger, (is prepared) to

sacrifice his life. When the opportunity of gain is pre-

sented to him, he thinks of righteousness. In sacrific-

ing, his thoughts are reverential. In mourning, his

thoughts are sad. Such a man commands our approba-

tion indeed!



28. There are cases in which the blade springs, but the plant

does not go on to flower. There are cases where it flow-

ers, but no fruit is subsequently produced.

29. The Master said, "How is the path (of virtue) untrodden!"

30. To day I feel unwell, (so that) I cannot hold my bow. I

am a dead man!

31. Now there are no such things.

32. Men's being ready with their tongues arises simply from

their not having been reproved.

33. He is a man, who in his eager pursuit (of knowledge) forgets

his food, who so rejoices (at its attainment) that (IM)

he forgets his sorrows, and who does not perceive that

old age is coming on.

34. The Master said, "The sage and the man of perfect virtue;

how dare I (rank myself with them)?' However
( tftl) it

J*"r

may be said of me, that (I strive) to become such

without satiety, and teach others without

weariness."

35. So it is. and that is all.

36. Only (these) two.

37. (What) the superior nran (requires) is just that in his words

there may be nothing incorrect (iK).

38. The stupidity of antiquity (showed itsell) in straight-for-

wardness; the stupidity of the present day (shows itself)

in sheer deceit.

39. The virtue of the house of Chou may he said to have reach-

ed the highest point indeed.
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40. He, who from day to day recognises what he has not

(f
1"*

4nt) ( an<^ fr m month to month does not forget
L_ v>Vv

what he has attained (lit. can), may be said indeed to

love to learn.

-Ji. The Master said, "When a man is not (in the -habit of) say-

ing" What shall I think of this? What shall I think

of this?" i can indeed do nothing with him!"

42. The Master said, "The "Feng" bird does not come; the river

sends forth no map: it is all over with me!"

Note.
|g[

is the male of a fabulous bird, which is said to

appear when a sage ascends the throne or when right principles

are going lo triumph in the world.

In the time of Emperor Fu-hsi
(-fjr*^.)

a monster, with the
l/V 5?-%

head of a dragon, and the body of a horse, rose from the water,

being marked on the back so as to give the first of the sages the

idea of his diagrams.
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Vocabulary.

kuo*-jan actually;

truly.

ts'ao 1
(697) to grasp: to

manage.

ts'ao-tso 4 to do manual
work.

ch'i 4

(539) skill; ability; a

trick.

^ pu-fu* .not to be in
^ vain.

mei3 each; every.

ko* a partition; to divide.

To block up.

chueh* (482) a secret; a

mystery; a formula.

to recite incanta-
tions.

mien 3
(384) to make

effort. Read fu* to

hang down the head.

tsou* 'quickly; suddenly.

ch'iln 1
(542) to hesitate;

to shrink.

hs'uri3 to patrol; to in-

spect.

?' chun-hs'uri3 to hesitate.
Ml

chieh2 clear; clean.

chieh*-ch'ihto observe
cleanness.

to examine. To
come tiue; to be ef-

fective.

tzu 1
(442) property;

frids. To help.

tsu-fu*to give travell-

ing exp nses.

if

bear. To arrive.

hsu 3 to boast; to brag.

hsiao* (531) to imitate.

ying* hard.

mo *
(453) to spring up,

rji
mo -Jan" suddenly; at

"* once.

/M
4 to fall down.

/w
2

(465) to aid; to sup-
port.

e3 the forehead.

/en
2
(417) a grave; a dike.

Great; big.

/ "t 8 to swell up.

'an egg.

(632) to gesticulate;
to posture.

yu* (619) to draw out; to

extol.

^ yek-yii* to ridicule; to
'" make game of.

ts'ari* (212) -ashamed.
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TRANSLATION

The Priest of Lao-shan Mountain (continued).

The priest laughingly said. "I certainly told you, you could

not endure hardships, and to-day it is proved. To-morrow early
I will send you home".

"I
(jrft ~) have worked for you," replied Wang, "many

days. Will you (ftrjt)
not impart a little of your skill, that my

coming may not have been in vain

"For what do you ask?" isked the priest. Wang replied,

"I have noticed that wherever you go, walls are no obstacle to

you. To learn only that secret
(yil)

would be enough." The

priest laughed and assented. Whereupon (~Ttj)
he taught Wang

a formula and bade him recite. When he had done so (Jfi), the

priest shouted, "Go through it !" Wang facing the wall did not

dare to move forward. "Try to enter it," said again the priest.

Wang slowly advanced, reached the wall and was there stopped.
The priest said, "Hang your head down and enter quickly. Do
not hesitate!" Wang took several steps from the wall and rush-

ed at it. At the wall (~3. 44*) (it seemed to him) there was no

wall, and looking back he found himself outside. Overjoyed he

returned and expressed his gratitude (to the priest). "When
you return home, you must be clean. Otherwise it will not be

effective", said the priest. Then he gave Wang travelling

expenses and sent him home.

At home Wang bragged that he had seen the immortals and
that no wall was a barrier to him. His wife did not believe (his

words). (Thereupon) Wang repeated his (former) perform-
ance (4fc'&}' He stepped back several steps from the wall

and rushed at it at full speed. His head struck the hard wall and
he fell down suddenly. His wife helped him up and looked at

him. On his forehead was a lump as Dig as a large egg. His
wife made fun of him, and Wang half ashamed half angry cursed

the old priest calling him a wicked fellow (A\\L A ).
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Vocabulary.

nne.

m

fwl the wife.

F li-hun1 divorce.
&

shen l

fen status; stand-

in*-*.

ch'u-sheng
1 ^ be born.

t^Ifl ssti-sheng-tzu* an

illegitimate child.

^ {IM Jen '^nS
s to legitimate.

hun 1
(151) to marry a

wife.

yin
1
(771) marriage.

flj hun-yin
1

-marriage.

yao^-chien essentials.

hsiao*-li efficacy .

ts'ai-ch'an-chih* .

property relations.

TRANSLATION.

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continued).

Chapter III

Laws relating to the family.

Article 9. The essentials of a marriage are governed by

the respective (/ ir^*) national laws of the parties.

Article 10. The effect of a marriage is governed by the

national law of the husband.

The property relations between husband and wife are govern-

ed by the national law of the husband in effect at the time of

the formation of the marriage.
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Article 11. A divorce may be 'decreed (*^ ^^) upon a
J=L PJ

ground \vhich, at the time of its occurrence
Cjivfc->?:b[]lj:)>

*s by

the national law of the husband and the law of China consider-

ed (^y)) as constituting aground for divorce (

Article 12. The status of a child is governed by the nation-

al law of the husband of the mother (4
Jyfcl/'^Jr*') existing

at the time of its birth and, if he (the husband) died before its

birth, governed by the law of the country to which he last

belonged

Article 13. The essentials of legitimation of an illegitimate

child are governed by the respective national laws of the legiti-

mating parent (^77|j-5l) and the legitimized child
'

ii*e>

The effect of legitimation is governed by the national law of

the legitimating parents.

3.

Grammatical section.

THE EXCLAMATORY PARTICLES.

The exclamatory particles are used to express admiration,

surprise, delight, lamentation, etc. and to form questions when a

negative of the proposition conveyed is implied.

These particles are:

3& used in the middle of a sentence serves sometimes as an

expletive (ex. 13, 14, 15, 16).

3f joined with pj 3*? forms an exclamation of lamenta-

tion; "alas!" "it is all over!" (ex. u, 12).
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mis
often used in the middle of a sentence after individual

words giving a strong emphasis to them (ex. i8
; 19, 20).

and ?OZ. are also used in combination with the inter-

rogative particles to complete interrogative clauses (see lesson

XXIII, gram, section, ex. 5, 6, 8, 41, 53).

is sometimes used alone, sometimes in combination with

put at the end of a clause (ex. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

and ;sl. are also used as interrog-

tt?L ^& or

26, 27).

The particles Oj j^
ative particles to express ordinary questions (see lesson XXIII,

gram, section).

Examples of using the exclamatory particles.

10. i.

In -ft

9 . HI
-A

4 . A

4R

3 #

5- BO 2.

li. 8. 6.

m -t&o j

Hf
0.^
3 M

M
-g H
A
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jlfc S 16.

26.
-Hi
ja

& *' a is

24. a <2O.

2-5.

2^.
J5L
.^

e -ffi

Jf| A 22. 21.

Vocabulary.

/'* fraternal duty.

oppressive;

<

IS -

li* severe;

cruel.

jen* soft; weak.

/>'*' (158) to compare;
like.

'

yu
3 a hole in a wall; a

small window.

fc ch'uan-y'u
1
* to make a

i hole in a wall, as

burglars do.

J

p'eng* a friend. To
match; to pair.

wei 1
(512) lofty, eminent.

sung* to demand justice;
to accuse.

pu-chi
l almost; nearly.

chao 1 to call; to summon.

lei 3 to bind. Read tet'<

to involve; to implicate;
to trouble.

TRANSLATION

i. Filial .piety and fraternal submission! are they not the root

of all benevolent actions?

(The combination
dj -^f

, like the single character

, emphasizes the preceding



2. The Master's mode of ask'ng information! is it not

different from that of other men ?

(Of the four -^ , the ist and 3rd are signs of the pos-

sessive case; the 2nd and 4th are pronouns: it (informa-

tion). The particle iff emphasizes -$*: and indicates a
1& <JN

pause in the discouiso, which the j "it", resumes;

lj3
is partly expletive, but also gives a shade of the

plurality; 33^ here is a prepositional particle: "from"

"than"),

3. The Master said, "Never flagging when I set forth anything
to him; ah! that is Hui."

4. How greatly filial was Shun! (-|J* often follows immediately
r*V

after the subject to emphasize it).

5. The Master said, "He who puts on an appearance (&) of

stern firmness, while inwardly he is weak, is like small

mean people; is he not like
($&&)

the thief who breaks

through a wall?
'

(||J
indicates the plural).

6. Is it not delightful to have friends coming from distant

quarters?

7. It is Heaven who knows me !

8. How majestic was he (Yao) in the works which he accom-

plished!

9. The Master said, "Is virtue a thing remote? I wish to be

virtuous, and virtue is at hand."

(Jhf a consequential particle).
?yl

10. Though
(<jjjjM

I may not get a great burial, shall I die upon

the road?

n. The Master said, "It is all over
(pJ_2f* 3ttJ! I have not

yet seen one who could perceive his faults, and inwardly
accuse himself."
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12. The Master said, "It is all over! I have not seen one who
. loves virtue as he loves beauty (-fe).'f

13. The Master said, "If (J^*) (a minister) makes his own con-

duct correct, what difficulty will he have in assisting in

government?"

14. If the words (of a ruler) be good., is it not also good that no

one opposes them? But if they are not good, and no

one opposes them, is it riot (then) that a single sentence

may bring the ruin of the country?

(The ist and 3rd -5& are exclamatory particles; the

2nd ^>tf is an expletive).

i^. I have no pleasure in being a prince.

16. Food and raiment thereupon (-fc^.J3t ) become plentiful.
JJ^> Atlr

17. The Master said, "Small indeed was the capacity of Kuan-

Chung!"

18. Great indeed was Yao as a sovereign!

19. True indeed is this saying!

20. Beautiful indeed is the garden!

21. Can it be without some reason that he (db.) has invited me?

22. Do I not think of you?

23. How should he not know that when a man is old he must
die?

24. How can one sanction this matter, which will trouble the

people and trouble the officials?

25. How can it be thus?

26. How can this be right?

27. Is it not great?
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LESSON XXIII.

1.

RmS "| *u wo

tH *U
a

#p & Jl Me
m

^j*.

5^

tt

I33fi: A

A

JL

Vocabulary.

^'ao 3 to examine; to

question. A -deceased
father.

huang* (74) the moat out-

side a city wall.

Q ch'engi-huang the tute-
e lar deity of every

Chinese city; thegqardian
god of a city wall.

tzu-fu
1 the eldest

sister's husband.

tsu s an ancestor; a grand-
father.
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ftt

hui 4 to shun; to avoid.

The name of a deceased

person.

tao* to cover over. Here:

a proper name.

(769) a government
granary.

-
lin-sheng

1 the salaried

licentiate.

/z 4 a government servant.

tieh- tablets for writing

on; documents; records.

tien 1 the forehead; the

top.

== wetf-tsung the provin-^ cial examiner.

tun 1 to press.

fo'w2 (133) to press; to

urge.

tun-ts'u"1 to press; to

urge.

sheng-su
1

strange; un-

known.

ch'eng-kuo
1 a city.

chieh* (603) a govern-
ment building.

Znfu-chieh* a palace.

shih* a house; an apart-
ment. The Imperial

family.

ej kung-shih* a. palace; a
"^ mansion.

chuang* strong; robust,

ua chuang-li* grand; im-^
posing.

ww4 solemn; reverent.

iWL #

chuang-mu* martial

dignity.

kuan-chuang-mu*
the Bayard of China,

celebrated warrior, na-

med FyH^Bf Kuan-yu,

one of the most famous
heroes of the wars of

the Three Kingdoms
(III century A. D.).
Was canonised in the
12 century, and made a

god in 1594 by the Em-
peror Wan-li of the

Ming dynasty.
tun 1

(746) a mound. A
stool.

hsiu*-ts'ai the graduate
of the first degree.

wo4 the end; last.

I lien-chien1 shoulder to
* shoulder.

cha? a wooden tablet

anciently used for writ-

ing. A document from
a superior to a sub-

ordinate.

i-cha? pen and paper.

t'i-chih* - a piece of

paper with a theme for

an essay.

||Q<
tien* a hall; a palace.

S3 /a
2 to punish; to fine.

PM
33& tsan* to assist. To praise.

^ftJtffJP
ch'uan-tsan* to praise

^*" **
(as an essay) passing it

from one to another.

77 chao 1 to call; to summon.
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yu* (619) to issue orders; 3& ch'eng
1 to style; to de-

to proclaim. signate.

I ho-nari* the province
of Honan.

chih? (93) an office; an
official position.

TRANSLATION

Examination for the Post of Guardian God.

My eldest sister's husband's grandfather, the late Mr. Sung-

Tao, was a salaried licentiate in (our) city (m)- One day while

lying ill, he saw an official servant with a document, leading a

horse with a white forehead, approach him with a message that

he was summoned to the examination. Sung said, "The pro-

vincial examiner has not yet arrived (Bfr). Why should I hurry
Kin

to be examined ?" The messenger did not reply, but pressed

him (to go). Sung overcame his sickness
("ftJffe)- got on the

horse and followed after. The road was quite strange. They

reached a city resembling the capital of a prince. They shortly

entered a palace the buildings of which were very beautiful

and imposing. Ten or more officials were seated at the

upper end
(

L.), all strangers to him, except Kuan-Chuang-mu

whom he recognized. Below, under the eaves, were put two

tables and two chairs. There was a graduate already seated at

the end. Sung then (JfSf) sat down shoulder to shoulder with

him. Writing materials were prepared on the tables, and a piece

of paper with a theme on it fluttered down (from above). Look-

ing at it, they saw the eight following words, "One man; two

men. With intention; without intention". When they both

finished their essays (TJ), they passed them up. In Sung's

essay there was the following passage, "For intended good,

although it is good, there is no reward. ,For unintended wrong,
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although it is wrong, there is no punishment." It was unani-

mously praised as it was circulated
(/jjfi) among the deities, and

Sung was summoned into their presence and thus ordered (^^

tl), ''Honan lacks a Guardian God. You are designated to this

post."

(to be continued)

m m
m A

A

-t- t-

ra

/c^

4- ft SL

a-

A

*



Vocabulary.

relations.

hsi family

yang-tzu
3 to adopt. An

adopted son.

fit-yang* to nourish; to

maintain.
i*-wu obligation; duty. -/i 4

rights.
V TOT'-J

TRANSLATION.

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continued).

Article 14. The essentials of adoption arc governed by the

respective laws of the parties.

The effect
(xj&'fl}

f adoption is governed by the national

law of the adopting parents (;|f'^ fjj)-

Article 15. The legal relations between parents and child

are governed by the national law of the father, and, if it has no

father, by the national law of the mother.

Article 16. The duty of maintenance is governed by the

national law of the party liable ^i-fc^^^^i^"^>

)> with the

exception (^fClfsl 'W*fCfl)
f the cases when the light qf mainte-

nance (lit. the demand of the right of maintenace) is denied by

Chinese law.

Article 17. Family relations other than those provided in

the last preceding eight articles
( Mif Jl >fl5^|)J>&L) and the
R'J / v |pK^>> / V

rights (jtfjj;i;J|)
and obligations (-JIJ&&&) arising (Fjl^/f; -^) out

of such relations are governed by the national law of the party.
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yen 1
,

-

3.

Grammatical section.

THE INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES.

The Wen-li style particularly abounds with the interrogative

particles.

These particles are:

pt ho*, 3&hu l
, jjayu

1
(or fifoyti

1
),

Jji j^ yeh-yii
1

,

^j%c
hul

Ao3
, /3 hsi 1

, j*fr s/m3
,
=K chu*, {2 an 1

, HI( yeh
1

,

m. 3^ ^ PB 3C .11*
Ao3

, HhO Aw3
. 5g WM4

, jcj^-si* wu*-hu.m ^UK ^fc j^

The exclamatory particles :*& and 3^, and the final particle
fpw ^P

are often used in combination with the interrogative particles

to complete interrogative clauses.

3fe and
-S|

are also used as the prepositional particles (see
J PH

lesson XXIV gram, section, ex. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52. 53, 54,

55, 56, 57)-

Examples of using the interrogative particles.

-Ife

m
6. flg

.

4- 3. "ft

5.
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34.
-n^.

T=f W 32

38. 'ff /E 29.

$J 3& 3 Hi"

^
-J^ "FT 5J

-* **r ^ o

20

^tUc

m
43.

35. ^o 24.

M J ^
un 14.

|g 39 W 33. yf^ 26.

^ ^ ^ H i&

*- ^-^ - r-- ~-^V

mi :^ 0o T^
>u5 ^Ltu jSvvA 26. M ra 19.

44

-T 22.

ifc

40. 36. ^L ^t ^5- ^ Plo To ?

^
. |.,

-
i *v *-** IH ~T~t

-/^ T*T ^ ir^ ./v
23>

-i.o

31.

37.

|g 28.

KJi ^ W
m

,a
A
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57-

IE
t

it P
i n

50.

47.

SB

54 53-

56. -&,'<& C."
'

ft .* 52.

49

ijj 0*

-/- "til?

IE }&

Vocabulary.

51.

48.

Jit

fl.

she s to put away; to set

aside.

faian 3 a kind of willow

tree.

ft 3 a fabulous animal,
like aTsmall bear.

huan-fui* a proper
name.

~?1 erh-san-tzus two or

J three sons, my
friends; my disciples.

chi' tender; young. A
season.

p|.qj chi-k'ang-tzu
3 a

'^> J proper name.

h chung-yu? --a proper
*** name.

y>in
3 red. To enclose.

iut a case; a box.

ts'ang* to hide; to con-

ceal.

fr

chia* the price.

ku l to buy; to sell.

hsuan 1 here: a proper
name.

ai 1 here: a proper name.

1 yu-jo
4 a proper name.

i'e4 to penetrate; intel-

ligible. To remove. To
tithe.

kung
l

-ming fame;
hr-nor.

t'ai-shan 1 the name of

a mountain in Shantung,
the most famous of the

five Chinese Sacred

Mountains.

t'ui 1 to collapse; to fall.

hsin*-jan true. Really.

ho"1 an interrogative par-
ticle. How? Why?
What ?
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ho-sheng
1 how am I

adequate ?

hsin^-yueh to be de-

lighted.

ch'a*-i to be amazed.

I? u'U 1 an interrogative par-
ticle How ? Where ?

Why?

TRANSLATION

1. From what do you know that I am competent (lit. I can) ?

2. Since your Majesty deems them (words) excellent, why do

you not practise them ?

3. How shall I know that they have, no ability and so avoid

employing them (lit. to set aside) ?

4. The Master said, "Heaven produced the virtue that is in

me. Huan-T'ui what can he do to me ?"

5. What does he (~H) do ?

6. Does Heaven speak ?

7. What was there to choose between an ox and a sheep ?

8. The Master said, "Am I possessed of knowledge ?"

9. Whom should I impose upon ? S
p
hould I impose upon

Heaven ?

10. The Master said, "Do you think, my friends, that I have

any secrets ?"

11. When the Master comes to any country (J=L^|f),
he does

not fail to learn (all) about its government. Does he

ask'for his information or (itftl)
is it given to him?

(The ist and 2nd rift are interrogative particles.
>^

the 3rd tffo means: "to give;" -V in both cases is a
42^- * .

pronoun: "it", -information )

12. When the superior man practices high principles (&
xtsy

M*?), is it also his aim to seek for a living in the future

thereby ?

(~*? is an expletive; Pj indicates the preceding
'
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13. May I hear from you what is it that your Majesty greatly

desires ?

n. Ts it as bad (t) as that ?

15. Chi-K'ang-tzu asked about Chung-yu, whether he was fit to

be employed as an officer of the government.

16. Tzu-kung said, "There is a beautiful gem here. Should I

lay it up in a case and keep it or should I seek for a

good price and sell it ?

17. Raise to office those whom you know. As to those whom

you do not know, will others neglect them ?

18. Is there a single sentence (__*=?) which can ruin a
1=1

country ?

IQ. The prince Hsiian of Ch'i said (to Mencius), "People all tell

me to pull down the Brilliant Palace. Shall I put it

down, or stop (the movement for that object)?

(Here there are two questions: QlL^^ "shall I

dtul4
destroy," and p jft "or, shall I stop" )

Note. The name HH*^ was given to the palaces occupied

in different parts of the country by the emperors in their tours

of inspection.

20. When you do not know life, how can you know about

death ?

21. Sir (_lil), in carrying on your government, why should you

use killing at all ?

22. Why use an ox-knife to kill a fowl ?

23. The Master said. "A youth (&t) *s to ^e regarded with

respect ( JPf.)-
How do we know that (his) future will

not be equal to (our) present ?"

24. The Master said (to his disciples), "Come, let each of yov

tell his wishes (lit. why not each tell your wish)?"
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25. The duke Ai inquired of Yu-jo, saying, "The year is one of

scarcity, and (the income) is not sufficient for ex-

penditure; what is to be done?" Yu-jo replied to him,

"Why not tithe (the people)?"

26. Will you not tell him (this) for me ?

27. The bandits are coming; why not leave ?

28 Sir, why are you not engaged in the government ?

29. Tzu-lu said. "The xuler of Wei has been waiting for you. in

order to administer the government with you What will

you considerJthe
first thing to be done ?"

30. What do you think (of it), sir ?

31. How can (he) become my friend ?

32. If he can bear (to do) this (J=L), what may he not bear

to do?

33. If the people have plenty (
CJ ), their prince \\ill not be left

to want alone (lit. with whom will he be in want?). If

the people are in 1

want, their prince cannot enjoy plenty
alone (lit. with whom will he have plenty?).

34. Shun had the empire. Who gave it to him ?

35. Rank or life, which is more important ?

?,6. Contrary to all expectations (HFj.Acrt), the matter has beenPl/H
finished.

37. Unexpectedly (1=Fj ^)- the plan proved a great success.

38. How could a man without great talent accomplish a great

deed ?

39. How can it be thus ?

40. Where is the master ?

41. If Mount T'ai fall down, to what will I have to look up?

42. Is it so or not ?

43. Is it true ?



44. I am extremely delighted (lit. how can I express my
delight ?)

45. I am extremely astonished.

46. Where is he now ?

47. How is this so ?

48.' What does this mean ? .

49. Who is he ?

50. If you do not work, how can (it) be accomplished ?

51. Without thinking how can you get anything ?

52. How should they know it ?

53. How dare he withstand me?

54. Where is that paternal relation to the people ?

55. Benevolence is the dwelling-place (of the heart), and

righteousness the path (of life) (lit. the dwelling what

is it?, -the path, what is it ?).

56. How can the empire be settled ?

57. If a superior man abandon virtue (ji ./-*), how can he

fulfil (the requirements) of that name ?
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n

Vocabulary.

-TU1
' f/J

tun'- (376)
-- a period; a

meal. To bow the head.

tun-shou a lo bow the

head

ch'i* to weep.

ying
1
(202) the breast.

Ornaments on the breast

of a horse. To receive.

ch'ung* favor; grace.

mi'ng* I am un-

worthily honor-'d with

your command.

hsu'i* -here: a period of

ten years.

feng-yang
s to respect

*
fully nourish, one's

parents.

t'ien-nhri1 the span of

life alloted by fate.

wei* here: and then, and
so.

/
4
(525) to record; to

select.

3 lu'
l

-yung- employment.

ti-wang* the emperor.

hsiang (291) like; re-

sembling.

chi 1 to examine; to in-

vestigate.

chi* (799)
- a register; a

record.

fflf .s/jo-c/zt3 -'the term of
:B life.

p'exg
3
(470) to ho'd in

both hands.

ts'e'- a list; a register; a

book.

fan1
(811) to turn over;

to change.
PH / in-y'ueh

4 to turn over^ the leaves of a book and
examine it.

PO* here: to report; to

state.

yang* the male or posi-
tive principle of nature.

Hf yangi-suan years of
** life.

ch'ou* (66) embarrassed;
irresolute.

c/t'tt
2
(192) undecided;

irresolute.

IJg
ch'ou^-ch'u-in a quand-^
ary; undecided.

fang* (261) -to hinder; to

oppose.

she' to assist; to hold up.

chuan* so called "seal"
characters. A seal of

oflice.

|
she-chuan* to act. for

T^ another in an official

capacity.

kua 1
gourds; melon?;

cucumbers, etc.

kua-tai*
'

one oflicial

relieving another.

tf'' l -to push; to declme.
To extend. To considtr.

hsiao* filial piety.

jen-hsiao* loving
affection.

filiaJ
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chia4 leave of absence.
Read chia 9

false;unreal;
to pretend. To borrow.

hsiavg-chao
1 to call; to

summon.

J*
4
(577) to encourage; to

incite.

J mien-li* - to encourage.

wu z
(wo'} (884) to grasp

wo-shou s to grasp the"
hand, as of a friend.

chiao 1
(531) waste land;

a suburb of a city.

chiao yeh
s the country,

as opposed to town

tseng*(832) to give a pre-
sent; to confer.

tseng-pieh* to give a

present at parting.

tz'n* (701) an expression;
a phrase.

chu* a sentence; a clause.

ti
3
(349) here: to arrive.

li* phere: a place of resi-

dence; a village.

huo 1
open; clear; to un-

derstand.

meng* to dream.

to awaken
& from dreaming

/s'w* here: 1o die.

kit-in 1

(751) a coffin.

shen 1

(824)- to groan; to

hum.

yiri* to mutter; to moan.

JlrtlpA. shen-yin*to groan.

jfj ying* to regulate; to man-
^^

age.

3$* tsang
4

ito bury.

* to nianage

>K

a funeral.

huan* to wash; to bathe.

c/*o 5 to wash; to dip in

water

Zg huan-cho* to wash; to
**^ cleanse.

yo*(yueh
4
)

wife's parents.

hu* (790) to carve* to

engrave .

|t lou-ying' carved orna-
^ monts on the breast of

a horse.

chu 1
vermilion; red.

fen* (417) the ornament
on a bridle.

: chu-fen
1

* a red-tasseled

bridle.

yu 1 - a carriage; a chariot.

^n hsitn* to interrogate.

5p chi* (311) to remember;
N^ to record.

chuan'
nicle

record; a chrc-
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TRANSLATION

Examination for the Post of Guardian God (continued).

Sung then (~fc?) realized (what had happened), bowed his

head and wept, saying, "I am highly and unworthily honored

with your commands. How could I dare to refuse? And

yet OfR) my old mother is seventy years old, and there is none

to care for her. I beg of you to permit (me) (to wait) till the

end of her life, and then OM) I will be at your disposal." There
Ift

was one among them resembling (fj&~;) an emperor, who com-
l^v^EJ

manded that they search out his mother's term of life. A long-

haired servant brought in the Book of Life and turning the

leaves over examined it and reported (ll) that nine years

still remained for her to live. They were all in a quandary,

but Kuan-Ti said, "Never mind
(yf^frfc ) Let Chang act in his

place, and after nine years he shall be relieved." And then he

said to Sung, "You ought to proceed at once to your post, but

in consideration of your filial affection, a leave of nine years is

granted to you, after the end of which term you will be again

summoned." He also addressed words of encouragement to

Chang; and (then) they both made their obeisance and stepped

down. The other student took Sung's hand and led him out

into the country. He told him that his name was Chang and he

was from Ch'ang-shan. At parting he presented him with a bit

of verse. I have forgotten what was in it, but there were these

lines (>tn) in those verses :

"If we have flowers and wine to drink,

We will enjoy eternal spring.

Without moon, without light

The night itself to us is bright."
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Sung then got upon his horse and bidding him farewell left. Hav-

ing arrived at his village, he became conscious as if waking from a

dream. He had been as dead for three days. His mother heard

groans in the coffin and helped him out. It was some time

before he was able to speak. He asked about Ch'ang-shan, and

found there really was a student named Chang who had died

that very day.

Nine years later his mother died. When the funeral was

over, Sung performed his washings, went into his room and died.

His wife's parents lived inside the city near the western gate.

They suddenly saw Sung followed by many carriages and horses

with gay trappings and red tasseled bridles (arrive at their

place), enter the hall, make his obeisance and go. They were

all astonished and alarmed, not knowing that he had become

a spirit. They hastened to the village and found that he had

already died.

Sung had made his own records of his experiences, but

unfortunately in the confusion and disturbances of those days

they were lost. This is only a bare sketch of the story.
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Vocabulary.

^g chien*>hu the guardian-
,ft* ship.

pei-chien
4-hu -jcn

the ward.

lieh* to arrange in order;

to enumerate.

tso-lieh* 'Written below;
the following.

ch'ingi'hsing condi-

tions; circumstances.

chih* here, to establish;

to appoint.

/so 3
(i77) to aid; to assist.

pao-tso* the curator-

ship.

chun-yung* to apply.

1 to bequeath.

i-chu* a will; a testa-

ment.

i-chu-jeri* the testa-

'i'e* (873) to remove.

ch'e 4-hsiao to cancel.

TRANSLATION

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continued).

Article 18. Guardianship is governed by the national law

of the ward. But the guardianship of a foreigner who

is domiciled or resident in China and is subject to one

of the following conditions (thf"^ iS) is gov-

erned by Chinese law :

i. According to his national law there are reasons

(FSFH) necessitating (4gT) the appointment of a
MR i^J ^R
guardian, but there is nobody to^exercise (4EZ>} the func-

tion (; of guardianship.

2. He is interdicted in China.

Article 19. The provisions of the last preceding article

apply to curatorship.
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Chapter IV

Laws relating to succession.

Article 20. Succession is governed by. the national law

of the deceased (lit. the succeeded person iiJ*:P&-ti& H )wS^fCyv
Article 21. The essentials and effect of a will are governed

by the national law of the testator existing at the time of its

making

The revocation
f-f^fr^?)

of a will is governed by the na-

tional law of the testator existing at the time of revocation.

3.

Grammatical section.

THE PREPOSITIONAL PARTICLES.

So called prepositional particles play the same part in the

Wen-li style as prepositions in the European languages. They
are very numerous, and the following are the most important of

them :

Used before the object

, pjV'*
2

in; at; on; to; for;
:

j3 chu 1
at; on; in; to; about*

J
by, then. V

wei* because of; for; by. 3& Aw 1
in; at; from; than.

tzu* from. PI t 3 by; through; with.

fte ts'ung* from; by; .,,
;8_a sign of the objecjl/4-

through; since. >>%

ih yifl from; by; because of.
jp

chih* to; at; up to; till.
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-y
WWg4__by; with; from.

|jjt
hsiang

4 toward; to.

yW with; for; to. ^ ^un^ _ with; together

,

'

J with.
chiang

1 a sign of the ob-

J
ect -

npj c& 4 from; at a distance.

peH by.

ia{ in place of; on behalf
wjfc

li* from.

of.

aw4 in accordance with, -fg tsai 4
at; on; in.

Used after the object

Mg{4_within; in; among. HM chien 1
during; in; among

L A wti ch'ien* before; in front of.
^4 without; beyond; ^IJ

outside.
L. snang* on; above; upon.

hsia* below; beneath;
under. 4& h u * behind; after.

chung
1 within; in; among, pfe, p'ang* near; by; beside.

Note 1. The particles j^[ and PI as a sign of the object
^~^ f-^*

sometimes are used without the object leaving the latter to be

surmised (see lesson XXV, gram, section, ex. 8, 9, 18, 19, 20).

Note 2. The particle IM sometimes is used after the object

(see lesson XXV, gr. section, ex. 3).

Note 3. The prepositional particles used after the object

sometimes are combined with 4A put before the object (see
Ar*

lesson XXV, gr. section, ex. 39, 41, 47, 53).
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Examples of using tho prepositional particles.

22. lf?|

1 32- A I
iM> -&

37 &U >*VIMA ??.

if!-V

20 ^ 12. 7.

23.

46. si

K ^ i&yv ,^ /A 17-

li. .K 33- ^

\'X

kib

8.

2.

f:^

7jC 38
> \r. , y .

it [ij

Ifl A D$ 29

24.

34-

39-

21- ^ 13.

& 1& -JB6

.73 H fifp]

.
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57

/t, H
55.

A A
5'-

60. 58.

54-

A
52 5-

48.

*
56

IE

59. J&
^ 53- MO

49.

Vocabulary.

t'ung*-chih
-- the title

of reign of the Emperor
uho reigned from 1862

to 1875.

hsiang* (579) rations for

troops; taxes; revenue.

shui-hsiang
z revenue

ch'u-ju
4 difference (lit

to go out and in) .

liang-min* 'loyal peo-

ple.

kung
1

(95) respectful; re-

verent

hui* (687) a blazing fire;

to burn.

pu-i*a. constable.

t'uttg affected; grieved.

wei z the tail of an ani-

mal; the end

kung* (8) tribute. Here:

a proper name.

t'uan* water rushing; a

torrent.

TRANSLATION.

1. In the 3rd year of T'ung-chih.

2. At that time.

3. At present.

4. At the time of entering thf port.

5. On that day.
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6. Which is the first of these three ?

7. At the said place.

8. It makes no great difference in the revenue.

9. Convenient for merchants.

10. Not to ask from others.

11. (He) learned (it) from me.

12. Different from ordinary years.

13. Not to be distinguished from respectable citizens.

14. It is difficult to make arrangements for the beginning. It is

easy to make plans for the completion.

15. Easy to land.

16. Not sufficient for cultivation.
/

17. Killed him with a sword.

18. He who without a regular office receives the pay of

the prince ( L) must be' deemed disrespectful.

19. The water is higher than the bank.

20. There is nothing greater than God.

21. I also like life, but there is that which I like more than

(~f&-)
^e > anc* therefore

(Jtff) I will not seek to possess
AT^ tl\

it by any improper way (lit. I won't do improper

(;gj)
getting).

22. To be known by others.

23. Destroyed by fire.

24. Arrested by constables.

2> A plan for the present juncture.
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26. To die for one's country.

27. To act on behalf of others.

28. If I am not to mourn for this man M^ IL ), for whom

should I mourn ?

-

29. From of old until now.

30. Beginning from to-day.

31. From beginning to end.

32. This man comes from the interior.

33. Ever since the receipt of the letter.

34. Henceforth.

35. Disease enters by the mouth.

36. From first to last.

37. All generals were looking from the wall

38. From shallow to deep.

39. Go in by this door.

40. The Master said, "Who can go out but by the door? How is

it that (men) will not walk according to these ways ?"

41. By water.

42. By land.

43. To come down from heaven.

44. Not within the calculations of mortals.

45. The consul instructed the said merchant (lit. from the con--

sul there was instruction to the said merchant).

46. To meet on the road.

47. Tzu-kung said, "What I do not wish men to do (-fin) to

me. I also do not wish to do to m'en."

48. Told (it) to his father.
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49- I heard (this) from our Master.

50. If you do not know, ask others.

51. The Master said, "Th.e superior man seeks from himself; the

mean man seeks 'from others."

The philosopher (,"jQ
Kao said, "(Man's) nature is like a

stream of water. Open a passage for it to the east, and

it will flow to the east; open a passage for it to the

west* and it will flow to the west."

53. I am a day older than (:Vfc) you.

54. There is nothing worse than irreverence (lit. irreverence,

there is nothing worse than that).

55. It consists in that.

56. Agreeing with this.

57. Differing from this.

58. I am here.

59. It is not my fault.

60. To harbor resentment in one's heart.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

yu* an old woman.

shih* -to bite; to eat.

j
4 to grieve.

hao"1 to call out; to wail.

/ (88) to cry out; to

wail.

hao-t'i- to wail.

;

4 to tell; to lay a plaint.

j
tsai 8 'here: the district

*
magistrate.

JU t'iao 4 -to jump; to skip.

chih*-chih to stop; to

restrain.



03 wei-ch'u* to be afraid.

wei 1 -- majesty; dignity;
awe. To threaten.

wei-nu* with awe inspi-

ring anger.

.1 cho 1 to seize; to arrest.

a warrant.

nai { a remedy; a re-

source. But; unfortun-

ately.

wu-nai 4 there is no re-

source; there being no
alternative.

li here: an official ser-

vant.

li* the plum. Here: a

proper name.

hsun 1
(28) drunk.

hsitn-fsui 4 drunk.

hsing* (42) to become
sober; to wake up.

4t
* *

wei* here: to think.

wei* (260) false; pretend-
ed.

^t wei-chi'i? a trick; to

play a trick.

ku 1
(702) to tolerate; to

be lenient, Paternal

aunt Meanwhile', for
the time being.

jao
3 to give trouble; to

annoy.

chiao* to deliver; to hand
over

%Lpao-chiao
e-io hand back,"

,as a warrant.

chiung* (678) distressed.

ch'u (227) to grasp; to

seize. To collect; to

bring together.

chi* to hope.

| sai-tse- to perform^ one's duty perfunctorily,
or just so far as one is

oblieed to.

TRANSLATION

The Tiger of Chao-Ch'eng

There lived at Chao-ch'eng an old woman more than seventy

years of age She had an only son. One day he went up into

the mountains and was devoured b}' a tiger. The sorrow of his

mother was so great that she almost (&) wished to die (lit.

did not wish to live). Weeping and wailing she (wer.t) to the

local district magistrate and brought an accusation (against the

tiger). The magistrate laughed and said, "How could a tiger be

controlled by the law!" But the old woman went on weeping.



and it was impossible to stop (her lamentations). The magis-

trate hooted at her, but she did not pay any attention (lit. was

not afraid). Then the magistrate in compassion for her great age

did not wish to intimidate her and piomised her to have the

tiger arrested. (However) the old woman still lay prostrate

on the ground and would not go until the warrant had been

issued. The magistrate, having no other choice ($fcZi.
rfV/*J>

*-*?}, asked his attendants which of them would take up the job

(lit. to go). One- of them, named Li-Neng, who happened to be

drunk, stepped up to his seat (^"TC) and declared that he

could do it. Whereupon the warrant was issued, and

then (|f) the old woman went away, When Li-Neng got sober

he was sorry Ojfe)
for what had happened (~/O- But

(%5ja)
re-

flecting that it was a mere trick the magistrate had played on

the old woman in order to get rid of her, he did not care much

about it and handed back the warrant to the magistrate. The

latter cried angrily, "You said you could do this, and now I will

not allow you to return the \\arrant." Li-Neng very mudi

annoyed asked him for a warrant ordering to impress the

(local) huntsmen. The magistrate granted it to him, and Li-Neng,

having collected the huntsmen, lay in ambush day and night in

the hills hoping to catch a tiger and thus to make an appearance

of having performed his duty.

(to be continued}
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y\ n*

ft ft
A

ft
,
ft

ft
'

& z idi

ft <f=-
I U In

f

J

A #0 n

a Bin z
Vocabulary.

wn*-ch''nan real right

(/s in re}.

- chih so -

i

4 the

place where the things
are situated.

/a
3 the law of the place

where the things are

situated (Lex rei sitae).

ch'uan-po* ships.

ivan-ch'eng* to com-
plete.

4i*i shih-shih* real facts.

fifi p;] 4C& VM ~yi* - shih -

i ^rf* s//^7t2--causal facts.

fang* -shih a form; a

pattern.

/a 4 a section; a part.

hsian* here: a clause.

chai 4 -ch'tian
5 tion.

obliga-

fp i*-ssu intention; mean-
"

ing.

hsing-wei-ti-fa
9

the law of the

place of transaction

(Lex loci actus).

t'ung-chih
1 to com-

municate; to inform.

^1 ch'H-yueh a written

contract; an agreement.

yao*-y'i<eh an offer for
^'J a contract (Stipulatio).

yao-y'ueh-ti* the

place of the offer of

a contract.

ch'eng-no* acceptance ;

to accept.

ch eng-no-ti* the

place of the accept-
ance of a contract.

shou - yao -
y'lleh

jen* the offeree.



TRANSLATION.

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continued).

Chapter V.

Laws relating to things.

Article 22. Real rights are governed by the law of the place
where the things are situated; provided that real rights relating
to ships are governed by the national law of the ship.

The acquisition (S) and extinction (nfa) of real rights,
Trr XXL

excepting (jttw ^W ) those relating to ships, are governed

by the law of the place where the things are situate at the time
of the completion of the causal facts.

The form of a will relating to real rights may follow the

provision (9'^) of the first clause (fife) of section 1 (ffif
/vL AC 45C ^*

fii|)
of Article 26.

Article 23. The proper law (nK^K m -^>Vh^) gover-
/>rft Aim J Tj K>{J^ J'T^

ing the essentials and effect of juridicial acts giving rise (5fc.

j^) to obligations is determined by the intention of the parties.

When the intention of the parties is uncertain, their national
law governs if they are of the same nationality ( [Vj | fsf/} ;ij

); but the law of the place of transaction governs if they are of

different nationalities.

When there are different places of transaction (j

hh), the place where communication is made (gfe ^Vj
ten -*?

Ujj)
is the place of transaction.

When the offer and acceptance of a contract are made in

different places, as regards the formation (;#:&& ~^ }i$~\f)
an(*

the effect of the contract, the place where the offer is com-

municated is the place of transaction: but if the offeree (/^Wif
-5C ~&

*&7
II

)
does not know, at the time of acceptance, the place

irom which the offer was despatched, the domicile of the

offerer (jlS.&f II
)

is regarded (jfifi 'l^) as the place of transac-

tion.
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3.

Grammatical section

Examples of using the prepositional particles (continued).

29 .

.

i.

Amm
?L 5.

f^-^i

A

30.

n

26.

.

a 9.

i9 .

16. a.

13-

t A,

6.

k \

In] ift

A
I7 .

33

P

T fs a
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-til M a.

14- 7J ^
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.h 4

55

. ft z - & aTr i III del
42. W S 36 Jp.

51. 48. 46. J[ 40. 38. SB 34

B^fc^jifePIJ&ISI
56. i|1J FB! fe

4^
It tffc

53- 52. 49 3? M Fj

57- 47. 44-"

*Ja. Ji _-rtr.

?M iM M
39- 37- 35-

54-
_^^

58. llj Wlo 50.

.T *
45. 2.

Vocabulary.

ft if

T/wg
3
(70) a staff; a cud-

gel.

chung
1
(784) loyal; faith-

ful.

to be

obedient; humble.

tzu-shui4 transit dues.

.~p kan 1 a shield; To con-

cern; to involve.

chih-chao* a certificate;

a passport.

tai'-hui to take back.

yao"
1
(658) a false report;

a rumour.

3T yao
y
-yen 'false reports.

ch'uan-pu*to spread
out.

-rV
&JJ

li-clii* immediately.

ih4 to loosen; to set

free. To explain.

shih-fang
4

-to release;
to let go.

/ 4
(36i) waves; billows.

Extravagant.

|f ch'ung
1

(27) to rush a-

gainst; to collide.

ch'ung-i
y to carry

**
away.

che1 to cover; to screen.

che-pi* to conceal; to

shade.

chih1 here: to pay.

tzu-k'ou* an inland

Customs' barrier.

tan1
alone; single. A doc-

ument; an application.
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TRANSLATION.

1. Is there any difference between killing a man with a stick

and
(d|f)

with a sword?

2. A prince should employ his ministers according ( PI) to (the

rules) of propriety; ministers should serve their prince

with faithfulness.

3. The Master said, "The superior man considers righteousness

to be essential
(Jjjf}.

He performs it according to (the

rules) of propriety. He brings it forth in humility. He

completes it with sincerity. (This is) indeed a superior

man!"

4. To make four months as the limit.

5. To make non-liability to pay transit dues as an argument.

6. To make this as a rule.

7. To give the empire to the man.

8. Tzu-Lu informed (Confucius) of that
(JM).

and Confucius

said. "That is as ordered by Heaven".

9. I do not dare to set forth
(Kjji)

before the king any but the

ways of Yao and Shun.

10. To kill a man with a knife,

n. To attack the city vigorously.

12 From the east to the west.

13. From ancient times till now there has not been any one

able to do it (-*?)

14. Not in accordance with the original agreement.

15. Not as usual.

16. What business is it of his?
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17. Affecting the revenue.

18. The Master said, "As for Tz'u, I can begin to talk about

the odes with him (tfa)."
:5sr

19. The Master said, "A scholar whose mind is set on

truth (), and who is ashamed of bad clothes and

bad food is not fit to be discussed with

20. The Master said, "When (a man) may be spoken with

jd^^a). not to speak to him
(yfCjIff"/*"^*)

ls to err

in relerence to the man (lit. to Jose the man). When

(a man) may not be spoken with, to speak to him is to

err in reference to our words".

:n To bring back the passport.

22 To spread false reports.

23. To release at once the men who have been seized.

24. From nothing to make something.

25 Robbed by bandits.

26. Was seized upon discovery by this office.

27. Driven away by wind and waves.

28. Hidden by hills.

29. According to one's lot.

30. To pay monthly.

31. The river flows eastward.

32. They have already told (it) to him.

33. To hand in a manifest at a custom-barrier.

34. I am of the same opinion with you.

35. He went with me.

36. Not very far from here.

37. About a "li" from the shore.

38 Not far Irom here.



39- Within the Fpace of one month.

40. Inside this room.

41. In the treaty.

42. Besides this.

43. Beyond expectation.

44. Beneatli the sky, China.

45. Under one's hand or power.

46. Benevolence is in these things.

47. In the midst of fire and water (in danger).

48. In the night.

49. During the \vinter of last year.

50. Before one's eves; at present.

51. The other day; some days ago.

52. (A wife) who has gocd fortune, dies before her husband; she

who lias not. dies after him.

53- Upon the tree.

54. Upon the mountain.

55. AfU-r that.

56. Behind the back.

57. By the sea.

58. To stand by the side of the road.
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cJiang
4

(168) a staff; the

heavy bamboo with
which criminals are

beaten.

Vocabulary.

chih-shih4 to bite; to
K eat.

tun 1

(783) to squat.

gjr yuan
1

oppression; injus-
^-*

tice; a wrong

*/,* jfc yan-k'u
9 ta grieve over

'G*!^*
wrongs.

bjfe k'ung
1
(10) to control. To

accuse; to charge; to lay
a plaint.

"Yil wang* not; without.M
alt kuo 1 here: suburbs.

fciA vo 4
(yueh

4
)

a lofty moun-
'^ tain peak.

JAM wiao* a temple.

gig tung-yiieh-miao
4 the

^* temple dedicated to

the spirit of Mount

or Tifc
i[t T'ai-shan*-,

the sacred mountain in

Shantung.

fom'4 to kneel.

chu' to invoke; to pray
to.

k'u 1 to cry; to weep.

wu~ho* soon; suddenly.

3 ts'o-o 4 to be frighten-
' ed.

cAt'A* (883) to bite.

/* (20) to come down;
to condescend.

S fusing 1 to ^llow; to

su {fer.

/' (598) to bind; to tie

lei* a rope; fetters.

l-ei-so* a rope; fetters.

(304) to tie up.

a label; a card. To

droop down.

K. hsien shtt 9 the office of
^ the district magistrate.

han* (437) the chin. To
shake the head; to nod.

ts'an* to injure; to de-

stroy.

ts'an-nien* the evening
of life.

= ts'an-nien- ch'ui-
* chin 4 to grow

old; to be near to the

end of life.

she 4 to pardon.

shih4 to loosen; to set

free.

g shih-fu* to loose one's

bond; to set free,

ch'ih'tan4 next morn-

ing.

fei
1

(418) a dcor.
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^ I
* >

In 4 a stag; a deer.

tu* a measure; capacity.
To calculate. To spend,
to pass.

tzu-tit* to help make

living.

po* silk; wealth.

yu"
1 abundant; plenty.

fcng
1 luxuriant; abun-

dant.

'eng-y'u* abundant;
wealthy.

it? here: kindly feeling;
to be grateful.

ts'ai* -to guess.

chi* (311) to dread;
shun; to avoid.

to

ts'ai-chi4 to suspect
and dislike.

ch'o* (15) ample; spaci-
ous. Liberal.

fr ying-tsang<-~to manage
P a funeral.

** a retired spot. 7~o

bury.

lei 3 -a wall; a rampart.

^ fen-lei
3 a grave; a

k- mound.

pin
1 a visitor; a guest.

cAng' o. mound; a peak.

hao* to howl; to bawl.

|1 hao-ming* to howl; to
^ roar.

ssti
2
\tz\f-} (701) a temple;

to worship ancestors.

TRANSLATION.

The Tiger of Chao-ch'eng (continued}.

More than one month passed away during which time

Li-Neng received several hundred blows with the bamboo. Over-
whelmed wilh wrongs and having nobody to whom to make com-

plaint, he went to the temple of Tung-Yueh in the eastern

suburb, and there he kneeled down, prayed, and wept bitterly

(lit. till he lost his voice). Suddenly a tiger appeared from out-

side. Li-Neng was terrified thinking that the tiger was going tc

devour him. The tiger entered and paying no attention to

anything squatted down in the doorway. Then Li-Neng
addressed th-j tiger with a prayer. "If it is you" ( jiGf).

he said,

"who killed that old woman's son (lit. a certain son), suffer
(jj-^

here an imperative particle) me to tic you up." Where-
upon (^jcH, drawing out a cord, he threw it over the tiger's

neck. Tne latter drooped its ears and allowed itself to be

bound.
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When the tiger was led into the office of the district

magistrate, the latter asked it, "Was that young man devoured

by you?" The tiger nodded its head (in assent). "Murderers
should suffer death," continued the magistrate, "such is the Jaw
from the ancient times. Moreover

( CJ )
the old woman had only

one son whom you killed; and now, in her declining years, what

support can she get ? If you can be as a son to her 1 shall

pardon you." The tiger again nodded its head. Whereupon
the tiger was set free and ordered to go. The old woman was

very much dissatisfied with the magistrate because he did not

(order someone) to kill the tiger to re\7

enge (the death) of

her son.

Next morning, when the old woman opened the door, there

was a dead deer (lying before it). She sold its flesh and skin,

and thus was able to make a living. From that day it became
a common thing. Sometimes the tiger would bring valuables

(lit. gold and silk) and throw them in the court-yard, so

that (|ft|W) the old woman became very well-off and better

cared for than by her own son. She felt very grateful to the

tiger who, when he came, slept a whole day under the eaves.

Men and animals (seeing it) remained quiet and were not afraid

of it. In a few years the old woman died, and the tiger came
and roared in the hall. With the money the old woman had
saved it was possible to arrange a pompous funeral for her,

and she was buried by her relatives. The grave-mound had

just been completed when a tiger rushed in, and everj* one who
was at the funeral fled away in fear. The tiger approached
the mound, roared like thunder and disappeared.

The people of that place built in the eastern suburb a

temple in honor of the Faithful Tiger which remains there till

this day.
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51

Vocabulary.

h

*PJ* JfP sliih-wu-kuan-li
3

" the management
of affairs without mand-
ate (Negotiorum gestio)

fits.

unjustified bene-

tHi p'iao* a warrant; a bank
**""* no! c; a document.

p'iao*-chii negotiable

papers; negotiable in-

struments.

\\\ hsir.g-shih
r to exercise

-

an unlawful act; a

delict (Delicturn priva-
tum).

sun-hai* damr ^es.

^'tt/?--a punish-
ment; a disposition.

t&j^fao-ch'tianito preserve.

E3 f[Cf
mu-ti 1

aim; object.

kutig-pti* to promul*

gate.

shih-hsing* to come
a proviso.

""* '* into operation.

TRANSLATION

RULES FOR THE APPLICATION OF LAWS (continue.

Article 24. Obligations arising out of management of af

fairs without mandate and unjustified benefits are governed by

the law of the place where the acts, occured (jlf'uf>

)
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Article 25. Obligations arising out of delicts are governed

by the law of the place where the acts were committed (
=

), but this does not apply to acts not considered

wrong (Hi;fc) by Chinese law.

Applications ("i^M^) f r compensation of damages and for
pRj <J>

other dispositions on account of delicts mentioned in the above

provision (wTf jS) are limited (^K[|) only to those which are

allowed (~vn Hfc-^) by Chinese law.

Chapter VI

Laws relating to forms of juridical acts.

Article 26. The forms of juridical acts, unless otherwise

provided (IJ^fi jfetPflJIjI 7p J&J- are governed by the law of

the place where the acts were performed; provided that the forms

prescribed (Ff T: ~^) by the law governing (H ^) the elfect
//I /t -^ * ry\4 -t

of such acts are also effective (-jff*
/j& yfe'^T).yr^f^ %s

The proviso of the above section is not applicable to the

forms of acts which have for their object M3 R 6t) the ex-

ercise or preservation of rights arising out of negotiable instru-

ments.

Chapter VII

Article 27. These Rules shall come into operation from the

day of promulgation.
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3.

Grammatical section.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES.

There are a few particles which are used in many various

ways and cannot be classified in any one definite group. They
are therefore united into a separate class of individual par-

ticles

These particles are ;

PI i s , -*? chih 1
.

^S
che z

, g so 8
.

The particle pi i
3

,

The particle PI is used in the following senses :

Out, jrom, of (of material of which something is made) (ex-

amples i, 2, 3,).

2 According to, in accordance with (ex. 4, 5, 6, 7).

3. Asa sign of the objective case (ex. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13).

Note. In these cases PI can also be translated : "to take."

4. By, with (as an instrument) (ex. 14.. 15, 16, 17).

5. In order to (ex. 18, 19, 20).

b. To think, to consider In this meaning PI is seldom used

alone (ex. 24, 37), but usually is combined with >o

(ex. 21, 22, 23). (Compare lesson V. i, note d).

7. Because, on account of (ex, 25, 26).

8. To have (ex 27, 28).

9. To use, to employ (ex 29, 30).

10. To do (ex. 31, 42).

11. Although (ex. 32).

12. If (ex. 33).

13. Sometimes PI indicates the preceding object (ex, 34, 35

36, 37. 38, 39)-

(Compare lesson IX, 2, notes a , g, and lesson X, i,

note f).



14. Cause, reason (ox. 40, -41).

15. Used alone or joined with 3&> means: so that, and so, and

thus (ex. 43, 44,45- 46).

16. Being joined with fi:

a) forms a Ijeciive clauses :

"that with which (ex. 47, 48, 49, 50* 51).

b) means: therefore (ex. 52, 53).

17. And (ex. 54).

IS. Or (ex. 55).

19. Being joined with the expressions of place and t
:

rr.e forms

compound expression, like:
jJ p ,Jl~fsJI JPJf'

Examples of using the particle P]

Ho $fc "6" 4> JW JrJl 6 5. W T- i.

a W A A fcsL ffi J?f ^ f. H 3 W
ii fflf * MI] HI] if? ft m,n

JB
:w ??.:*. a i

13

M
r.

i-"

IB 2.

^V

^

M
-til.

IIS fi H n
| ^ U;l'C.o IpJ //

12. II. 8.

W A 3

-tfc u$ tt -^
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tt flii

\h, 3t<

A
_
2 ,.

IM
y>\

Jit 32- &
ja w

27.

38.
\

ff

15 3...

h
->g. g

S 3ft. H!]'^

^ 23. iq.

# R?,B
I, *

it, HC 34
:
n & f n m m A

-^ Ht -"f* ^f ^ "ffl^ Jl ^f jfSj 20.

SS: W 3ft JBl ^ t 3t- * A ?f

a >fe ja -i, JBI a n> $L

Wi III t*f n. 31 W 5Jj 26.

t A H

JKl

35-

HI] W #)

39- S f/
H-jCt> ^

i.-it ,.
r- 4^ -k 1- -s*^ 1*1 ~~f* I I

^H IS 3c V Jkt -^ H
-U*. if* -ufc-j l

: *? -til, i!^ Jb

2r.

, .

^ 3J ^

HB'-ffi
1 ^

A,
k i

22. A
1 8.
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fin

.h

Ki K
/tl "??

()0 56.

a it w ja & rr B

eu

44

' 1

ffj W Ki

L?]f A #f #
53 J| ft ^ffi -ffeo lilo Jtt.

A * a % -$\ -ffi 47. ?t 43. -T
-ffi -tn

ijt 1'ft 4:

he, Si'i ^ M. 51 ^il A" &
mHHJC

M
E ^ Jii Ki 3t iw ^f ja & -tn

ifL ^? 55. ii', Ki \9] n lAi

rJ'J "1 J^ 34-
/R J^A -Tir ^C ~^-< y^

I'ni ^^* -i v-* H '/in ^1
5Q- il*i

J A /|4 A 5P ^d !-

S Jil ^f\, A :̂
lf"fc ^ $i

nf ^ !L ^>f Wr ^> J?r if> ^X ifc
-J ^L^ * O /,*! /^'l 4 <u -""V

Vocabulary.

^a
r/fr (jil) -u kind of

willow.

////
7 the \\iUo\v tree.

/r/'' n cu]) to -I'Miik from

ch'itan-
(-'i'

1

/} ;i wooden
l>o\v!

t';.'
1 an adxc; a hatchet.

The Chinese "catty" or

/A* icei'- position; place; ;i

' )L
:t.

ch'tiii 1 -to mix: to bl nd.

To support.
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m

han4 a large branch of

the Yang-tzu which
flows into it at Hankow.
Name of a famous

dynasty; hence of, or

belonging to, China-

^M* here: to cure.

ch'an* to flatter.

chid2 (ch'ueW} dignity;
rank. A wine-cup.

jari* tender; weak.

jjt Jji jan-tzu* the name of a
' * J d.sciple of Confucius.

*i| yen* here: late.

yuan-mu 4 to climb a
tree .

tsang
1

good; right.

tsang-sun
1 a proper

name.

i

3 a vessel for contain-

ing rice.

wu-lu-tzu* a proper
name.

tsou 1 the name of a small

state in which Mencius
was born.

^ meng* chief; head; first.

meng*-tzu Mencius(B.C.

372-289)

shih^-tuan occasion of

trouble.

hsiu-shen l to cultivate

oneself.

yu* (691) praise; credit;

fame.

hsing-shih
1 to wage

war.

k'o* here: to win; to be

victorious.

yu* to drive a chariot; to

manage; to control. Im-

perial.

40en lin-y'u
4 to take the

l **r reins of government; to

occupy the throne.

/f\V teng-wei* tc ascend the
W* throne.

TRANSLATION

1. To make a bow from wood.

2. Western nations make money of gold and silver.

3. The philosopher Kao said, "(Man's) nature is like the

willow tree, and righteousness is like a cup or a bowl.

The molding of benevolence and righteousness out of

man's nature is like the making of cups and bowls

from the willow tree
"
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4 To employ people at the proper seasons.

5. If the axes enter the mountain forests at the proper

time, there will be more wood than can be used.

6. Those who are called great ministers serve their prince

according to righteousness, and (when) they cannot,

they retire (lit- stop).

7. With regard to (our) stations (/fA
1

) you (_"|Q
are sovereign,

and I am subject. How can I presume to b^on terms

of friendship with (my) sovereign? With regard to

virtue you* are my disciple (lit. you serve me). How
may you be on terms of friendship with me ?

8. To divide money among the men.

9. To cherish charity in one's heart.

10. To mix falsehood with truth.

ir. The men" of old did not use gold or silver, they bartered

what they had for what they had not.

12. To teach Chinese literature.

13. There were four (things) which the Master taught, letters,

ethics (lit. behaviour), loyalty and truthfulness.

14. Someone
(-gg)

said, "What do you say CfpTlm) (concern-

ing the principle that) injury should be recompensed

with kindness?" The Master said, "With what

CfjlflM) (then) recompense kindness ? Recompense in-

jury with justice, and recompense kindness with

kindness."

15. In what does it differ from this ?

16. Hunger is cured by food; ignorance is cured by study.

17. To subdue men by force.

18. One uses divination in order to do away with one's doubts.

It one doubts not. why divine ?
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19- He cultivates himself so as to give rest to others.

20. I have nothing to give him.

21. To consider affairs of stale as important.

22. What state does not consider it important to win the hearts

of the people ?

23. The Master said, "T,he full observance (of the rules) of

propriety d^ffiS) m serving one's prince ("^-53-) is
oiti/15? vy^'PI

accounted by people to be flattery.

24. The^Master said, "I thought you (-f,*=3JL>) had died."

25. Confucius said, "As I follow in the^rear of the great

officers I did not dare not to inform".

26. The Master said, "The superior man does not promote

(J|f)
a man (simply) on account of

(JM) (his) words

nor does he put aside (good) words because of the

man".

27. They have (JM) their wealth, I have my benevolence.

They have their nobility, ! have my righteousness.

28. Gifted, with ability, (and yet) putting questions to those

who were not gifted; possessing much* (and yet)

putting questions to those possessing little.

29. Jan-tzu returned from the Court. The Master said (to

him), "Why are you so late?" He replied, "We
had government business"

(jpjV)
The Master said, "It

must have been (family) affairs (if?)- If there had

been government business, though I am not in office

(lit. not used). I should have participated ($ft)
and

heard it."

nere emphasizes ,3 making a double subject as

it often does;.

30. (He) does not cause
(/ftp)

the great ministers to murmur

(his) not employing (them).

is an expletive).
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31. To do (PI) what (you) do, to seek for what (you) desire,

is like GtSfe') climbing a tree to seek for fish.

32. Though ( 1*1) I am a day (or so) older than you, do not

think (IM) of that [lit. do not consider me (to be your

senior)].

33. Some ( pjRr) (of the defeated soldiers) (ran) a hundred paces
^y^4

and stop; some (ran) fifty paces and stop. What would

you think
CfpiNm).

^
(pJP

t ^lose wno (ran ) ^ty Paces

were to laugh at those who (ran) a hundred paces ?

34. I do not dare to tell others about it.

35. If (he) were practising royal government (4^!Tt jpfr),
all

within the four seas would be lifting up their heads and

looking for him (ft|f -Jr) wishing to make (>P) him

(PI) their sovereign.

36. Mencius said "Can you, leaving untouched (lit. following

Jjjg)
the nature of the willow, make with it

( PI) cups

and bowls ?"

37. The duke informed .Tsang-sun of this
(JM).

and Tsang-sun

found ( IM) it difficult.

38. I do not dare to set forth
(Rj|i)

before the prince any but

the ways of Yao and Shun.

39. Wu-lu-tzu was unable to reply (to those questions), and the

next day he went (*^) to Tsou and told them (PI

-fc) to Mencius.

There must be a reason.

And asked the cause.

Observe what he does (PI) -and mark his motives.

For a morning's anger to disregard one's own life and so

(IM) involve (T&) that of his parents, is not this a

case of delusion?



44- He is a man, who in his eager pursuit (of knowledge)

torgets his food and so rejoices (at its attainment) that

he
(|M) forgets his sorrows.

45. So as to bring about this state of affairs.

46. So as to give rise to difficulties.

47. This (is) that in which (li PJ) heaven and earth are

great.

48. That wherein the sage is similar to mankind is his nature.

49. If he know by what means to cultivate his character, he

will know by what means to govern men.

50. To eradicate
(IJ^)

evils is the way (gji PI) to give rise
l-'J^ A/ 1 ^->^

to profits.

51. May I ask what is the difference (lit. that by which it

differs) ?

52. He who is endowed with great capacities is therefore able to

achieve great deeds.

53. He whose experience is great is therefore able to devise a

clever plan;

54. Riches and obscurity (lit. little importance) are worse than

poverty and fame. Life and disgrace are worse than

death and glory.

55. If we start war this year shall we win or not ?

56. From ancient times until now.

57. Ever since he occupied the throne.

58. Before he ascended the throne.

59. From to-day henceforth.

60. The Master said, "To those, who are above mediocrity, the

highest subjects ( L) may be mentioned. To those,

who are bejow mediocrity, the highest subjects may not

be mentioned."
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LESSON XXVII.

1.

m ^ M B B
35C ft ^

ra

tffi

tt

A ft IT

M M

M A

ft

S **

^ffl
4ft tt UK

i
A j

-
,.
tt

h a

Vocabulary.

chung kuo- China

the power-
ful nations.

5^
tui4 -y'u in connection

with; with respect to.

hsiu-kai*to amend; to

revise.
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2K̂

hsin l -li mind ; idea ;

attitude.

ch'ien-ting
4

duly sign
ed. fo sign.

hua1 flowers. China.

g hua - sheng - tun4

"
Washington.

Washington Conference

Treaty.
-*H ying

1 here: England.

U* pi
9
-Belgium.

&+L /0> France.

|
i 4 Italy.

l~| jih
4

Japan.

=pj-|
h t Holland.

Mi />'* Portugal.

States ofmet 9 United
America.
i-chih unitedly ;

with

one consent.

P'ing-leng
9

equal rank;

equality.

ts'eng* a layer; a stratum.

A question.

-^ piao
3-shih to show; to

J manifest.

t'ai* behaviour; manner.

/'*./ attitude.

4fp ro ts'ai-yung* -to use.

Ky| _. t'ung-i
1 alike; equal.

pu'-tsou a step; a mea-

ch'al -i the difference.

liang-fdng
1 both sides.

ken 1
-pen root; founda-

tion.

^
(
r 73) great; liberal.

hui l
-fu to recapture; to

get back.

chu*-ch'uan sovereign-

ty.

^| sui-t'ung* to follow; to

accompany; to appro-

priate.

eh'ti-hsiao 1 to abolish.

t'iao-yueh master and
slave treaties;humiliat-

ing treaties.

ju-shou* to begin ; to

start.

-* *^~
briefly; sum-

marily; in a few words;
in a word.

li-lai* hitherto; hereto-

fore.

(883) handcuffs ; to

fetter.

ku* fetters.

chih-ku 4 fetters.

ch'u 4 here: to remove ; to

lay off.

shih*-chieh the world.

wet 4 a position; a place.

ti*-wei a position ;
a

standing.
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TRANSLATION.

THE ATTITUDE OF CHINA AND THE POWERS TOWARDS

THE REVISION OF TREATIES.

On the 4th of September the eight Powers, signatories of

the Washington Treaty, viz. England, Belgium, France, Italy,

Japan, Holland, Portugal and the United States of America

sent a joint note in reply to the communication of the Chinese

Government of the 24th of June showing a common attitude

toward China's request for the revision of unequal treaties from

which it is evident that the Powers are acting in common (lit.

taking the same steps) toward China.

The difference (^^J|3) between the opinions of China and

the interested countries (,A? yfe* Kit /3L HiEl ) can be ascertained^T3 \W\ VR l^j
from the communications exchanged (tT7$C) between both

sides (sin ""/*)
China demands from the Powers a complete

restoration (4H Tfc*'MJo?ff )
of her sovereign rights. There-

1+* -*r* I/A l^C
fore (R;lrH*) appropriate measures thereto must begin with the

abrogation of all humiliating treaties. In a word, the Chinese

desire that all fetters which hitherto bound them should be

severed at one stroke, and that at single jump ( igag) China

should assume (%.) a position of equality with the other

Powers.

(to be continued)
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Note. Beginning with this lesson samples of family letters

will be given in the 2nd section of each lesson. The student is

encouraged to make his own translations by the use of the full

notes and explanations given.

Vocabulary.

hsueh--sheng a student
a pupil.

lao-shih 1 a teacher.

rS* hsin4 here: a letter.

fu
l-tzu a master; a

teacher. A title of re-

spe .

tsun 1 - honorable; ven r-

abie. Applied conven-

tionally to the relatives

and belongings of others.

for your ap-

proval; for your inspec-
tion.

ching-ch'fi-che I beg
respectfully to in-

form you.
wan* late; evening.

hsZeh-t'ang* a school.

shik1 damp; wet.

yZn* (838) to be giddy;
dizzy.

hsan*(8j7) -dizzy; daz
4
ed.

yiin^-hsuan confused;

tt-fc

h'' to be ill; to
be out of sorts.

kan-shou* to be affect-

ed .

tz'u* (880) kind; gentle.

chi -tz'u"1 my mother,

up3 IB px-k
'

* to make
one's lessons.

hsiu 1 here: to prepare; to
vvrite.

chia 4 leave of absence.

ch'iz to offer a sacrifice.

To implore; to request.
"u-ch'i* to humbly im-

plore.

chien-ch'a"* to investi-

gate; to pay attention.

lun1
(232) to harmonize.

You; your.

mou-mou3 ."so and so"

(here: the name of the
writer of the letter).

L. chin-shang* to respect-
*-

fully present.

hsin-mien-shih* the
form on the face of

the envelope.

hsiao* a school. Read
chiao* to compare.
M: chung-hsnch-hsiao*
*** a middle school.

hsien }

-sheng the first
-

born; an elder or senior;
a teacher; a term of

address, corresponding
with "Mr".

fu
3

great; large. A name
or "style"
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ch'i3 here: to open (vid.
note e).

chien1
(hsien

1
)

to bind

up. To close; to seal

up.

hsin-pti-shih* the
B *\ form on the back of

the envelope.

chin - - -
fen

l res-

pectfully sealed.

Notes.

a form of beginning

letters.

There are in the Chinese epistolary style many different

ways of beginning letters, which differ according to the type of

person to whom the letter is addressed.

The following are the most usual :

1 . For seniors. 2. For persons of the same age.

fe A A A A A 52,

fI

I *

/P^C.

T
I-J

Note. Nos. 5 and 6 are used

for teachers.
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3. For ladies 4. For junior

ffi i Jfc A A A
>krt* bti* ktt" >ktf* *

-
>jktil- Ki-l' "J.i-1- ~iy-l* Vz>

^LL 1>_L 4>_L /VJL yfo

mmmmm
W M

A A
Eft in tip

BC

Note. Nos. i and 2 are tor

old ladies; 3 and 4 for

young ladies; 5 and 6

for girls.

Note. Nos. 5 and 6 are from

a lather to his son.

Vocabulary,

i.

mou-mou* "so-and-so"

(here: the name or
"stvle" of the person to

whom the letter is

written).

& tz'tt-chien* for your ap-*

proval; for your inspec-
tion. an allusion to

the person to whom
the letter is written.

ping
9 --to

superior

report to a-

to petition.

chin-ping*-che- I beg
respectfully to te-

port.

tsun-ch'ien
1

*
standing

before you, an allusion

to the person to whom
the letter is written.

to attend upon;
to wait upon; to stand.

shih-hsia4 standing be-

low (you).

SM* here: to report ; to

write.

chin-su^-che I beg
to respectfully in-

form.

tso4
(432) a seat; a divan.
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lo-ch'ien3
standing be-

fore you (lit. before

your seat.)

k'ou-ping^-che I beg
to humbly inform.

chang* a measure of 10

Chinese feet. An elder;
a senior.

han-chang* enclosing
ten feet, 3,33 feet for

the master, 3,3 < feet for,

the disciple,and a space

f 3'33 feet between
them. A teacher's mat.
A term for teacher.

chiang
4

a. deep red colour.

B chiang-chang* the red
** curtain. A symbol of

teaching. This kind of

curtain was hung in the
room of the celebrated
scholar Eg tt& Ma-vSan

of the Han dynasty.

JS.T

ko* (712) a screen. A
hall; a council-chamber.

ko-hsia* you under
whose cabinet I am,
a honorary way of

addressing others.

tsu-hsia* you under
whose feet I am, a

honorary way of

addressing others (vid.

J.H. Stewart Lockhart

A Manual of Chinese

Quotations, p. 528. i.

In the subsequent re-

ferences the title of this

book is marked:CA.().),

/ C3 jen-hsiung
1 kind sir;

*~*^*^ my good sir.

Jj> t'ai1 eminent ; exalted.

_j
Kftj

t'ai-chien* for yourap-
*-* "^proval; for you.

j|i \$% hui-chien* for your ap-
JC^-^C

1

proval.

ta-chien* for your ap-

proval.

ju-wu* as though see-

ing, an allusion to the

person to whom the let-

ter is writen.

' admirable; excellent.

tf i-tso* "a beautiful
*^ seat", you, your per

son (of ladies).

chuang* (103) to adorn

oneself. To feign ; to

pretend.

chuang ch'ien* you;
your person (of ladies).

sao* an elder brother's

wife; a married woman.

sao-fu
l

jen your
wife. Mrs.

chuang-tz'u* you (of

ladies).
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Mistress of -fr*-l* w 3 -

the Ceremonies to the -^ -**

Empress. Mrs.

chuatig-ko* "a toilet

table," you (of ladies).

hsiu* to embroider; orna-

mented.

hsiu-iz'it* you (of

young ladies).

Miss.

chieh 9
(623) an elder

sister. A term of respect
for a young lady.

hsiao*~chieh young
lady; Miss.

4.

ju-wo* 'as though grasp-

ing by hand.

shih-hsiung
1

you, a

term of address between
friends.

hsien-ch'i* you, a
form of address between

friends, always by the
elder to the younger.

tzu-shih* to inform.

tzu-yu* to inform.

ch*inl-yek to personal-

ly read.

b. I (the writer of the letter).

According to whom letter is written, different ways of

calling oneself and the person addressed are used.

1. In letters to seniors.

I B^^. ("later born by one generation"),

("servant"), /Kfc&jjStfe
You *l5$.BDE5&i /&aift rAr^f (only in the beginning of

the beginning as well as in the

,*%& (only in the middle

letters),

middle of 'letters),

of letters).

' ' w

2.. In letters to teachers.

^5$g ("receiving instructions"),^ ^i\i.

(disciple), pq~fC (disciple),

(disciple),
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You (only in the beginning of letters),

(in the beginning as well as in

(>Jg fu* a tutor; to teach).

3. In letters to the persons of the same age.

,u*>l"lJ HH R|
the middle of letters).

"
d *![ D JK3'

ning of letters).

(only in the begin "

j (in the

beginning as well as in the middle of letters).

t'ai-tien*. J^ R^ t'ai-chao 4
your lightning

glance; you).

4. In letters to juniors

You (only in the beginning of letters)

iPe& Hp-M (in the beginning

as well as in the middle of letters).

There exist in the Chinese epistolary style definite expres-

sions for "my" and "your''

The following are the most usual:

My father ^f^ $ Your father "

mother

an old man)

,, mother
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My "He

cho* stupid '.

a bramble; a thorn)

~

daughter

,
friend

(>ffe^ />t
4

poor; unworthy)

,, place

,, home

,, body; my person

ch'u 1 the body;

ch'uan* feeble; unlit)

mm
fei

3 mean; unworthy

/||fe
t* etiquette; ;

present;J^ chien 1

small)

Vour wife -

A
chan4 to love; fa-

mily; 1^1 k'un* a

door leading to the
women's' apartments)

,, son
'

,, daughter

yuan* beauty)

,. friend _

place -
jtl^| /|I(

, home 'Sd-'a

w 4 to dwell;

<'an3 a pool; vast)

,, body; your person-

kung
1- -the body)

a 1
beautiful;

chen 1

precious)
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My letter
, Your letter :

wit* jungle; confused;

a letter).

n,
,, feelings --fC<H$

(/A. chieh4 a servant]

Aan4 a pen; a letter;

to 8 a cluster of flo-

wers.)

,, feelings
-

ya
z

elegant; K| lung
1

high; eminent)

,, servant

I respectfully wish you peace and

tranquillity.

The good wishes with which Chinese letters

usually end are very different. The following are

the most usual :

1. For seniors. 2. For the persons of the same age.

i
-

sra PR nw PR m t

il

Bra Bra > ifj ji'

#11? |S | 1
^ ^ is M ^ ^ ^ 5 it it m %

3. For juniors.

Hi K
4. For ladies.

1



Vocabulary.

JR
shih* (t'i

3
) rest: repose;

peace.

ti* the right path; to

advance.

kung
1

respectful; re-

verent.

SMi 2 to soothe; to com-
fort.

ch'ien- respectful; re-

verential.

yen* the slab of stone on
which ink is rubbed.

337

wen-yen-an
1 or

aw 1 a good wish for

men of letters.

hsitri1 here: to wish.

erhs
near; close.

chia 1 here: a good luck.

hou* to await. To wish.

k'un 1
female; feminine.

,. Tfclfc-
-to open,

In the inscriptions of this kind the character

is usually .joined with characters showing respect which

differ according to whom the letter is written.

1. For seniors. 2. For equals and juniors.
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3.

Grammatical section.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES.

The particle
- chik*

The particle -V is used in the following ways :

y^v

1. As a personal pronoun: he, she, it, they. (ex. i, 2, 3, 4).

2. Indicating an adjectival form (ex. 5, 6}.

3. As a demonstrative pronoun: this, that, these, those (ex. 7, 8) .

4. As a sign of the possessive case (ex. 9, 10, ir. 12, 13).

5. Indicating a participial form (ex. 14, 15. 16, 17. 18, 19).

6. With the meaning "to go" (ex. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25).

7. Indicating a preceding object (ex. 26, 27, 28, 29. 30).

8. Indicating a preceding subject (ex. 31, 32, 33).

9. Used instead of ?& chih* "till" (ex. 34).

10. Used instead of -fc\.jyw
2 "in", "at" (ex. 35).

An*

11. Used instead of tf^^M
8 "to give" (ex. 36).

12. Indicating a verbal noun (ex. 37).

13. As an expletive giving only a rythmic force to a sentence :

a) between the subject and the predicate (ex. 39, 40,

41, 42, 43, 44).

b) between the object and the verb (ex. 45, 46).

c)' between the verb and the complement (ex. 47).

d) joined to adverbs (ex. 48, 49, 50, 51. 52, 53).

e) between the attribute and the noun (ex. 54).

f) joined to a numeral (ex. 55).

g) inserted into proper names (ex. 38).
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2.

Examples of using the particle

A H ^ Jb
j# & *&W Irt z Z

i.

2
30.

a 2

22.

, * 't>
' - ^k-* i "i ^ r*
ft BlY' ~s flE3
I OT >c- ilis

., - u Tyf /Z^ 14.

M ^. . Hfi
fr k

-ta ^ a

z

In
10.

ih
6.

Sr 4 2 2,. A $n ifr $:
=B f 2 m I9 . JE. ii. 2 ^
2 & a ^ A

33- F* f prt-: 26. ^Q F^ y^ ty. 7.

A s ^ mftio v- 15- 'C-

rfli ^

II

Iffi

: 9 U

34-

2 20-

2
3-

35'

A
Z

R
32 ' 2
A ^

24

k z
2

m 4\

2 a A
A 2 9.

o ^ i7 . ^ ^f 2
25. Z ^f 13.

2
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7K

52.

55 53.

54-

-ffi,

46.

If

49-

Z

50.

45-

EH

44

z
-tfi, Jgfe KSt *L < 36.

43. T -& $1
Bj It'

-^"^

-m

A K

IS

Vocabulary.

37.

W
&*<

jgi ^a
40.

l^er T^"

cA't 1 here: to give in

marriage.

ch'ung"
1 the correct form

of jH ch'ung* insects

and reptiles.

hat* (874) a child.

p'eng*-yu* friend.

kung
1

(95) respectful; re-

verent.

kung^-ching to respect;
to venerate.

shih4
(329) to murder a

superior in age or rank.

mi3
not; there is not.
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p'i* to punish. To be

partial.

httang-fu* a proper
name.

jen* (222) to be slow of

speech.

yri*-- a stack of grain.

AVRTr yu kung-ssu* a pro.

per name.

yin-kung-t'o^-a. pro-

per name.

g (kuang*) (823)-
a tomb. A desert; a
wilderness.

t'ien-tzu* emperor.

3
(737) blind.

sow 8
(681) blind.

ijjfjl
ku-sou* the name

ux Shun's father.

kting
1
(244) the body.

of

(526) to come up to;

to reach.

cheng* a feudal state

(B. C. 774500).
-

fu-wang* to perish; to

be ruined.

hsia* (639) leisure.

immi-
nent.

chiu'
1 here: after all.

TRANSLATION.

1. He loved him like himself (/mjfk).
not merely as a son.

2. Whoever will cut off (a piece) of his flesh. I shall marry

(my daughter) to him.

3. Those who know it (virtue) are not equal to those who

love it.

4. Is any one able for one day to apply his strength to virtue.-'

I have not seen the case in which the strength would be

insufficient. Should there possibly fcife) be any surh

I have not seen it (U~Q)-case (-
XL~.

5. This is extreme (trT-JU -^) happiness.

6. The present men.

7. Those several men; that crowd.

8. Those two creatures, what can they know?

9. Agriculture is the foundation of life

10. The clear will of God.

ii A parent's heart, all people have it.

12. Whose son is this?
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13- A father does not know his son's heart.

14. A discontented man.

15. The king loves his people (lit. has a loving his people

heart).

1 6. A man of virtue.

17. A child three years old.

r8. The man who hears it (lit. hearing it).

19. A bird which has been wounded by a bow is afraid of

bent wood.

20. Where are you going?

21. If he said east, they went east; if north, north.

22. What the heart desires.

23. On other days, when you have gone out, you have given
instructions to the officers (yfef7?|) as to where youn RJ
were going.

24. He did not know the road there (lit. the road of going
there).

25.. Learners should know the direction in which they ought to

go, and go in it.

26. Tzu-lu said (to Confucius). "I should like to hear you
wishes." The Master said, "(In regard to) the aged

give them rest; in regard to friends, show them

sincerity; in regard to young, treat them tenderly."

27. These words I must say.

28. Drinkers and gluttons, all men despise (them).

29. The feeling of reverence, all men possess (it).

30. He who is greedy of wealth is called a fool.

31. There are some (/fef ""/O who go and never arrive.

32. In what place are there no wonderful men?

33. There were instances of ministers who murdered their

sovereigns, and of sons who murdered their fathers.

34. (She) swore
(Jfc)

she never (lit. till death) would have

another (husband).

35. Men are partial where they feel affection and love.

36. Huang-fu put (lit. gave -JO his two sons to death.
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37. Doing ('fSfc ~/O being difficult, can speaking (-= -*?) be

without difficulty?

38. Yu-kung-ssu learned archery (Jfcl-) from Yin-kung-t'o, and

Yin-kung-t'o learned it from me.

39. Benevolence and righteousness, reverence and harmony

being different from each other, at the same time

mutually complete each other

40. When a bird is about to die, its notes are mournful; when a

a man is about to die, his words are good.

41. The people turn to benev61ence as water flows

(jot)
downwards, and as wild beasts fly to the

wilderness.

42. Men have these
(JjjL)

four principles just as they have
/&

(their) four limbs.

43. The people are only afraid that your Majesty does not love

valor.

44 Since (|p) Shun had become emperor, I venture to ask,

how it was that Ku-sou was not one of his ministers?

45. (The reason why) the ancients did not (readily) give

utterance to their words, (was that) they feared (lit.

ashamed) lest their actions (lit. body) should not come

up to them.

46 I cannot believe it.

47. The ruin of the state of Cheng is imminent,~-how do you
dare not to be afraid?

48. How should a minister serve his prince?

49. What is there impossible in it?

50. There is no help for it.

51. After all how will it turn out?

52. In either case he will die.

53. Half doubting, half believing.

54. Do not eat unripened things; do not drink unboiled water.

55. Once is enough (lit. much).
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LESSON XXVIII.
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Vocabulary.

m-

fang
l-mien one side of.

shih-ti 4
really; truly.

Iti-faing* to act; to

fulfill.

lse*-jen
-

obligation.

t'iao^-chien condition.

'ffc hsien-hsing--t iao-
I r

c^n prelimin-

ary conditions

ch'engi-hsH order; se-

quence. Foimalities.

-KE HXfat-i* the

Washington Conference

(777) a mark; a

signal; a notice.

piao
l-chun standard;

basis; example.

(774) to remove;
to change.

* '

otherwise; in

other words.

fc kuo-chi 4 international
;j> relations.

hsiang
3

to, present offer-

ings in sacrifice; to

accept offerings; to

enjoy.

^ hsiang-shou
4 - to enjoy^ the possession of.

tzul '^ qualification;

standing.

-fa -

* ch'uan* extra-

territoriality.

hsiang-tang
1 suitable;

corresponding.

U yu* cause; reason;

ground.
ti4 (88) a knot; close con-

nection.

ti*-chieh engaged; alli-

ed; to conclude as a

treaty.

yueh treaty of

commerce.

? fang't-ch'i to abandon;
^ to renounce.

chuang
4 form; shape.

chuang
4
-k^uang form;

conditions.

chih-hsing-io execute;
to put in force.

man-i* fully satisfied.

ts'ai* to cut out; to

decide.

p'an
4
(144) to cut in two.

To decide; to give a

judgment.

ts'ai-p'an* to judge; to

decide.

consular jurisdiction.

fei-ch'i* to abandon; to

renounce.

yao^-ch'iu to demand;
to exact.



TRANSLATION.

THE ATTITUDE OF CHINA AND THE POWERS TOWARDS THE
REVISION OF TREATIES (continued).

From the point of view of the Powers, all interested coun-

tries consider China's fulfillment of the obligations fixed by

those treaties as preliminary conditions for the revision of the

unequal treaties. Moreover both the procedure in making this

revision and the obligations to be taken up mutually (ite

LT>) should be in accordance with (PI ^t^^i^) tne

provisions of the Washington Conferece. In other words, the

Powers wish to put responsibility for not abolishing the unequal

treaties upon the Chinese, saying that in international rela-

tions
(~fe!}jj/|{^ \*}

China really has the qualifications for

enjoying equal treatment with the other nations; but the fact

that she is unable to enjoy it rests with China herself.

In connection with the abolition of extraterritoriality there

are very reasonable (lit. suitable) arguments in the reply of the

Powers. They say that in 1902 and 1903, when the Treaty

of Commerce was- concluded, they had already expressed their

intention to give up extraterritoriality, and if the conditions

of the Chinese laws and the procedure ($}&#il)
of the execution

(of the judicial decisions) had been such as to satisfy them, they

would have long ago abandoned consular jurisdiction.

(to be continued]
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2.

>vo

/ 1m
m

A
A
T

P p
t-i

ffr

Vocabulary.

_L Afe / 'uz-wu-~local products.

(763) name of a tree.

t'ung* (580) name of a
tree (Aleurites cordatd}.

wii-t'ung
1

' the Wu-t'ung
tree (Sterculia platani-

folia), upon which
alone the phoenix is

said to alight.

ti4 here: I (the writer of

the letter).

/* (84) to manage; to

transact. To arrive.

tsao4 here: to go.

/M
8 here: your house.

pai-wu*~ to call upon.

nai* here: unfortunately.

yen-lu
4

along the road;
on the road.

kan-shou4 to get; to be
affected.

feng-han** chill.

pu-sht<ang
8 out of sorts;

ill.

t'iao-yang
3 to take care

of; to nurse.

jnng-ssu
4 as soon as;

when.

tsou-hou* to visit; to

call upon.
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/A. chieh* (433) a servant.

-I, ^ t'u-ch'an s local pro-
ducts.

HVin liao"- here: merely; only.

jr^fc piao* here: to express.

t^i hiian*- marshy plants. To
~r& smile..

iS;^St Jinan -na4 --to accept
TCtWi with a smile.

Jin ch'ijeh* (ch'io*) to decline;
' to reject.

chiens a slip of paper;
a letter.

yTi -jung
- mien -

ch'ing* when we
meet, we will talk about

the rest.

i-i l
clinging to; unwill-

ing to part from.

lin - shu - i - i 1

when I write this

letter, I think of you.

u* (184) to forgive.

yiian-yu' to pardon; to

excuse.

liu* (^29) to nourish. To
be exhausted. To bend.

chi;-kung* to bend the

body; to bow.

Notes.

' ' One of tllc so called
"

expressions" (aJp/^gH shih-ling-yu*) with which the
i**v p rto

Chinese letters usually begin.

Similar expressions.

1. For the spring-time. 2. For the summer-time.

HE Sf

M ft
a

.T: A jftll ilfl Hft
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3. For the autumn-time. 4. For the winter-time.

E

*.S.tt.jN.g.-..w.mi%3$-

V^M^V

A
Vocabulary.

1.

chiao 1 here: suburb of a

city.

meng* here: to bud; to

sprout.

liu-meP the willow

leave.

ch'ang* joyous; clear;

spreading.

shu 1 to stretch out; to

expand. At ease.

1 shu-ch'ang* to open; to
^

spread out.

ho-ch'ang
4

pleasant;
mild.

hua-niao-i-jen*
flowers and birds

delight people.

liu-an-hua-ming*
shady willows

and bright flowers.

ying
1 -the mango-bird;

the oriole.

tieh4 a butterfly.

ch'uan* here: to spread.

3* hua-hsin4 news about
*-* the opening of flowers.

ch'en* dust; dirt.

fang-cW'en
2

fragrant
dust; the scent of

flowers.

m'4
(Jang*} to cause to

ferment; to excite.

Tfn HI h -f*ns
l

2.

yin-yS
9 dark and rainy;

abundant and fertilis-

ing rain.

meng* (289) drizzling rain.

/' 4
green. Foliage.

breeze; the spring wind.

ho-feng
l a pleasant

breeze which brings the
aroma of the lotus

flowers.

met* (572) plums;
prunes.
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mei-yZ
9 the rain of the

4th moon when the

yellow plum is ripening.

fang
1 here: just; just

then.

ch'ing
1

(82)
- a clear sky

after rain.

shu-ch'i* the rays of

the sun; he it.

ven-wei 1 a terrible

heat.

ch'in 1 to usurp; to in-

vade; to oppress.

k'ttei- (464) the mallow;
the sunflower.

ch'ing
1 here: to turn to-

wards.

\\
rt lieh-jih*tl\(: hot sun.

3.

ti* to sweep clean; to

cleanse.

Hang* cool; cold. To as-

sist.

ying- 1o receive; to wel-

come; to go out to meet.

shuanz-ch'ii the in-

vigorating air.

chin-feng
1 the autumn

breeze.

- mu - en in-

j
1 wherever

one looks, there is

autumn scenery.

man-iien-ch'iu-se*

-the air is filled

with the autumn

beauty.

4.

han-teng
1 a lamp lit in

a cold winter night.

chi/an-nien 4 to think of

with affection.

thehum* the locust tree;

Chinese acacia.

hsZn 1
(28) fragrance; per-

fume.

L ck'tn-sheng-sttng'
* shu3 the cicada's

chirps bring heat.

wa l the edible fiog.

/iw2
(492) rain

lin-y^ rain.

are yellow.
"

yao-lo* to shake trees

and make leaves to fall.

of the wind.

ch'i -hou temperature.

& (229) the chrysan-
themum.

han-chi;- the chrysan-
themum, so called be-

cause it is not afraid of

cold.

yen* beautiful.

g, hsiang
1

fragrant.

p'iao-yao* to

about.
float

wei* to tie; to hold to-

gether. Onlj; but.

yin
1 abundant; many.
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wei-yin
1

very much;
extremely.

tt fan* to float; to drift.

mei hua-hsiang -

of the plum flowers is

spreading about.

jui* a happy omen; aus-

picious.

jui-hsueh* seasonable
^|r snow.

jjftfl'**

ai* the white

(flakes) of the season-

aole snow are floating

(in the air).

shuo4 the first day of the

moon. Northern.

shuo-feng
1 the northern

wind.

lin8 to shiver with cold.

(279) cold; chilly.

lin-lieh* piercingly
cold-

(531) white; pure.

m*3
(517) to confuse; to

deceive.

mi-li* indistinct; not
clear.

hsueh-hua 1 snow flakes .

tit
*M

hsueh - hua - liu -

ch'u 1 six points
to the snow-flakes, the

six-petaled snow.

yii-chao
1 an omen; a

presage.

of an

to

an
abundant .year.

yiing* (62) to clasp;

press.

ung-lu* to seat close

to a stove.

(312) to take hold of;

to grasp.

pa-chiu
3 to take a wine

cup in one's hand.

ch'u-han"1 to drive

away cold.

shuang
1

hoar-frost; cold.

ch - ao -
shuang-

chih1 the chrys-
anthemum raises proud-

ly its branches covered
with hoar-frost.

to accept with a smile.

Similar expressions.

70 70

to smile)
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3.

Grammatical section.

INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES

The particle -^ chez
.^

The particle -3> is used in the following ways:^H
is often iohied to individual words in order to em-

phasize them. In such cases 4 is sometimes preceded

a) joined to adjectives (ex. i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).

b) ,, to nouns (ex. 8, 9, 10, n, 12).

c) ,, to proper names (ex. 13, 14).

d) ,, to adverbs (ex. 15, 16, 17, 18. 19).

e) ,, to numerals (ex. 20, 21, 22).

f) ,, to negatives (ex. 23).

g) ,, to pronouns (ex. 27).

2. Joined to verbs -=*g~ forms:

a) gerunds or verbal nouns (ex. 25, 26, 27, 28).

b) participles (ex. 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34. 35. 36).

The combination IjTi -=!., with a verb put be-

tween, forms an adjective clause: "that*which ----,"
"those who ", and also verbal nouns. (ex.

37. 38 . 39' 4' 4i 42. 43' 44).

is also used in some 'conventional phrases which serve as

headings in letters, petitions and official communica-

tions, and as concluding phrases in official despatches

(ex. 45, 46, 47, 48. 49).
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Examples of using the particle

r.

32. 22.

A23.

ao ~7~ 27. ^ 20.

^ Bo H ^o Jr -ft J

JL ^O ^O I2

^ ^ ?s
R ^

6.

!J(

* t
2.

7-

15.

24.
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^ I
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^ 31 M 1
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4> JEl 34-

36.

49- 46

m
M I

41- 38.

M
42-

47

44-

M $f it US
B IB 1H &
40. So Icfc 35-

fr fH ^ /i

SH ilfc 37- S

iE A
Vocabulary.

39-

Mi cA'w 1
(499) a pretty

woman; handsome.

^p ts'ang
1

(679) azure; the^ heavens.

^'M'
(880) kind; gentle.

(284) color. The
face.

|Tj| yen-hui* a proper
' ' name.

pi* (158) a favorite.

? II pi*-jen -a favorite.

-A- tsang-ts'ang
1 a proper

*? name.

chien 1
both; together.

*tj* ti-fang-kuan
1 local

** authorities.

ssu 4-hou afterwards.

an-ch'ing* the circum-
stances of a case.

angry; to hate.

fen-chih* angry.

| ping* to report to a

superior.
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TRANSLATION.

1. There are difficult affairs, and there are easy ones.

2. There are strong states, and there are weak ones.

3. The good people in the neighbourhood (fi[T II -V
) love

yt\'s\. *L*

him, and the bad hate him.

4. The Master said, "Superior men who were not virtuous,

there have been. But there never has been a mean man

who at the same time was virtuous.

5. The benevolent must have courage; the courageous are not

sure to possess benevolence.

6. That lovely girl.

7. That azure sky.

8. The king is (like) a boat; the people are (like) the water.

9. Sincerity is the end and beginning of things.

10. Filial piety is that with which (FtlM )
the sovereign should

be served. Fraternal submission (tj&^Sf
1

) is that with
xlJ ^H

which elders should be served. Kindness is that with

which the multitude should be treated.

i. Harmony is the universal path.

12. The path should not be left for an instant

13. There was Yen-hui, he loved learning.

14. The duke P'ing of Lu was about to leave, when his favorite

Tsang-ts'ang made a request to him saying .......

15. Perhaps.

16. Further.

17. Now.
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f.8. In antiquity the Emperor himself ploughed.

19. Before (in the beginning; it was worse than now.

20. Impossible to get the two together.

21. Confucius said, "To be able to practise the five (things) con-

stitutes under heaven perfect virtue (/f *)."

22. Among the three.

23. ^If) not, (then) there will be a fire.

( ft here a particle of approaching action).
tt

24. Which is the most important ?

25. Farming is the business of laborers.

26. This is the first difficult point in the matter.

27. To benefit the state by satisfying the people.

28. To take without telling is theft.

29. Those who know do not speak; those who speak do not

know.

30. The Master said, "Those who know it (virtue) are not equal

to those who lo.ve it."

31. The Master said, "I have not seen any one who can sec his

faults."

32. Those who have virtue are certain to be able to speak (lit.

to have words); those who can speak are not certain to

have virtue.

33. There has never been any one who not being correct himself

was able to correct others.

34. Those who carry off property are called robbers.

35. All those who are local authorities.

36. From this time forth in all cases in which the circumstances

resemble these.
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37- What I can do I certainly will do.

38. I am anxious about this question only.

39. I love books only.

40. Those who are called great ministers serve their prince

in accordance with righteousness.

41. It never has been the case
(5^"/^yfer-fft ) that what was

of great importance (J^Jljfj3)
was slightly cared

for (33?), and what was of slight importance
tvr

)
was greatly cared for

42. He, who is careless (5U?) in what is important, will be care-

less in every thing (lit. there is nothing in which he

would not be careless).

43. (The meaning of) the expression ( FjiiB .... -=j), "The
A/1 P|f ^\=\

regulation (T$J)
of one's family depends (~/p)

on the

cultivation of his person" (is this): men are partial

where they feel affection and love.

(-V_-fA. "in regard to").
*. Ar>

44. (The meaning of) the expression, "The cultivation of one's

nature depends on rectifying his heart" (is this): if a

man be under the influence of passion, he will be in-

correct in his conduct.

45. To begin, I beg to inform.

46. I beg respectfully to petition.

47. I beg to reply.

48. A necessary-to-be-sent despatch (a conventional phrase

used at the end of official communications).

49. A necessary-to-be-sent reply.
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z
Vocabulary.

A

kai-ko"1 to alter; to

change.

ssu-fa
s

justice (exer-
cise of judicial authori-

ty).

fa
-
hsing

-

_' judicial

system; judiciary.

pi* (561) malpractices;

corruption.

jy pi'
l-tnan abuses; cor-

"*
rupt practices.

chien* (332)
- to walk; to

follow; to fulfill.

ch'i - chien* motive;

object in view.

hua-hni* the Washing-
ton Conference.

i-chueW resolution.

p'ai-ch'ien
3 to send; to

depute.

wei-yuan* a deputy.

-^ wei - y^an - hui 4 a
E3 commission.

tiao-ch'a? to investi-

gate.

k'ai-chu* to prepare; to

draw out, as a docu
ment.

pao-kao
4 a report; to

report.

shen-ho* to examine
into; to weigh facts.

chin-Using* to proceed;
to get on.

ts'e* a book;
scheme.

a plan; a

t'ung-ch'ing* to have a

common feeling; to sym-
pathize.

kai s
-liang to improve;

to make better.

|& t'e-ch'Zan"1 privileges;
***

special rights.

chang* (92) to separate;
to screen; a barricade.

pao-chang* a defense; a

barrier; a stronghold; a

security.

fan
3 to turn back; con-

trary.

k'ang* (398) to oppose; to

resist.

fan-k'ang' to resist; to

protest.

k'en* (360) to beg; to im-

plore.



3 ch'eng-k'en
8

> sincere;
R frank.

Van* (793) broad and lev-

el; peaceful.
shuai* to lead; to follow.

t'an*-shtiai true and

straightforward.

chu3
-chang to ad-

*
vocate; to vote for; to
be in favor of.

ch'ing-li
z

reason; com-
mon sense; right.

fa-hsien* to come to

light; to appear.

shu'^-hu then; in that

case.

ch'eng-chiu* to bring
about; to complete, to

fulfill.
"

-
jan-

- not
be so,

so; quite

n

expecting
and it wa.

unlooked for.

TRANSLATION.

THE ATTITUDE OF CHINA AND THE POWERS TOWARDS
THE REVISION OF TREATIES (continued).

During a period of more than twenty years China had not

been able to get rid of the malpractices of her judicial system,

so that (fiTflM) there was no way (4nt^) to start ta^"
A/lyiA >' !'>C

ing (SJtrfcn) about the abolition of extraterritoriality The
nxvAts

Powers, with the object (/*32 ^to
H

)
of fulfilling what

they had previously promised (t-^), in accordance with the

provisions of the 5th resolution of the Washington Conference, are

going (X}&)
to despatch to China a (special) commission which

shall investigate the (present) status of the Chinese judicial

system and formulate a report. By this (4t) the interested

countries may be able (413 PI
) to decide whether they should

proceed (with extraterritoriality) or not, and what scheme should

be followed ih proceeding with it or abolishing it.

It can be seen from this that the Powers all sympathize

with the Chinese demands, and in case(/ik) China should some

day improve her judicial system, it would be a guarantee of the

abolition of special rights. The Powers then would be certainly

(j)glad to comply with (China's) demands (lit. to obey the

command) and would not raise any objection.
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Now when the Powers have already spoken in such a sincere

and honest way, should China still insist
(H}iEfe)

on the immed-

iate abolition of extraterritoriality, it would not be fair from the

point of view
(||jl -^) of both

(fiffl"// rfn ^ reason and actual

conditions. The Chinese must use all their efforts to reform

their judicial system in order to be ready for the coming(%&Q)
of the investigating commission, and thus (r[^3^)they can com-

-6* J

plete all preliminary conditions for the abolition of extrater-

ritoriality. As for the position of international equality, it

would come then of itself.

2.

m. n 3 Pffl
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o Jt
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Vocabulary.

chans to open out; to

unroll; to develop.

sung' to hum over; to

intone; to recite-

^8l chan-swig
4 io open and

P"' read, as a letter.

hsin-hsi s to be glad to

learn

y werfl-chia you; "vour-
** self.

u-ho* to be honored.

hf chien-hui 4 to bestow
^

upon.

chih* here: respectfully

chih-ling
3

respectfully
to accept.

[^ chih -'ling chih

sm 4
respectful

ly accepting (your pre-

sents).

kan-chi 1 to be grateful.

mo-ming
9 beyond ex-

pression.

wci-ho* indisposed; ill

shang-chin
5 without

^
delay.

yen* here: to invite.

t
1 to heal; to cure. A
doctor.

chen* (281) to examine,
as a doctor.

chen-chih4 to cure.

i-c/' 4 in order to.

3'/V
4
(6i9) to be cured.

chia-i* to take especial
care.

pei-feng-ch'in
1 to

be affected by (cold)
wind.

,a^
shih tao s such is my

1 '^
prayer, a conventional
phrase used in letters at
the end of a request.

[ -J-g
ch'in-i4 to go in person.

PI/,

W

(261) to inquire
about. To visit.

EH; pai fang
3 to visit.

wJ
hsu 4 to arrange; to nar-

rate; to chat.

wu-hsit 4 to discuss at
an interview

ah en 1 here: to express.

longingly
think upon.

en<1 (shen*)

feelings.

sincere;

SSJ1 P"-hsieh
4 to express

P*T thanks.

^
L. pai-shang

4 to salute; to*
'

pay one's respect to.



Notes*

- I have opened and read your letter.

Similar expressions.

ill])

m

2 to read.

P'eng-tu* to hold up
and read; to read reve-

rently.

kuan'' to wash, especial-

ly of the hands.

ijf ktian-sung* to wash
p one's hands and read, a

letter.

-35* han-yii* a written in-

w** struction. your letter.

mcng-tz'u
4 to be favor-

ed.
'

'*
1

(537) 1

spread out.
open; to

*i chiek-feng* to receive,
"^ from a superior.

cha? a. document from a

superior lo a sub-

ordinate. Polite term for

a letter.

b. respectfully to accept.

Similar expressions.

- - - I am grateful beyond expression.

ffl

Similar expressions.

ft-

m
.Ti-tf

IS
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(l <

wu-nei* the five vis-

cera.

ming kan wu-nei*

(your kindness)
is erg raved upon my
five viscera.

kan-chi-pu-chin*

very grateful.

jen* (222) to string; to

join together.

jcit'p'ei* to fully ap-
preciate.

Ving* great
favor; your kindness.

-A conventional phrase used at the end of

letteis, meaning that the subject-matter of the letter

does not include everything.

Similar expressions.

ar Jl* if

chien 3 io exhaust; to|*|
finish. I

^
In 3 a thread; in detail.

3,

Grammatical section

INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES.

The particle & so 3

The particle fiji
is used in the following ways;

1. Used as noun Kl means: "a place" (ex. r, a, 3).
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2. The commbination of tiri with verbs forms adjective clauses:

"That which "; "those who "
(ex. 4,

5, 6, 7. 8, 9, io. ii, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18).

3. The combination
j)

-----
-=|fi,

with a verb put between,

forms:

a) adjective clauses: "Those who - - - -
"

(ex. 19).

b) adjective clauses: "That which "
(ex. 20;

also lesson XXVIII, gram, section, ex. 37, 38, 39,

41. 42).

c) verbal nouns (ex. 21; also lesson XXVIII, gram, sec-

tion, ex. 43, 44).

4. fill is often used in combination with ;? The meaning

of this combination depends on the place it occupies in

the sentence.

When
Jj 7J=?

is placed at the end of a sentence,

FjEL forms a kind of adjective clause where -tt means:

"to have" (ex. 24, 25; also lesson XII, 2, A, note b).

Being put before a noun (in singular or in plural)

Jjlf ;fef simply gives an emphasis to it, and is equivalent

to the definite article "the" or sometimes to "all the"

(ex. 22, 23; also lesson XII, 2. A, note b;.

5. The combination >fSfr or -fafe IjC with a verb
**& TzX. /7I

following immediately after jC forms a passive struc-

ture (ex. 26, 27, 28.^29).

Note. About the combination fiF-IM v'id. lesson XXVI,

grammatical section.
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Examples of using the particle rjri

~^y f*

o 43 i.

tifi

S o !

A
J9f A ft 3*

pf HI El J^f

m
2.

;i;-u

.

A
m
27.

J9r -at is. JS
ii s. Jw JS

A is w A

-ffi

IO.

3-

fr
Jl 22. eS 19 ft

8.

-fl

0f

28. 25.

13.

B .

17- -^ A
Vocabulary.

'A4 (221) to cut out; to

make.

Mi chih-tsao4 to manu-
**- facture.

t 4 (418) a generation.
A class; a kind. A sign
of the plural.

hua 4
talk; speech.



hung-wen* official do-
cuments.

an*-chien .records.

367

P'ai
4 -ch'u to appoint;

to despatch.

/w
4 a married woman; a

-.^r wile.

TRANSLATION.
1. An office.

2. A factory.

3. Each one in his proper place.

4. What is heard and seen.

5. There is sure to be something to think about.

6. To give strict orders to one's subordinates (lit. to those who
are subordinate).

7. It was certainly not done by us.

8. There were some who believed, and some who did not be-

lieve what he said.

9. You do not attain to it (lit. it is not that to which you
attain).

10. Those who covet wealth will do anything.
11. When the mean man practises evil he will proceed to any

extreme.

12. Poverty and meanness are what men dislike.

13. Do not do unto-others what you, would not wish others

to do unto you.
14. Unavoidable.

15. To get but a little
(Art *l|).
avk/yQ

16. It is in the category of the impossible.

17. What the superior man does, the masses do not understand.
18. Talk has its origin, some point from which it begins.

19. Those who are called great ministers serve th$ir prince with

righteousness.
20. Joy (lit. what is joyful) is superficial, troubles lie deep.
21. (The meaning) of the expression (fift^l? j2)' "^n

order to govern the state rightly it is necessary first to

regulate the family" (is this): it is not possible for one
to teach others, when he cannot teach his own family.

22. All the official documents and records.

23. The ministers who have already been despatched to various
countries.

24. All that he has.

25. This land belongs to my father.

26. Influenced by his wife.

27. This was fixed by Heaven's decree.

28. Destroyed by fire.

29. Robbed by brigands.
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m

Vocabulary.

yao"
1 to invite.

yao-ch'ing* to invite.

te^-kuo Germany.

chia-ju* to add to; to

adhere.

wai-chiao - chieh*

diplomatic circles.

tang-chu
2

authorities;

government.

|T1 shih-yung* to answer
'*' the purpose; to apply.

lien-jih*ior successive

days.

ou l to vomit. Here: Eu-

rope.

fc teng-tsai
s to insert in a

^
newspaper.

.

prudence.

juris-J

a jurist.

.3 1 yin
3 ^here: to quote; to"

' cite.

materials;

stulf.

chu-ming
1
* famous; not-

ed; reputed.

kuo-chi-fa
s-hs'ueh

sKtt-f- _ international

law.

chtian l -chia

a specialist.

expert;

shih* family name. A
family; clan. A person.

mou-shih* a certain

person

p'ou
3 to split; to cut in

two.

fen-p'ou* to make clear;

to analyze.

h* analy-

^5&

p'i
L
(317) to reply to an

inferior. To comment
on; to criticise.

ping* (36) to comment
on; to discuss.

,^^ p'i-p'ing'
1 to criticise;

to comment on.

/ma4 talk; speech.

^p. t'an^-hua a conversa-

tion.

jn-hsia* as follows; as

below.

ts'an 1 here: to join; to

adhere.

hao-kan* friendly feel-

ings.

3/
2 here: to give.

ch'u1
(44) to drive away;

to disperse.

ch''ti-ch'u- to take

away; to get rid of.

shu*-futo bind; to tie

up.
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chi^-hui an occasion;
an opportunity.

tzu-yu? freedom; li-

berty; free.

chan5 to open out: to ex-

pand.

g^. Eg fa-chan
3

-to grow;
J^ /&* dpvplon

to

develop.

shih 1 here: a mistake; a

default.

1

-to collect; to bring
together; to examine.

chien-tz'u* gradually;
one after another.

chiehs-ch'u to remove;
to get rid of.

chuz-ch'ih to hold; to

support.

cheng-i
4 the right; con

rect principles.

pu-wei* unexpectedly.

po* (804) the cypress.

Berlin.

j?ff tien-hsun4
telegraphic

news.

i*-liao to guess; to con-
chiu-cheng

4 to correct;
to bring one's short-

comings to light.

TRANSLATION.

THE IMPROPRIETY OP THE AMERICAN INVITATION TO GERMANY
TO ADHERE TO THE WASHINGTON TREATY.

According to information from the diplomatic circles, with

reference to Germany's adherence to the Nine-Power Treaty
concluded at the Washington Conference, the Chinese Govern-

ment declared to both the German and American Governments

that the provisions embodied in the Nine-Power Treaty are

inapplicable to Germany as she has already forfeited

:jfe) her special rights and interests in China. For several days

tins question has been given publicity in the European and

American papers, and the Chinese and foreign jurists have used

it as material for study. A well known (Chinese) authority on

international law has recently made the following analytical
comment in reference to this question:

"Since China's participation ( X&) in the Washington Con-

ierence in 1922 the Chinese people have come to cherish friendly

sentiments toward the United States, mainly for the reason
(|g

PI) that the Nine-Power Treaty, concluded at the Washington
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Conference concerning affairs in China, was designed (-^jfir) to
Aa /tll

afford her opportunity to get rid of the shackles of the old

treaties in order that (>fgl) she might get freedom for natural

development. Although this was not sufficient to satisfy our

people's expectations completely, it might still lead to the

correction of the mistakes made in the old treaties and serve as

the preliminary step to the gradual loosening of the fetters. For
this stand for justice we greatly respect the American people. But
we are quite surprised at the telegraphic report from Berlin to

the effect that the United States has unexpectedly invited

Germany to adhere to the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

*

Out

ho 4 to congratulate.

fen
1
(395) numerous; con-

fused.

yang* to raise; to spread;
to extend.

fen-yang
2 abundant;

thick, -as snow.
sui l -hua the aspect of

"*
the nature.

'* here: still more.

^uKt chiu yu z an old friend.

wei* here: to think about.

ifiiU wen chih? happiness,
of a literary man.

ning-hsiang^ accumu-
lated happiness May

happiness gather (round you).
5f ti* here: a house.

t'an-ti* your house.

Toch'ing'
1

happiness.

congratulate.
s |K chi-ch'ing* accumuia-
**< ted happiness

wci-chu-wei-sung*
this is what I

pray for and am glad to

learn about.

/wl

(525) green jasper.

Rough; uneven.
hi-lu* rough. Ordin-

ary; common.

ju-ch'ang
y as usual.

wu - shan -

k'o - wei -

liang-p'eng"
1 I have no

good (news; to satisfy

(lit. to console) my good
friend.

wu-chung
1

(my) five

(viscera). ,

t* (91) to think; to re-

fleet.

ku-yu* an old friend.

ch'engi'nere: to avail one-
self of.

P yuan-tan* New Year's
*
day.

wi 2
(27o) the tea plant.

po-ming*SL kind of tea

prepared of the cypress
leaves drunk on New
Year's day.

chih* here: to happen.

lit titan* New Year's

day.
hsiu han 1 to write a
letter.

tang
1 here: to act as; to

replace.
chiao 1

spice-plants.

chiao-sung* pepper
flowers, congratula-
tions at the New Year
(vid note c ).

ch'u5 a species of mul-

berry from the bark of

which paper is made.
ts'un-ch'u8

a. short let-

ter.

(739) blessings; good
luck.

"fwL kung-k'on-hsin~" hsi 1 ! respect-

fully wish you a happy
New Year.
tiin-shoii 3 to bow the

head.
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Notes.

an old friend.

This expression is derived from the following sen-

tence written by the famous poet J;-|- ?j|' Tu-fu:

"Formerly when it rained they (friends) came, now

when it rains they do not".

b.
ffgi^g

-^ VY Year
'

s

From the following sentence in the

JKilia&lib-J]^*
" " " "begin with

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 34,-i).

irtrtAS This expression is abbrev.ated from:WH
- - to present a red pepper-

plant flower, accompanied by a song of praise, to offer

congratulations at the New Year (vid. Ch. O., p. 34,-3)

a New Year's wish.

Similar expressions.

^ fffi f& ^
PB *&
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Vocabulary.

~~Z~

tV

^fei-ch'u* to abrogate;
11 to annul.

hsiang-hu
4 mutual; re-

ciprocal.
shih-shih"1 real facts;

*
reality.

shih4
(t'i

4
, ch'ih4)to be

different.

pu-shih* not less than;
not otherwise than.

k'an-fa
3

view; opinion.

-
wu-fang* there is no

objection.

j hsieW-yueh an agree-
ment.
wen-t'i* question.

yung'-'i intention.

hsien*-chih to restrict;

to set bounds.

[i
t'e-shu 1

special.

pi-yao
4

necessity.

kuan-shui 4 customs

duty.

|? fa-ch'uan* jurisdiction.

^ i-cJi'ueh-an 4 resolu-^ tion.

>''*. (hsia'
1

)
to harmoni-

se; to accord.

chich-ch'ia4 to get into

contact; to discuss joint-

ch'ou
1
* a clue; to investi-

gate.

i4 (160) to unfold; to ex-

plain.

g ch'ou-i* to investigate.

s. tang-jan"* naturally; ob-

viously.

long to this critegory.

wei*-pei to violate; to
f^ contradict.

hsien* (802) to be evi-

dent; to appear.

Hi* yen-chung* strong;
^^ serious.

^ifc. chiao-she* to negotiate
f/j/

with.

anyhow; at any
rate; at all events.

^3] ch'cng-jen* to re-

W&
cognize; to agree.
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i TRANSLATION.

THE IMPROPRIETY OF THE AMERICAN INVITATION TO GERMANY
TO ADHERE TO THE WASHINGTON TREATY (continued).

The Nine-Power Treaty is the first step toward the abolition

of the unequal treaties. Since
(filjC) Germany has already enter-

ed into an agreement of reciprocal equality with China, she has

truly made a step forward. If Germany were now to adhere to

the Nine-Power Treaty, she would be taking a step backward.

The American Government might hold the view that inasmuch

as the Nine-Power Treaty is beneficial to China, it does not

harm
(<jflfrfj)

to invite more Powers to adhere to it. But,

before adherence to any international agreement the preliminary

question to be decided is (J34U /-"tMpI Sf|)
whether it is proper

to adhere or not. The purpose (M-^) of tne Nine-Power
/ni As*

Treaty is to restrict the Treaty Powers in their demands for

special rights and interests in China. As the Chinese-German

relations have been placed on an equal footing, it is unnecessary

for Germany to adhere (to the Nine-Power Treaty) at all.

With reference to the resolutions of the Treaty in connection

with the customs duties and (consular) jurisdiction, every time,

when the American Government invited the adherence of the other

Powers to them, it had previously discussed .(these matters) with

the Chinese Government. This time, when the American

Government invited Germany to adhere to the Nine-Power

Treaty, there was no previous discussion of this question with

the Chinese Government.

Besides (Iff), the non-signatory Powers referred to
(]

^rg) in Article VIII of the Nine Power Treaty could only mean
Pit
those Powers which have had unequal treaties with China-

With those which have already concluded agreements

of reciprocal equality with her it has absolutely nothing

to do, and, naturally, those Powers do not belong to that
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category ("2r*~fc iM^Rfll)'
The invitation by the American Govern-

ment to Germany to adhere to the Nine-Power Treaty runs,

therefore
(Jjfr),

counter not only to the Sino-German Agree-

ment, but also obviously (MS) to the provisions of Article VIII

of the said Treaty. It is known (BH) that the Chinese Govern-
I*RJ

ment has already made vigorous protests (j^^3$&fe) to tne

Governments at Berlin and Washington. Whatever may

happen (rfnt'^'/Jn'fnP'
t ^ie Chinese People will be opposed ( vft

teffe^fcT. "'77 ) to any retrogressive step by those Powers which
*Rfcsj

s
*'ii&

have already concluded agreements of reciprocal equality with

China.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

feng* (148) to meet; to

happen.

po* (804) a father's elder

brother. Senior; elder

lao-po-ta*-jen
father.

hsi1
(172) thin; scattered.

Few ; seldom.

ku-hsi 1
seventy years

of age. (vid. note a).

tan* to increase. To
brag. To bear children.

hua-tan*a. birthday,

ch'ih* the teeth. Asre.

| ch'ih-te-chii-tsun 1

*" honorable both
in age and virtue (vid.
note b)-

fl|4|| fu-shou-ch'i-chi*^ ;^ happiness and

longevity combined to-

gether.

JfJv, yuett*L am very
much delighted.

keng* here: moreover.

/to
2 here: to be honored.

r7 ch't0ig-chao
l

youT gra-
-* cious summons.

ch'u 1 to run; to hasten.

i-tao -ho -sheri*

in order to ex-

press my congratula-
tions.

fu* here: to add; to en-

close.

ft shoti-li 6
birthday pre-^ sents (vid. note c ).

k'uei-ssu1 my feelings.

fti-ch'i*- to beg humbly.

jBc/r*' 4 to increase; to
'^ attach to.

yeh* to visit a superior.

?rJ3 chin-ych* to visit.
jii*/

k'uri* (772) sincere; loyal.

IJJI
hsiz-k'un* my feelings.

gjf ho-ti* the whole family.

Notes.

^ ur ^ a person of seventy

years of age).

From the following line of the T'ang poetry:

A^-t:-t^^?^----" From ancient to

present times men of seventy have been rare".
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Similar expressions.

B

ch'ing-ch'en
1

* a lucky
day.

shang
1
(238) a goblet.

ch'eng-shang
1 to salute

Q by drinking; to drink
the health of.

ling-tan
4 the happy

-
morning (of your birth-

day) (vid. Ch. Q., p.

I96 3)-

a decade. Rank.
Order.

chin-chili* the age is

increased by a decade

(ten years) .

chia-cWen2 a lucky day.

a birthday wish.

The first part of this sentence is from the following

sentence of Mencius:

"In the empire there are three things universally

acknowledged to be honorable nobility, age, virtue."

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 204, 5).

Similar expressions.

Jt

* fff
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ft

flj;

ling* (438) a person's age.

sung
1 the pine or fir tree.

|k sung- ling* advanced
w

age, as that of a pine.

yen
3 abundant; overflow-

ing.

&j.yen-ch'ing* overflowing*
blessings.

hao* (ho
[

) a crane, the

emblem of longevity.

=f Fn1 > ho - suan -
t'ung -

TH J Xs?
ch'ang* may

your life be as long as

the crane's.

nan-chi* the south

pole.

g| tegnan-chi-hsing-hui
1

E'*^ "the star of the
south pole is bright,

''-

an expression used when
congratulating one on
his long life (vid. Ch. Q.,
p. 2O2.-2).

fu-ju-fung-hai*
"may your hap-

piness be as large as the
East Sea.

shou-pi-nan-shan
1

_may your lon.

gevity be like the South-
ern Mountain.

birthday presents.

Conformably to the occasions when presents are

offered, they are differently called.

1. Birthday presents.
- - - in money.

in articles

2. Wedding presents.

- - - in

t'ao* the

peach).

m 1

in articles*

3. Presents to newly born chil- 4. New-year presents.

dren.

Note,

- - - in money.

here means the

* in articles.

completion of the first month
of a child's age kept as a festive

accasion.
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5. Funeral donations. 6. Parting presents.

mm

in money.
(jslf tien 4 offer-
~^*

ings in sac-

rifice).

in articles.

fu
4 to con-

tribute to-

wards fu-

neral expen-

in articles or in

money.
(& chin* pre-
* sents to de-

parting fri-

ends).

feng* to

give aid to-

wards funer-

al expenses).

7. Holiday presents.
- - - in articles.

8. Donations to Buddhist or

Taoist monasteries.
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Vocabulary.
ch'in-mi* -friendly; in-

timate.

daily

rising higher and higher.

ch'ing-kan
s

friendly

feelings.

ei4 -to mate; to match.

chiW-p'eitt) allot; to

a:ssort.

chick-he? to join to-

gether; to combine; an
association.

H chia-mien-chu 4 a
>x mask; a pretense.

P'u
s

great. Universal;

everywhere.

P'u-t ung
1

general; uni-

versal.

'a principle.

tr̂ skih-hsing* to realize;
to put in practice.

'

fan-lui' ^to oppose.

tsan-ch'eng* to ap-

prove.

wu-i* not otherwise
than.

pien-keng* to change.

Ai

JEi

5j||
ch'ien l-chih to embar-

"IJ rass

chin-pu
4 the progress.

chu*-changto advocate;
to vote for.

jen-tao
4 moral law;

justice.

cheng-i
4 the right; cor-

rect principles.

hsieh-ting* an agree-

huai'1

(368) to ruin; to

spoil.

aa P'o*~huaito break; to^
spoil.

ft
jen-i

1 benevolence.

B fiung-li
3 universal

principle; justice.

kan^-cWing friendly
feelings.

hsiang* (365) noise; an
echo.

UJ yintf-hsiang shadow
^ and echo; to affect; to

influence.

sh t n-shen4 to take into

account; to weigh care-

fully.

k'ao-lu* to discuss; to

weigh.



TRANSLATION.

THE IMPROPRIETY OF THE AMERICAN INVITATION TO GERMANY

TO ADHERE TO THE WASHINGTON TREATY (continued).

Owing to intimate and friendly relations between the Govern-

ments of China and the United States and between the Chinese

and the American people, American trade in China has

grown by leaps and bounds. This is particularly the case

within recent years as a result of the peaceful nature and

friendly feelings of the Chinese people. Now the invita-

tion by the United States to Germany to adhere to the

Nine-Power Treaty is nothing else (/fnt JB) but a confession ( j
^UVf?lf r4

5#j) that the Washington Conference was but an association of
n*ii

the Powers for division of special rights and interests in China.

and that ths American policy of helping China was a mere

pretense. The Nine-Power Treaty has only (/gf) fixed general

principles for the liberation of China, while
(r?f|)

in the Sino-

German Agreement China has actually carried out these

principles and recovered her complete freedom The American

invitation to Germany to adhere to the Nine-Power Treaty is

therefore nothing less (^T^f) than an indication of (America's)

opposition to China's recovery of her freedom, and an encourage-

ment to Germany to place China in further bondage. This is

really difficult to understand. Such a step on the part of the

American Government is tantamount (^RfclS) * a complete
-j**\^

reversal
(;feSlfilpf)

f the American policy for helping China which
^^> ^^^

was in effect lor over ten years, and it places the United States

among those Powers which embarrass China's progress and oppose

the recovery of her freedom. It is (surely) not the thing for a

Power krown to be exponent of right and justice to do. If

Germany's adherence to the Nine-Power Treaty becomes a fact,

it will amount to nullifying the Sino-German Agreement.

Furthermore the international standing of equality which China

has obtained by her agreement with Germany will be annuled
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by the United States. What is to become of the humanity,

morality, justice, and right boasted of before? The Americans

will surely lose the friendly sentiment of the Chinese people, and

their trade in China will undoubtedly be badly affected. In the

interest of the Americans themselves the whole matter should be

most seriously and carefully reconsidered."

A
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your mother.

liu-hsuri* sixty years.

or

hsi-wang-mu* a Royal
Lady of the West, a

legendary being suppos-
ed to dwell upon the

K'un-lun mountains and
to have been visited

there by ;&Ip Mu-

wang, the fifth sovereign
of the Chou dynasty
(the loth century B. C.)

In her garden grow the

peaches which ripen
but once in 3000 years
and confer immortality
upon those who eat

them.

shou - ch'i - wang-
mu* equal in

longevity with the Ro-

yal Lady of the West.

chiang
1 the name of the

Emperor jjjrfj
rf*J Shen-

'nung discoverer of uses

of agriculture.

jfe T'ai-chiang
1 the virtu-

* ous wife of Tsf'^ Tan-

fu (or -j^irr T'ai-wang)

and grandmother of ?&

rrf Wen-wang, founder

of the Chou dynasty.

pi
z

here; like; equal.

Vocabulary.

/
2 here: to correspond,
to be worth.

cA'ow2 a cultivated field.

A class; a division.

-/* n^fu-wu-fu-chih"

worthy of the five bles-

sings (vid. note b)..

-ft /! chiu-ju* the Nine Simi-
XU.JMI 1,-fnrIpclitudes (vid. note c).

tang-diiu-jU"

chih-sung*
I wish (her) the bles-

sings of the Nine Simili-

tudes.

72 hui-chao* your kind
' invitation.

i& ieng-t'ang^ to go up^ into the hall; to visit.

^ chin-sung* to bring con-
**

gratulations.
k'ou chu* to pay one'3

respect.

g tz'u-hui1 a venerable
P"
person, as an aged lady.

*&?^?5 chih - wei - jung**sfc^^
hsing* I should

be very happy.
se4 here: a kind; a sort.

sJni 1 to

from.
loosen; to free

(in order to)

express my congratula-
tions.

ch'i-ch'eng* to implore.

.jjHf?
shih-tao* such is my

''**
prayer, a conventional

phrase used in letters at
the end of a request.



Notes.

g^rT nt ^^ LL. 4-*^ - - an eulogy to the old

lady whose birthday is cekbrated.

Similar expressions.

^>'aw
2

(811) to coil up; to

curl round.

t'ao"1 the peach.

p 'an-t 'ao* the coiling

peach-tree which was
said to grow by the

border of the Lake of

yao-ch'ih-)

in the palace of the

Royal Lady of the West.
Its fruit conferred the

gift of immortality.
Hence the peach tree is

used as a symbol of lon-

gevity (vid. ChT Q , p.

3o6,-i).

H^||ljj| p'an - fao - chi-
l-xK&5L

ch'ing* long
life and accumulated

happiness.

mao 4 luxuriant; vigorous

yen-nicH? advanced in

life.

//.

ffi

to be advanced
in life like a luxuriant

cypress.

u
1

'

the woman's star,
said to be near the mid-
dle of Capricorn, but
others say it is in Her-
cules.

huan* (774)

bright.
flaming:

chung - tien - wu-
huan* "the star

in mid heaven is brilli-

ant." an expression used
when congratulating a

woman on long life (vid.
Ch. Q , p 202. 3).

' h'ih -
hsing-

the star of

the Royal Lady ot the

West is brilliant (aa

here in place of
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to be worthy of the five blessings.

In the I2th century B.C. the viscount of
ttjg

Chi
y^*

explained to -rr^irr Wit-watig, the first sovereign of the

Chou dynasty, the great plan (vffc^p hung-fan*) of the

emperor jig YM which consisted of 'nine divisions "(-ft
1*3 SU

nfl~)- One of those divisions represented five blcssings,-

viz. i. ^g shoii'' old age, 2. ^* //<
4 weakb, 3. S^^1

Tfif w /^fC Jr*

k'ang-ning^ health, 4. /flVifff'^i yu-hao-te'* love
L-'^^,>\J i'L*k

of virtue, 5. -l&i(fci&*- hao-chuvg-ming* a long life

(,Mjf yu
1 that which).

-ft -i[p|
the Nine Similitudes which the Chinese very

often use when expressing good wishes:

2.

3-

4-

like a

mountain.

ju-fu* like a mount.

ju-kang
l like a hill.

j it- ling* like a

mound.

5. -/mill ju-ch'uan
l like

MM/ I stream.

6

stream.

iu- yueh -chih-

keng*
- as con-

stant as the moon.

7-

Q.

- chih-

as

hiph as the sun.

- nan*
i-chih-

shou*-as durable as

the Southern Moun-
tain.

~ "

mao' as luxuriant as

pine and cypress
leaves.
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t

fit
1

_h t

Vocabulary.

m

tzu-ch'iang"
1 to exert

oneself; to make an

effort; to get strong.

she* a society. An altar.

A village.

f she-hui* society; com-

munity.
? tsui-o 4 - evil.

chen 1 here: to attain to.

chih* (221) to cut out; to

make.

Si chih-tsao* to manu-
- facture; to create.

yiian-tung-li
4 the

motive power.

chi3
(218) steps; a story;

a grade; a rank.

chieh l-chi a class; a

grade.

jen*-wu individuals;

personages.

ching
l

-yen experience.

hsien* here: to involve.

deep water and
hot fire. a dangerous
situation.

tso '

-yung action.

wu chih - wen"1 -

}

ming the materi-
alistic culture.

PO-JO* weak; feeble.

ITT chao* claws of animals.

EC yep the teeth.

ITf EC chao-ya? talons and
^' v ^

teeth, soldiers.

place;t-s'ung
1 -a bushy

dense; thick.

lueh4
(liao

4
, Hang*) to

rob; to plunder.

&* Hang-to* to rob; to
^*

plunder.

yii
1 here: an exclamatory
particle.

ts'an* (282) grieved; sad;
cruel.

ch'in 1
(675) to usurp; to

encroach upon.

j ch'in-jao* to invade^ and disturb.

wei-wang* in great

danger.

ching
4
(94) a region. Con-

dition; circumstances.

ching-ti* a territory.

Condition; situation.
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/tfcfc |~i

if

chieh k'ou9 under the

pretext of; to avail one-
self c/1 a reason for

excuse.

i l
(537) to open; to un-

roll.

t

4 to expose; to dis-

close.

p'i-low* to publish; to

make known.

y,
ui here: to follow.

chuan-chih 1 absolute;

autocratic.

ching'
1 here: only.

tan 4 to bite; to eat.

fan^ -cooked rice; food.

;JT* tan-fan* food.
jX

chien 1 -to examine; to re-

vise.

chien-shih* to control;

to examine.

chien 1 wicked; false; trai-

torous.

JU chien-tsei'* a knave; a
V* scoundrel.

chih
1 here: so that.

M

tu* worms in books or

clothes. To waste; to

embezzle.

Hp kuo-tu* rapacious of-
lit c ' * i
** ficials.

pa
9
(312) to take hold of;

to grasp.

pa*-ch'ih to manage;
to con trol.

chiieh-wu* -to be arous-

ed; to become aware of;

to be awakened.

kuo-tsei- a traitor.

hsiao 1
(124) to roam; to

saunter.

(685) distant; re-

mote.

t hsiao -yao* to escape.

tan* a load.

tan-fu* to bear; a bur-
den.

o 1 the veins or

arteries; the pulse.

kuo-mo* the existence
of the country.

immaterial; in-

corporeal.

TRANSLATION

CHINA CAN GET STRONG AT THE PRESENT TIME ONLY BY RECTIFY-

ING THE HEART OF THE PEOPLE.

It is recognized by men of experience (/fe'^^-^
1

) that when
f3 BOX'S

a people's heart is not right, no undertaking can prosper (15S[ if?

sf\-f&& ^n wna ' condition is the heart of the people at pre-

sent, is a question difficult to answer
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Experienced men are of the opinion that the evil of both

our country's social order and its government regime has reached

the utmost limit
(ifcjjjiBSf)-

The moving force in producing

this . are men whose standing is above the, intellectual class-

es (ni?%{${]&) Why is it that with learning and ex-

perience much higher than that of other people they throw

China into the midst of such deep waters and hot fires? It

is nothing other (^nt-'Wl) than the actions of selfish hearts.
vv lUi

The more, materialistic culture advances, the weaker be-

comes virtue, and where virtue is weak, there selfishness

becomes inevitably stronger. And when this kind of people

are assisted by power and backed up by soldiers, every kind of

evil is exploited and every crime committed, plunder and

cruel murder, invasion and destruction reducing the whole

country to the most desperate straits and almost to extinction

(lit. and afterwards the end). Although it is not the people's

will, yet they pretend (that all is being done) with the people's

approval. Let us ask them whether their actions and

conduct may be set act by act (/Zh/Zfc) before our people.

Perhaps they may reply that "the people are only to be led (a

path of action), but not to be made to understand (it)." But

this kind of despotic regime is not proper for a republic.

How wrong and how lamentable it is! Our people with their

whole heart regard the provision of their daily bread as the matter

of prime importance and they are not able (lit. do not know)

to control such traitorous scoundrels, with the result that a

small group of rapacious officials hold all the power in their

hands. And when the people awake to the facts, those traitors

will no doubt long ago have skipped beyond the reach of the
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law. The result will be at best
(fRfftfl])

a burden added to the
i^II >vj

shoulders of our people, their sons and grandsons for many

generations, and at worst (
;

3f'Hrt) with joke and smile (lit. in

joyful chatter) the life of a nation thrown away into non-

existence.

(to be continued]
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Vocabulary.

f'/i
8

(627) to rnarry a

wife.

Ji
1 ch'i{-ch'i l to marry a

wife.

ta-chien z your letter.

'to put into

operation; to hold; to

take place.

twa-chii* painted cand-

ies used at marriages.

-*S jjjft'wa
chit chih-li*

* 'I-S
i\ie wedding cere-

mony.
hsin-hitn 1

marriage.

ts'ai*-hiia ability; tal-

ent.

lei* a heap of stones.

*
lei-lo* superior; em-
inent.

u- 1123) clear; pure;
virtuous.

p wei-p'ei* to pair; to
'^ mate.

ch'in- the Chinese lute

with seven strings

se a kind of guitar with

25 strings.

. ch'in-se-ho-ming*
'

conjugal har-

mony.

vug
1

(27) a bell; a

cluck.

. chiuig
- kit - yu -

ch'i-ng* to show
delight with bells and
drums, because of a

happy marriage.

-J-15 ch'ii-i'
1 to go to visit.

f&^T tao-hsi* to congratu-^ "

Jate

[|r> f//.7
l

(741) -to look at.

P/M

/f:I:jf|fi
chia-li 3

marriage.

Notes.

the wedding ceremony.

Similar expressions.

la

a.
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Vocabulary.

f/l

C3

chieh* (318) to be in

accord; to agree;. together;

jung-chick? glorious
union.

k'ang* (398) to match; a

pair.

/* (320) a pair; a couple.

|i k'ang-li
{ a married"

couple.

f/tflS jung-chieh-k'ang-
t/Uum ^-4 ^j wish you
to live) in happy con-

cord with your fair mate

(vid.Ch. Q , p. 116, 2).

chin3 the nuptial cup in

which the bride and

bridegroom pledge each
other.

ho-chin* to drink the

wedding cups. The two

._ _r
-52.

cups used by the bride

and bridegroom are us-

ually joined by a red

string, as a symbol of

the union (vid. Ch. Q.,

p. 165, i).

hsi-chieh1 a happy
union.

chu-ch'eri1 families Chu
and Ch'en. There was
a village inhabited only
by people of the surna-

mes Chu and Ch'en. who

habitually intermarried

(vid. Ch. Q.,p. 160. 2).

- chu-

ch'en* the hap-
py matriage.

5fei23 jung
- lien ch'in-

T^ ^ chin' the glori-
ous matrimonial union
of the states Ch'in and
Chin, the happy mar-

riage (vid. Ch. Q., p.

169. -3)-

one of the numerous

wishes to a married couple.

Similar expressions.

ifc ii

ffi:



c.

po-nien-chieh-lao*

grown old to-

gether, as an old cou-

ple.

ch'ang
1 -- shining; pros-

perous.

wu - shih - ch'i-

ch'angi'm five

generations they will be

prosperous.

ch'ou1
(66) -a comrade; a

mate.

/* (749) a comrade; a

companion.

H jW;; /n ying-ch'ou-yen-lu
3

W <> >4 _the mango-bird
mating and the swallow

pairing, used in refer-

ence to marriages.

kung-lo-yli-fei
1

to fly and enjoy

together.

ft

-a fabulous bird

with one eye and one

wing, so that a pair must
unite to lily.

pja here: to collate; to

unite.

3 chien chien-pi-i*
^ two "chien"

brids with united pair
of wings, used in re-

ference to marriages.

ch'i (hsi
1

) (668) to roost;

to perch.

ti* (88) a

duncle.

stem; a pe-

hua-k'ai-ping-ti*
two flowers

open on one stem, em-

blem of a happy matri-

monial union.

a congratulating expression.

Similar expressions.

hsien* to desire. To

praise.

hsin-hsien*tc delight
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Vocabulary.

/V a seal; a stamp; to

print.

BJ]f yin4-lu India.

ch'ao*-hsien Corea.

r
ei l -cfiou Africa.

chih* (842) to prosper; to

abound; to cultivate.

chin-win* to colonize.

shou* tuan skill with
hand; method.

i'i* constitution;
health.

ching
l -hua the elite;

the quintessence; cream;
spirit.

yu-jo*- something like.

L wei-i* to serve; to be
of use.

chia z-chieh to borrow;
to use as a metaphor; to

take another's name in

order to get some ad-

vantage.

chhh-kuo* result;

effect; consequence.

wang wei 1
unseemly

behaviour; imprudent.
act.

4 to lodge for the night.
Old; formerly.

kuci-su* to fix; to de-

termine.

tan wide. To brag; to

boast.

"#*? huang
1 - wild; uncultivat-

-''k ed To neglect; to go
to excess.

huangi-tan fictitious:

factitious.

^ P'ing-su* usually.

ssu' stupid; foolish.
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t'ung-ssu* foolish

youngsters.

pei* a generation; a kind.

chi* (732) to covet; to

long for.

y'u
1
(619) to long for.

_ tt
2 to wish for

ardently.

hsin l-shu principles;
the heart.

ch'ou* strong-smelling;

stinking.

ch'ou*-huai rotten.

i'ten-hung
1 heaven-

sent success.

niang* to ferment; to

excite; to bring about.

5f wu-ch'iung* inexhaus-
' tible; infinite.

M huo* tuan calamity;
W evil.

mieh-chung* the ex-
a. tinction of a race.

tawg
3 an association; a

party.

tang-p'ai* a party.

/'t 4 to be alarmed.

ching-t'i*\.o be afraid

O f; to be alarmed.

ssM-mn* the four

classes of people,
scholars, farmers, arti-

sans, and merchants.

hsiao 1 to vociferate; cla-

mor; to insult.

/m'ao-c/wwg
1 clamor-

m cr and boastful.

wei*-chih situation;

position; to establish.

to get
like.

(499) the trunk of a
tree.

lieh4
bad; vile; vicious.

fa? to be in want of; de-

ficient; lacking.

shih-fan-yu t'*

truly a great
crowd.

lou* mean; low; vulgar.

ch'ien-lou* vile; mean;
low.

tao-ch'u 1
everywhere.

hsien-cking* a pit; a

trap.

(148) a bee; a wasp.

ch'ai* a sting in the tail.

k'uang* mad; wild.

5 k'uang-yen* nonsense;
^ wild talk.

(210) wise; discern-

ing.

ming-che* wise; shrewd.

chi1
(346) to slander; to

mock at.

ya* (165) elegant.

ta-ya* highly refined.

ch'iao* (hsiao*) (124) to

ridicule.
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TRANSLATION

CHINA CAN GET STRONG AT THE PRESENT TIME ONLY BY

RECTIFYING THE HEART OF THE PEOPLE (continued).

If the time comes when foreigners will treat us

3 II
)
with the same methods (.) they used in colonizing

f=t xv ~j fc5C

India, Korea and Africa, then even if
(|=l[l)

we wish to rise and

oppose them, it is to be feared that our constitution will have

been wasted and our spirit worn out, and like those of a sick

man will not be able longer to be of use (to us). Such is the re-

sult of a selfish policy under pretense of doing the people's will.

If they say, "Such is Heaven's will", it would be still more

wrong. There is (in the works of Mencius) the saying, "Heaven

sees according as the people see; Heaven hears according as the

people hear". It means that Heaven's will is also based on the

people's will.

As mean factious people, they usually seize high official posts

appropriate large emoluments and use to their advantage men

of no intelligence and foolish youngsters. They set their hearts

upon wealth and honor and ruin the country. Their hearts are

so rotten and corrupt that even dogs and horses will not feed on

them. While they covet the glory of heaven for their own ends

they brew for their country unending calamity and bring China

to complete ruin. Such is the result which a selfish heart can

bring about, and it should be a matter of the most careful con-

cern for all who are responsible for the government of present

day irrespective of political parties.

With regard ( 34fc) to the four classes of to-day, the

literati are the most boisterous and boastful. Even before they

assume office
(fi?-T^ *fl ftl) they have already a heart bent on

gain and big salaries, wealth and honor, giving thought as to

how they may establish their own friends (tt/ I ) in positions

and get what they like. All these unlawful thoughts have
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their roots (^ftfeb)
m (their) vicious natures. Should we desire

them to do right we could not get it.

The farmers, laborers and merchants are not lacking (^fc

^) in men of high ideals and right hearts; still
(Jfn)

there are

many individuals (among them) whose hearts are of the most

vicious nature.

Although my knowledge and experience are limited,

still (jb&) among the conditions of the present social order I

IPi
see everywhere traps and snares set up to entrap the upright,

openly or in secret. People have become venomous wasps, and

(all this) makes one sad at heart. What plan is there left open

to us? Excepting the rectifying of the people's heart there is no

other way for us to become strong. And it is for this reason that

I have written the present article. My words have been drawn

at random, and I realize that I have incurred the scorn of the

wise and the ridicule of the refined. Still looking at China to-

day (one sees that) only by rectifying the heart of the people can

she become strong. You, the elite of soc'ety, what is your

cpinion?
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Vocabulary.

(286) to marry a
husband. To give a

daughter in marriage.

jj
yu-kuei

1 to marrv,- as
^** a girl (vid. note a)

yao
3

(miao
3
) secluded.

Refined; attractive.

tiao 4
(t'tao

9
) elegant;

refined.

attractive;
modest .ind retiring as
a bride.

yao-tiao-shu-nii*
a modest and

virtuous girl.

ou* here: to pair; a mate.

chia ou* a well match-
ed couple.

lierf a lady's dressing
case; a brida! trousseau.

* chuang-lien
9 - a brides'm

trousseau; a dowry.
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Notes.

to marry as a

This expression is taken from the following line of

the Book of Poetry (

"
this

going to her future home".

Similar expressions.

Hi

young lady

ftt

s

kuei 1 the women's apart-

ments.

ch'u-kuei* to marry.
as a girl.

ch'u-ko* to marry, as

a girl.

t'ao-yao
1 "the peach

tree is young and ele-

gant", an expression
for the proper time for

marriage.

This expression is abbre-

viated from the following

line of ^feM Shih-ching:

"T1M

peach tree is young and ele-

gant".

Note. This passage oc-

curs in the ode, which is

supposed to refer to the

happy State of Chou, in

which all the young people
were married in proper sea-

son, i. e. in the spring when
the peach tree was in flower;
and at the proper age, i. e.

young men between 20 and

30, and girls between 15
and 20.

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 166, 4).

b.
an eulogy to a young bride.

Similar expressions
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s:. kuei-chung-chih-
* hsiu* the flo-

wer of the female apart-
ments" "(vid. Ch. Q., p.

I74.-2).

ling-te* excellent vir-

tue.

hsien-shu? good and
virtuous,- of women.

Awi< intelligent; clever.

jfc
hui-mei3 clever and^
beautilul, of women.

you* soft; meek.

wen-jou
2

gentle; ami-
able, of women.

fi-

ts.

- - an eulogy to the bridegroom.

Similar expressions

rtr

N
ch'eng-lung*

' the dra-

gon rider", a term for

a noble son-in-law (vid.

Ch. Q., p. 1393).

hsu*(i4o) a son-in-law.

r ch'uang* a bed; a couch.

tung-ch'uang* a son-in-

law (lit. the eastern

couch).

t'an-fu* a son-in-law

([it. with stomach un-

covered).
Note. K'" Ch'i - Chien

of the Chin (B) dynasty

sent an emissary to the

family of Wang-Tao (Tt

JH) to seek for a son-in-

law. The emissary return-

ed and said that all the sons
were young and good look-

ing, but were rather too

stiff, excepting one who
was lying on a couch to the
East ('&? rTr) with his sto-

mach uncovered
(-j-P Hja),

eating cakes in the most
unconcerned manner. Ch'i-

Chien exclaimed, "He will

make an excellent son-in-

low," and ultimately gave
his daughter in marriage to

the man who was no other

fe-^ Wang Hsi-

Chih, the famous calligra-

phist.

Thence a son-in-'aw is

called or

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 190, !).
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Vocabulary.

kuo hiti the national

assembly; the parlia-

ment.

kuo - hui -
cheng

chih 4- tin: par-

liamentaiy system.

iE^' l& cheng-t'i* system of
^.JtS, government.

H "T Mii-hsia 4 now; at pre-
1

sent.

^^ i*-lun to discuss; to
nflp deliberate upon.
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fen
1

(395) numerous; con-

fused.

(875) ravelled; tang-
led.

l yUn numerous;
endless.

chung
1 inner garments;

the heart; the feelings;
to agree upon.

not to agree
to any one course.

.1*^ chnng-hsin
1 the center;

^ the heart.

>M|J on 1 chou Europe.

ch'an*-wu product.

chia3 here: to borrow.

Vun*-yung to exercise

upon; to make anything
one's own by practice.

chiu-ching
4 after all.

-f^

P-wen a question; a

query.

shih*-yen to examine;
to test.

chuang t'ai4 appear-
ence; look.

hsing-ch'u* interesting.

ku 1
(702) meanwhile; fo'r

the time being.

chi 1 to rouse; to stimu-

late.

| chu-i' principle; theory.

fe kuo-chi-chu-i*
* radicalism; bol-

shevisrn.

fe she-hui-chu-i**
socialism.

chieh l-chi a class; a

grade.

hsing^-shih external

appearance; form.

TRANSLATION.

THE DANGER FOR THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM.

At present the discussions about the governmental system in

China are endless, and there is no agreement as to any course to

follow. Still the parliamentary government is the heart (of all

these discussions).

The parliamentary system is but a product of European

governmental systems, and China merely borrowed it

to help (pJT^f) m tne carrying out of her own

government. But can a parliamentary form of govern-
ment which has grown up C5wfc-y^|)

in Europe be suitable

to the needs of China? That is a big question indeed.
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Inasmuch as the parliamentary system is as yet(f>) in the begin-

ning of an experiment, it is not easy to decide whether it will be

suitable or not. But what is the condition of this system
now in Europe, the land of its origin? This is a very interesting

question.

With respect to the parliamentary system let us first study
it in its birthplace England. What is the situation there?

Since the European war, the enemies of European governmental

systems have been radicalism and socialism which have both

sprung up from the common people, together with a form of

class struggle adopted by both these systems.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

it'

wei
1* here 1 to be separat-
ed.

fan* a law; a rule; a pat-
tern.

J ya-fan* your person.

nfflkfX chiu-wei-ya-fan
4

IJE^L i have not

seen you for a long
time.

shih-ch'ieh* constantly
and earnestly.

hsia"* (639) far reaching;
distant.

3 hsia-ssu 1 to think for a
**

long time.

ch'ih-hou* to inquire
^ about, by a letter.

pan
1 to bestow. To pro-

mulgate.

-yu
I* on reading it,

- -

Ik chan 1 to divine by cast-

ing lots.

%& T- te-chan l to get luckily.

nung*(lung
4
) to play with.

To perform; to do.

chang
1

(92) a sceptre; a

jade plaything.

i -*?=! nung-chang-chih-^ < -~i=i h$i*the joy of

"playing with a sceptre,"
*. e. of having a son born

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 197, 4).

(275) the unicorn.

ITT L
'ttlJG&tien

-
shang -sJiih -

^-^^~l 'ŝ lin^"\.\iQ stone

unicorn in the sky," a

complimentary expres-
sion for a small boy
(vid. Ch.Q.,p. 347, 5)

yjrfe tfwng
4
(504) the smaller^ beams in a roof.

A beam.Hang
1 a bridge.

tu'n - Han - chih

ty(vid.Ch.Q.,p.269, 2).

huan } to rejoice; to be
'

glad.
k/f huan-sung

4 to rejoice.
i TiH
'

ch'i 1 to beg for alms. To
1

implore.

I & (338) the domestic

goose.

mao* hair; feathers.

e-mao?' goose-feathers;
trifles.

ch'ien-li-e-mao*

a present though
trifling is accompanied
with sincere wishes (vid.
note d )

hsien* to dislike; to re-

ject.

yu
1

light; trifling.

hsieh* dirty; ragged; to

treat irreverently.

yu-hsieh* poor fare;

trifling.

I send mv
good wishes to both of

you, husband and wife.



1. For seniors.

Notes.

- - I have not seen you for a long time.

Similar expressions.

2. For ladies.

>js.m
.* # w:

& $

3. For teachers. 4. For persons of the same age.

JSII

*
1.

instruc-

tions.

t| * C/MW - Z0g& - chuH
* &j4 I have been

without your instruc-

tions for a long time.

Ctrl k'ou-pieh" to take" one's
^ * leave of a superior.

-yii* your person.

(438) to hear; to

apprehend.

chiao-yen* your advice;

your instructions.

2.

fe i-/no
3

your person (of^
women).

t'i 4 to keep at a distance

from.

stt-t'i 4
-to be separated.

k'un* women's apart-
ments.

j _ j have been
without your instruc-

tions for a long tim.e.

k'un-i* your person (of

women).

k'un-hsZn* your in-

structions (of women).
7aw 2

(506) a general term

iof orchidaceous plants.

Elegant; refined.

j

lan-i"1 your person (of^
women).
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bai-bich- to take one's , 7^* fif
2

l

leave. I

^
i

P wen-hsfi teacher's

instructions.

4.

ch'ing-fan* talk; con-

versation.

chih 1
(299) felicitous

plant, associated with

long life.

chih-yi? your person;

you.

VueP (464) separated;
distant.

k'uei-wei1 to be separa-

ted.

*fr*rf$ kuang-chU your person.

^OL ji to salute; to bow to.

i-pieh^to be separated;
to take leave.

chih-yeri
2

your lucky
face; your person.

ieh-lai"1 since we part-

^'wo 1 broad; wide,

indulgent.

chiu-k'uo 4 for a long
time separated.

hua-pieh? to bid adieu.

ever since.

in yin-wen* news.

b.

Similar expressions.

ifcA

sung
1 the highest of the

five sacred mountains of

China, situated in Ho-

nan.

^fi yo* (yuth*) a lofty moun-
tain peak.

shen 1 "the lofty

mountain has sent down
a spirit," you have a

son (vid. Ch. Q., p. 197,

2).



1 to hang up; to

suspend.

hii"* a bow; a crescent.

hsuan-hu*to hang out

the bow, as was for-

merly done to announce
the birth of a son (vid.

Ch. Q.,p. 196,-s).

hsieh"1 - to harmonize; to

unite.

hsiung
1 a bear.

'fr a bear.

SEa meng - hsieh -

"^
hsiung-p'i* the

dream of bears is realiz-

ed, you have a son

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 198, 2).

- agood wish to

a newly born child.

Similar expressions.

j'/;
4 to bear children; to

nourish.

/aw-jy
4 to nourish; to

*
bring up.

c/i'*
2
(102) a fabulous

animal generally trans-

lated "unicorn", a sym-
bol of goodness and be-

nevolence.

ch'i-lin*a.n unicorn,
pF a very clever child.

(846) the lintel of a

door or window.

men-mei* the lintel.

* 4
(6ro) to overflow;
abundant.

men-mei-hsi-i*PWW
house.

ting-pu* it is certain

that.

ying-wu* a fortunate

person, an expression
of praise for another's
children (vid. Ch. Q., p.

102, 2).

This expression is an abbreviation of the following

saying:
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Vocabulary.

ta-lu* a continent.

-to usurp; to take

by force. Read chan 1

to divine; to foretall.

chan-ling
9 to take, to

occupy.

e representative
of the government.

fJ~T
k

pa-kung
1 a strike.

Hg>A ko-ming* revolution.

ao 3 to turn
stir up.

over; to

<ffl

t'iao-chan* to challenge
to battle; to provoke to

fight.

chihl-ch'ihto hold up;
to support.

ch'ihta. pool; a tank; a

moat.

chin-ch'eng-t'ang-
cnw __ metal

walls and moats of

scalding water, an im-

pregnable stronghold.

hsien-lo* to put down;
to overthrow.

ch'i* (311) a kind ol

willow. Name of a

feudal state.

ch'i-yu
l a foundless

anxiety; an excessive

anxiety. (There was a

man in the state of Ch'i

who was afraid

that the sky might fall

on him) (vid. Ch. Q., p.

ii, 2).

ho*-tse how then? Why
so?

lao-tung-tang* the

labor party.

| kung-ch'an-chu-i
4

^5 communism.

{fe pa* (188) to walk; to^ travel.

^ AM* broad; violent.

Pa-hu* to become vio-

lent; to tread down legal

rights.

pao-shou-tang* the
conservative party.

P'an
12

(8n) to coil up.

p'an-chu
4 to occupy; to

squat.

wari* stupid; doltish;
obstinate.

mt 2
(517) to confuse; to

go astray.

wan-mi-p'ai* re-

actionaries.
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* 4 to restrain; to repress.

Either; or.

i*-ckih to control; to

restrain.

fascism.

/tt-/s'at a dictatorship.

yti* to estimate; to con-

sider; to be anxious.jfcg
ch'u 1 to hasten; to run.

TRANSLATION.

THE DANGER FOR THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM (continued).

Most of the continental countries of Europe have taken

to socialism. Only England has been able to preserve com-

pletely her pre-war representative government. But the present

great strike is a challenge to revolution under pretense of

question of wages (-* 3$) . The parliamentary government of

England was a stronghold of the European representative form

of government. Now it is in danger of being overthrown by

socialism. In that case the European representative government

would be seriously affected. Some people say that radicalism in

England is but a false alarm. Why so? It is because the

English labor party wil) never allow the communists within their

ranks to resort to violence. Nevertheless it is still a ques-

^On (yf\^x|>'^ ^fol'ffr)
whether the conservative

party will be able to restrain the reactionary elements of the

party so that they do not run to fascism. Therefore, although

England may have no anxiety concerning communistic rule (of

the country), still there is for her danger of a dictatorial govern-

ment like that of Italy. It would also affect the parlia-

mentary system.

(to be continued)
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Vocabulary.

pa ch'ih-ssu 1 to think
^IL>

earnestly

ch'iao-pao* joyful news

(vid note a)

Ji_5fe te-hsis to learn; to
"*s know.

Tfiji
/ft 3 a venomous snake.

jh^*
sAe* a snake; a serpent.

she-chih-hsi* -you have

got a daughter. Ser-

pents were considered to

be an auspicious intim-

ation (in dreams) of

daughters (vid. Ch. Q.,

p. 198, 3).

jen*(shen*) ripened grain.
Faminar with.

sti shen* well acquaint-
ed with.

ji
lien* to practise; to drill.

lien-ta* to practise;

experienced.

II Jd* jen-ch'ing* human feel-
XV JP9

ings; human nature.

|p pi-ts'ang
l the sky; the

^ heavens (vid. note c ).

/* black; black-haired.
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li-min* the black-

haired people, the

Chinese.

PO* here: to tret coldl) I

to slight.

hou* here: to give impor-
tance to.

ping* (35) cakes; pastry.

SFLt'ft fang-ping* flat dump-
lings.

S- fang - ping -chih-

hui*the wash-

ingof a baby on the third

day of life, this cere-

mony is called "the

dumpling festival" (vid.

Ch. Q., p. 196,!).

a /s'an 1 to take part; to

participate. To counsel;

to advise.

a "1 ts'awju
4 to participate.

J-? mo4 the end; the last.

hsi-tno 4 the last place
at thc festival table.

ho i"
1

presents in

congratulation.

y^^g^
1 shim - sung - fan-

rr~t=* hsi 3 with best

congratulations to all

your family.

b -

Notes.

..... joyful news.

This expression is taken from the following saying

chia l-ch'iao a sparrow).

* you have got a daughter.

Similar expressions.

-*

T

K
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shui4 handkerchief.

she-shui-yu-meri
1

you have got
a daughter.
When a girl was born

a handkerchief was hung
at the right of the door

(vid. Ch. Q. p. 197, i).

nunS w*

ch'ing* the joy

of "playing with a tile."-

i.e. of having a daughter

(vid. Ch. Q. f p. 198.!).

the sky*

From the following line of the Book of Poetry

- - "That azure heaven there" (vid. Ch.

Q-. P- 53).

d - i^n^R^^ ^e washinS * a baby on the third

day of life.

Similar expressions.

H
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A

Mir

ft
Vocabulary.

i*-kuo Italy.

shou*-hsiang- the prime-
minister.

a' numbness; paralysis

pi
4

(807) rheumatism.
numbness

tna pi numb: dead t<

all sensation of touch.

'.i
l
(512) to wither

g wei-tun -wrecked; ruin-
*^

ed; broken down

|r cheng tang
s a political

party.

(454) a companion;
a colleague.

kuan-liaoy officials.

mang* vague; vast.

mang--jantc> be puzzl-
ed; to be unable to de-

termine.

Q /r"- tzu-shih 1 to be absent-
ia! xV minded; to be at a loss.

wu-cheng-fu* anar-

chy.

ch'ih* red. Naked; bare

ch'ih*-hua bolshevism.

huan 1

(60) to rejoice.

ying* to receive; to wel-

come.

|) kuan-ying* to welcome;
^ to give a warm recep-

tion.

ko* (712) a screen. A
council-chamber.

nei-ko
1
* the Cabinet.

tick* to alternate;

change.

keng-tieh* to change.

to

chi 1

(102) the foundation
of a wall.

ch'ti* (492) the base of a

pillar.

* chi-ch'u* the founda-
Cf
**

tion; the basis.

lin-li* numerous.

ching
l-chi economics.

jung* honor; glory.

Flourishing.

g fan-jung* prosperous;
1
s*-

llouiishing.

jgr shih-yeh* to be out of^ employment.
k'un* distress; anxiety.

Jtt k'un-na *

difficulty.

hsin-jen* to confide in;

to believe in.

t'urtg-kan* to painfully
realize; to be obliged to

admit.
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TRANSLATION.

THE DANGER FOR THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM (continued).

Let us look next at Italy. Why has dictator Mussolini ap-

peared (there)? It was for no other reason than that the Italian

people seeing their parliamentary government lifeless and

broken down came to lose all hope in it. The king, the political

parties and officials were all perplexed and completely at a loss,

and (the country) was for a moment on the point of falling into a

state of anarchy. Just at this time, since the people did not

desire bolshevism, they (accordingly) welcomed the dictator-

ship of Mussolini. Now Germany and France certain-

ly ( J!L)
do not prefer dictatorship and only on account of the

failure of the parliamentary government would they accept

dictatorship in order to avoid anarchy.

Again let us look at France. Within two years her cabinet

has been changed four times. As the foundation of the govern-

ment is being constantly shaken, and small political parties are

very numerous, the government policy is unable to be stabilized.

The financial policy is particu'arly the cause of this constant

instability of the cabinet From the point of view of economics

France is in a flourishing condition, not like
(^?C/f|!J) England and

Germany where the problem of unemployment nas arisen. It is

only because the government is .powerless, that the financial

difficulties are not easily settled. For this reason the French

people are dailv losing faith in their government machinery.

Of all European countries the French know most thoroughly the

harm of dictatorship. However they are obliged to admit that

a dictatorship is better than a weak and powerless government.

One hears that among the French there are also many admirers

of Mussolini, and that is not without reason.

(to be continued)
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an 4
-to search out; to

inquire about.

t'an-wen 7 to inquire
about.

chi-ping
{- sickness; dis-

ease.

35 shu-shen 1
extremely.

tien* - to think about.

f* tien-nien* to think
^

about; to be anxious
about.

3 fu-ssu
l to presume to

^ think.

chien4
(670) strong; ro-

bust.

chien Hen1 to take
count of. To take case.

tien*
lv ^D _ occasional neg-

ligence, of one's

health.

s/m4 vertical. A servant;
an attendant.

erh-shti-so-ch'in l

- to be at tacked

by disease (vid.'note c).

ck'i* here: to hope.

an - hsin cking-
yang* to keep

quiet and take care of

oneself.

H ting -chan
1 - to have non doubt that.



"joy of dis-

continuing the medi-

cine". joy that a sick-

ness is stopped (*vid. Ch.

Q . p. 6194),

chieh* a servant. Alone.

To aid. To increase.

chieh-i*--to pay atten-

tion; to consider as im-

portant.

-chick i
1

not be worried

(about it).

ia-jen? an intelligent
man- a prudent man.

tzu-yu
{ to hold oneself

precious; to take care of

oneself.

II

|
rr? ta-jen (zu-yu*/\ tJ ~Ji

prudent men
take caie of themselves

(vid. Ch. Q., p.6i6, 4).

-L. i l-shih a doctor.

>A chenz-chihto cure.

atshao-hsia* a little

leisure.

chih hou* to inquire
about a person's health.

shun-sting-ch'itan-
an l I wish you a

(quick) recovery.

Notes.

you are not well.

Similar expressions.

ific

8

pu-y'u* to be indi-pos
ed; to be sick.

^njjU ch'ien-shuang' or

ch'ien an 1 to be oui ot

health.

(I am) extremely anxious.
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Similar expressions.

AS*

hsuan-nien* to think
t
anxiously about.

hsi* - a connecting link;

succession.

45*

anxious, as for an-

other's safety.

hsi* to tie; to bind. To
remember.

hsi-huai"1 to think of

with affection.chih-chih* to be deeply

|;
- to be attacked by disease.

The allusion is to an incident related in the Tso-

Chuan fc/l). where a sick man dreamt that two

boys, the embodiment of his disease, hid in his vitals in

such places as to be beyond the reach either of acupunc-
ture or drugs.

3c&
- - to keep quiet and take

Similar expressions.

of oneself.

X

chi -jen
- t'ien -

hsiang
1 God

protects the good man,
i.e. you will get out of

your difficulty, or re-

cover from your illness.

Kk HKi
^ ~ C^e ~ nen8~n "^* t'iao* the wise

can take care of their

health (vid. Ch. Q., p.

616. 3)
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Vocabulary.

chi*-tuan extremity.

she-hui-tang* the

socialistic party.

kuo-ch'iian -tang
3

the governmental

party.
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chieh* - here: to lie be-

tween.

fr jag* chiu-chiao-tang
3 the

X.^ old clerical party,

*"* national party, na-

tionalists.

min-chu-tang
3 the

democratic party.

kung - ch'an - tang
3

tne communistic par-

ty-

tzu-pen-tang
3 -- the

capitalistic party.

tsu3 -a. girdle; tassels. To

organize.

chih 1
(93) to weave.

tsu 3-chih~to organize.

m

i-chih* unity; as one
man.

hsieW-fiao harmony;
unity.

a -
urgent; imminent.

.\ shore. To precipitate.

wei-chi1
crisis; critical

point.

Jh chi-tien 3 extreme limit;

culminating point.

fang
3 to be alike; to re-

semble.

mu-fang
3
-imitation; to

follow the example.

k'ao 3
-l'ti to discuss; to

xw%t tii-re* special; peculiar.

weri*-ming culture.

TRANSLATION.

THE DANGER FOR THE PARLIAMENTARY SYSTEM (continued).

Finally, let us examine Germany. In this country there are

two extreme parties: the socialistic party and the governmental

party. There are also, between these two, the clericals, the

nationalists and the democrats. Outside of these there are, in

addition, the communistic party and the capitalistic party. It

is impossible for any cabinet to be formed without the alliance

of at least two of these parties. They manage to keep a mora

or less
([flfc)

united front
(_.jj&")

at least in their foreign
r*fj ~^*

policy, but in their internal administration there is always a

lack of harmony.

From the account given above one may say that the repre-

sentative form of government of the European Powers is now in

a very dangerous position. The recent great strike in England

puts it in even more extreme danger. However just because the

European representative form of government is now in a critical
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condition, we would not state therefore that China

ought to abandon parliamentary government. But rather in

examining the present condition of parliamentary governments
we would only state strongly that if China is to follow their

example (i^ l*)> we must investigate (this question)
/j ^ I X^ irJ*T -^

most thoroughly and carefully. This is especially necessary since

China has behind her many thousand years of peculiar culture,

and her people have their own special characteristics.

Jtfc

>Co .Ju

2.
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iff*^u

A
A
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Vocabulary.

ft

a* sheng kuan 1 an official
-*

promotion.

ch'ing
1

green. Blue.

Black.

&J ch'ing-chieu* to look at
^ with the iris, i.e. to re-

gard kindly as opposed
to looking with the

white of the eye, sc.

coldly (vid. Ch. Q., p.

240, 2).

kan 1
(3?)

pole.

/?** -writing
cords.

cane;

tablets; re

kan-tu* letters.

pi
s here: now; at the

present time.

wei*- here: to think of.

hsing-chu* in motion
and at rest; conditions;

circumstances.

a l
-yen comfort; at

ease.

t'an-ti-chi-hsiang*-
-

all your family

enjoys happiness.

wei-sung
4

(preceded by
other words) I am glad
to learn (or to think)
that - - -

cheitg
' fur ktlng

'

fl 4._the Govern-

ment Gaze'.te.

hsin-jen* I am delight-
cd to learn.

43

iutig-yiitg
1 to be honor-

ed by an appointment.

chien* (636) documents.
To airange. To choose.

chien-ming'
1

to appoint.

tsu-cheng
1

it is evident.

shang-feng
1

superior
officials of the govern-
ment.

r ck'i-clntng*to have a

high opinion of.

hung ts'ai* great
talents.

shih-hsueh? great learn-
1

ing.

ju* (554) to receive. To
eat.

jn-ku han-chin 1

"to feed on the
ancient and to take a

mouthful of the mo-
dern", an expression
for extensive learning

(vid.Ch.Q.. p. 454- 2)-

te-i*to get one's wish.

ch'ing-yn* blue
"35 clouds; the empyrean.

Used of advancement in

official life (vid. note b).

chan-pu
4 to spread out;

to develop.

hsfian-li
4 to put forth

strength; to exert one-

self.
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iv*-<j w*<-~;F*>lJ u a
ceiving promotion,

Notes.

--- an eulogy to a person re-

Similar expressions.

fc su-chih* original inten-

su-chih-yuan-ta*
'^ _ f lofty aspira-

tions.

ch'ao 1
(715) to leap over;

to excel.

pao-hsuek* (a man) full

of learning.

kao-shih* a great
scholar.

f//m 3 brocade; embroider-

ed work; flower.

&,! chin-hsiu* ornamental,
""** as style (vid Ch. , p.

4302).
chin - hsiu - lo

hsiung
1 full of

learning and refinement.

"blue clouds
1 '

This expression is taken from the following line of

the famous poet Wang-Po

"In poverty one should (
tl

) become firmer and

not allow his ambition for the blue clouds (for advance*

ment in official, life) to droop";

(vid. Ch. O., p. 247,- 1).

a good wish to a

person receiving piomotion.
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Similar xprtssions.

3*; Ifc

38

*o

ch'i* a border; a frontier;

a limit

/A" Bi

feng-chiang* an expres-
sion for high provincial
officials.

j
wei-hsien* a brilliant

I official position.

chen-nai* really; in-

deed.

/* to soothe; to

pacify.

fu-sui* to pacify.

tc-i* satisfactory; pro-

per.

wei-chii 1
^. position.

"TIT*

rings fixed OB

tripods to serve as hand-
les.

t'ai1 ~~~?-L* san-t'ai 1 a
-CJ

constellation of three

stars in the Great Bear.

t'ai-hsuan* a prime
minister; a grand secre-

tary (vid. Ch. Q., p.

6i,-i).

yu to bathe; to wash.

chih-kung
1 to mend the

sky and wash the sun,
meritorious services of a

great officer (vid. Ch.

Q..p. 60, 2).
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Vocabulary.

ts'ao* a company; a class.

&'n l

(^
J
) (yqS) a kind

of red steel.

ts'ao-k'un 1 a proper
name.

tz u-chih* to resign
one's office.

t'ung-tien'' a circular

t elt-gram
? kito-wu-yan* the

Cabinet.

f ts'an-i yiian* Sen-
ate.

chung-i-vvan
4 --- the

House of Represent-
atives.
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ch'u1 a place; a region.

ko-sheng-ch'u
1 all

provinces and special
administrative areas.

sheng-i-hui
4 the

Provincial Assembly.

fa-t'uan* a legal or-

ganization.

pao-kuan* a newspaper
office.

kung-miri* a citizen.

t'ien* to disgrace.

g t'ien-ying* to humbly
receive a position; to

be honored with employ-
ment.

t'o 1 to support with the

hand; xto bear up; to

carry on the shoulders.

chung-t'o
} a heavy bur-

den.

hsien* few; seldom; in-

significant. Read hsien 1

fresh; new; pure.

pu-ch'ii
8

followers, of

a military leader. (Dur-

ing the Han dynasty Af?
PI*

and rfh were terms for

small military units).
hsi"1 to lead by hand; to

take with one.

erh 4 to be double or

changeable. To have
doubts.

hsi-erh4 to disagree; to

be out of accord with.

fc

43i

chi* (311) annals; records;

laws; rules.

jfl chi-kang
1 statutes and

^ laws.

shih-chui4 to fall down.
ES

Jjjgft feng-yt-hsiang*
a

*

proper name.

tao-kd1 to turn one's

spear backward, to

attack one's own men.

pi* to shut; to obstruct.

*
4

(703) to st p; to

prison.

pi-ku
4 to imprison.

(880) rich; fertile.

To stir up; to excite.

y'uan-shou* the head ;

the ruler.

chiu4
(430) a chronic dis-

ease. Distress.

? lien-chun* allied trcops.

fao* to punish; to exter-

minate. To ask for; to

demand.

tui4 to hate; to detest.

fu-cheng
4 to be restor-

ed to power.

jC ta-ts'ung-t'ung
9 the

President of the Re-

public.

tzu-ts'an* to feel a-

shamed.

yu 4 here: to drive a

chariot; to manage.
-not to be able

to control the situation.
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(467) tired; weary.

ftj
chuan-ch'in1 to desist

^ from exertions; to lose

energy.

hsi* straw sandals.

ri ch'i-hsi3 to cast away
i old sandals, . to re-

nounce the empire.

L ming-kao
1 to extol

J one's own merits.

P9 *ir& pi-men-ssu-kuo*
'UVMSlshut one's door
and reflect on one's mis-

deeds.

ao* (225) a long outer

garment.

e* iM tse* under-

clothes.

P'ao-tse* colleagues; co-

operators.

li-ching
l to strengthen

one's determination.

hsieJi* to agree in; to be
united in.

hsieh-ho* to harmonize;
to unite.

hsiiri* to follow; to pro-
ceed in order.

kuei* a track; a path.

j? yu-vu* to wander at
'will.

lin-hsia* in retirement.

tu* (192) to gaze at; to

observe.

ch'eng-p'ing* times of

peace.

ho-chi* to what limit or
end?

ch'a* to examine; to look
into.

TRANSLATION.

PRESIDENT TS'AO-KU'N'S TELEGRAM OF RESIGNATION.

To the Peking Cabinet of the roth month, rtth year of the

Republic, to the Senate and the House of Representatives, to

high military and civil authorities of all provinces and special

administrative areas, to all provincial assemblies, to all legal

organizations and all news papers for information of all citizens:

I, K'un, was entrusted with the heavy burden (of the

presidency). My virtue and ability however were so poor that

a conflict among my followers broke out and all laws became in-

effective (lit.
fell down). On October 2jrd in the i3th year of

the Republic, Feng Yu-hsiang carried out a "coup d'etat", and I
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was imprisoned. From that time (Q JEL) all law has been set

aside, disturbances have aVisen, and there has been no real head

of the country. A year and a half have now passed, and my
heart is aching with sorrow. Now the allied troops have start-

ed to suppress the traitor, and with the removal of (this object)

of our great wrath ( pj || pi |Jw)
our fundamental laws (-4U

*Vfc) can be reinstated. The Cabinet, as a matter of course
a*
(Q), must be restored, and in accordance with law must take

charge (^/j^) of the duties of the president. I am ashamed

that I have not been able to control the situation, and it is not to

clamor about my own merits
(Jliljltl)

tna* I resign (jj Jr3)

(my post). My intention (
D

)
is only (to retire into private life)

in order to reflect upon my laults in solitude.

I earnestly hope that all my (former) colleagues will do their

utmost to bring about the reunification (of the country) working

through legal channels (JbfKyil^f)- And in the quietness

and freedom
(JIP|&)

of my private life
(;fcfc~T) I wiU be able

m^* r^MT

($jiE)
to witness peaceful times which will be for me the highest

happiness.

I specially send forth this telegram for general information.

Ts'ao-k'un.
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Vocabulary.

/* here: the mourning
ceremony.

fa Ii-tz'u 4 "in mourning",
an expression used

when beginning a letter

to a person in mourning.

fu* (119)
- - to announce

death of a parent (vie!.

Ch. 0., p. 623 4).

yin
1 sound; tone, Neivs.

.pi
fu-yin

l an announce-
ment of

k'ao-chung
1 to die.

v /IvT

hsin* here: news.

ckik-linsp to hear rev-

chih -
ling

- chih-

hsia < _ Sn hear.

ing (this news) reverent-
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my heart is burn-

ing with grief.

t'--here: but; however.

-vour father.

fi[?
Pfl hsiang-kuo-- -throughout

7&IJM4 the country.

V3fe|&-
ta tsun l io be respected^^
by. everybody.

///
2
(439) constant; in-

variable. Principles of

right conduct. A class.

ch' t'tn-cL herd; a crowd; a

group.
% ch un-luri1 all men.

tsung fan* a model: an

example.
L j|g shang-shou

4 one hund-
._!.* rif rcci years; extreme old

age (vid. note i).

?
s^*,

hsiao-hari* with a smile.

ch'/'/an
2 a spring of water

'a chtu*-ch'lian the Nine
^

Sprmgs, Hades. Death.
cli'mi* (shun

2
) unmixed;

pure; sincere.

ch'unhsiao* truly
filial.

hsing-ch'eng* natural

tendency

//<
a to rub; to soothe; to

chersh.

fu-kuan
l to mourn by

the side of a coffin.

hao*-ch'i to weep; to

sob

i* chieh ai 1 to be moder-
ate in grief.

"ffxU

I

i*
Ijfft'.^f^i

chieh - ai - shun -

C/ IH^5C
pien

-: to be mo-
derate in grief taking
into consideration the
natural changes.
accepting the inevitable

(vid. Ch. Q , p . 625, i).

ling
1

spiritual; divine;
the soul.

U ling*-shuang the soul
*

(of a deceased)

ssu 1 here: then; therefore.

t'o-tsu? to sojurn; to re-

side.

kung-ch'in
1

personally -

tiao* to condole with; to

mourn.

Z? v^n'(:o4) to condole with.

]^? tiao-yen
4 --to condole

1
with, on bereavement.

H& chi-P presents sent to
f**1 assist friends in funeral

rites.

ch'u* hay; straw.

ch'u-ching* feelings of

respect towards a de-

ceased (vid. Ch. Q., p.

640, i).

c/i't
2 here: to beg; to

implore.

|^i- ch'ih yen* to send im-
1=1

mediately an expression
of condolence.

sw4 here: mourning.

i^^TsABc I wish you a

quiet mourning.

ifr
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b. ~K

Notes.

"in mourning"

Similar expressions.

-g

chan-tz'u* to be in

mourning. This expres-
sion is taken from the

following line of the
Book of Rites (-dHf):

"To sleep on straw with

a clod of ear'th for his pil-

low" (denotes) the sorrow

for parents under the sod

(vid. Ch. Q., p. 624, 4).

(~V? chan 1 a straw mat)

to die.

Similar expressions.

flU

loo E3 o

tso-kus "to become (a

man) of the past,*' to

die (vid. Ch. Q-, p. 622,

2).

shih 4 to pass away;
depart; to die.

to

hsien-shih 4 '

to become
an immortal; to die.

&ch'i-yang* to reject* nourishment; to die.

hao* here: news; informa-
tion.

fe
o l=i o IFJ o

Jrg
ch?"an l to reject; to re-

nounce. To subscribe.

;frR fe*f chfian-kuan* to shuffle
JraPP off this mortal coil; to

die.

fXl IIM hsiung-ivcn' sad news.

chi 1

(102) a sieve. Name
of a constellation (part
of the Sagittarius).

ch'i-chi 1 --to ride the

Sieve," an expression
for the death of great
men.



jffii o* startling; sad.
inn

o-ytn
1 sad news.

437

pu-lu* "not to draw

salary", to die, an

expression for the death
of an 'officer (vki. Ch,

Q., p. 626, 4)-

an expression of condolence.

Similar expressions.
*

IS

a,
1A /ao* grieved; affected.

ai-tao* grieved.

pei-tao* to be grieved.

e pei-t'ung
4 to be sad; to

e grieved.

yuan
9

(271) alarmed;

annoyed.

It & *S

s* 1 to lament; to

be grieved.

pei ts'an* grieved; sad.

a/w-t 8 without end.

Jdfc t'an-hsi1 to sigh regret-
'

fully.

S& pu-chih* without ceas-

Ming.

d.
*:^3$ri - an eulogy to a deceased person.
7f* JPU

Similar expressions.

H
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tick* eighty years of age

(vid. Ch. Q..p. 205, 4)

complete hap-

piness(vid. lesson xxxir,
2, note b).

regret; vexa-

tion.

hsiang* 'here: to enjoy.

- man -

^
'

the house
is full of sons and grand-
son?, a numerous pos-

terity.

jen-chien-
chih - lo i-

chi* he rejoiced in life

to the extreme limit of* -han 4 to be- vexed; to

regret.

extreme old age.

This expression is taken from the following line of

Chuang-tzu

"One hundred years is called extreme old age.

Eighty years is called medium old age. Sixty years is

called longevity of the lowest order (vid. Ch. Q.. p.

205, 4).

fctftaiffi
an eu"igv to a per -

son in mourning.

Similar expressions.

1. 2.

*
^l^

iW.
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1

la hsiao chili -

c/*Vng* most

sincerely filial.

W fill Tl^ J>'aw shen -
Jeng->N '** I mn 4 immense

sorrow.

This expression is based

on the I olio i

.v ing line of the

famous poet Hm-)u (&
<&) of the T 'ang dynasty:

yung* (251) to sing; to

intone.

/' luxuriant growth.
Reid liao* smartweed.

*
(338) n small species
of Artemisia.

/M-O' the title of an ode
of the Book of Poetry

) referring to the

death <>f parents.

4|C ch'i-yung-lu-o*^ *^* to weep singing
the ode "Lu-o".

This expression is taken
from the following line of

the hi-tory of the Chin

dynasty:

\mmmm
"Wang -

p'ou lamented
the death of his father, so

"Though the tree may
cU-sire to rest, the wind will

not c.-ase. Though a s;>n

may desire to care for his

j)arents. they are no longer
present. Kao-Yu (

n say-
ing this) became more
affected (by grief)."
Kao-vu (j^') was a

man whom Confucius one

day saw weeping by the

roidside. When Confucius
asked him about the reason
of hisgrief.hc explained that

he had suffered three great
losses, loss of parents, loss

of hope, loss of friends (vid.
Ch. Q,p. 6412).

his disciples omitted the

ode "Lu-o" (vid. Ch. Q., p.

643- 2).

Wang-p'ou (3rd century
A.D.) was a man of the Chin

(3IE.) dynasty. He is rank-

ed as orre of the 24 exam-

ples of filial piety. He
lived in retirement taking
pupils, and used to lean

against a pine-tree near the

grave of his parents to give
vent to his grief, until his

tears caused the tree to

decay. His mother was

always very much afraid of

thunder; accordingly after

her death, whenever it

thundered, he would run
out to her grave and cry
out, "I am near you". On
reading the ode referred to

he always wept.
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Vocabulary.

lin-shih* provisional;

temporary.

chih-cheng* the Chicl

Executive,- the title ol

Marshal Tuan-ch'i-jui

during thc

period of his being the

head of the Peking
Government.

ling
4 here: a mandate; an

edict.

tsai 3 a year. Read tsai*

to contain; to carry;
(o load.

fen-luan
4 disorder; dis-

tnrbaiu es.

1

(84) to manage; to

transact.

li-shih 4 to attend to

official duties.

i lap - from the time

when; ever since.

ching
1 to fear; cautious.

ching-ching
1 cautious;

anxious.

tao* (855)
-- to lead; to

guide.

a chen tao* to lead; to*
direct.

t* keng-shih* to reform;
** to renew.

/'w5 a map. To plan.

tieh* to alternate. Re-

peatedly.

shu* to narrate; to pub-
lish.

sheng-shu
4 to state.

ch'i* here: to hope; to

desire.

to resign.

PAJ

pang
4
(262) to slander.

?&Pangi4 to criticise
**

vehemently; to slander.

** in spite of all

abuses.

ti 4
(88) a knot; a close

connection.

kou4
(601) to unite.

fe ti-kou4 to build up.

hsin-li4
vigor; energy.

ch'i 4 related to; kin. To
distress.

hsiu-ch'i4 -
joys and sor-

rows.

TI shih-chien 1 times of
**

distress; difficulties.

ch'ung* lofty; eminent.
To venerate.

tit
9 to gaze at; to observe.

huo 4
calamity.

shou-tu l the capital;
the metropolitan dis-

trict.

tse*-jen duty; respon-
sibility.

fe chih-tse* duty.^
kou4

(601) to meet with.
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naii 3 of old; formerly.

.ZET.

kan 1 a shield. The stem
of a tree. To oppose.
To concern.

jo kan 1 a certain

amount.

shih-shih4 th& general
course of events; the

state of affairs.

(.-52) to ward off.

To hinder.

kan-ko 4 to obstruct; to

impede.

kiin * 1 the public

patriotic statesmen.

fanp-yu- a corner; a

region.

hs'unmotfi~to consult;
to deliberate

ch'iu 1 here:

epoch.

chen 1 chaste

last of the
lcrs

a time; an

pure. The
four cliarac

of

Canon of Changes
indicating the

of

hen - hsia ch'i-

yUan* after the
end (

t|f ~"F)( ri f a rund)

a new start will come
an improve-

ment; regeneration.
ch'i* - here: an imperative
particle

shan hoii 4 to make
good arrangements for

the future.
chan* to cut in two; to

interrupt.
ch'ien* all; everybody.

ch'n-fu* the foimer

clothes, before one en-

tered into the service.

ch'n-fu-hsi -clnt'

I will prepare my
former clothes, I will

retire, in the evening.
ing

s self con-

:niplation; self-medita-

tion.

pin
1

(860) a bank; a

shore.

**^ an ordinary citi-

zen.

hsin-mu* to be pleased.

tz'u-liiig' "tlrs is the

edict", an expression
mirking the close of an
edict.

eternal rotation

things in the world.

TRANSLATION
THE (FAREWELL) EDICT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

MARSHAL TUAN-CH I-JUI.

Since the establishment of th;> R--pul>l
:

c fifteen years
internecine strife has prevailed without a single day of peace.
Since I assumed office as Chief Excutive I have been striving

my best (fifti'fi) to lead (the country) to peace so as to make a
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new start
(jay/;/*)

with the people. Unfortunately (lit. unexpec-

tedly) my virtues fail to win the respect of others, my ability

is not sufficient t^> stop the rebellion, my strength is not equal

to my will, and I have not been able to realize my expectations.

I have more than once expressed my desire to resign from office,

but the reason why I still {do not retire) in spite of all abuses and

insults, is that I have played no small part (j?\~fl dFf^fe)
' n

the establishment of the Republic sharing all joys ana sorrows

with it. When I saw the internal difficulties of the country, the'

necessity of maintaining the national faith with the foreign

Powers and the "red" danger to which the metropolitan district

was exposed, I could not bear (lit. did not dare) to give up

my office suddenly without a feeling of responsibility.

The "coup d'etat" of the gth of this month seriously (71
$0

affects the laws of the country and the duty of military

men, aud my heart is filled with sorrow at this sudden change.

Formerly, whe i the Provisional Government was first established,

I planned a number of affairs to be carried out, hut in the course

of one year I was hin iered (in my plans) by the force of cir-

cumstances. Whether (the Government) will proceed (with these

plans) in the future depends upon public opinion.

It is significant (jE? H ;tfc @ )
^or *ne future prosperity of

the country that recently many elder statesmen and military

leaders (^^p||l) have begun to talk over among themselves

fundamental plans (for the salvation of the country). At the pre-

sent juncture (*^iLk ^EJk)
when disorders have reached an

extreme point (XSH J^C) (and everybody) is longing for order / JH

Jg) there may be a good opportunity (^) f r lne improve-
pl , tEI

men t of affairs
( t|| "KiifcQ^Ti--)

Let them quickly decide

measures for rehabilitation, so that there will be no interruption

of governmental business. If all agree in the morning, I will

retire in the evening. All I desire is that I may be able to

spend the rest of my life as a plain citizen of the Republic in

quiet self meditation.
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Vocabulary.

r-

to return.

chia fan
ch'ih? "to re'-

turn 10 the Lake of

Gems". to die (of wo-

m.^n). (About
-/|fl

vid. lesson XXXil. 2,

note a).

tao - t'ung - mo-

rning" there are

r.o words to express my
sorrow

i
2 to respectfully

think.

f k'nn-fan
4 a pattern to

women. a term of

praise for women (vid.
Ch. O., p. 174. -3)-

yung-ch'ufito remain
for ever.

mu-i l a motherly mo-
del (vid. Ch. 0., p. 175

tsu shih* worth of im"

itation.

ch'ien"* (620) the planet
Venus called

nu-ch'ien ksing
1 as a

morning star, and re-

garded as the wife of

shang-kung
1

, the sime

planet, as an evening
star.

^-trtitoi hsin8 ' chui ' mi ~

'*- -5SWJ cA'*n'-"the Nii-

ch'ien star fell d^wn",
death (of women).

(795) ^ kind of

day lily (Hemerocallis

graminea). A mother

(vid note b).

^ hsuan-t'(ing* your^ mother.

TV- yu'ch'i* to weep bittei-
-^

ly (lit. tears streaming
like rain).

lao* (189) a matron; a

dame.

t'ien-lao 3 the name of

a mountain in the

Chekiang province.

w' 1 here: to fall; to

collapse.

T'ien-

lao collapsed; death (of

women).
shu-ntu-chih-

feng-pei
1

immense sorrow (vid.
lesson XXXIX.2, note f).

chen 1 here: the soul.

kuei-chen-yu-

t'ien-shang*
the soul (of the deceas-

ed) went to heaven

chien 1
(the deceased

lady) had no vexations

during her life.

shih* here: to soothe.

c/ten"(28i) to turn: to re-

volve. Sorrowful; dis-

tressed.
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chen*-huai sorrow;

grief; compassion.

mien-shih chen*-

huailo try to

snothe the grief.

stiih-wei -chih-tao1

such is my ear-

nest prayer, a conven-
tional phrase used in

letters at the end of a

request.

erh? (612) a hearse.

chia-erh"1 to hold a

funeral (vid. Ch. Q., p.

6352).

fit* (252) tangled silk. A
cord for dragging a bier.

*.

chili-fit*
- to hold the

coids of ahearse, to at-

t' nd a funeral (vid. Ch.

9 , I>. 635.-!)
c/w'-here: to prepare.

YHl tien-i
1
* funeral donation

IW
(vid. .lesson XXXI, 2,

note c).

chien'to introduce; to

recommend. To sacri-

fice. To set forth; to

present.

|j ling-chi* a table with a
'** tablet which is placed

before a coffin.

Notes.

" " " " an cul gy t.
tnc deceased

lady.
Similar expressions.

nT fH

m
k'un fan-chu-mu*

as a pattern to

women admired by
everybody.

i-te-k'o-ch'in l

admirable virtue

commanding respect

(vid. Ch. Q..p. 174, -3)
k un /zsi/n 1

womanly
instructions; womanly
precepts.

su*~ early in the morning
Long. Usual.

chu* here: conspicuous;
reputed.

k'un-hsun-su-chn*
*

reputed for her

womanly precepts.

i-fan*& splendid ex-

ample, to follow.
'
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(1.

- - - - your mother.

The "hemerocallis" is called also

wang-yu-ts'ao*, because it causes one to forget sorrows,

and *& B3 i& i-nan -ts'ao*, because it is said that if a

woman wears it, she will bear a son; hence applied to a

mother (vid. Ch. Q.. p. 91, 2 and p. 287, 2).

- - - an advice to a person in mourning.

Similar expressions.

t*tH

li-shih-hu-chung
1

to perfoim
etiquette moderately
without exaggeration.

ai-pu-kuo-hui
z

not to harm (one's

health) by excessive

grief:

chan l -k'uai mourning
(vid. lesson XXXIX, 2,

note a).

ITS - to hold a funeral.

Gi^JfyfljchZ/f=t d ,76
~

chung
1 in mourn-

ing; during the period
of mourning.

chen-she* or chen-

chung* to value; to take
care of.

shan-tzu-chen-shc*
" to take great

care of oneself.

Similar expressions.

m

pin* (860) to put a corpse
in the coffin; to bury.

m ch'u-pin* to carry a

corpse to a grave.

fa ~y*n
* to escort a

coffin to a grave.
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INDEX OF PARTICLES.

The Roman numerals refer to

numerals, to the sections of lessons.

An.

y/:?
- - - An interrogative par-

5* ticle-XXlil, 3.

A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV, 3.

Ch'ang
- - A particle of complet-

ed action XV, 3.

OH*
- - An individual particle

XXVIII, 3.

Gfn

- - -"A conjunctive particle
-XII, 4.

- A particle of approach-

ing action XIV, 4.

- - - A consequential par-
ticle XVII, 3.

- - - A particle of completed
action XV, 3.

A causal particle

XVI. 3-

- A superlative particle

-V, 3-

- A particle of approach
ing action XIV, 4.

Chi
- - - An imperative particle

XXI, i; XL, i.

- - - A particle emphasizing
a subject- XXII, 3
ex. 4, et al.

- - - An exclamatory par
tide XXII, 3-

A superlative particle

-V, 3-

a

the lessons, the Arabic

Chia

A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

Chiang
- - A particle of approach-

ing action XIV, 4.

- - A prepositional particle
XXIV, 3.

Chiao

- - A comparative particle
-VII, 3.

Chfeh

- - An equalizing particle

-IV, 3.

Ch'ieh

- A superlative particle

- - A conjunctive particle

XII, 4.

- - An int'ensifying-con-

junctive particle

. XIII, 4.
^

- A particle of approach-

ing action XIV, 4.

An initial particle

XX, 3.

OMftfl

- - A prepositional par*
tick XXIV, 3.

Oh Men

- A prepositional par-
ticle- XXIV, 3-
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Chih

An individual par-
ticle XXVII, 3.

A limiting particle

VI, 3.

A superlative particle

-V, 3.

A prepositional parti-

cle-XXIV, 3.

Chin

An initial particle
XX, 3.

- - - An initial particle

XX, 3.

A limiting particle

VI, 3-

- A superlative particle

. -V, 3.

- A superlative particle

-V, 3-

Ching
A particle of completed

action XV, 3.

- A particle of completed
action XV, 3.

Ch'iung
- A superlative particle

. V,3.

Chu
- An interrogative par-

ticle XXIII, 3.

- A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3.

Chung
- A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

- A particle of definit

judgment X, 3.

m
s&

m

usa

Chu
An equalizing particle
-IV, 3.

An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV, 3.

Chu eh

A superlative particle
-V. 3.

A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

Chun
- An equalizing particle

IV. 3-

Erh
- A particle forming com-

plements to verbs

I, i, note b.

An adversative particle

VIII, 3.

An assimilative particle

-XI, 3.

A conjunctive particle

-XII, 4.

A consequential particle
XVII. 3.

A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

- A purposive particle
XIX. 3.

An intcnsifying-conjunc-
tive particle XIII.

An intensifying
- con-

junctive particle
XIII. 4.
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If-

A final particle

XXI. 3.

A final particle
XXI. 3.

A final particle

XXI. 3.

A final particle
XXI. 3.

- - - - A final particle
XXL 3.

Fang
- - - A particle of com-

pleted action XV.3.
- A consequential par-

ticle XVII, 3-

Fu

An adversative par-
ticle VIII, 3.

- - - A consequential par-
ticle XVII, 3.

- An initial particle
XX, 3.

A final particle

XXI, 3-

A demonstrative
III, i, note a.

- - - - A personal pronoun
"he" XXII. s.ex.

21, et al.

Hao
A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

Ho
An interrogative par-

ticle XXIII, 3.
- - - - An interrogative par-

ticle XXIII. 3.
- - - - An interrogative par-

ticle XXIII, 3-

Hou
- - - - A prepositional par-

ticle XXIV, 3.

T

w

Hsi

- - An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

- - An equaling particle
IV, 3.

Hsia

- - A prepositional par-
ticle-XXIV, 3.

Hsiang
- - A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

Hsien

- An equalizing particle

IV, 3-

Hsiu

- A prohibitive particle

-IX, 3.

Hu
- A comparative particle

VII, 3.

- An exclamatory par-
ticle XXII, 3.

- An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

- An expletive XXII,
3, ex. 13, 14, 15. 16.

et al.

- A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV, 3.

An exclamatory par-
ticle XXII, 3.

- - An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.
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IM^ - A causal particle

XVI. 3
- A consequential par-

ticle-XVII, 3.

- A purposive particle
-XIX 3.

- A prepositional par-
XXIV, 3.

- An individual particle
tide XXVI, 3.

-Mf A causal parti-* cle XVI, 3.

- A consequential par-
ticle-XVII, 3.

- A purposive par-
ticle XIX, 3.

- - A purposive par-
ticle XIX, 3.

- - A purposive par-
tick XIX, 3.

- - A particle of com-

pleted action XV, 3.

- - A final particle
XXI, 3.

- - A particle of com -

pleted action

XV. 3.

- - A final particle
XXI. 3.

- - A final particle

XXI, 3.

L final particle

XXI, 3-

- A final particle
XXI, 3.

- A final particle

XXI, 3.

- An intensifying par-
ticleIll, 3.

to

Jan
- An adversative particle

VIII, 3.

An adversative particle

-VIII, 3.

Jo
- An assimilative particle

-XI, 3.
- - A consequential par-

ticle XVII, 3.

- - A conditional particle

-XIII, 3.

- - - An assimilative

particle
XI. 3.

A conditional particle
-XVIII, 3.

Ju
- - An assimilative par-

ticle XI, 3.

- - A conditional particle

XVIII, 3.

- - - An assimilative

particle
XI, 3.

J A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

Kai

- - An equalizing particle

-IV. 3.

- - A causal particle

XVI, 3.

- - An initial particle

XX, 3.

- - A particle expressing

possibility XXV 1 1 ,

3, ex. 4.

Keng
- An intensifying par-

ticleIll, 3.
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jjfiL

Ko
A sign of the plural

XIII, 2, A, note a.

Kou
A conditional particle

XVIII, 3.

Ku
A particle of definite

judgment X. 3.

An adversative particle

VIII. 3-

A causal partic'e

XVI, 3-

A consequential par-
ticle XVII, 3.

An adversative particle
-VIII. 3.

Li

A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV. 3.

Mo
A prohibitive particle

-IX. 3

Nai

An adversative particle

-VIII. 3.

A consequential par-
ticle XVII, 3.

Nei

A prepositional particle

XXIV. 3-

Nfof
~Z* - - A comparative

particle VII, 3-

^Pj A com-

paralive particle

VII, 3.

it

Jh

P'ang
A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

Pel

A purposive particle

XIX, 3.

A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3.

A sign of passive -

XXV, ex. 23; XXII,
2, article 13.

A sign of the plural
XXIX. 3, ex. 7.

Pi

A comparative particle
-VII. 3-

A particle of definite

judgment VIII, 3.

Pien

A consequential par-
tide- XVII, 3.

Ping
An equalizing particle

IV, 3.

A particle of definite

judgment. X, 3
An intensifying con-

junctive particle

XIII, 4.

Po

A sign of the plural
XIV, i, note c.

P'o

A superlative particle
-V. 3-

Pu

A prohibitive particle

-IX, 3.

Shang
-A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3-
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m

She

A conditional particle
-XVIII, 3.

A conditional particle
XVIII, 3.

A conditional particle

-XVIII, 3.

Shen

A superlative particle
-V, 3-

Shih

A consequential parti-
cle -XVII, 3.

A consequential parti-
cle XVII, 3.

A consequential parti-
cle XVII, 3.

A consequential parti
cle-XVII. 3.

A conditional particle

XVIII, 3.

A particle of definite

judgment X, 3,

A particle of comple-
ted action XV, 3.

Shu

A superlative particle

V, 3.

A consequental particle

XVII, 3.

An interrogative parti-
cle XXIII, 3.

So

An individual particle
XXIX, 3.

A consequential parti-
cle XVII, 3.

ffi

Ssu
- An assimilative particle

-XI, 3.

- A consequential parti-
cle- XVII, 3.

Sui

- A consequential parti-
cle XVII. 3.

fin -A consequential parti-
cle-XVII. 3.

Tai

- A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3-

- A particle of approach-
ing action XIV, 4.

Tan

A limiting particle
VI. 3.

T'ang
- - A conditional particle

XVIII, 3.

Teng
An equalizing particle

-IV, 3.

- - A sign of the plural
XIII, i, note d.

Ti

A limiting particle
VI, 3-

Ting
- A particle of definite

judgment -X. 3.

Tsai

- - - A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3-

- - - An exclamatory parti-

cle-XXII, 3!
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m

Ts'ai

A particle of complet-
edaction XV, 3

Tsao

A sign of passive
IV, 3, ex. 6.

Tse

A consequential par-
ticle XVII, 3.

Ts'eng
An adversative par-

ticle VIII, 3.

A particle of com-

pleted action

XV. 3.

A particle of com-

pleted action

XV, 3-

Tsui

A superlative parti-
cle V, 3.

Tsung
A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

Tsung
A prepositional par-

ticle XXIV, 3.

T'u
A limiting particle

VI, 3.

Tuan
A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

T'ung
A prepositional par-

ticle XXIV, 3.

Tzu
A particle of definite

judgement X. 3.

A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV, 3.

ft

i&B

3B-

Wai
A prepositional parti-

ticle XXIV, 3.

Wan
A particle of definite

judgment X, 3.

Wei
A limiting particle

VI, 3.

A cau=al particle
XVI, 3.

A purposive particle

-XIX, 3.

A prepositional par-
ticle XXIV, 3.

Wu
A prohibitive particle

-IX, 3.
-

A prohibitive particle

-IX, 3.

A prohibitive particle

-IX, 3.
.

An interrogative par-
ticle-XXIII, 3.

An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

Yeh
A final particle

XXI, 3.

A final particle
XXI. 3.

A particle empha-
sizing individual

words XXVIII.
3, ex. ii, 12.

A final particle
XXI. 3.

An exclamatory par-
ticle -XXII, 3.

An interrogative par-
ticle-XXI II. 3.

An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.
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X

- A particle of comple-
ted action XV,
3-

- A particle of comple-
ted action XV,
3-

Yn
- A final particle XXI,

3-

- An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

- An expletive XV, 3,

ex. t3-
- An assimilative parti-

cle- XI, 3.

- An assimilative parti-
cle XI, 3.

- An assimilative parti-
cle XI, 3.

Yin
- A causal particle

XVI, 3-

Yu
- An intensifying

- con-

junctive particle

XIII, 4.

- An intensifying particle

HI, 3.

- An assimilative parti-
cle XI, 3.

A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3.

- A consequential parti-
cle XVII. 3.

- A conditional particle
XVIII. 3.

- - An adversative particle
VIII, 3.

- - - An assimilative parti-
cle-XI, 3.

Yung
- - A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

Yu
- A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

- - - A comparative particle
VII, 3.

- - - A prepositional particle

XXIV, 3.

- A consequential parti-
cle XVII, 3.

A conjunctive particle
XII. 4.

- - - An exclamatory parti-
cle XXII, 3.

An interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

- - - A prepositional particle

-XXIV, 3

- - A compara-
tive particle

VII, 3-

An exclamatory par-
ticle XXII. 3.

An -interrogative par-
ticle XXIII, 3.

- - - An intensifying par-
ticleIll, 3.

Yiin

- A final particle

XXI, 3.
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INDEX OF CHARACTERS.
The Roman numerals refer to the lessons, the Arabic

numerals, to the sections of lessons.

Ai
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'i'!

XXI, i.
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SL

mi

V, 2.



S(
I. I-

Chieh

- XXXVII, 2.

XXVII, 2

II, 3-

XV, 2

XIX. i.

XXVII, 2.

I, 2.

XVII, i.

XI, i.

VI, 2.

X, 3.

- XXXIII, 2.

XI, 3.

X, i.

VI, 2.

V. 2.

II, 2.

XIII, 2.

II. 2.

XXII, i.

fit

J.

*f

XXIII. i.

XVIII, 2.

XI. 3.

Ch'ieh

IV. 3.

XII. 4-

VII. 3-

XXI, i.

Chien
- XXXIII, i.

II. 2

III, 3-

XXVII, 2

XII, 3-

XXVIII, 2

- XXVIII, 3

VII, i

VII, 3

XVII, 3.

Ill, 2.

XVI, i.

XX. T.

- XXVII, 2.

461

XXXVIII, 2.

XXIX, 2.

- XXVII, 2.

- XXXIII, i.

XXI, i.

VIII, i.

XIII, 2.

XX, i.

- XXXIII, 2.

ril

Ch'ien

XIII, i.

XV, 3.

- XXVII. 2.

II, 2.
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g
- - - IV, i.



XXXI, 2.

- XXXI. 2.

VII, 3-

IV. 3.

IV. 2.

11,3.

Ill, 3-

V, 3-

XXXVIII. 2.

XX, i.
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ERRATA.

Printed

p. 8, Vocabulary, column 2:

to see up

p. 34. 8th line from above:
an adjective

P- 37. Vocabulary, column i:

ys
p. 44, Vocabulary, column i:

jun
1

p. 50, Vocabulary, column i:

hsi-yu

p. 52, 6th line from below: s

p. 64, Vocabulary, column i:

chrS

p. 104, 4th line from below:
a sign the participle

p. 136, Text, examples 3, 15,

p. 140, Text, 4th line:

p. 150, Vocabulary:

P- I53 Vocabulary:
An aggravative particle

P- I 55. Vocabulary: yin*

p. 190, 3rd line from above:

p. 208, Vocabulary: _|||.

p. 209, Translation, 9th line

from below:

p. 217, Vocabulary:

p. 230, Vocabulary: JH& TJ

p. 238, Text, 3rd line:
Ig

ih

Corrected

to set up

an adjective clause

1an

a sign of the participle

An intensifying-conjunctive
particle

yen
4



Printed Corrected

p. 257, Vocabulary, column 2:

kilk

p. 272, Text, 2nd line:
IH|

p. 275, Text, 5th line:

kiln

a

p. 279, Vocabulary, column i:

kuari*

p. 29i,Gram. section, column I

then

p. 319, Text, 3rd line: PI

p. 320, Vocabulary: *i=i^

p. 321, Translation, ex. 18: It

p. 324, Translation, ex. 60:

mentioned

p. 340, Vocabulary, column 2:

m 4
'

p. 352, Gram, section, T2th
line from belcw: ex. 27

p. 374, Text, ist line:

P- 377, Translation, rst line:

P- 336, Vocabulary, column 2:

to implore.

p. 389, Text, 2nd line: pi

p. 307, Text, 2nd line:

p. 400, Translation, I7th line

from below: factious

p. 404, column 2, loth line

from below: <on-in-low

p. 412, Text, 4th line:

p. 440, Text, 8th line:

huari*

than

If

mentioned

niatig*

ex. 24

to implore to prest-nt.

factitious.

son-in-law

7C
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